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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
TO SECRETARY CALIFANO
QUESTIONS O SENATOR MOYNIHAN

Question. a. "What is
public assistance over the
and desertion been higher
tion generally? What if

the data on family breakup and its relationship to
past two decades? Have rates of divorce, separation
among families receiving welfare than in the populayou control for income, ethnicity, and other fac-

tors * * * ?

Answer. Relatively little is known about whether family breakup is more
frequent among families on welfare than in the population at large. Under
current program coverage, two-parent families receiving welfare payments comprise a small and special population. Their marital experiences are unlikely
to he directly comparable to that of the general population. Such families are
found either in the AFDC-UF program for two-parent families with an unemployed male head, or in the AFDC program in cases for which the father is
incapacitated. There are also some AFDC cases in which the husband present
is the stepfather of the recipient children. In early 1977 about 0 percent of the
national welfare caseload consisted of two-parent families enrolled in the
AFDC-UF program, while the most recent available tabulations on AFDC cases
(1971) shows that 2.8 percent were "stepfather" cases, and 10.4 percent were
two-parent families In which the father was incapacitated [19, 211.1 Therefore,
two-parent families comprise a small and non-representative subset of the
welfare rolls.
Marital stability among two-parent families on welfare is virtually unstudied.
Only one existing study permits any judgments on this question. The analysis
of marital dissolution In the Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance Eperiment
Included a control for previous AFDC lucome 14]. In the samples analyzed,
about 16 percent of the families had received AFDC income In the year prior
to the experiment. However, in some of these families, the beneficiary might
have included an adult other than the husband or wife; also, the wife might
have been single and receiving AFDC payments at some time in the year prior
to the experiment. In any case, marital disruption due to divorce, desertion or
separation was more likely in families who had been on welfare, although the
difference was statistically significant only for Chicago families. These differences ranged from 15 percent for blacks, to 77 percent for Chicanos, relative to
the average marital dissolution rates for these groups.
In addition to enthicity, this finding controls for Income, education, age and
family composition. However, it does not control for unemployment or disability, the factors which determine the eligibility for welfare in the population of
two-parent families. It is essential that unemployment be incorporated into any
analysis of the effect of welfare receipt upon marriage, since it is widely agreed
that unemployment contributes heavily to family instability. Therefore, this
finding can only be considered suggestive.
Question. b. "* * * Is family breakup more frequent in states with lenient
welfare eligibility and high benefits than in other Jurisdictions?"
Answer. Most of the research on AFDC and marital patterns has examined
the effect of variations in benefit levels. These studies implicitly assume that
the response to the economic incentive for family breakup, if such a response
exists, will be proportional to the size of the incentive.
Numbers In parentheses correspond to reference works cited at the close of Answer

#2. These

reference works were made a part of the committee file.
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Several studies have demonstrated that female-headed families are relatively
more prevalent in areas where AFDC benefits are higher. This association Is
significant for whites and nonwhites In both 1960 and 1970 Census data for
SMSAs (6, 71. However, a study based upon 1970 Census data on low-income
areas in cities found a significant relationship only for nonwhites (161. In
neither case is it clear whether AFDC influences the formation of one parent
households, or the presence of one parent households influences state policies
regarding AFDC.
There are, of course, factors besides marital dissolution which contribute to
the prevalence of female-headed families. The studies cited above controlled
for such factors as the proportion of widows and divorcees, and state-to-state
differences in the difficulty of obtaining a divorce. Also, another study which
used 1960 data on female-headed nonwhite families, in 87 central cities, con.
trolled separately for subfamilies and found that the effect of AFDC remained
significant [151.
These studies have not been controlled for illegitmacy; however, other researchers have found no systematic relationships between illegitimacy rates
and AFDC benefit levels [2, 10, 141.
Recognizing the inherent limitations of the cross-sectional approach, some
studies have used longitudinal observations on individual marital histories to
examine the response to economic incentives. There are only a few data sources
suitable for such analysis; of these, only the Panel Study of Income Dynamics
(PSID), now in its tenth year, permits any general study of AFDC and marital
patterns.
Analyses of PSID data to date have produced mixed results (5, 161. However,
the most recent study, which devoted considerable attention to the measurement of potential AFDC benefits, found that the generosity of AFDC does have
an effect in encouraging marriages to end [231. This effect was only marginally
statistically significant, and refers only to blacks; the study did not examine
other groups.
In sum, the weight of recent evidence seems to lend support to the hypothesis
that the existing welfare system contributes to family breakup. On the other
hand, it must be pointed out that the importance of AFDC benefit levels relative
to other causes of family instability Is not quantified. Therefore, the extent to
which AFDC-Induced marital dissolutions contributed to the recent increase in
female-headed families is unknown.
It is also worthwhile considering the effect of the AFDC-UF program on
marital patterns. As previously stated, there is no reason to expect the marriages of families on AFDC-UF to be as stable as in the general population,
given the restriction on employment in the AFDC-UF program. Nevertheless,
we might expect more marital stability in AFDC-UF states than in non-UP
states, since family splitting would not be a prerequisite to welfare elieility
in AFDC-UF states. Unfortunately, since there are no AFDC-UF states in the
South, it is difficult to separate regional effects from program effects when
studying family patterns.
For whites, the incidence of female-headed families is considerably lower in
AFDC-UF states (using 1970 data) ; for blacks, there appears to be no effect
of AFDC-UF if we control for region [7, 161. Aside from the UF/non-UF
distinction, no other administrative features of the welfare system (such as
leniency in applying eligibility rules) have been related to family stability
[1, 13].

Question. c. "Do families that 'get off' welfare later reunite? Or do they
reunite and then 'get off' welfare? Both? Or neitherl"
Answer. There does not appear to have been any research on whether broken
families on welfare get off welfare and then reunite. Such a study would
demand detailed longitudinal data which are not currently available. For
example, the PSID data do not distinguish reconciliations from remarriages
or first marriages.
On the other hand, the return of absent spouses is known to be a cause of
AFDC case closings. Quarterly statistics on the reasons for welfare case closings have been disseminated for several years. For example, in the first quarter
of 1977, 4.6 percent of case closings were due to marital reconciliation or
remarriage (201.
One study looked at state-to-state variations in case closing due to marriage
or reconciliation in 1970, and found no appreciable effect of the size of AFDC

(
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payments [111. However, rates of such case closings were nearly 100 percent
higher in AFDC-UF states, suggesting that families may be much less likely
to remain apart, and on welfare, when coverage is extended to two-parent
families.
Question. d. "Is there longitudinal evidence on the relationship between the
receipt of public assistance (not just AFDC, but all the programs marked for
submersion into the Better Jobs and Income Program) and the condition of
families?"
Answer. Aside from the few studies (discussed above) which deal with AFDC
recipients, little longitudinal evidence has been generated on the relationship
between the receipt of assistance-including the 81 and Food Stamp programs-and family status, marital status or living arrangements.
Data on household patterns among the elderly suggest that they prefer separate living arrangements to living with relatives or others [181.
In 1974, 90 percent of all men, and 80 percent of all women 65 years old or
older, living in households, were either the head of household, or the spouse of
the household head.
In 1974, 82 percent of the husband-wife families in this age group were twoperson families.
Nevertheless, analysis of data from a survey of low-income aged and disabled
persons has found that income increases due to SS1 benefits had no apparent
effect on the living arrangements of the recipient population 124]. Beyond this,
the Impact of the SSI component of public assistance on marital or family
patterns has not been documented.
The Food Stamp program could be hypothesized to have impacts upon family
patterns, but no direct evidence on this hypothesis has been presented to date.
One cross-sectional study demonstrated that incorporating the net value of food
stamps (and therefore more accurately measuring the potential public assistance "package") greatly increases the magnitude and significance level of the
association between welfare and the incidence of female-headed families [7.
However, no longitudinal study has attempted to document the role of food
stamps In the marital status decisions or family patterns exhibited by poor or
near-poor families.
Qucstion. e. "What Is the evidence to support (or refute) the hypothesis that
the receipt of public assistance funds tends to keep families from being
formed...

-

?"

Answer. Research studies on AFDC and remarriage are new and few in
number. The question has been posed in two ways. First, remarriage rates have
been compared for women on and off of welfare. Second, the relationship
between family formation and the generosity of AFDC---in other words, the
potential welfare payment-has been studied. In each such study, reconciliation. first marriages, and remarriages have not been distinguished, due to data
limitations.
Women on welfare have been found to be less likely to marry in subsequent
years than women not on welfare, controlling for age, other income, the number
and ages of children and other factors which might affect marital decisions
[8, 171. However, this finding does not prove that welfare is the cause of a
lower marriage rate.
Women may be on welfare because they have been unsuccessful in their
attempts to find a suitable spouse and remarry. Therefore welfare recipient
status may be an effect rather than a cause of a lower remarriage rate. We
have no evidence that the receipt of public assistance funds alters anyone's
commitment to marriage or family life.
Furthermore, we do not know if women who have been previously married
react to welfare differently than never-married women. Such information
would shed some light on the effect of welfare on remarriage among those With
a demonstrated commitment to marriage.
One study examined the effect of different welfare opportunities-measured
by the size of AFDC guarantees--on remarriages, without distinguishing women
who were on or off welfare [9]. Using 1970-1972 data, potential AFDO income
had a significant inhibiting effect on remarriage. However, in 1968-1970 data,
there was no such effect. These tests are more appropriate for establishing the
causal importance of welfare in remarriage than the previously-cited studies.
The inconsistency of findings for two different years of data, however, cast some
doubt 'pon this causal relationship.
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Question. "What is the evidence on the relationship between new income
support schemes and family stability?" If It is true . . . that the SeattleDenver experiments led to higher divorce and separation rates among test case
families than among those in the control groups. then what is the implication
for our assumption that a national income maintenance program will mend
what current welfare programs have torn?"
Answer. The evidence on new income support schemes and family stability
comes from the four income maintenance experiments conducted since 1968.
Studies of marital dissolution in these four experiments have produced
inconsistent findings. In three experiments the impacts on marriage were small
(or zero) and insignificant, or dismissed on methodological grounds. In the
fourth, there were significant increases in marital dissolution for some groups,
on some of the experimental plans.
Two independent analyses of the New .Jersey-Pennsylvania experimental
data found that the net marital breakup rate was somewhat higher for expertmentals than controls [17. 221. However, both studies contend that this is not
a genuine treatment effect, but merely a consequence of the higher rate of
leaving the experiment in the control group. This is known as the attrition
problem.
In the Rural Income Maintenance Experiment there was no significant overall difference in marital stability between experimentals and controls [121.
In both the New Jersey-Pennsylvania and Rural Income Maintenance exporments, marital stability was directly related to the amount of cash transfer
payments. This remains true when we control for race, age, education and
other sources of income.
A preliminary analysis of marital stability among black families In the Gary,
Indiana Experiment concludes that, for this population, there is no net impact
of Income maintenance on marital stability (231.
In the Seattle-Denver Experiments the rates of marital dissolution were
generally higher among the treatment families than in control group families;
for a majority of the support levels tested, these differences were significant [4].
Therefore, with the exception of the Seattle-Denver families, our experience
with the income maintenance experiments seems to suggest that the experimental plans had little or no overall effect on marriage, but that within the
experimental groups, stability of marriage was directly related to the amount
of cash benefits received. The exceptional nature of the Seattle-Denver findings
demands that they be scrutinized especially closely.
There are several important qualifications concerning the Seattle-Denver
findings which should be noted.
These results are tentative, since they use only the first two years of what
will ultimately be three-year marital histories for some of the families (75
percent) and five-year histories for the rest.
Research to date indicates that the marital dissolution effect declines somewhat over time. When the full results are in, we may see a further decline,
perhaps to the small and insignificant responses found in some previous
experiments.
These findings a,-e subject to the problem of attrition mentioned earlier. The
problem is that control group families drop out of the experiment more readily
than treatment families, ar.d people with broken marriages drop out more
readily than others. Preliminary analyses indicate that the attrition problem
may cause us to overstate the marital dissolution responses by 5 to as much as
44 percent.
Although the marital breakup rate was higher In most of the experimental
plans, it was also found that the reconciliation rate among broken families was
higher for experimentals than for controls. This offsets the dissolution rate by
20 percent in most experimental plans.
Consequently, we feel it is inappropriate to draw firm conclusions from the
analysis of marital patterns thus far conducted using Seattle-Denver data. nnd
furthermore, that the findings of the other experiments must also be considered.
If we think that the experiment may have raised the divorce and separation
rate, then we must also attempt to understand the way this effect operated.
Further research along these lines is currently being carried out. Many of these
families were on welfare before the experiment began. They may have been
experiencing marital problems already, and merely hastened to end a marriage
that was sure to end anyway, once their financial situation became more secure.

.-.
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Also, as the above qualifications point out, It is still too early to reach conclusions about the magnitude of marital status responses, whatever the direction
of effects might be.
Furthermore, the overall effect of income maintenance on the population
depends upon its impact on marriage and remarriage as well as divorce. The
experiments tell us little or nothing about these other questions. In the experiments, an unmarried participant provided a guaranteed income to nonparticipating potential spouses. This leads to a "dowry" effect not present in
a national program.
Finally, we have no evidence that income support schemes alter anyone's
commitment to marriage, family life or the provision of a stable environment for children. Due to complex forces far beyond the realm of anti-poverty
Policy, the divorce rate is currently very high. However, the remarriage rate
is also very high. Low income families are known to have a high incidence
of marital problems. It may be that we observe in a brief income maintenance
experiment is an increase in dissolutions among problem-ridden marriages,
followed by remarriages with a higher likelihood of success.
The implications of the experimental findings for our welfare reform proposal are negligible because they refer to plans significantly different from
the Program for Better Jobs and Income. These experiments provide some
information on the consequences of changes in categorical eligibility rules for
cash transfer programs. They also provide some evidence-as does some nonexperimental research-that family patterns may respond to certain economic
incentives, although the responses may be very small. They do not tell us
what the consequences of a combined program of cash assistance and jobs
will be. There is, however, some evidence of the importance of jobs, and particularly the importance of a husband's steady employment, for the stability
of marriages.
An analysis of marital stability using a national simple found that unemployment problems greatly increased the likelihood of separation or divorce.
In fact, among low-income blacks, a husband's annual earnings would have to
drop nearly $10,000 for it to be as strong a predictor of marital disruption,
on average, as the experience of serious unemployment during the previous
three-year period (17].
A study of teenage childbearing found that young mothers are reluctant to
marry the fathers of their children, if the fathers' job prospects are uncertain (3].
In both of these instances, the Better Jobs and Income Program, by providing jobs for principal earners in families with children, would reduce the
marriage-disrupting influence of unemployment or poor job prospects.
As noted earlier, experimental data provide us with information on only
a limited number of marital and family phenomena in the short run; such
data are even less useful for long-run predictions. This is not surprising,
as these experiments were primarily designed to test labor supply responses,
-rhich are more amenable to adjustment during a three-to-five year time period. However, undoubtedly the major shortcoming of these data for purposes
of predicting the effects the Better Jobs and Income Program is the absence
of a jobs component in the experiments.
"
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Qvcstion. (a) It seems to me essential that we delve deeply into the concept
of dependency, what it means as a social policy issue, what we know about
It, how current programs deepen or reduce it. and the analytical basis for
assumptions made about the effect of the proposed reforms on it.
What is your Department's explanation for rising welfare caseloads since
World War II? To what extent does this phenomenon remain If you control
statistically for the increase in single-parent families, for the increase of outof-wedlock births, and for other demographic shifts?
Answer. Over the past quarter of a century the incidence of welfare receipt
has increased substantially. During 1952 about 1.2 percent of the U.S. population were AFDC recipients. There was no food benefit program for those
not also receiving cash assistance. By 1977 the fraction of the population receiving AFDC had risen to 5.1 percent and an additional 4.1 percent received
Food Stamp benefits only. Several studies have sought to determine the causes
of this welfare expansion. They Indicate that most of the caseload Increase
has been caused by changes in government policy that either directly increased
the number of eligibles by changing eligibility criteria or increased the participation rate In existing programs by altering administrative practices.
Most of the expansion of the Food Stamp program clearly results mainly
from policy liberalization: first, the recreation of the program in the early
1960s, its increased funding beginning In 1965, and, finally, the liberalization
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of the program in the 1970's. Some of the growth in the Food Stamp case-

load during the 1970s has also been caused by the rise in food prices which,
under the revised law had the effect of raising the maximum income eligibility
level, and by the relatively high rate of unemployment, which also led to more
eligibles [see 61.
The causes of the AFDC caseload expansion, on the other hand, are less
obvious. Several studies have addressed this issue, however, and taken together they suggest quite strongly that the dominant causes of growth in the
AFDC caseload during the 1960s and early 1970s was an increase in the participation rate of eligibles because of required changes in administrative practices that dramatically increased the accessibility of benefits, and statutory
changes that Increased the size of the eligible population (e.g., introduction of
work incentive features that permit working welfare recipients to remain in
the program, and the requirement that states bring their needs standards
into line with rising prices).
The fraction of the population who were AFDC recipients rose from 1.6
percent in 1959 to 2.2 percent in 1960. About 17 percent of this caseload increase was caused by the increase in unemployed-father cases following
the enactment of AFDC-UF in 1961. A study by Lurie indicates that virtually
all (95 percent) of the remaining caseload growth was caused by a rise in
the participation rate among female-headed AFDC eligibles from 43 to 62
percent. Another study by Boland found much the same thing for the period
from 1967 to 1970. Over this period the number of recipients relative to the
population rose from 2.4 to 3.8 percent with about 80 percent of this caseload
increase occurring among female-headed cases. Boland's findings indicate that
60 percent of this increase in female-headed cases was caused by a rise in
their participation rate from 63 to 91 percent, another 32 percent by an increase in the proportion of poor female-headed families who were eligible, and
only 8 percent by a growth in the number df poor female-headed families.
Again this study implies that the primary causes of caseload growth are
changes in administrative practices and liberalized financial eligibility criteria,
rather than any perverse financial incentives of the program. A more complete
discussion of these two studies can be found in Holmer, "The Economic and
Political Causes of the 'Welfare Crisis'," [3].
Welfare rolls were bound to rise if changes in the law made more of the poor
eligible, if changes in administrative practices increase the rate of acceptance
of applications, or if changes in personal attitudes toward welfare receipt among
the non-participating eligibles increase the rate of application. An empirical
study of the reasons for caseload growth from 1952 through 1972 tested some
of these competing hypotheses while controlling for economic and demographic
changes, and found that about 82 percent of the twenty-year caseload increase
could be attributed to the direct and indirect effects of the rise in the acceptance
rate. (Some of the Increase may be attributed to pressures to end discriminatory practices that bad barred eligible minority individuals from participation
In the programs.) This is extremely strong evidence for the proposition that
virtually all of the rise in the participation rate and most of the AFDO caseload
expansion were caused by the increase In program accessibility that stemmed
from changes in local administrative practices, the availability of legal services,
and greater awareness of "welfare rights" [see 3].
This AFDC caseload dynamics model also sheds some light on the relationship between changes in unemployment and caseload fluctuations. An earlier
examination of this relationship by Moynihan, "The Politics of a Guaranteed
Income: The Nixon Administration and the Family Assistance Plan" (Random
House, 1973), found that there was a strong direct correlation until the mid19Gs, but none during the late 1960s. The econometric estimation of the
caseload dynamics model reveals that unemployment had a statistically signicant effect on the rate of application for AFDC over the entire 1962-1972
period. And since 1972 even the simple correlation between unemployment and
the AFDC caseload has reasserted itself to some extent. Also, a study of AWDO
over the 1969-1971 period concludes that "conditions in the labor market ae
definitely linked to the demand for welfare payments" [see 1). So, the link
between labor market conditions and the welfare caseload was never broken, it
was only obscured by the massive caseload growth caused mostly by statuto-y
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and administrative changes that increased program accessibillty during the
late 190s and early 197s.
Qtiesffon. (h) What is known about dependency-over.fime, and what is the
evidence to support various hypotheses ranging from Its Intergenerational
transfer. on the one hand, to the on-aiid-off-welfare-several-times-a-year explanation on the other? How is the current welfare population best sorted out in
terni of dependency over time?
Answer. A number of recent studies have clarified some of the facts about
receipt of welfare benefits over time. A concise summary of this research is
contained in Lyon, "The Dynamics of Welfare Dependency: A Survey" (Ford
Foundation, Spring 1977). [6] The basic finding of these studies is that there
is a tremendous amount of movement on and off the welfare caseload even
during periods when the total number of recipients Is constant from month to
month.
Evidence from New York City for 19)72 suggests that a substantial fraction
(from one-fourth to one-half) of AFDC case closings result from administrative
actions not clearly related to changes in the family's eligibility status. As a
result many AFI)C case openings (about one-fifth in New York City during
1972) are simply reopenings of cases that were recently closed for spurious
reasons.
While some part of total caseload turnover (often called "administrative
ehiirning") is then spurlous turnover related to administrative practices, most
AFPC case openings and closings are genuine and reflect changes in the eligibility status of fnmille.s. This substantial amount of genuine turnover reflects
the fact that the majority of women who have ever received welfare benefits
have stayed on the program for relatively short periods of time. Analysis of a
national longitudinal sample for the years 1967 through 1973 [see 81 shows that
of those women who received AFDC sometime during that seven-year period,
about .34 percent were on the program for one year or less, 28 percent were on
from one to three years, and the other 38 percent were on more than three
years. About two-thirds of those received welfare more than three years (that
Is. 26 percent of the total) rolled on welfare benefits for less than half of their
seven-year total income. This leaves a very small group-only 12 percent of
those women who were ever on AFDC over the 1967-1973 period, or between
one and two percent of all women between the ages of 18 and 54 in 1968--that
could be characterized as members of a "welfare class," In that they received
welfare for at least half the time and benefits provided more than half their
seven-year income. Given this fairly broad definition of a "welfare class," it is
interesting to note how relatively few members there are. And even among
those families who are classified as members, about one-eighth of their Income
for years during which they were on AFDC, and three-fourths of their income
for years when they were off AADC, was derived from earnings.
These findings of relatively short stays on welfare, the dominance of earnings
in total income over a long period of time even for those who did receive welfare
during the period, and the small size of even a broadly defined "welfare class,"
are not particularly surprising even though they are in sharp conflict with
public stereotypes of the welfare population. The turnover of the AFDC caseload simply reflects the extensive movement in and out of the poverty population,
a phenomenon that is becoming increasingly well known. There is little reason
to doubt that the non-public assistance portion of the Food Stamp easeload
would exhibit the same characteristics over a long period of time.
The following picture of welfare programs emerges from this discussion.
The AFDC and Food Stamp programs serve as income-support programs for
families in periods when they lose their earnings altogether, and as an incomesupplement program for those whose earnings have dropped temporarily or are
chronically low.
For most people these periods are relatively short; only a relatively small
fraction of the population relies extensively on welfare for long periods of time.
While the adequacy of the income supports and supplements provided by
these programs is challenged by some, it Is clear that over the past decade or
two, the adequacy of these programs has increased due mainly to the increase
in AFDC eligibility and accessibility during the late 196fs and early 1970s and
the resulting rise in participation rates, and to the reenactment In 1961 and the
early 1970s expansion of the Food Stamp program.
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The Program for Better Jobs and Income consolidates these part reforms In a
uniform cash assistance program that targets benefits on those with the lowest
incomes, and introduces new work incentives for those families that are
expected to work and new job opportunities for all families with children.
These work incentives and opportunities are intended to reduce the tendency
of welfare recipients, to become "dependent" on welfare. As we have seen, the
extent to which such a "dependent" welfare class exists today is not as great
as many people believe. That does not gainsay, however, the importance of
structuring our welfare programs to reduce rather than contribute to the
delx ndency problem. And this Is particularly important as we move to a cash
assistance system characterized by universal coverage, including two-parent
families. This was a very strong consideration in developing an integrated cash
and job strategy.
QUESTION
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Qucstion. I hope you will be prepared to outline the Administration's current
thinking on the broad subject of family policy, for it is obviously vital to have
that context fur welfare reform. To what extent does the Better Jobs and
Income program embody a complete family policy? What pieces are missing?
tlow should we articulate the goals of a Federal family policy, and what Is our
evidence for supposing that it will be an effective and salutary one? What can
you tell us about the forthcoming White House Conference on the Family? Who
is planning it, and what are they planning? Will welfare be among the subjects
examined?
Answer. The Administration, to date, has established no formal, overall
"family policy," but a great deal of attention has been focused on the interaction
of programs and proposed legislation with an impact on families. We are
trying to ensure that policy and operational decisions within HEW take into
account important family-oriented values.
It is our belief that people are best served by programs that address their
problems through their families whenever possible. Their potential and their
problems are inextricably tied with those of their families. Their problems
cannot be salved independent of their families.
Federal ation should support families in assuming primary responsibility for
the care of children and for family members' basic needs. Only as a very last
resort-when a person's health or well-being is threatened and the family is
unable to cope with the situation-should the government displace or substitute
for the family's priumhry role in caring for individual members.
The Administration's program for Better Jobs and Income will assist families
most In need of basic income and work so they can meet their own needs for
the present AFDC program's "anti-family" incentives--in many States the
food, shelter and the care of their children. Much has been written regarding
father cannot be present if the mother and children are to receive benefits. The
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Administration's proposal will eliminate this and other anti-family features by
providing aid on the basis of income and need alone.
The Administration's program does not require single parents with children
under 7 years old to work, and. requires only part-time work (during school
hours) of single parents with children aged 7-14. These provisions reflect our
belief that raising children is valuable work which parents should be able to
pursue. Nonetheless, many single parents will choose to work, as will both
parents in many two-parent poor families. To help these families, the Administration's proposal permits a deduction from income of up to $150 per child up to
a maximum of $300 per month for single parent families with children under 14.
But we remain concerned that the remaining costs will be hard for some to
pay and that adequate market information and alternatives may not be available. Additionally, many who will not qualify for the Program for Better Jobs
and Income still need assistance in obtaining adequate early childhood care. A
number of other steps are underway: we have requested that Congress continue
special provisions and funds in the Title XX Social Services program specifically
for subsidized day care. Fifty percent will be targeted on those most in need
and free information and referral will be provided. Also, the existing income tax
credit for day care expenses is continued in the upcoming tax reform. With the
new program for Better Jobs and Income the tax credit will benefit low-income
families more than previously.
There are other elements to our evolving family policy, beyond the Program
for Better Jobs and Income. Virtually any family, regardless of income, may
need assistance in meeting extraordinary needs arising from serious disability,
disease or catastrophe. Health insurance is a crucial element in our strategy for
supporting families. The Administration's approach to protecting families from
health costs is under development now. We expect to make a proposal to the
Congress later this year.
Births to young teenagers present serious dangers to both mother and child,
and adequate prenatal and pert-natal care are imperative. We have already
proposed an expansion of Medicaid coverge for pregnant women who, in some
States, cannot now obtain Medicaid services for prenatal care. We believe this
is a humane and wise investment in families as they begin to form. Second, we
have proposed new legislation that will enable projects to coordinate a broad
range of services designed to prevent unwanted teenage pregnancy, to provide
supportive services for teenagers who are already pregnant or already parents-that is, for families which are about to form-and to prevent unwanted repeat
pregnancies (which, in the absence of services, will rapidly occur). We are also
expanding our support for local education efforts on the moral implications and
responsibilities of parenting.
We have also proposed changes to the present foster care and adoption system
so that family values will be reflected rather than present institutional and
foster care biases. The proposed initiative would increase funding to help
States significantly improve the quality and scope of services they provide to
families and develop strengthened safeguards for the rights of children and
their parents. It would also establish a new program of Federal support for
foster care and adoptions to help overcome the tendency to remove children
from family and, instead, to work within the family context. The initiative
provides for subsidized adoptions where all else fails, so children will not
languish in institutions or temporary foster homes longer than necessary.
The President has announced that a White House Conference on Families
will be held from December 9-48, 1979. Preliminary planning for that event
is located in the Office of the Secretary of HEW so that it will benefit from the
perspectives of health and education, as well as human services. We hope to
announce the appointment of a Chairperson and Executive Director before very
long. A skeleton staff Is already in place, and will be expanded as the plans
develop. It is expected that welfare-related issues will be among those e., mined
by the Conference.

Question. An you know, during discussion of H.R. 7200 and of the recent

Social Security amendments, considerable attention was paid to the "earned
income disregard" in the present AFDC program. Mr. Cardwell indicated to
me that he was not aware of any evidence showing that the current disregard
has a positive impact on "work incentives." Is this the Department's conclusion ?
Could you summarize for us what research has been done and what has been
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learned on the subject of work incentives generally and the effect of earnings
disregards in welfare programs particularly.
Answer. Many researchers inside and outside of HEW have studied the effects
of "work incentives." One of the most consistent findings of these studies is the
conclusion that low-income workers are responsive to the financial Incentives to
work that are implicit in any income support program. If the payoff from
working is increased, the amount of work among the poor and dependent
population will also increase. Poor people respond just as other people do when
their earning opportunities are improved: they try to work more.
There are generally two types of evidence about the effects of income transfer
programs on work effort. The first type of evidence comes from studies of the
behavior of various groups in the population under the current system of income
transfers. The second kind of evidence comes from studies of behavior under
experimental income maintenance programs. There is a large number of studies
using the first type of information. These studies have generally shown that
income transfer programs like public assistance, Social Security, and Unemployment Insurance do affect the work effort of program beneficiaries. Researchers have generally found that prime-aged husbands are much less affected
by transfer programs than are other groups. For example, wives, women who
are heads of single-parent families, and elderly people of either sex often make
fairly large reductions in work effort in response to transfer payment program.
Masters and Garfinkel produced estimates of the effect of differences in wagerates and unearned income on hours worked for twenty different age-sex
groups. Their particular contribution was to test the reliability of their estimates by using two different large data sets and various estimating procedures.
The hours worked of all the groups turned out to be sensitive to some degree.
Some groups were, however, more sensitive to wage rate and unearned incomedifferences than other groups. Married men aged 25-55 were least sensitive,
while married women and women heading households were most sensitive.
Married men aged 25--54 were found to reduce their work effort by about
3 percent in response to a transfer program with an income level support equal
to the poverty level and a benefit reduction rate equal to 50 percent. Wives aged
25-54 and women who head their own households were both found to reduce
their work effort by about 30 percent in response to this program. Thus disregards may be expected to have differential effects on the hours worked or
different groups-but all groups will be affected to some extent.' Of course,
there are other, nonmonetary factors which affect the work effort of members:
of the various demographic groups. The length of commuting time, the availability of adequate child care, and the satisfaction derived from one's job are
all factors which help determine how much someone is likely to work. Since the
poor are disadvantaged in some of these areas, a purely monetary explanations
of their work behavior will never be entirely adequate.
Studies of data from the income maintenance experiments have yielded
additional information about the amount of work response to income transfers.
The Office of Economic Opportunity and Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare have sponsored a number of experiments to measure the work Incentives in a variety of income support plans. (These experiments have been.
conducted in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, rural Iowa and North Carolina, Gary,
Indiana, and in Seattle and Denver). The various income support plans which
were tested had a design that was similar to some existing programs. Families
who had no other income were eligible to receive a basic benefit amount. As a
family's income rose, its benefit was reduced by the tax rate or benefit reduction
rate. That is, a one-dollar increase in earnings would cause a 50-cent decrease
in program benefits if the tested tax rate were 50 percent. The research on
these experiments has confirmed our reasonable expectations about work
behavior of heads of households. As the tested tax rate on earnings rose, the
amount of gainful employment in the covered population fell; as the basic
benefit level was increased, the amount of work effort decreased.
Since the Seattle and Denver experiments were the largest and longest-lived,
their findings are probably the most reliable. Eleven income support plans were
IIrwin Garfinkel and Stanley Masters, "Estimating Labor Supply Effeets of Income
Maintenance Alternatives." Te Institute for Research on Poverty, Madison, Wisconsin,
Forthcoming. For summaries of other studies, see Irwin Garfinkel "Income Trasatfe
Programs and Work Efort: A Review," Joint E~conomic Committee, Wape No. 18.
Studies in Public Welfare, 1076.
29-33-8---2
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tested in Seattle and Denver, with baqic benefit levels ranging from 90 percent
to 135 percent of the poverty line and with benefit reduction rates ranging from
.50 percent to about 70 percent. Researchers have found statistically significant
labor supply reductions in response to the tested plans. In two-parent families,
husbands reduced their hours of work by about 6 percent and wives reduced
-their work effort by about 17 percent. Women who are heads of single-parent
families worked about 12 percent less under the experimental support plans.,
(Of course, these estimates of the response to the experiment are sensitive to
the number and type of variables that are controlled for In the analysis. However, they are presently, our best estimates of the effect of the experiment on
work behavior.)
The Seattle and Denver experiments also tested Income maintenance programs
of differing duration. For most of the enrolled families, the experiment was
limited to three years, but some of the families were enrolled for five years.
It is possible that workers will exhibit different responses to a permanent
program than to one that is expected to be temporary. By examining the
response to a three-year and five-year experimental program, we hope to gain
some inisight Into this question. Data that have recently become available
suggest that for husbands and wives In two-parent families, there may be some
differences between families participating in the three-year and the five-year
programs. The wage earners participating In the five-year program appear to
have reduced their work effort by more than earners In the three-year program,
although the actual amount of the difference is difficult to determine and seems
to vary over the course of the experiment. There appears to be no difference
in the response among female heads of single-parent families. Since the number
of families participating in the five-year program is too small to make reliable
estimates of the pattern of work reductions, we have obtained our present
estimates of the response by using information about all families-includine
those in the three-year program. Our present estimates of the work reductions
are based on the average response among the participants in the three-year and
the five-year programs; they are higher than the response among the three-year
participants and lower than the response among the five-year participants. For
female heads of single-parent households, of course, there were no apparent
differences In response to the three-year and the five-year program, so the
averaging of responses has no effect on the estimates.'
We mentioned earlier that workers In Seattle and Denver were found to be
responsive both to the basic benefit level and to the tax rate on earnings. While
it is not easy to summarize the complicated pattern of response among the
different groups, it is possible to show the effects of different programs on a
representative family. Consider, for example, a male head of household who
works full time at the minimum wage and heads a family which has no other
source of support besides his earnings. If his family becomes eligible for an
income transfer, he will reduce the amount he works for two reasons: (1) his
earnings will be supplemented by a transfer payment, so there will be less
necessity to work and (2) his wage earnings will be subject to a higher-tax
rate, so there will be a smaller payoff from working. Table 1 below shows the
estimated work reduction for different payment formulas, based on the SeattleDenver results. The first column shows the work reduction when the basic
benefit and the tax rate are both quite modest. In the second column, we show
the response when the basic benefit rises by 40 percent, and the tax rate remains
constant. The last two columns show the effect on work effort of raising the tax
on earnings to 70 percent and then to 85 percent.
It is clear that both the basic benefit level and the tax rate have a substantial
effect on the size of the work reduction. As the basic benefit rises from $2850
to $4000 per year, the amount of the work reduction rises by about 53 percent.
As the tax rate rises from 50 percent to 85 percent, the amount of work
reduction rises by nearly 72 percent. These work reductions cause a fall In
family earnings that partly offsets the rise in family income that comes about
2DHEW. "The Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance Experiment: Midexpertmental
Labor Supply Results and a Generalization to the National Population," Washington,
D.C.. (Forthcoming).
I For earlier ev dence on the effect of the five-year program, see Keeley, ot at., "The
Labor Suppy Effects and Costs of Alternative NIT Programs: Evidence from the
Seattle anenver Income Maintenance Experiments" (Part 1) SRI Bee. Memo #88,
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California, 1977, p. 23.
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OFALTERNATIVE INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAMS ON ATYPICAL FATHER IN A
TABLE 1.-ESTIMATEO EFFECTS
2-PARENT FAMILY I
Program
characteristicsTax rate on earnings (percent) ....................
Basic benefit level (per year) .....................
Reduction Inwork effortIn hours per year ...............................
As a percentage .................................
Fsiy's benefit (per year)littere is no work reduction .....................
After the work reduction.........................
Increase in family's net IncomeIf
there isno work reduction .....................
After the work reduction .....................

50
$2,850

50
$4,000

97
6
11,500
1629

149
9
,649
2847

$1,51372
0X

$2,649
$2,452

70
$4,000
158
9
748
041

1,748

$1:622

85
$4,000
256
15
11 072
$1,661

$1
072
W

I The father is assumed to work nearly full time (1,700 hours per year) and to earn a gross wage of $2.65per hour and
a net wage of about $2.10 per hour. There is no other family income besides the father's wa4e earnings. To determine
this worker's hours reduction, we used a statistical estimation based upon all families participating In the Seattle and
Denver exoeriments-including families participating in both the 3-yr and the 5-yr programs.

from the transfer payment. For example, the transfer payment plan that hns a
$4000 basic benefit and 85 percent benefit reduction rate would result in a
ilyment (and a consequent rise In family income) equal to $1072 in the
alisence of any labor supply reduction. Because the father reduces hio work
effort by 15 percent (256 hours per year), the family's payment will go up to
$1661 but net family income will rise by only $983. The labor-supply reductions
among wives and female heads of single-parent families are larger than those
for male heads of families. However, the pattern of response to different basic
benefit levels and tax rates is similar to the response reported here for male
heads.
In examining the overall impact of a program on work disincentives, It is
important to consider the size of the affected population. The basic benefit level
nnd tax rate of a program affect the size of the covered' population by determining the breakeven level of income-the income cutoff where people lose their
eligibility to receive program benefits. When the basic benefit level rises or the
tax rate falls the breakeven level will rise, thus increasing the number of
families who can receive benefits. As the number of people receiving benefits
rises, the total amount of work reduction in the population will typically rise
as well. Thus, the effect of a tax decrease on overall work incentives is complicated by the fact that it both increases the reward for work for those who
already receive benefits and decreases the reward for work for those who
become newly eligible for benefits. In fact, it is possible that aggregate work
effort could be higher with a higher tax rate.
The Seattle and Denver results on work reductions have been applied to the
entire U. S. population to determine the amount of work response that would
le caused by a reform in the welfare system. These results are now being used
in the DHEW simulation model that estimates the cost of the proposed Better
Jobs and Income Program.
The results have also been used to estimate the costs of other income maintenance programs. It has been found, for example, that a national income maintenance program with a basic benefit equal to 75 percent of the poverty level and
a benefit reduction rate of 50 percent would add $5.56 billion to present transfer
program costs, even if there were no work reductions on the part of-participants
in the program. Because such reductions take place, however, the actual net
costs rise by an additional one-third to $7.44 billion.'
When we turn to the evidence about work incentives in our existing public
assistance programs, the findings are somewhat inconsistent and imprecise.
However, the overall conclusions from the income maintenance experiments seem
to be borne out, There is a variety of evidence about the work disincentive
effects of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). Part of the
evidence Is based upon studies of participant employment rates across states.
There is a great deal of variability among states in the way AFDC grants are
calculated. As a result, the "effective tax rates" imposed on earned income may
4 DHEW, op oft., p. 32.
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vary lbtween states. The "effective tax rate" is one rough measure of theamount of work disincentive In the AFDC program, and it Is equal to thedollar amount by which a family's grant is reduced--on average-as its earnings rise by one dollar. If the "effective tax rate" is very high, there Is very
little incentive for someone collecting AFDC to go to work.
Researchers have found that in states with a high effective tax rate, otherthings being equal, there is a lower rate of employment among AFDC heads of
households and a lower amount of self-support per family. Garfinkel and Orr
examined employment rates prior to the implementation of the "$30-and-W'
earnings disregard and found that the employment rate rose by about 1.4 percentage Ixotnts for every 10 percent reduction in the tax rate.' Moreover, they
also found that the employment rate rose by 1 percentage point for every $10
increase in the amount of "set-aside" or untaxed earnings. The implication of
this study Is that employment rates would rise by about 7h percent among
AFDC mothers as a result of the "$30-and-%" earnings disregard. Hausman,
in a study of employment rates llnrIted to three states, found a similar pattern.6
Other researchers have also analyzed the response of AFDC participants to
"effective tax rates" on earnings. These studies have generally found that
participants In AFDC will work more if the tax on earnings Is reduced
We must be careful in distinguishing two effects of improving a financial'
work incentive in an income support program. In AFDC, when we lower the
effective tax rate on earnings we are generally giving a positive work incentive
for those people who are already eligible. Studies such as those noted aboveindicate that this incentive causes some people to enter employment and others
to increase their earnings. However, the lower tax rate also makes some new
lople eligible, because the breakeven level has gone up. These peopleD-on
tiverage-reduce their earnings after they bagln receiving benefits. One statistical study of AFDC suggests that those women who become newly eligible
causeue of the higher breakeven) reduce their work effort more than the
amouiat of work increase of those who were already eligible.' We do not have
enough evidence to be sure of this conclusion, however.
Now let us turn to the direct evidence about the effects of the "30-and-1,6"
earnings disregard. introduced with the 1967 amendments to the Social Security
Act. The specific intent of the disregard was to encourage self-support among
AFDC families by encouraging employment. Several studies have examined the
AFDC caserolls before and after the implementation of the disregard in orderto determine its effects. In studies of Michigan and New York caserolls, it has
been found that after implementation of the "30-and- " rule there was a higheremployment rate among AFDC recipients In spite of the fact that economy-wide
employment rates declined.' Whereas the employment rate among AFDC mothers ranged from only 10 to 15 percent in the counties surveyed prior to the"30-and-%" rule, researchers found that this rate rose by 2% to 4 points after
implementation of the rule. This suggests that the disregard did have a small
but significant effect in encouraging employment and self-support. However,.
we should recall that the "30-and-%" rule also made It possible to remain
eligible for AFDC at a higher earnings level (This disregard was not applied'
in determining initial eligibility, but it was used to determine continued eligibility for those already on the rolls.) Thus, many women who became employed'
subsequent to introduction of the disregard and remained eligible for AFDC
payments would not have been eligible for benefits without the disregard. This,
means the work incentive effect of the disregard may be exaggerated somewhat
by considering only changes in the employment rate.
'Irwin
6
Garfinkel and Larry Orr. "Welfare Policy and the Employment Rate of ADC
Mothers." National Tax Journal, June 1974, p. 280.
* Leonard J. Hausman, "The Impact of' Welfare on Work Effort of AFDC Mothers,"
The President's Commission on Income Maintenance Programs: Technical Studies,.
Washington, D.C 1970
SSee Nicholas Barr and Robert Hall. "The Probability of Dependence on Public Assls-

tanee," Department of Economics Working Paper #131 Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1974: Daniel faks, Public Assistance for Mothers
in an Urban Labor Market. Industrial Relations S.etlon. PrinLeton U., Princeton, N.J.;
1975i and Robert 0. Williams. Public Apsistance and Work Efort: The Labor Supply of
Low-ncomern Female Readr of Households, Industrial Relations Section, Princeton U.,.
Prinetoa, N.J., 1975.
•Barr and Hall, op cit., p. 8.
'For Michlian see Gary Appel and Robert Schlenker, "An Analysis of Miehigan's
Experience with Work Incentives." Monthly Labor Rev4ew September 1971: and Vernon
K. Smith The sonp lment and Baranis of APDO Mot4Wer: The First-Year Eect of'
tbs iondlo. Hsuemptto I Two MfcMau Oountfe, Doctoral Dissertation. Michigan
State University, 1973; For New York see Ga Ae,
e al., A Study of the Imapot ojr
thf 1soms Dftegrd: Fi*4 Report, lnterstudy Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1975.
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The effect of the AFDC disregard on program cost depends not only on its
-effects on work effort, but also on the fact that it increased the amount of
'payments made to families who already had earnings and whose earnings did
not change, and that families who were initially eligible for AFDC and had an
increase in earnings could continue to be eligible at higher earnings levels.
'Taking all these factors into account, it has been calculated that AFDC payments costs probably rose somewhat (by 4 to 7 percent in two upstate New
York counties) even0 though self-support among the previously dependent
population increased.
The rather modest effect of the disregard on encouraging work may be
surprising. Part of tb reason for this may be that for many states the "$30and-lh" disregard was imposed on top of a generous earnings exemption for
work-related expenses. These work expenses were often calculated in such a
way that some people covered by AFDC found it was advantageous to work,
even though their net earnings were nominally taxed at a 100-percent rate
through reductions in their AFDC grants. Even before the implementation of
the "30-and- " rule, about one in ten mothers covered by AFDC reported some
amount of earnings.
Finally, we should mention that the calculation of AFDC grants varies a good
,deal from state to state; even within the same state there Is a great deal of
variation in the way a welfare grant is calculated. Two families of identical
size with identical amounts of earned income may receive grants that differ
substantially. This may be because they have differing levels of need or work
expenses, or it may be because their caseworkers count needs and work expenses
in different ways. Whatever the case, it is certain that the present system of
-calculating welfare benefits offers differing work
incentives to people in roughly
similar circumstances. When the "S30-and- 1 " disregard was introduced, work
was generally encouraged among current recipients, but the amount of the
added work incentive was very unequal for different families. Consequently,
the pattern of response to the "$30-and- " disregard is still not entirely understood. We are reasonably certain, however, that overall it encouraged work
.among the recipient population.
Qnestiom. As you well recall, the Administration's commitment to interim
fiscal relief included not only the small 1978 installment now built into the
Social Security legislation (and H.R. 7200), but also appropriate modification
of the Administration's overall welfare reform bill to Include (upon enactment
of the bill) second and third Installments in 1979 and 1980. I trust that at our
hearings you will present us with the relevant legislative language and be ready
to explain how these fiscal relief payments will work, the amounts per State that
can be expected, and the relationship between interim relief and the fiscal relief
you anticipate when the full program is finally in place.
Answer. During his testimony, Secretary Califano discussed with the Subconunittee the Issues raised in question six. The attached table shows the
estimated distribution of fiscal relief in fiscal year 1979 and 1980, under the
assumption that MR. 9030 passes and includes the provision-for interim fiscal
relief supported by the Administration. The data in the table were developed
.according to the following specifications:
Amount to be authorized: $500 million in FY 79 and $600 million in FY 80.
Allocation formula: In each year half of the total is to be allocated based on
each State's share of total State and local welfare spending in the base year
and the other half is to be allocated based on each State's share of total general
revenue sharing payments in the base year. -The base year will be FY 77.
Current welfare expenditures will be defined as the sum of non-Federal expenditures for AFDC, SSI, IV-A Emergency Assistance, and General Assistance),
plus the non-Federal share of AFL)C administrative costs.
Limitation of fiscal relief payments: In order to insure that every State will
get more fiscal relief after welfare reform is implemented, the payment to each
State determined according to the above formula will be subject to the following
constraint: its payment may not exceed 9 percent of the State's current welfare
-expenditures In the base year (FY 77) as defined above.
Quality control adjustment: To receive its full share of FY 79 and FY 80
fiscal relief payments, each State must have reached a payment error rate in the
A FDC program of four percent or less as of the most recent quality control
sampling period. States which have not reached a four percent-or-less payment
error rate by that period could still receive some payment depending on the
-degree of their progress towards that rate since a base period. At State option,
I Appel, et a., op. off., p. VIII-2.
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the base period could be either the July-December 1974 or January-June 1975
quality control sampling period, If, for example, a State had a ten percent
error rate in the base period and bad reduced that error rate to six percent as
of the most recent quality control sampling period, the State would receive a
payment equal to two-thirds of the fiscal relief payment it would otherwise have
received since it had progressed two-thirds of the way towards the four percent
goal).
Local pass-through: As a condition of receiving any fiscal relief payment, a
State would have to pass through a proportionate amount of the State's fiscal
relief payment to local Jurisdictions participating in the cost of the AFDC
program. H.R. 9030 requires that each State pass on to localities an amount
based on the proportion of State matching funds that are contributed by the
localities in the State. We recognize that the fiscal relief provision of the recently enacted Social Security law (P.L. 95-216) embodies a different approach
(full pass-through to local governments) and that further discussion of the
pass-through formula may be necessary.
IMPLEMENTATION OFWELFARE REFORM
TABLE I.-FISCAL RELIEF BEFORE
State
Alabama ...........................................
Alaska ..............................................
Arizona ............................................
----------------..........................
Arkansas
California ..........................................
Colorado ...........................................
Connecticut ........................................
Delaware ...........................................
Districtof Columbia ..................................
Florida .............................................
Georgia ............................................
Hawaii .............................................
Idaho ..............................................
Illinois -------------------------------------------Indiana ............................................
Iowa ..............................................
Kansas ............................................
Kentucky ..........................................
Louisiana .........................................
Mai,,e.............................................
Maryland ..........................................
Massachusetts .....................................
Michigan ...........................................
Minnesota ..........................................
........................ ..................
MississipI
ssourF ........................
Mi
Montana ............................................
Nebraska ..........................................
Nevada .............................................
New Hampshire .....................................
New Jersey ........................................
New Mexico........................................
New York ..........................................
North Carolina ......................................
North Dakota ........................................
Ohio...............................................
Oklahoma ..........................................
Oreon ............................................
Pennsylvania .......................................
Rhode Island .......................................
South Carolina.....................................
South Dakota .......................................
Tennessee .........................................
Texas ..............................................
Utah ..............................................
Vermont ...........................................
Virginia ............................................
Washington .........................................
West Virginia .......................................
Wisconsin ..........................................
Wyoming ............................................
Total ........................................

Fiscal year
19181

4.4
7
2.6
2.7
50.5
3.5
4.9
1.0
2.4

7.9

5.9
2.3
1.0
23.2
6.1
3.9
3.0
5.7
6.0
2.0
6.5
14.3
21.0
6.4
3,3
6.3

Fiscalyear
1979
1

Fiscal yeir
1980'

Total'

2.8
1.1
2.0

2.8
1.1
2.0

81.5
4.7
6.3
1.3
3.2
4.0
4.5
2.9
.9
31.8
4.7
4.5
3.5
4.3
4.0
2.3
8.5
22.6
26.9
8.4
.8
8.0

97.8
5.1
7.6
1.3
3.8
4.0
4.5
3.5
.9
38.
4.7
4.5
3.5
4.3
4.0
2.3
9.1
27.1
32.3
9.0
&.8
6

10.0
2.9
6.5
5.7
229.8
13.4
18.8
3.6
9.4
15.9
14.9
8.6
2.8
93.1
15.4
12.8
9.9
14.4
14.1
6.5
24.1
64.0
80.3
23.8
4.9
22.9

.5
1.5

2.0
4.6
2.4
3.6
53.3
4.1
221.6
17.2
1.6
57.2
12.5
14.7
90.7
6.9
6.3
2.4
10.9
21.0
4.3
3.7
20.1
22.4
6.2
28.9
1.0

1.5

1.5

9
1.6
6
1.
13.9
1.8
52.9
7.0
7
15.6
3.5
4.4
22.5
1.8
3.3
.9
4.9
11.6
1.7
1.0
6.3
5.5
2.7
86
4

1.3
17.9
1.1
76.7
5.1
.5
18.9
4.5
4.8
31.0
2.3
1.5
.7
3.0
4.7
1.3
1.3
6.9
7.7
1.8
9.8
.3

.5
1.5
,9
1.3
21.5
1.1
92.0
5.1
.5
22.7
46
5.4
37.2
2.8
1.5
.7
3.0
4.7
1.3
1.5
69
9.3
1.8
10.6
.3

372.9

452.8

522.7

.S

1,348. 4

1One-hall of fscal year 1978 fiscal relief was enacted as part of the Social Security Amendments of 1977 (Public Law
95-216).
The other half will beconsidered asthe ConIlress considers H.R. 7200.
aFiscal year 1979 and fiscal year 1980 fiscal relief will be allocated based on States' isca year 1977 welfare expenditures.
Data for fiscal year 1977 arenot yat availble, sothese projections are based on 1975 wefare expenditures. When iscal
may change slightly,
data areused, the distilbution of the fiscal relief among the States
year 1977
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Question. Much attention has been focused on i1scal relief calculations for
fiscal year 1981, the first year of the proposed new plan. But is there not some
reason to believe that we should be more concerned about later years when, as
I understand it, there is little prospect of increased relief and much reason to
expect amounts to diminish?
Answer. Forecasting fiscal relief in later years is a difficult and chancy
undertaking since it involves estimates and guesses about a great many economic
and demographic factors (e.g., rates of inflation and real growth; changes in
the number of single parent households and in the number of disabled) and
about State policies on the level of matching supplements to the basic Federal
grant and on the amount of grandfather payments States would choose to make.
To understand our estimates of "out year" fiscal relief, it is necessary to
recall that all of our published fiscal relief estimates have been for 1975, as if the
Program for Better Jobs and Income had been in place in that year. That is
because the data base that permits State-by-State estimates is for 1975 and we
wanted to avoid estimates and guesses of the type discussed above on a Stateby-State basis, as would be required for estimates of fiscal relief. In order to
develop a relatively uncomplicated estimate of "out year" fiscal relief we assume
that all of the factors that enter into initial year fiscal relief estimates remain
the same, except that the number of grandfathered cases declines. We assume
that the number of AFDC and SSI cases receiving grandfather payments declines as shown in Le following table.
Grandfather payments as percent of 1st yr grandfather
payments
AFDC I
Number of years under new program:
I..........................................................................
2..........................................................................
3..........................................................................
4..........................................................................
5..........................................................................
6..........................................................................

100
77
62

51

43
36

SSI
100

60
40

30
22
21

1The rates of decline for AFDC are based on AFDC case closing rates and for SSI on actual experience with SSI mendaory supplements dating from thd mplementation of SSI In January 1974.
Naturally, the data in Table 7-1 show that over time fiscal relief would
increase from $1.75 billion in year one to $2.62 billion in year six. There is, of
course, a distribution of fiscal relief changes across the States. This rcrulte from
the inevitable interstate differences in factors such as participation -rates, prereform program expenditures, supplement levels and coverage, and degree of
hold-harmless coverage. With respect to participation rates, which appear to be
important in determining program outlays, it is important to note that the
estimating method used assumes participation rates in the PBJI to be much
In excess of those currently found in certain States. As a result. many more
persons In a particular State are assumed to receive benefits that are now
actually doing so. In fact, we believe our participation rates are probably
overestimated for a number of States. In trying to use nationally uniform
estimates that will minimize the risk of underestimating Federal costs, we
have, we believe, erred on the other side for States that currently have low
participation in current programs such as Food Stamps. Nationwide, we assume
the participation rate in PBJI will be 86 percent. Comparable rates under the
Food Stamp program can be found in the attached table reproduced from a
recently published book on that subject.
These estimates for year six assume that the hold-harmless provision phases
out after five years.
CHArOE 1. 11s0A

RELIEF ESTIMrATES

Estimates of fiscal relief have changed since Secretary Califano testified
before the Subcommittee on Welfare Reform in September. Our estimate of
total fiscal relief for the States as a group has dropped about $300 million, from
$2.05 to $1.75 billion.
Changes in the fiscal relief estimates are due to: (1) changes in our assumptions about State behavior; (2) changes in the treatment of Emergency Needs
funds for the purposes of estimating fiscal relief; and (8) improvements In our
ability to simulate the program on the computer.
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Changes in State behavior assumptions
Previous HEW estimates have assiimed that States would not supplement
basic Federal benefits for single persons and childless couples. After consulting
with the staff of the Welfare Reform Subcommittee and various State welfare
officials, we have decided to change this assumption for those States that now
run GA programs that provide benefits comparable to those paid under AFDC.
Therefore, our revised fiscal relief estimates now assume California, Illinois,
Masachusetts, Michigan. New York. and Pennsylvania would provide supplements to singles and childless couples up to the limit of Federal subsidization
of State supplements as provided in H.R. 9030.
Chnage in treatment of emergency needs funds
In previous estimates, we assumed that grandfathering costs shown by the
.computer simulation would In reality be reduced by payments made under the
Emergency Needs program. We did not know exactly how much of EN funds
would go to reduce grandfather costs, but In our original estimates we assumed
100 percent. This assumption was reflected In the fiscal relief calculation by
simply not Including the amount of the EN grant In post-reform State expenditures. This assumption was questioned by the States and members of Congress.
Clearly the actual cost of grandfathering will be less than the computer
figures because of the existence of the EN program. How much less cannot be
determined prior to program experience. In order to take account of this fact,
we now assume that State grandfathering expenditures nationally will be
reduced by one-half of total payments under the Emergency Needs program.
This assumption reduces AFDC and 951 grandfathering nationally by about
12 percent, or $250 million (one-half of total EN).
Operationally, we have changed our treatment of EN by reducing the AFDO
and RSI computer grandfathering estimates for each State by about 12 percent.
We then include the full amount of the EN block grant in post-reform State
expenditures for purposes of calculating hold harmless payments and fiscal
relief. This has the effect of reducing our estimate of fiscal relief for the States
4ts a group by about 50 percent of EN funds or approximately $250 million.
Irinrapemcntsin Simulation
Changes In the labor supply model Improvement In simulating the effect of
the cumulative marginal benefit reduction rate on labor supply response;
addition of labor supply response for grandfathered recipients.
Change in the assets test to reconcile assets reported on the SIE and those
reported for SSI and AFDC eligibility.
TABLE 7-1.-FISCAL RELIEF
State

Year I

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5.

Year 6

Alabama -------------------------5.3
Alaska------------------------1.4
Arizona -----------------------2.7
Arkansas -------------------------1.7
California ----------------------316.5
olorado --------- _-------------5.7
Connecticut
..--------------------9.7
Dtlaware _----------------------5.8
District of Columbia ----------------34.0
Florida ---------------------------1 0.7
Geor--ia ...........................
8.4
awail .............................
4.7
Idaho..............................
1.2
Illinois...................
..
195.7
Indiana ...........................
5.2
Iowa .............................
5.0
Kansas .........................
3.9
Kentucky .........................
4.8
Louisiana..........................
7.6
'Maine .............................
3.8
Maryland ..........................
44.9
Massachuset ...................
112.5
Michigan .................98.8
Wnnesota ..........................
10.0
Mississippi----------........ 1.8
Misso,,,-----------------------17.9
Montana------------------------.8
Webraska ..........................
1.6
Nevada ...........................
1.7
ew Hampshire ................
.
1.5
'ew Jersey ..........
-.
66.6

3.1
1.2
2.2
1.7
440.8
8.9
9.7
6.5
36 9
8.3
5.1
4.7
1.0
228.4
5.2
5.0
3.9
4.8
4.9
7.3
50.0
133.2
129.2
16. 7
1.3
31.7
.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
84.1

1.6
.6
2.3
.8
-511.0
12.4
4.8
6.9
38.8
5.6
2.5
6.7
.5
248 0
2.6
5.6
4.6
2.4
2.2
9.3
S3 1
144.9
147.4
21.4
.8
39.4
.3
.8
2.1
.7
94.5

1.6
.6
2.9
.8
554.1
14.6
4.8
7.2
40.1
5.8
3.3
8.2
.5
260.9
3.5
7.4
5.9
2.4
2.2
10.6
55.4
152 0
159.6
24.7
.7
44.0
.3
.8
2.5
1.1
101.5

1.6
.6
3.4
.8
56.8
16.2
4.8
7.4
41.1
7.2
4.8
9.3
.5
270.5
4.9
86
6.9
2.4
3.6
11.6
57.0
157.4
168 7
27.1
1.0
47.6
.
.8
2.7
L5

-.
-1.2
3.7
.6
604. 7
17.3
5. 5
7.5
41.9
8.4
5.9
10.1
-6.5
277.2
6.1
9.6
7.7
-4.2
4.8
12.2
58.3
160.3
175. I
28. 9
1.3
49.4
.2
-8. 5
2.9
1.6

106,7

110.3
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TABLE 7-1.-FISCAL RELIEF-Continued
Year I

Year 2

2.6
-. . ...
424.5
New York ..........................
5.7
North Carolina......................
5
North Dakota ........................
84.4
Ohio ...............................
7.8
Oklahoma ..........................
7.6
Oregon ........
145.4
Pennsylvania- ------------7.9
Rhode Island ---------------------3.9
South Carolina-------------.
1.4
South Dakota ---------------------5.3
Tennesse .........................
12.7
Texas ......................
.4
Utah-----------------------1.7
Vermont --------------------7.7
Virginia --------------------------23.5
Washington -----------------------2.4
West Virginia ---------------------11.7
Wisconsin ------------------------.3
Wyoming -------------------------Total------------------1,750.3

509.6
5.7
.5
99. 0
5.1
6.0
178. 6
11.1
2.8
.8
3.3
9.8
1.4
1.6
7.7
30.2
2.0
11.7
.3
2,130.1

State
New Meic.....

1.8

Year 4

Year 3
1.0

559.2
2.8
.3
108. 3
2.5
3.0
198. 2
12.9
2.1
.4
1.7
6.6
.7
.8
3.8
34.1
1.0
5.9
.2
2,320.2

Year 6

Year 5

.6

.6

615.0
2.8
.3
120.0
2.5
4.3
220.6
15.1
3.0
.4
3.0
9.4
.7
1.3
3.8
38. 4
1.0
5.9
.3
2,612.2

591.1
2.8
.3
115.1
2.5
3.0
211.1
14.2
2.6
.4
2.0
7.9
.7
.9
3.8
36.5
1.0
5.9
.2
2,482.7

.3

630. 1
-5.1
-1.9
124.1
-8.7
5.2
227.0
15.7
.33r
-2.1
3.8
10.7
-. 5
1.6
-2.3
39.5
-9.5
-6.2
.3
2,615.6

STAMPS AND INCOME PARTICIPATION RATES AND
TABLE 7-2.-FROM MAURICE MacDONALD; FOOD,
1977)
NEED
(MAINTENANCE, ACADEMIC PRESS,
STAMP PARTICIPATION RATES
TABLE 6.1.-STATE FOOD
Estimated Peak monthly
number of Estimated 1974
number of
participation
persons
participants
rate
eligible
January In 1974 (1)September 1974 (3)=(2)+(1)

State

(1)
1, 177, 139
Alabama .........................................................
71,968
Alaska .........................................................
421,552
Arizona ..........................................................
754,353
Arkansas .........................................................
2,412,481
California ........................................................
411,5
Colorado .........................................................
291513
Connecticut ......................................................
85,458
Delaware .........................................................
150,783
District of Columbia ...............................................
1,713,309
Florida ...........................................................
Georgia ........................................................ 1,318,000
160, 839
Hawaii ...........................................................
161,812
Idaho ........................................................
1,569,158
Illinois ...................................................
771,298
Indiana ..................................................
510,030
Iowa ...........................................................
425,533
Kansas ..........................................................
1,053,952
Kentucky ........................................................
1,269,096
Louisiana ........................................................
212,394
Maine ..........................................................
Maryland ........................................................
560,352
612, 749
Massachusetts ....................................................
1,156 822
Michigan .........................................................
599,682
Minnesota ........................................................
982,632
........................
.
Misaipi.
1,074,852
Missour.........
147,786
.......
Montana .... ..................................
299,628
Nebraska ..................-...........-.........................
Now
Hampshire
...................................................
0200
.
65,924
..........................................................
Nevada
83
New Jersey.......................................................
351,627
New Mexico ......................................................
2,447,5
New York-----------------------------------.

North Carolina-------------------------------------........
orDk

a .......................................................
otm

O--m
.........................................
Oregon .......................................

..
":".......

. .. 1,4 562
i1, /202n

.

(2)
338, 762
21,769
111,520
249,514
1,404,824
138,567
145,313
21,214
117, 830
514 ,847
424,830
71,540
33,794
878,455
194,791
116, 020
53,107
401,992
530 589
96 133
258710
284,966
581,754
184,142
351,117
290,932
33,393
50, 447
0
7,168
435 187
149,831
1,9 5,785

K 5,;,

Pensyvaia ...................................
84,10

thode Island ...............................
So Carolina.......................................... :..........
South Dkot2.....................................................
Tmnese ........................................-

18.............
,388
8, 161
70
1,247 504

w,,TM7,
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- :::-- 3i-To...................................

341,397
18X11.
155,463

18617
674.

28. 8
30.2
26.5
33.0
38. 2
33.6
49.8
24.8
78. 1
30.0,
32.2
44.5
20 9
56.0
25.5
22.7
12.5
38.1
41.8
45.3
46. k
46.5
50.3
30.7
35.4
27.1
22.2
16.8
41.Z
31.3
52. 3
42.6
48.9

23.0

22.5.

42

744 8641.1l

77,881
354 484
36173
329456

976

54.3
41.3
14.1
26.4

35.2
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Estimated Peak monthly
number of
number o1 Estimated 1974
Persons participants participation
eli ile
January rate
In 1974 September 1974 (3)-(2)+(l)

State

(1)
Utah ............................................................
Vermont .........................................................
Virginia ...........................................................
Washington .......................................................
West Virgnia .....................................................
Wisconsin ........................................................
Wyoming .......-. .................-...............................
Total United States ..........................................

(2)

188,742
82,382
1,030,544
475, 084
543,888
609,985
62,325

39 829
38,165
215, 338
228,898
213, 774
129,403
9,272

38, 623, 810

14,411,501

21.1
46.3
20.9
48.2
39.3
21.2
14.9
37.5
'I

Source: Bickel and MacDonald (1975).
QUESTIONS OF SENATOR CURTIS

Question. Please furnish this committee, in narrative form, all of the
premises, hypotheses, equations, and assumptions that underlie your estimates
and the program from which those estimates were derived. For example, I
believe it is essential we explore in specific detail(a) The data. What data was used? This not only includes the basic data,
the SIE survey In this Instance, but parameters used to calculate the results.
For example, what were the actual payment standards used for calculating
State supplementation? What levels of State supplementation were assumed?
How was the 1975 income data converted to 1978 data? Which CPI were used?
What unemployment rates were used? What wage rates were used? What
assumptions were used concerning the numbers and types of family members
who would be working, and at what levels?
(b) The methodology and rationale for the assumptions. The model, obviously, contains specific rules and instructions for operating on the data. What
were each of the assumptions? If the assumption has as its basis particular
research and analysis, that should be cited. Also, methods of approximation
may be used. What Is the basis for each of these approximations? What aspects
of the proposal are not covered by the model?
(e) Any sensitivity analysis done to judge the impact of possible variations
in the assumptions. Has the model been run under a variety of situations
related to jobs, wage rates, labor force participation rates, et cetera? What
variations were used and what were the results? What interaction effects were
present?
In short, it is essential that we have all of the assumptions-both those
explicitly expressed and those implicit in the analysis methodology, by component. These must include, but not be limited to, such as: (1) The basic
Federal program; (2) State supplementation; (3) State grandfathering of
AFDC and SSI recipients; (4) Wage supplements; (5) The "hold harmless"
computations; (6) Emergency assistance; (7) Public service jobs; (8) The
earned income tax credit; (9) Federal administration; (10) State administration; (11) Cost of fraud and error; (12) Source and type of income data;
(13) Payment standards; (14) Wage rates; (15) Participation rates; (16)
Poverty levels; (17) Economic data; and (18) Unemployment rates.
Answer.
METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS

Attached are a series of papers which explain many of the assumptions and
the methodology used to develop the Program for Better Jobs and Income and
the computerized microstmulation model. The first series of staff papers explain
the assumptions and rationale behind major program components including:
the filing unit, the benefit structure and computation, the work requirement, the
Federal income tax reimbursement, the six-month accountable period, the job
search period, the State maintenance of effort requirement, State supplementation of benefits, and the limitation of State fiscal liability. Following these
papers is a set of State fact sheets which provide detailed estimates of the
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financial Impact of the welfare reform program on States. The final item In this
group of papers is a chart showing emergency needs allocations to States.
Following this group of papers explaining the assumptions and methodology
used to develop the reform program is a paper which explains the basic
structure and operation of the microsimulation model. The paper explaining
the model was prepared by several HEW staff members and refers to the model
as the "KGB model". This name comes from the names -of those primarily
responsible for the development of the model: R. Kasten, D. Greenberg, and
D. Betson. Much of the economic framework upon which the procedures
outlined in the paper rest appears in the following papers:
Beebout, H. "Microsimulation as a Policy Tool: The MATH Model," Policy
Analysis Series No. 14, Mathematica Policy Research, February, 1977.
Beebout, H., ed. "MATH1 Technical Description," Mathematica Policy Research,
July. 1976.
Beebout, H1.and P. Bonina. "TRIM: A Micro-Simulation Model for Evaluating
Income Policies," Working Paper 971-04, Urban Institute, January, 1973.
Greenberg, D. "Participation in Guaranteed Employment Programs: An Exploratory Simulation," in Public Service Employment, Supported Work, and
Job Guarantees: Analytic Issues and Policy Implications. Edited by John
Palmer, The Brookings Institute, Washington, D. C., forthcoming.
Greenberg, D. and M. Kosters. "Income Guarantees and the Working Poor:
The Effects of Income Maintenance Programs on the Hours of Work of
Male Family Heads," in Income Maintenance and Labor Supply. Edited by
Glen C. Cain and Harold W. Watts, Institute for Research on Poverty
Monograph Series, Markham, 1973.
Keeley, M., P. Robins. R. Spiegelman, and R. Wni . "The Labor Supply Effects
and Costs of Alternative Negative Income T,. Programs: Evidence from
the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiment, Part 1: The
Labor Supply Response Function and Part 2: National Predictions Using
the Labor Supply Response Function," Research Memoranda 38 and 39,
Stanford Research Institute, May, 1977.
Maxfleld, M. Jr. "Estimating the Impact of Labor Supply Adjustments on
Transfer Program Costs: A Microsimulation Methodology," Mathematica
Policy Research, March, 1977.
The following aspects of the proposal are not covered by the model:
The model cannot Incorporate the proposed six-month accountable period
because the data source contains income information for an entire calendar
year. Out-of-computer adjustments to cost and caseload estimates are necessary
to account for this difference. The adjustment factors were derived by special
simulations largely based on monthly income data from the Denver Income
Maintenance Experiment.
The institutionalized are not included in the model estimates because the data
source includes no information on inmates of institutions. Separate estimates
were derived based on program records and the Survey of Institutionalized
Persons.
The model cannot accurately reflect the program's provisions for separate
filing status for some children separated from their parents, referred to as
informal foster care, because the data source does not identify familial relationships (that Is, it cannot tell if children are living with parents or with other
related adults). Separate estimates were constructed on the basis of experience
with similar provisions in the AFDC program.
The model cannot estimate the costs of Federal SSI grandfathering because
the data do not distinguish Federal and State portions of reported SSI benefits.
An independent estimate was prepared using S81 program data. An additional
amount was added to account for the elimination of provisions for certification
of separate economic status.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., October 3, 1977.

STAFF PAPERS ON THE

BETTER JOBS AND INCOME Acr-H.R. 9030

1. Benefit structure and computation.
2. Filing (or-eligible) unit.
3. Six-month accountable period.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

The work requirement.
State supplementation.
Limitation of fiscal liability of States (hold harmless protection).
Maintenance of effort.
BENEFIT STRUCTURE AND COMPUTATION

The Better Jobs and Income Program proposes to employ a two-tier benefit
structure that will provide higher (upper tier) benefits to families in which no,
adult is expected to work, and reduced (lower tier) benefits to families who are
expected to derive most of their income from employment.
Aged, blind, or disabled persons and single parents with youngest child under
7 will not be expected to work. Single parents with no child under 14, twoparent families and singles and childless couples will be expected to work.
Single parents with children aged 7 through 13 will be expected to work, but
only part-time during school hours.
THE BASIC BENEFIT STRUCTURE

Cash benefits for aged, blind or disabled persons without income are set at
$2,500 for a single individual and $3,750 for a couple.
These benefit levels protect the current Federal entitlement provided under
Food Stamps and the Federal portion of SSI by providing benefits that exceed
what a recipient can currently receive from the Federal portion of SSI and thebonus value of Food Stamps.
The upper tier benefits for families in which no adult is expe-ted to work
are: $3,000 for single parent and child, $3,600 for a family of three, $4,200 for
a family of four, $4,800 for a family of five, $5,400 for a family of six, and'
$6,000 for a family of seven.
These benefit levels are designed to protect the current Federal entitlement
under Food Stamps and, to the extent possible within budget constraints, to
protect the current Federal share of AFDC payments. The basic benefit of
$4,200 for a family of four, for instance, exceeds the cash value of Food Stamps
plus the Federal share of AFDC in all but seven States.
Lower tier benefits are set at $2,300 for a family of four, and $1,700 for a
family of three. But such families are placed on the upper tier if a Job cannot
be found for the principal earner after an eight-week job search.
The lower tier benefits are designed to protect the present Federal entitlements in Food Stamps which is available to all households whether or not they
are able to work.
Unrelated, single individuals and couples without children will, if they haveno other income, receive basic benefits of $1,100 and $2,200 respectively. Both
amounts substantially exceed the current borus value of Food Stamps.
Benefits under the basic Federal program equal about 65 percent of thepoverty line for most families (more in the case of the aged, blind or disabled).
Federal cost-sharing will permit and strongly encourage States to raise benefits
to 75 percent of the poverty line.
THE "BUILDING BLOCKS" OF BASIC BENEFITS

The benefits avallabe to different sized families can be constructed by reference to the individual components:
Annual benefit
Household unit member:
An adult who is aged, blind, or disabled ---------------------$1,600,
Any other adult
-----------------------------------------1,100
1, 100.
A child who is blind or disabled------------------------------600Any other child ------------------------------------------In addition, household units are eligible for "increments" or bonus amounts
that depend upon their composition:
Bonus
If the "unit" consists of :
One adult who is aged, blind, or disabled ----------------------$900'
One individual and the individual's spouse, each of whom is aged,
--------------------------------------blind, or disabled
, 300
One adult and one or more children --------------------------Two or more adults and one or more children --------------------800
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NoTE: All benefit and bonus amounts are expressed here in annual totals.
Section 2105 of H.R. 9030 expresses these benefit amounts in dollars per month.
The household bonuses are reduced, however, in instances where two or more
units share the same household.
A unit which resides in the household of another unit, to which It is related,
has Its annual grant reduced by $800.
If two related units have ownership or household rights in a household, each
has its annual grant reduced by $400.
The reduction in benefits is intended to reflect economies of scale implicit in
the joint living arrangement.
In addition, no household can receive benefits for more than seven members.
Based on these Individual and unit benefits It is possible to construct the total
benefits for any household combinations:
For example: a family of five consisting of two adults (neither of whom can
work) and three children would receive: $1,100+1,100+600++0-j-600+800

=$4,800.

For example: a family consisting of a mother and three children would reLceive: $1,100+600+600+600--1,300=$4,200.
For example: an aged grandmother, her daughter and the daughter's child reside together in the daughter's home. They constitute two household units.
the aged grandmother receives $1,600+900-800=$1,700.
the mother and daughter receives $1,100+600+1,300=$3,000.
All of the above examples are for families in which no adults are expected to
work.
When a fail y m ember is expected to work, the unit drops from the upper
tier in the following manner (§ 2105(d)) :
the adult who is expected to work is dropped from the unit (ie. the unit
no longer receives this adult's $1,100 benefit), and
$800 is subtracted from the household unit's increment or "bonus."
Thus, in the case of the family of five above, the grant would be reduced by
:$1,900 (down to $2,900) if an adult was expected to work.
Furthermore, If, in the third example above, we assume that the daughter's
-only child is 14 years old, the mother is expected to work. The total grant to
-this household would, therefore, be $1,200.
In the case of a household unit with a member expected to work, the lower
tier benefit protects children and other dependents by continuing their benefits.
THE EARNED INCOME EXCLUSION

In order to encourage and reward work on the part of families where an adult
is expected to work, the first $3,800 of earnings by the member dropped from the
household unit is disregarded in determining the unit's benefits. Thus, a family
of four eligible for $2.300 on the lower tier will continue to receive these benefits
until the working member's income exceeds $3,800 on a monthly basis.
SINGLE INDIVIDUALS

AND CHILDLESS COUPLES

Single individuals and childless couples are expected to work. They are eligible
for cash benefits in the amount of $1,100 and $2,200 annually, but do not qualify
for any household increments or "bonuses" or for the disregard. If a Job is
found for a single or childless couple, they are ineligible for any cash benefits.
THE BENEFIT REDUCTION RATE

Under the basic Federal program, benefits will decline by 50 cents for each
additional dollar of income.
The rate at which benefits are reduced as income rises cannot be selected independently of other program features. This rate is directly related to the level
of the i'asic benefit and the phoase-out or "breakeven" point-the income level
Ht which a family ceases to be eligible for benefits. A low benefit reduction rate
implies a high phase-out rate, other things being equal.
The .-election of a 50 lrcent benefit reduction rate, therefore, represents a
reasonalIe compromise among the goals of preserving a return from work, limiting the phase-out point, and providing adequate basic benefits.
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In addition, we did not wish to impose benefit reduction rates that were higher
than those iound under present programs. Present reduction rates range from
30 percent in Food Stamps to 00 percent or more for families that participate
in AFVDC and Food Stamps. Since most recipients benefit from more than one.
program, a 50 percent benefit reduction rate will improve the return from work
for many families relative to the current system.
BENEFIT COMPUTATION

The actual benefit payable to a unit is calculated by reducing the basic benefit
(referred to In the bill as maximumm payable amount (MPA)") by "available
income" (§ 2104). Available income is defined (in § 2108) as:
50 percent of wage and salary income (if it exceeds an applicable disregard)
80 percent of non-employment income (e.g., interest, rent)
100 percent of Federal transfer payments.
For example, if a unit had annual earnings of $4000 it would have availableIncome of $2000 (equals 50 percent of $4000). If that unit had a MPA of $4200
the annual payment to the unit would be:
Payment=MPA-available income

$2200=$4200-$2000

To take another example, suppose a two-parent, two child family had earnings
of $2000. Such a family is eligible for the $3800 earned income exclusion and has
a basic benefit (MPA) of $2300. Since its income is less than the earned income
exclusion, available income is zero. Then the cash assistance payment would be

$2300.

As a final example, consider a mother and 4 young children, with no earnings,
but income of $1000 from rent. The unit's MPA equals $4800 and its available
Income is 80 percent of $1000, or $800. Thus:
Payment=M PA- Avalable Income

$4000=$4800-W,00

FILING (OR ELIGIBLE) UNIT

A filing unit is a group of persons which jointly applies for and receives
benefits. This group is considered to share economic resources and responsibilities, and hence Is treated as a unit for the purpose of counting income and calculating benefits. The detailed specification of how this unit is formed, or who
may be included and who must be included, has important Implications for the
treatment of specific types of individuals and thus for the nature of the
program.
RATIONALE

The underlying premise of a filing unit Is that relatives living together enjoy
the benefits of economies of scale and generally share their resources in order
to meet common economic needs. The logic of this premise suggests that the
filing unit be defined as inclusively as possible, so that all relatives who are
members of the same household are considered together. Thus. poor individuals
who live with well-off relatives are presumed to benefit from that arrangement,
and the resources of the entire group of relatives should be counted in determining their benefits. A broad definition also simplifies administration by keepinc the number of recipient units small.
On the other hand, many situations arise in which relatives, though they may
share living quarters, are not economically interdependent. A very broad filing
unit definition may set up presumptions of sharing of resources and of mutual
responsibility wh!ch are at variance with the facts in a large number of cases.
Thus, a broad definition would be fair only If some procedure for certifying
separate economic status were available to allow economically independent units
to file separately. Such procedure is likely to be difficult to administer, and
would probably counterbalance whatever administrative advantages come from
a broad filing unit definition.
In addition, introduction of a broad filing unit definition would tend to disadvantage seriously several groups which society evidently wishes to protect. In
particular, aged, blind or disabled individuals or couples living with relatives.
and AFDC families living with relatives, would be treated less generously by a
filing unit which included the entire household than they are by present
programs.
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DETAILS or THE PROPOSED DEFINITION

A filing unit contained in the Better Jobs and Income Program represents a
compromise between a broad and a very narrow definition. In general, the
Program includes in the same filing unit only relatives who live together. Nonrelated individuals or groups who live together are treated separately, as are
relatives who live apart.
A group of relatives living together, however, may comprise more than one
filing unit. Any "nuclear family," i.e., a married couple with their minor chil-.
dren (if any), or a single parent and children, institutess a filing unit. If more.
than one such family lives together, each family would be a separate filing unit.4
This family-based filing unit definition reduces drastically any need for a separate economic status provision, and no such provision is included in the proposed
legislation.
Individuals who are not members of such a nuclear family-but live with one
to which they are related may be included with the family's filing unit. Thisinclusion Is voluntary; however, the individual cannot receive benefits except
by filing with the family. If two or more related individuals live together with
no nuclear family present. chese individuals Jointly form a filing unit. An
exception to these rules is an aged, blind or disabled individual, who always.
files separately for benefits.'
COMPARISON TO PRESENT PROGRAMS

The proposed filing unit is narrower than the present Food Stamp filing unit,
which includes all household members who live together. This definition includes even non-relatives, such as boarders.
By comparison to SSI, the filing unit in the Program for Better Jobs and
Income is broader. SSI includes only the aged, blind or disabled (ABD) persons
themselves, but does not include non-ABD spouses or children (although the
income of non-ABD spouses is included after certain disregards).
The bill's filing unit is close to but somewhat broader than that used in AFDC.
AFDC units do not include any individual adult relatives who live with the
unit. An additional difference is that the bill's definition includes stepfathers
as part of the family unit. At present, a stepfather is not considered responsible
for the unadopted children of his wife, so his income is not considered in setting
their AFDC benefits.
EXAMPLES

Consider the following households or relatives (all illustrative benefits are.
without State supplementation and assume the unit to have zero income and
resources):
1. Father, age 55; mother, 55; daughter, 25; grandchild, 5.
This extended family consists of two nuclear families and would form twa.

filing units: (1) father and mother, and (2) daughter and her child. The.
second unit could be eligible for benefits regardless of the income or assets ofthe first. The first unit would receive $2200, and the second unit would also
receive $2200 ($00 less $800 deducted for living in another household).'
2. Husband, 35; wife, 35; child by wife's first marriage, not adopted byhusband, 8.
This family would form a filing unit, including the husband. The present
AFDC rules would not include the husband, nor count his income. The unitwould receive $3600.
3. Grandfather, 70; father, 45; mother, 45.
This household forms two units, the father and mother together, and the.
grandfather separately. This treatment parallels that in SSI. (The grandfather.
would have his benefits reduced by virtue of sharing the household, another.
provision which is close to 881's rules.) The father and mother, as a unit,
would receive $2200. The grandfather would receive $1700 ($2500, the full,
single-aged benefit minus $800, the benefit reduction by virtue of sharing the.
household).
IIn such situations, the total payment to a family living in a home owned or rente&
by another family is reduced by $800 to take account of the economies of the joint living
arrangement.
$ However, if that unit lives with another family, the total benefit for an aged, blinds
or disabled individual or couple I reduced by $80.
8All examples assume no available Jobs for adults required to work
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4. Father, 35; mother, S5; child, 8; father's brother, 88.
This household comprises one unit. The father's brother may or may not be
Included, but if he elects not to join the filing unit, he cannot then file for benefits separately as long as he lives with the family. The unit would receive
$4700 if the brother elected to join the unit.
-WELFARE RroRM:

THE SIX-MONTH ACCOUNTABLE PERIOD

Basic to any program that provides cash assistance to the needy is the question of how to determine who should be eligible and the payment amount to
which they should be entitled. In the President's Program for Better Jobs and
Income, the method proposed is a "six-month retrospective accountable period"
for measuring income need and adjusting accordingly the amount of benefits
to be paid.
The proposed accounting procedure represents a delicate balancing among
many Important objectives of welfare reform.
It will assure that tax dollars go to those most in need while preventing
families with relatively high incomes from receiving benefits.
It will be more equitable and increase the likelihood that families with similar annual incomes will receive similar benefits.
It will avoid the costly errors inherent in the present system by measuring
actual past income rather than estimating future income.
In short, the method proposed-will impact greatly on the extent to which the
program as a whole is perceived to be fair and rational both by those it will
serve and by the public at large.
The six-month accountable period will target assistance to those with chronic
need and lowest incomes. Only those with relatively high but fluctuating incomes and those families with earnings greater than the amount at which
program benefits phase out ($8,400 for a family of four and slightly higher in
states which supplement) may be adversely affected. To help those who suffer
temporary need before becoming entitled to cash assistance, the Program for
Better Jobs and Income contains $60 million to assist States in financing
emergency needs programs.
Under the proposed accountable period, eligibility will be based on two
criteria:
First, an individual's or family's countable income' for the second month
preceding the month of application must be below the maximum monthly benefit ($350 for a family of four).
Second, total countable income over the next previous five months must also
he below the maximum benefit, using a "carry-forward" accounting process.
The carry-forward process, described below, is used rather than 6-month averaging in order to be more responsive to those with monthly fluctuations in
income.
The carry-forward system for determining eligibility and payment for a
family which applies in September works as follows:
1. The family would report income for the second proceeding month, i.e., July.
2. If the countable income in July is less than the maximum benefit payable
under the program, the family's income over the previous five months--February, March, April, May, June--would then be reviewed.
3. Beginning with the earliest month of the five month calculation period (in
this case, February) any countable income in excess of the maximum benefit
amount would be carried forward to the next month, March. That February
excess amount would -be added to any countable income in March that was in
excess of the maximum benefit. If the countable income in March was less than
the maximum benefit, the amount by which it was less would offset the excess
amount carried forward from February. The balance, after the March income
,Countable income, referred to as available income In the proposed legislation, is the

income that counts in determining eligibility. It includes 50 percent of wages from a
Job, SO percent of non-employment income (from dividends, property, private pensions
or social insurance programs), and 100 percent of income from federal means-tested
assistance programs such as veterans pensions. Child care expenses, up to certain limits,
are also deducted from earnings before determining countable Income. Family composition on the last day of the last month of the accountable period determines whose income
Is counted.
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has been adjusted to reflect the February income, would be carried forward in
similar fashion to April and so forth through the month of July.
4. The balance of countable income, if any, at the end of this carry-over
process would reduce the maximum benefit accordingly to arrive at a payment
amount in September. However, if the balance is greater than the benefit, no
payment would be made In September and eligibility would be redetermined
automatically in October, based on the family's monthly income report for
August.
ILLU STRATION.--6 M.,IONTH ACCOUNTABLE PERIOD
2------- 3------- 4-------- 5-------- 6-------- / ------- /
Feb.

Mar.

April

May

June

STP 3

July

Aug.

1 S'EP ,2.1

(Prior 5 mos.
income reviewed)

(income
reported)

Sept.

STEl

(person
applies)

Exam ple No. 1
Take the case of a woman with three children who applied in September. The
woman's earnings history for the 6-month accountable period was as follows:

Month
February ................ -----------March -----------------------------April ------------------------------May -------------------------------June-------------------------------July .................................

Earnings

Countable
income

Maximum
benefit

Difference
(excess/
offset)

Cumulative
carryforward

$900
$450
$350
+$100
$100
500
250
350
-100
0
300
150
350
-200
0
600
300
350
-50
0
10
350
0
350
700
0 ........................................................

I Less than $350; therefore eligible for full benefit.

Her countable income in July is zero so the previous five months are reviewed.
In the first month, February, her countable income exceeds the maximum benefit
by $100. That amount is carried forward to March where it is offset by countable
income that was $100 less than the maximum benefit payable. The increase carried
forward to April, istherefore, zero and as countable income in each of the remaining months (May and June) does not exceed $350, her income for purposes of
measuring need is z ro. Thus, she is entitled to the maximum allowable benefit for
a family of four or a payment of $350 in the month of September when she applied.
scamp/e No. 2
Consider a family which also applied in September, but had higher annual
income, $10,800, and the following earnings history for the 6-month accountable
period:

Month
February -------------------------March ...............

Earnings

Countable
income

Maximum
benefit

$900
900

$450
450

$350
350

Difference
Cumulative
(excess/
carry.
offset)
forward

+$100
$100
+100
200
100
300
100
400
JuU --------------------------------900
450
350
+ 100
1500
July .................................
.-.----------------------..............................
April -------------------------------900
Msy --------------------------------900

I Exceeds $350 benefit.

28-353 0 - 7S - 3

450
450

350
350
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In this case, no income is reported for .July. but after the five previous months
are reviewed the total countable income carried forward from February to June
($500) is in excess of the maximum benefit. The family would, therefore, not be
entitled to a payment in the month of September.
Example No. 3
Take the same family, a month later, with no income for the second consecutive
month:

Month

Earnings

CountaMbleMaximum
income
benefit

Difference
(excess!
offset)

Cumuletve
carryforward

Febru ry ----------------------------$900 -----------------------------------------------March -----------------------------900
$450
$350
+$100
$20
900
450
350
-r-100
200
Juny---------------------------------0
450
350
+V00
400
July -------------------------------0
0
350
-350
150
August-----------------------------0 -----------------------------------------------I Less than $350; benefit reduced by $50 in October.

Using the 8-month accountable period, a balance of $50 countable income is
carried forward from March to August. As this amount is less than the maximum
benefit, the family is now eligible for a payment In October. The payment amount
would be $300 because the maximum benefit--$350 for a family of four with no
income-would be reduced by the $50 income carried forward during the accountable period.
Roample No,
If the same family continued to need assistance in November, the payment
amount would be recalculated on the basis of the 6-month accountable period of
April to September as follows:

Month
April -------------------------------

May ---------------------------------

June -------------------------------July -------------------------------August -----------------------------September ...........................

Earnings

Countable
income

Maximum
benefit

Difference
(exessf
offset)

Cumulative
carryforward

$ 900
900

$450
S35W
+$100
$100
450
350
+100
200
900
450
350
+100
300
0
0
350
-350
0
0
350
-350
-400(0)
0 ........................................................

In this example, the family reported no income for the third consecutive month,
September. When the income of the prior five months is reviewed, the earlier
months, (April, May, and June) countable income in excess of the maximum
benefit is offset by the lack of income in July. As there was also no income in
August, the amount of coan table income carried forward to September Is zero. The
family would, therefore, receive a maximum benefit payment of $350 in November.
Thus, this family, with a higher income history than the family in the first
example, would not immediately receive a cash payment, but would be eligible
in a later month if they continued to suffer need.
The followirng table indicates the number of months that a family of four with
no current income but previous earnings would have to wait.
Families earning up to $16,800 before a sudden drop in income may be entitled
to cash assistance at some time within six months after they apply if their need
continues. The state emergency needs program will aid those who, because of
their circumstances, may require more immediate assistance.
It should be noted that under a shorter accountable period, such as 1-month,
the same family that had earned $10,800 would have become immediately eligi-
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WAITING PERIOD BEFORE ELIGIBLE FORBENEFITS
Eligible for benefits:
Under AFOC
current
accountable
periodA person with no income when applying but with previous annual earnings of:
$5,200 (minimum wage) ....................................................
$8.400 (proposed eligibility ceiling) ............................................
$10,600 (average wage In manufacturing) ......................................
$12,000 (city school teacher) ..................................................
$15,000 (construction worker) ................................................

lit mo .......
Ist mo .......
Ist mo .......
tst mo .......
st mo .......

Under
proposed
6-mo
accountable
periodlit mo.
lit Mo.
2d mo.
3d mo.
4th mo.

ble for the full benefit amount of $350. But to choose a shorter accountable
period would require either increasing program costs to cover such higher
income families who would be eligible or cutting benefits by some other means
for all families-even those with the lowest income histories.
Use of a 1-month accountable period, for example, would increase the cost of
the Administration proposal by more than $3 billion. The caseload would
increase by 38 percent or 12.2 million persons, largely those with higher incomes.
Even shortening the accountable period to three months would increase the cost
by approximately 7 percent and add approximately 21 percent more recipients
to the program.
The 6-month accountable period places priority on targeting dollars available
for the new program to those in chronic need.
THE WORK REQUIREMENT
The Program for Better Jobs and Income imposes a work requirement on
adults expected to work, as under the present system for AFDC and Food
Stamps. In addition, the new program proposes to offer a work opportunity to
each principal earner in a family with children. This will be done by providing
up to 1.4 million special public employment opportunities, designed to serve as
many as 2.5 million different people on a temporary basis during any year. A
supported job search activity will also be provided for others who are eligible
for cash assistance and are also capable of working. This latter group includes
adult children still living at home with their parents, singles and childless
couples.
Six major questions must be asked regarding any household's employment
opportunities under Title XXI:
(a) What referral process is most appropriate?
(b) Are any individuals in the unit expected to work if a Job is available?
(c) Must the principal earner in the unit undertake an intensive 8-week Job
search period?
(d) Does the unit qualify for a "safety net" if no job can be provided?
(e) Is a special public employment opportunity provided to the unit?
(f) Is there a reduction in cash assistance for refusal to take a job?
Table A provides an answer in chart form for each household unit listed
below:
I. Units in which all adult members are aged, blind or disabled.
II. Units with only one adult member who is not aged, blind, or disabled that
include at least one child under the age of 7 years.
III. Units with only one adult member who is not aged, blind, or disabled
that include no child under 7 years old but at least one child under 14.
IV. Units with only one adult member who is not aged, blind, or disabled
that includes at least one child, none of whom are younger than 14.
V. Units with at least two adult members, one of whom is available for
employment, and at least one child.
VI. Units with at least two adult members, none of whom are available for
employment, and at least one child.
VII. Units having one member or more, at least one of whom is not aged,
blind, or disabled, or Ineapacitated and is available for employment, and no
child.
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REFERRAL PROCESS

Although all individuals will be Informed of the job search and other employment services offered by DoL, only those expected to work will be referred
formally.
EXPECTED TO WORK
Those who are formally referred to DoT, are also expected to work if a job Is

available. Specific Individuals are excluded as indicated in the chart. In addition, there are a number of specific exclusions from the work requirement:
A full-time student who is working at least 20 hours per week at the Federal
minimum wage OR who Is the only adult in a household which Includes a child
over 6 years old and under 14.
One adult (other than the principal earner) if there is at least one child in
the household unit.
An adult required in the home to care for a child under 7 years old or to
provide regular or full-time care to another individual because of the latter's
age, blindness, disability, or incapacity.
An 18-21 year old who is a full-time student in an elementary or secondary
school.

i

PROVISION OF SAFETY NET AFTER JOB SEARCH

Two categories of household units-two-parent families and single-parent
families where the youngest child is 14 or over-will participate In job search
at a reduced cash assistance level (reduced by excluding the benefit of the
individual doing the job search from the family benefit computation). This
amounts to a $1900 reduction in the basic Federal benefit. After the 8-week
period, this reduction would be restored, creating a "safety net" for those to
whom no job could be made available.
ELIGIBILITY FOR SPECIAL PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

All household units containing a child are eligible for special public employment opportunities. Those with custodial responsibilities for children under 7
years old or for aged, blind, disabled, or incapacitated individuals are given the
choice of fulfilling their custodial duties or volunteering for work and making
other arrangements for their custodial duties.
REDUCTION FOR JOB REFUSAL

Those expected to work will have their portion of the family benefit withdrawn if they refuse a bona fide job offer without good cause, as determined by
DoL.
TABLE A
Units

Questions
(a) Referral requirement ..........
(b) Expected to work?...........
c) Intensive search required?-...
(d) Safety net applicable? ........
(I) Eligible for special public job?.
(f) Reduction for refusal? ........

I
Aged
4ind,
disabled

II
1adult,
child
under 7

III
I adult,
child
7to 13

IV
I adult,
child
over 14

V

VI

2-parent
family

(1)

VII
Sinlles,
childless
couples

Inform ....
No ........
No ........
No........
No ......
No ........

Inform ....
Ne ........
No ........
No ........
Yes .......
No ........

Refer .....
Part time..
Yes.......
No ........
Yes .......
Yes .......

Refer .
Yes .......
Yes .......
Yes .......
Yes .......
Yes .......

Refer-.....
Yes .......
Yes.....
Yes .......
Yes .......
Yes .......

Inform ....
No ........
No ........
No ........
Yes .......
No ........

Refer.
Yes.
Yes.
No.
Yes.

I Families with children but no adult required to work.

STATE SUPPLEMENTATION
This paper describes the provisions concerning state supplementation of cash

benefits and special public job wages contained in the Better Jobs and Income
Act.

11
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STATE SUPPLEMENT PROVISIONS

Because of the current substantial disparities among State welfare benefits,
it is impractical to move at once to a Federal benefit level that is greater than
or is equal to current benefit levels in all States. Federal policy, therefore,
should encourage States to adopt supplementation policies that maintain or
improve existing benefit levels-and do so in a way that is consistent with the
administration of the new Federal program. The Program for Better Jobs and
Income Is structured to achieve these goals.
The Better Jobs and Income Act encourages States to adopt in their State
supplement programs the eligibility rules (household unit definition, income
definition, accountable period, assets test, etc.) used in the basic Federal cash
benefit program. Adoption of such matching State supplement programs would
establish for the first time a cash assistance system that is uniform nationwide.
In comparison to the present jumble of programs (AFDC, SSI, Food Stamps,
General Assistance, etc.) such a system would be simpler to administer and
easier to understand. The bill provides substantial financial incentives for a
state to adopt a matching supplement program. A State with matching supplements will le eligible for partial Federal subsidization of the cost of supplement
benefits up to certain levels. Moreover, such matching supplements will be administered along with the basic Federal program; and if the State elects to
retain the intake and eligibility determination functions, It will be reimbursed
by the Federal government for 90 to 110% cf its administrative costs. On the
other hand, a State that adopts a supplement program that is not congruent
with the basic Federal program will have to administer it, and such nonmatching supplements would be ineligible for Federal subsidy or reimbursement for
administrative costs.'
The second major objective of the State supplement provisions is to increase
the Federal share of total benefit costs so that States can maintain their present
benefit levels and also experience substantial fiscal relief. This Is accomplished
through the bill's Federal cost sharing rules. The basic benefit, at least 90
percent of the costs of which will be financed by the Federal government, is
larger than the Federal share of cash assistance plus the bonus value of Food
Stamps in nearly all of the States. In addition, 75 percent of part and 25 percent
of most of the rest of State supplement costs will be Federally financed. The
size of the 75 percent subsidy portion of the supplement is designed so that
States have a strong incentive to guarantee household units with no other
income a benefit that equals approximately three-fourths of the unit's poverty
line income (for example, about $4700 for a family of four). The size of the
25 percent subsidy portion of the supplement is designed so that States will have
some Incentive to guarantee a household unit with no other income a benefit that
approximately equals the unit's poverty-Une income.' The Federal government
will not subsidize, however, any portion of the cost of a supplement paid to a
unit whose earnings net of the child-care deduction exceeds 108 percent of the
amount at which Federal benefits phase out (approximately $9100 for a family
of four). This insures that the Federal government will not be paying even in
part for assistance to families with incomes it deems too high to receive benefits.
It also permits States to establish subsidized benefit levels up to the poverty
line for those not expected to work and approximately three-fourths of the
poverty line for those expected to work.
A third objective of the bill's State supplement provisions is to limit the
adverse work incentives of State supplements by establishing a maximum benefit reduction rate on earned income. For expected-to-work household units the
maximum rate is 52 percent, while 70 percent is the highest rate allowed for the
not-expected-to-work units. Section 2140 of the bill provides fiscal sanctions
against States that exceed these limits.
A final objective of the State supplement rules is to insure some rough equity
in supplementation between not-expected-to-wrk and expected-to-work household units. This is achieved by requiring States that supplement substantially
I Nonmatching supplements are not forbidden. Indeed, through the maintenance-ofeffort and hold-harmless provisions, States are encouraged ot adopt one category of nonmatching supplements-those that grandfather existing SS1 and AFDC beneficiaries-during a transition period.
'Supplements for aged, blind, or disabled individuals or couples will be subsidized
oldy at the 25 percent rate because the maximum payable amount for aged, blind, or
disabled units is considerably greater than three-fourths of their poverty-line incomes.
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the cash benefits of not-expected-to-work families to supplement the wage rate
payable to those who take a special public job.
MECHANICS OF MATCHING STATE SUPPLEMENTATION

The rules concerning State supplementation are described in this section and
illustrated in detail in the following section.
If a State adopts 'a matching supplement program, it can change only two
elements of the basic Federal cash assistance program. One is the maximum
payable amount to an eligible household unit with no other income, and the
other is the benefit reduction rate applicable to earned income. The amount
of the increase in a unit's maximum payable amount is called in the bill
(Section 2122(1)) the supplementation percentage. A closely related concept
is the supplementation ratio, a household unit's maximum payable amount
including the supplement divided by its maximum payable amount in the
basic program, which is simple 100 plus the supplementation percentage. For
example, if a State supplements the maximum payable amount of a notexpected-to-work family of four by $500 per year, its supplementation ratio
would be 1.119, which equals $4700 divided by $4200. A State can choose
different supplementation ratios and benefit reduction rates for different household units but the ratio and rate must be the same for all units within each
of several categories to be specified by the Secretary of HEW (Section 2122).8
Once a State has selected a ration and rate for each category, a household
unit's actual benefit is calculated in exactly the same manner as its basic
benefit is calculated. The basic benefit (with no State supplementation) is
calculated according to Section 2104. The actual benefit is calculated using
the same procedure, except that the unit's maximum payable amount is equal
to its supplementation ratio multiplied by its maximum payable amount in the
basic program (that is, the new, supplement-inclusive maximum payable amount
is used In the calculation). The unit's benefit reduction rate is different and
its earned income exclusion may be different from that in the basic program.
In the basic program household units eligible for an earned income exclusion
receive an exclusion of $3800, which is calculated by dividing the "tier differential" of $1900 by the benefit reduction rate of 50 percent.' If a State supplements, the new "tier differential" is $1900 multiplied by the supplementation
ratio and the new exclusion is the new "tier differential" divided by the new
benefit reduction rate (Section 2124). The actual benefit for a household unit
in a State with a matching supplement is simply the actual benefit calculated
using the new maximum payable amount, the new earned income exclusion
and the new benefit reduction rate.
A household unit's supplement benefit is eligible for Federal subsidy (Section 2125). In order to calculate the Federal share of a supplement benefit,
it is necessary to define the concept of the maximum benefit eligible for subsidy. In every State a not-expected-to-work household unit's maximum benefit
eligible for subsidy is calculated using a supplementation ratio of 151.2 percent,
a 70 percent benefit reduction rate, and an earned income exclusion of $4104.
And an expected-to-work unit's maximum benefit eligible for subsidy is computed using 112.32 percent, 52 percent, and $4104, respectively." The Federal
share of a household unit's actual supplement benefit is the sum of threefourths of the 75 percent portion of the supplement benefit and one-fourth of
the 25 percent portion. The 75 percent portion of the unit's supplement equals
the smaller of two numbers, one of which is the unit's actual supplement
benefit, the other of which is the product obtained by multiplying the unit's
basic benefit by a fraction that is 12.32 percent. The 12.32 percent figure
was chosen, again, with a view toward strongly encouraging supplementation
up to approximately three-fourths of the poverty-line (approximately $4700

"For each category a State may select any supplementation ratio that is 100 percent
or larger and any benefit reduction rate that Is 50 percent or larger, so long as the
quotient obtained hy dividing the supplementation ra to by the benefit reduction rate is
no less than two. This final condition insures that the breakeven earnings level under
State supplementation is no less than the breakeven in the basic Federal program.
,The "tier differential" is the portion of the maximum payable amount that Is
attributable to the head of the family.
"In Alaska and Hawaii these 151.2 and 112.32 percent supplementation ratios are
multiplied by the ratio of the State's poverty-line income to the poverty-line income for
the continental United State&
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for a family of four). And the 25 percent portion equals the smaller of two
numbers, one of which is the unit's actual supplement benefit minus its 75
percent portion, and the other of which Is the unit's maximum supplement
eligible for subsidy minus its 75 percent portion.a
EXAMPLE OF HOW THE STATE SUPPLEMENTATION RULES WORK

Assume a State that befotre the reform had an AFDC-plus-Food-Stamps
benefit level of $5,800 (1978 dollars, family of four).
After the reform, the State decides to maintain $5,800 as the maximum
payable amount for Income Support tier families. In order to maximize Federal reimbursement for its supplementation program, the State establishes aphase-out level of $9,072. (108 percent of the Federal phase-out point).
The maximum payable amount of $5,800 means that the supplementation
ratio for the Income Support tier will be 138 percent (5800
4200).
The maximum payable amount of $5,800 and the $9,072 phase-out point means
that the benefit reduction rate for households on the Income Support tier will
be 64 percent (5800 -- 9072).

The maximum payable amount of $5,800 on the Income Support tier requires
that the State supplement wages in its special public job programs the maximum
10 percent (5800 - 4700 exceeds 1.1, so the State must use 10 percent maximum).
Observing the Federal rule on benefit reduction rates for the Work Support
tier, the State sets the rate at the maximum of 52 percent.
The State wishes to maintain the same breakeven for families on both tiers
($9,072). The $9,072 breakeven and the 52 percent benefit reduction rate mean
that the maximum payable amount for families on the Work Support tier will
be $4,717 (9072 X .52). This is the amount of benefits that would be paid on
this tier to a family of four with no earnings, if at the end of eight weeks
of job search, there was no job available.
The maximum payable amount of $4,717 means that the supplementation
ratio on the lower tier would be 112.3 percent.
A lower-tier family in this State would receive benefits at the annual rate
of $2,583 during the first eight weeks on the cash program (4717-(1900 X
1.123)).
The earned income exclusion for families on the lower tier would be $4,104
((1900 X 1.123) - .52).
The parameters of the State supplementation program having been set,
consider a household with two parents and two children. The husband had
worked until recently at a factory job slightly above the minimum wage and
had earnings of an annual rate of $6,000. Neither adult is currently employed.
At the outset, the family receives a cash benefit of $215/month (2300 - 12 X
1.1232) and the husband, who was, in this case, the primary earner in the
last zax year, Is referred to the Employment Service.
The Employment Service is unable to refer the man to a full-time, minimum
wage job; he is, however, able to find sporadic, part-time employment at the
minimum wage. In the first month, he earns $300 at this job.
The family's cash benefit In the second month of the program will still be
$215. The monthly earned income exclusion on the lower tier on the supplement program is $342 (4104 - 12), and thus the full amount of the man's
earnings ($300) is disregarded.
The $215 in cash benefits is shared between the State and Federal Government as follows:
Benefit in basic Federal program equals $192 (2300 - 12), Federal Government pays $173 and the State pays 10 percent, or $19.
Total benefit equals $215, and State supplement equals $23 (215 - 192).
Because the State supplement program for the Work Support tier in this
example has been constructed to maximize Federal financial participation (supplementation ratio is no greater than 112.32 percent, benefit reduction rate is
no greater than 52 percent, and the phase-out point established by the State is
no greater than 108% of the Federal phase-out point), the entire State sup*As noted earlier, In the case of aged, blind, or disabled individuals and couples, there

is only a 25 percent subsidy range.
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plement Is eltible for Federal subsidy. Federal participation in the State
supplement equals $18 (.75 (192 X .1232) + .25 (23 - (192 X .1232)). State
pays $5 of supplement.
Thus, of the total $215 benefit payment, the Federal Government pays $191
(173 + 18). and the State pays $24 (19 + 5).
Assume then that the man is offered and takes a special public service job
at 10 percent above the Federal minimum wage (assume $2.65/hour, plus 10
percent). In a month on this Job, he earns $505 (6063
12) ).
The family's cash benefit for the month following the man's first month In
this Job will be $130 (21sP- .52 (505 - 342) ).
The cost of $130 cash benefit will be shared between the State and Federal
Government as follows:
Benefit in the basic Federal program is: $98 (192 - .5 (505 (3800 -12))
Federal Government pays $88, and State pays $10 or 10 percent (for purposes
of example, all numbers rounded to nearest dollar).
Total benefit equals $130. and State supplement equals $32 (130 - 98).
Federal participation in the State supplement equals $14 (.75(98 X .1232) +
.25 (32 - (98 X .1232) ) ; State pays $18.
Thus, of the total $130 cash benefit, the Federal Government pays $102 (88 +
14). and the State pays $28 (10 + 18).
In this" State, a family of four on the Income Support tier with earnings
of $505, e.g., a mother with three children who volunteers for a special public
service job, would receive a monthly benefit of $160 ((J200 X 1.38) - 12 -(.64
X 505)). (Recall that 1.38 Is the supplementation ratio for upper tier households, and 64 percent is the benefit reduction rate).
The cash benefit of $160 would be shared between the State and the Federal Government as follows :
Benefit In the basic Federal program equals $97 ((4200 *- 12) - (.5 X 505))
Federal Government pays $97, and State pays $10.
Total benefits equals $160, State supplement equals $63 (160 - 97).
Because of the deslen of the State Supplement program for the Income
Support tier In this example (supplementation ratio Is no greater than 151.2
percent, benefit reduction rate Is no greater than 70 percent, and the phaseout point established by the State is no greater than 108% of the Federal
phase-out point), the full supplement is eliible for Fpderal sui'stdy. Federal
participation in the State supplement equals $22 (.75(97 X .1232) + .25(63 (97 X .1232) ) ; State pays $41.
Thus, of the total $160 benefit payment, the Federal Government pays $109
(87 4- 22), and the State pays $51 (10 + 41).
In the alternative, assume the State decides to provide the same basic benefit ($5,800) to families on the Work Support tier that it provides to families
on the Income Support Tier when no job is available.
Assume also that the State will continue to observe the 52 percent benefit
reduction rate for the Work Support tier, and thus that the breakeven for
this tier will be $11,1,54 or 133 percent of the Federal breakeven. This means
that the Federal Government will not participate at all in supplements to
Work Support tier families with available Income in excess of $9,072.
Under this set of assumptions, the cash benefit paid to a four-persnn family
on the Work Support tier with monthly earnings from a special public service
job of $505 would be $220 (5800 - 12- .52 X505).
The cash benefit of $220 would be shared between the State and the Federal Government as follows:
Benefit in the basic Federal program Is $98; Federal Government pays $88,
and State pays $10.
Total benefit enuals $220. and State supplement equals $122 (220 - 98).
Because of the design of the State supplement program for the Work Support tier in this example (supplementation ratio ig greater than 112.32 and
the phase-out point established by the State is greater than 108 percent). Federal participation in the supplement is limited to the maximum benefit eligible
for subsidy. Federal participation in the State supplement equals $14 (.75(98 X
.1232) - .25(32 - (98 X .1232)). In this computation the supplement has
been limited to the maximum eligible for supplementation, i.e., $32. State
pays $108.
Thus, of the total cash benefit, the Federal Government pays $102 (88 4- 14),
and the State pays $118 (10 + 108). The State pays this relatively high pro-
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portion of benefits because its supplement for the lower tier exceeds substantially the maximum 1:enefit eligible for subsidy.
LIMITATION OF FISCAL LIABILITY OF STATES (HOLD HARMLESS
A.

PROTECTION)

PURPOSE

The purpose of the hold harmless provisions in §2127 of the Better Jobs
and Income Act is to protect the States, during a five-year transition period,
against increased costs res-ulting from the new program and to insure a minimum amount of fiscal relief to every State. In addition, the presence of this
fiscal protection for States will free them from the risk of taking whatever
steps are necessary to maintain the beneflt levels of recipients.
One of the primary goals of the Better Jobs and Income Program is to
ease the fiscal burden and fiscal uncertainty of welfare expenditures on State
and local governments. If any State were to suffer increased fiscal burdens
during the transition period because the new program abruptly reduced benefits and left needs which the State felt required to meet, this goal would have
been sacrificed. To prevent this from happening, the new program offers hold
harmless protection to the States. In turn, in order to receive this protection,
States must pass along any savings to local government units sharing in the
non-Federal cost of the protected expenditures.
B. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROVISIONS AS THEY APPLY TO THE INITIAL YEAR OF THE
NEW PROGRAM

There are actually two hold harmless provisions In §2127. Under the first,
the Federal government will pay to each State the excess of that State's postreform expenditures in certain specified categories over a prescribed percentage
(90 percent in the first year) of its current (1977) welfare expenditures (indexed to the year of implementation). Under the second provision, the Federal
government will make any additional payment necessary to assure the State
at least a specified percentage (10 percent for the first year) of fiscal relief.
1. First layer of hold harmless protection
The hold harmless payment eouals the.excess of allowable post-reform expenditures, A, over a current effort base, B. The allowable expenditures, A,
are the sum of:
The State's contribution toward the basic Federal program in that State,
State expenditures for Federally administered matching supplement payments up to the benefit levels that were in effect in AFDC, SSI, General Assistance (plus the bonus value of Food Stamps) the month before the new
program became applicable, adjusted for use in that fiscal year.
State payments for wage supplements under Section 956 of the new Title
IX of CETA;
State supplements to grandfather the payments of the aged, blind and disabled who received payments under Title XVI for the last month of the S51
Program ;
Seventy-five percent of State payments to grandfather AFDC units who received payment under Title IV for the last month of the AFI)C Program;
State expenditures for emergency needs under Part B of Title XX, up to the
amount of the State's allotment under that section;
Whenever the sum of allowable expenditures, A, exceeds current effort base,
B, then the State receives a hold harmless payment equal to the excess, or
A minus B.
The current effort base, B, equals (in the first year) 90 percent of the States
current effort plus the State's Emergency Needs allotment under Part B of
Title XX. Current effort is the "primary maintenance of effort amount" (as in
the maintenance of effort provision) which is defined to include all non-Federal
expenditures in fiscal year 1977 for payments in AF)C, SSI State supplements,
Emergency Assistance under Title IV-A, and General Assistance. No administrative costs are included in current effort. The amount is always adjusted front
1977 to the fiscal year of application, by the Consumer Price Index.
2. Guaranteed Fiscal Relief (second layer of hold harness protection)
In order to insure a minimum amount of fiscal relief to State and local governments, the program guarantees at least 10 percent fiscal relief In the first year.
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State and local governments will realize fiscal relief from the substantially
increased Federal funding for the administration of welfare payments as well
as the cost of the payments themselves. Thus, in measuring fiscal relief, AFDC
administrative costs for
fiscal year 1977, adjusted for use in the year of application, are considered. 1
Many States will get at least 10 percent fiscal relief without qualifying for any
payment tnder the first layer of hold harmless protection described above. Of
the States eligible for a payment under the first layer of protection, some would
realize at least 10 percent fiscal relief while others would not. The reason for
this difference is that the first layer of hold harmless protection considers only
75 percent of State expenditures to grandfather AFI)C recipients, while the
measure of fiscal relief considers 100 percent of what States must spend on
these supplements. Thus, a second hold harmless provision is necessary to
assure States the prescribed percentage of fiscal relief.
Under the second provision, the Federal government will pay to the State the
excess of the allowable expenditures A, this time including the full cost of
AFDC grandfather supplements, over the base B, this time including the
prescribed percentage of AFDC administrative costs (90 percent in the first year
since guaranteed fiscal relief equals 10 percent).
C. PHASE-OUT OF HOLD HARMLESS PROVISIONS

The schedule for the phaseout of the first "hold harmless" provision Is as
follows. In the first year, each State will be held harmless for expenditures in
excess of 90 percent of its current effort (plus its emergency needs allotment) ;
in the second year, for expenditures in excess of 100 percent of current effort; in
-the third year, for expenditures in excess of 110 percent of current effort; in the
fourth year, for expenditures in excess of 130 percent of current effort; and
In the fifth year, for expenditures in eycess of 150 percent of current effort (always plus the State's emergency needs allotment).
The schedule for the phase-out of 1h# second "hold harness" provision is as
follows. In the first and second years, each State will be paid au amount
sufficient to guarantee it at least 10 percent fiscal relief and in the thire, fourth
and fifth years, an amount sufficient to guarantee it at least 5 percei t fiscal
relief.
Example of How Hold-Harmles8 Works
Kentucky.-This example shows how the hold-harmless provision would have
worked in Kentucky if the reform proposal had been in effect in 1975.2
In 1975, Kentucky spent $34 million on AFDC, $.2 million on Emergency
Assistance, $9 million on SSI, and nothing on General Assistance, for a total
of $43.2 million.
Based on these expenditures, Kentucky would receive in the first year of the
reform program an Emergency Needs block grant of $3.2 million.
HEW estimates indicate that if under the reform proposal Kentucky, in
addition to the required state share of basic benefits, undertook to provide
matching supplements that maintained pre-reform benefit levels in AFDC and
SSI, wage supplements, and full SSI and AFDC grandfather supplements, the
cost would be:
Million

State share of basic benefits -----------------------------------------matching supplements ------------------------------------------wage supplements ---------------------------------------------SSI grandfather supplements ----------------------------------------AFDC grandfather suppleemnts --------------------------------------

$29.4
10
3.9
9. 0
26.6

1Only AFDC administrative costs are considered because State and local government
administrative costs for SSI State supplements and generall Assistance programs are
relatively small and would be difficult to accurately determine (since these administr
tive costs are not currently subject to Federal reimbursement).
' For purposes of illustration, Kentucky's welfare expenditures for 1975 will be used
to establish the hold-harmless base rather than 1977 expenditures as specified in the
bill. The figures on Post-reform cost In Kentucky come from PIEW stimulation of the
Better Jobs and Income Program us.ing 1975 data collected by the Census Bureau In the
Survey of Income and Education. The figures are consistent with Secretary Callfano's
September 19 testimony before the liouse Welfare Reform Subcommittee.
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The hold-harmless provision specifies that if a State would be required to
spend more than the sum of 90 percent of Its pre-reform welfare expenditures for
AFDC, SSI, EA and GA plus its Emergency Needs block grant in order to finance
the State share of basic benefits, matching and wage supplements, SSI grandfathering and 75 percent of the cost of its AFDC grandfather, the Federal
government will hold the State harmless for the excess.
Thus, Kentucky's, hold-harmless payment would be calculated as follows
(figures in millions) :
($29.4 + 10 + 3.9 + 9 + .75 (26.6)) - (.9 (43.2) + 3.2), or ($72.2) - (42.1)
= $30.1 million
The "second layer" hold-harmless provision also guarantees that States will
receive 10 percent fiscal relief in the first year of the program. Kentucky's 1975
cost for AFDC administration was $5.1 million, which when added to pre-reform
benefit costs for AFDC, EA, SSI, and GA gives a total for pre-reform welfare
spending of $48.3 million.
Kentucky would be eligible for a second hold-harmless payment to bring its
fiscal relief to 10 percent. This payment would be calculated as follows (figures
in millions of dollars) :
.1(43.2 + 5.1) - (48.3 - (29.4 +10 +3.9+9+26.60-30.1) +3.2),
or 4.8
- 2.7 = $2.1 million

Thus, Kentucky would receive total hold-harmless payments of:
30.1 + 2.1 = $32.2 million
Kentucky's fiscal relief would be:
48.3 - (29.4 + 10 + 3.9 + 9 + 26.6 - 32.2) + 3.2, or 48.3- 46.7 + 3.2 = $4.8
million
MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT
The Better Jobs and Income Act contains a malntenance-of-effort provision
(§2126) that requires States to continue spending a certain portion of their
pre-reform expenditures for welfare.
We recognize that States contribute substantially to the funding of the
current income maintenance system; the maintenance-of-effort requirements In
the bill are intended to insure that States continue tc participate In funding
of the post-reform welfare system. There are two distinct requirements in
Section 2126.
I. THE 10%

STATE

SHARE OF THE BASIC FEDERAL PROGRAM

First, as a permanent feature of the new system, each State is required to
pay to the Federal Government 10% of the cost of the new basic Federal cash
assistance program in the State-up to a maximum of 90% of the State's
current (1977) expenditures (indexed to the relevant year) on SSI, AFDC,
Emergency Assistance and General Assistance. (Thus, if a family receives
$4,200 under the basic program, $420 of that amount will, in effect, be financed
by the State.) This requirement is designed to ensure that each State maintains
a financial stake in the new system even if its elects not to supplement the basic
Federal payment. This is particularly important in those cases where the State
elects to perform the intake function.
II. THE TRANSITIONAL MAINTENANCE-OF-EFFOET REQUIREMENT

The second requirement of Section 2126 is that each State maintain a substantial portion o its current welfare expenditures over a three-year transition
period.
Difference between maintenance of effort and hold harmless
The maintenance-of-effort requirement defines the basic minimum or "bottom
line" on State financial effort after the reform. The hold-harmless provision in

the bill (§2127) establishes a maximum or "ceiling" on post-reform State finan-

cial effort by guaranteeing that the States will not incur additional costs under
the new system and indeed that they will be assured a minimum of fiscal relief.
It is important to keep the distinction between the two concepts clearly in mind:
Maintenance of effort establishes the minimum States may do;
Hold harmless establishes a ceiling on what States will have to spend.
Definition of maintenance of effort

States may choose between two approaches for meeting the maintenance-ofeffort requirement during the transition period.
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The basic approach requires States to spend a fixed amount of money, but
allows them considerable latitude in how funds are spent.
The "alternate" approach does not require expenditure of a fixed sum, but
rather requires States to undertake certain responsibilities without specific
reference to their cost.
This section will first define the basic approach and then the alternate
approach.
The basic approach.-I. !Maintenance of effort is defined by two amounts:
a. A Spending Requirement, and
b. A Set of Permissible Post-Reform Expenditures.
The spending requirement (under the basic approach to the maintenance-ofeffort) is that a State must in the first year of the reform program continue to
spend a sum of money equal to 90 percent of its pre-reform welfare spending
plus the amount of its Emergency Needs block grant [§2126 (1) (A) ).
Pre-reform welfare spending, termed in the bill "primary maintenance of
effort amount," includes fiscal year 1977 State expenditures (indexed to the year
in which the requirement is applied) for:
AFDC;
SSI supplements (minus Federal hold-harmless payments)
Emergency Assistance under Title IV-A; and
General Assistance.
Expenditures that may be counted toward meeting the maintenance-of-effort
requirement.-Once a State has determined how much it is required to spend
under the basic approach, Its first and only obligatory expenditure Is the State
share of the base benefit (described in Part I above). The bill permits considerable flexibility with regard to how the balance of the maintenance-of-effort
amount is spent.
A State may spend any or all of the balance on:
State share of matching supplements and related wage supplements for special
public service Jobs.
State-administered and financed, means-tested programs, In particular nonmatching SSI and AFDC grandfather supplements ;
Increases In State expenditures for day care programs under Title XX-A;
Emergency Needs expenditures.'
State costs for administering either increases in expenditures for day care or
its Emergency Needs program.
Phase-Out of Maintenance-of-Effort Requirement.-The maintenance-of-effort
requirement (other than the State share of J1asic benefits) phases out after
three years. The percentage of pre-reform (1977) spending required in the first
year is 90 percent; in the second year, 75 percent; in the third year 65 percent;
and in the fourth year, zero. In order to guarantee that during the transition
period States maintain their effort in real dollars, i.e., that their effort not be
eroded by the effect of inflation, where appropriate pre-reform spending is
indexed to the relevant year by the change In the Consumer Price Index.
The alternate approach
Projections Indicate that it will cost some States with high current welfare
expenditures less than the fixed percentage of pre-reform spending to finance
the complete catalogue of post-reform activities that the Federal government
wishes to encourage States to undertake. For that reason, an alternate maintenance-of-effort requirement was included in the bill [§2126(b) (1) (c)]. Given
the extent of their current effort, it was felt that It would be unfair to require
these States to continue spending the same percentage of pre-reform costs
as States with less substantial current effort. The choice between maintenanceof-effort requirements is left to State option in each of the three transition years.
Under the alternate approach, States are not required to spend a certain
amount of money, but rather are required to fulfill a given list of responsibilities:
Reimburse the Federal government for 10 percent of basic benefits;
Provide matching supplements to families with children and to the aged,
blind and disabled that maintain pre-reform AFDC and SS1 benefit level;2
1 The Emergencv Needs Block Grant is Included In the maintenance-of effort base and
all spending g for P.mergency Needs. including Federal dollars, is counted toward fulfilling
the requirement.
' The bill through an oversight falls to state the Administration's policy that matching
supplements must maintain not only pre-reform cash benefit levels, but also Food Stamp
benefit levels for recipients of AFDC and 881.
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Provide wage supplements as dictated by supplementation levels;
Grandfather current SSI recipients; and
Grandfather 75 percent of pre-reform AFDC households.
Examples Using Scrcral Statc.-The following examples use figures generated
by HEW simulation of the reform proposal using 1975 data collected by the
Census Bureau in the Survey of Income and Education (SIE). The HEW
simulation is designed to show the effect of the program had it been in operation
in 1975. These figures are consistent with the figures included In Secretary
Callfano's September 19 testimony before the House Welfare Reform Subcommittee. (The examples assume that 1977 spending is the same as 1975, and
do not take account of the fact that the figures would be indexed to the year
in which the maintenance-of-effort requirement applies.)
Basic Approach.-Texas
In 1975, Texas spent $39 million on AFDC, $0 on Emergency Assistance, and
$0 on General Assistance, for a total of $39 million.
Based on its expenditures for these categories of assistance, Texas would in
the first year of the reform program receive an Emergency Needs block grant
of $2.9 million.
Under the ba3ic approach to maintenance of effort, Texas would in the first
year of the reform program be required to continue spending at least: .9 ($39
million) + $2.9 million = $38 million.
Simulation estimates show that $914.3 million in basic benefits would be paid
out by the Federal government under the reform proposal.
Texas' State share of basic benefits would be 10 percent-of $914.3 million or
$91.4 million were it not for the constraint that the State share may not exceed
90 percent of pre-reform spending. Because of this constraint, the State share of
basic benefits in Texas is Umited to $35.1 million.
The maintenance-of-effort provision requires Texas to spend $38 million in the
first year of the program; the State would be required to spend $35.1 million
to reimburse the Federal government for its share of basic benefits; the balance
of its maintenance-of-effort requirement or $2.9 million, which represents its
Emergency Needs block grant, would be spent on the State's Emergency Needs
program.
If Texas wished to make grandfather payments to former AFDC and 881
recipients, it could do so and be "held harmless" for expenditures in excess of
90 percent of current effort plus Emergency Needs block grant.
Indiana.-In 1975, Indiana spent $46 million on AFDC, $0 on Emergency
Assistance, $1 million on SSI, and $0 million on General Assistance, for a total
of $47 million.
Based on its expenditures for these categories of assistance, Indiana would
in the first year of the reform program receive an Emergency Needs block
grant of $3.5 million.
Under the basic approach to maintenance of effort, Indiana would in the
first year of the reform program be required to continue spending at least:
.9 ($47 million) + $3.5 million = $45.8 million.
Simulation estimates show that $204.18 million in basic benefits would be
paid out by the Federal government under the reform proposal.
Indiana's State share of basic benefits would be 10 percent of $204.18 million
or $20.4 million. Since this figure is less than 90 percent of the State's prereform spending (.9 X $47 million = $42.3 milUon), Indiana would pay its full
10 percent share.
After payment of the State share, the balance of Indiana's maintenance-ofeffort amount would be $25.4 million ($45.5 million - $20.4 million). Part of the
balance or $3.5 million would be committed to the State's Emergency Needs
Program. How to spend the remaining $21.9 million would be a matter left to
the discretion of the State. It could spend the balance on any of the listed permissible categories of post-reform activities: matching supplements and related
wage supplements; 551 and AFDC grandfather-supplements; increments to
State expenditures for day care under Title XX-A; Emergency Needs above the
block grant; or administrative costs for day care or Emergency Needs programs.
The Altcrnate Approach.-Waehington:
In 1975, the State of Washington spent $76 million on AFDC, $1.3 million on
Emergency Assistance, $16 million on SSI, and $18 million on General Assistance,
for a total of $111.3 million.
Based on its expenditures for these categories of assistance, Washington
would in the first year of the reform program receive an Emergency Needs
block grant of $8.2 million.
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Under the basic approach to maintenance-of-effort, Washington would in the
first year of the reform program be required to continue spending at least:
.9 ($111.3 million) + $8.2 million = $108.37 million.
Simulation estimates indicate, however, that Washington State could finance
the complete catalogue of activities required under the alternate approach to
maintenance of effort tor less than $108.37:
State share of basic benefit -------------------------------------Matching supplements that maintain benefit level ---------------Wage supplements ----------------------------------------SSI grandfather
------------------------------------------AFDC grandfather
----------------------------------------Emergency needs program -----------------------------------Total

--------------------------------------------------

Million
$15.8
45. 8
6. 8
8.1
15.0
8.2
99.2

FEDERAL INCOME TAX REIMBURSEMENT

This paper describes the provisions concerning the reimbursement of Federal
income taxes contained in the Better Jobs and Income Act.
OBJECTIVE OF THE TAX REIMBURSEMENT

PROVISIONS

The aim of the bill's tax reimbursement provisions is to eliminate adverse
work incentives that arise when a household unit incurs a Federal income tax
liability while still receiving cash benefits. Such an overlap of the cash assistance
and Federal income tax systems produces a high total tax rate that may
discourage work effort. The high total tax rates for household units in such an
overlap situation are reduced by 20 percentage points by the bill's tax reimbursement provisions. Even if a unit's earnings are large enough to reduce its
benefit to zero, the unit may receive a tax reimbursement payment. The bill
specifies this gradual phasing-out of the payment so that a household unit does
not experience a "notch," that is, a sudden decline in income caused by the
total elimination of the payment when earnings exceed a certain limit.
As a general principle, responsibility for financing these tax reimbursement
payments will rest primarily with the government unit whose policy causes the
overlap. To the extent the tax reimbursement payment to a household unit is
necessary because of an overlap between the basic Federal cash assistance
program and the Federal income tax system, the Federal government will pay
100 percent of the cost. If a matching State supplement program increases the
unit's phase-out earnings level, and thus its tax reimbursement payment, then
the State government will pay 75 percent of the cost in excess of the payment
required if the State did not supplement. And, as in the case of State supplements, there is a limit beyond which there is no 25 percent Federal matching
of the tax reimbursement payment.
MECHANICS OF TAX REIMBURSEMENT

The bill requires the Secretary of IEW to issue regulations that specifying
the tax threshold for different household units (SSA XXI, Section 2104(b) (1)).
Given a unit's tax threshold, its tax reimbursement payment is calculated using
a formula that includes the unit's "breakeven" earnings. The breakeven is the
level of earnings that reduce the cash benefit to zero. It is determined by the
maximum payable amount, income other than earnings, the benefit reduction
rates, the earned income exclusion, and the child-care deduction.
A household unit's breakeven earnings equals the sum of its earned income
exclusion, its child-care deduction, and a third number calculated by subtracting
80 percent of the unit's nonemployment income and 100 percent of its Federal
assistance income from the unit's maximum payable amount, and then dividing
the resulting number by the unit's benefit reduction rate on earned income. It
should be noted that if the household unit lives in a State that has adopted a
matching State supplement program, the unit's maximum payable amount,
earned income exclusion, and benefit reduction rate on earnings may differ from
the corresponding amounts for the unit in the basic Federal program.
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Once a household unit's tax threshold is known and its breakeven earnings
level has been calculated, the computation of its tax reimbursement payment Is
straightforward.
If the unit's gross earnings-that is, earned income before the subtraction of
the cash assistance program's child-care deduction-are less than the unit's tax
threshold, then the household receives no tax reimbursement payment.
If its gross earnings are greater than its tax threshold, but less than its
breakeven earnings, then the household unit's tax reimbursement payr ent is
20 percent of the difference obtained by subtracting the tax threshold from
grnss earnings.
Finally, if a unit's gross earnings are in excess of its breakeven earnings, and
its cash benefit is thus zero, then the household's tax reimbursement payment is
computed by subtracting a second number from a first number. The first number
is 20 percent of the difference obtained by subtracting the unit's tax threshold
from its breakeven earnings, while the second number is 20 percent of the
difference obtained when the household's breakeven earnings are subtracted
from its gross earnings.
Once a household unit's tax reimbursement payment has been determined,
it is possible to compute the Federal share of its payment. To do this it is
necessary to calculate three breakevens for the household unit: the basic
breakeven, the actual breakeven, and the maximum breakeven. The difference
between the three stems not from the method of computation, since the procedure for breakeven calculation described above is used in all three cases, but
from differing values for the unit's basic parameters: the maximum payable
amount, earned income exclusion, and benefit reduction rate on earnings. In
calculating the basic breakeven, the unit's parameters are those of the basic
Federal program, namely its maximum payable amount in the basic Federal
cash assistance program, the $316.67 per month earned income exclusion if
eligible (zero If not), and the 50 percent benefit reduction rate. The actual
breakeven is calculated using the unit's actual parameters as modified by a
matching State supplement program. And the maximum breakeven is computed
using a maximum payable amount equal to 112.32 percent of the basic Federal
program's if the unit includes an expected-to-work adult (151.2 percent if not),
an earned income exclusion $342 per month if eligible (zero if not), and a
benefit reduction rate of 52 percent if expected to work (70 percent if not).
Using these three breakevens, the household unit's tax threshold, its gross
earnings, and the method described above, three tax reimbursement payments
are calculated: the basic payment using the basic breakeven, the actual payment using the actual breakeven, and the maximum payment using the maximum breakeven. The Federal share of the actual tax reimbursement payment
is the sum of the basic payment and 25 percent of the subsidized portion of the
payment. The subsidized portion equals the smaller of two numbers, one of
which is the difference obtained by subtracting the basic payment from the
actual payment, and the other of which is the difference obtained by subtracting
the basic payment from the maximum payment.
AN EXAMPLE OF TAX REIMBURSEMENT

Consider a family that consists of a husband, wife, and two children who live
in a State that has adopted a supplementation program that assigns the family
a supplementation ratio of 112.32 percent and a benefit reduction rate of 52
percent. The family's earned Income exclusion Is $4,104 per year, or $342 per
month, instead of the $3,800 and $316.67 in the basic Federal program. Assume
the family receives $900 earned income and $10 unearned income per mouth,
and that the HEW Secretary has determined its tax threshold to be $425 per
month. (This is the family's tax threshold under current law.) This family's
actual breakeven Is ( (191.67 X 1.1232 - 0.80 X 10.00)/0.52) + 342.00, or $740.62
per month. Its tax reimbursement payment Is, therefore, 0.20 X (740.62 - 425.00)
- 0.20 X (900.00 - 740.62), or $31.24 per month.
To calculate the Federal share of this payment, the basic payment and
maximum payment must be computed. Since the basic breakeven for this family
is ( (191.67 - 0.80 X 10.00) /0.50) + 316.87, or $684.01 per month, the family's
basic tax reimbursement payment is 0.20 X (684.01 - 425.00) - 0.20 X (900.00
- 68.01), which works out to $8.60 per month. The Federal share of the $31.24
payment is 8.60 + 0.25 X (31.24- 8.80), or $14.36, since in this example the
maximum breakeven equals the actual breakeven, and hence, the maximum and
actual tax reimbursement payments are the same.
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H.R. 9030

EMERGENCY NEEDS ORNTS

Section 2011 (a) of H.R. 9030 authorizes appropriations for a program to
enable each State to furnish assistance to meet the living expenses of needy
families and Individuals not met under the reform program. Section 2011(b)
authorizes additional appropriations of $20 million for meeting the living expenses of special categories of needy families and individuals not adequately
met under the basic program.
It is proposed that $600 million be set aside for the fifty States and the
District of Columbia each year for Emergency Needs block grants. The allocation for the first year would be based on the States pre-reform effort. Pre-reform
effort is defined in Section 2126(b) (1) (B) as the State share of the transfer
costs in AFDC, SSI, and General Assistance in calendar year 1975. The State
share of AFDC includes the State share of any emergency assistance payments.
The SSI number is the net of any Federal 9S1 hold harmless payments made
to the State.
In each successive year, the allocation attributable to current effort drops by
25 percent and an allocation is made of that portion of the appropriation, on the
basis of population, until all amounts are allocated on the basis of population
for the fifth year of the program. The same allocation formula distributes $10
million among Puerto Rico, the Northern Marianas, Guam, and the Virgin
Islands.
The following table shows Emergency Needs block grant allocations to States
in the first five years of the program.
EMERGENCY NEEOS BLOCK GRANTS ALLOCATIONS TO THE STATES
State

Year 1

2.4
Alabama .............................
1.0
Alaska ...............................
1.8
Arizona ..............................
1.3
Arkansas ............................
130.1
California ............................
4.8
Colorado .............................
8.2
Connecticut ..........................
.. 1.2
Delaware ........................
5.3
District of Columbia ...................
2.9
Florida ..............................
3.7
Geoi'gia ..............................
4.1
Hawaii ..............................
. 8
Idaho .............................
45.8
Illinois...............................
4.2
Indiana ..............................
4.2
Iowa ................................
3.2
Kansas ..............................
3.8
Kentucky ............................
3.3
Louisiana ............................
2.1
Maine ...............................
8.4
Maryland ............................
35.9
Massachusetts ........................
41.3
Michigan ............................
8.3
Minneso .........................
.6
Mississippi ...........................
7.7
Missouri ..........................
.4
Montana .............................
1.3
Nebraska ............................
.7
Nevada ..............................
1.2
New Hampshire .......................
24.2
New Jersey ..........................
.9
New Mexico .........................
114.0
New York ............................
4.7
North Carolina ........................
.4
North Oakota .........................
21.7
Ohio ................................
4.0
Oklahona ............................
4.9
.
Oregon ............................
43.8
Pennsylvania .........................
3.3
Rhode Island .........................
1.1
South Carolina ........................
.6
South Dakota .........................
2.5
Tennese ...........................
3.4
Texas ...............................
1.1
Utah ................................
1.4
Vermont .............................
6.3
Virginia ..............................
9.8
Washln t.........................
1.5
West Virginia.......................
10.0
Wisconn ............................
.3
.............................
Wyoming
600.0
Total ..........................

Year 3

Year 4

4.3
1.0
3.0
2.5
112.6
5.4
8.4
1.4
4.4
8.1
6.2
3.7
1.2
42.2
6.9
5.1
4.0
5.3
5.2
2.3
9.2
31.0
37.3
89
2.1
9.1
.9
2.1
1.0 "
1.5
23.3
1.4
98.1
7.3
.8
23.8
4.9
5.3
41.1
3.1
2.8
.9
4.9
11.3
1.8
1.3
8.2
9.9
2.3
10.7
.5

6.3
1.1
4.2
3.7
95.1
6.0
8.6
1.5
3.5
13.2
8.8
3.2
1r
38.6
9.6
6.0
4.9
6.7
7.1
2.6
9.9
26.1
33.3
9.6
3.6
10.5
1.4
2.8
1.3
1.8
22.4
1.9
82.3
9.9
1.1
25.9
5.9
5.7
38.5
2.8
4.5
1.2
7.3
19.2
2.4
1.3
10.1
10.0
3.1
11.3
.7

8.3
1.1
5.4
4.8
77.7
6.6
8.8
1.7
2.4
18.3
11.3
2.8
2.0
34.9
12.3
6.9
5.8
8.2
8. 9
2.8
10.7
21.2
29.3
10.2
5.1
11.9
1.9
3.5
1.5
2.1
21.4
2.5
66.4
12.5
1.5
28.0
6.9
6.2
35.8
2.6
6.2
1.5
9.6
27.0
3.0
1.2
12.0
10.1
4.0
12.0
1.0

600.0

600.0

600.0

Year 2

Year 5
10.2
1.2
6.6
6.0
60.2
7.2
9.0
1.8
1.8
23.5
13.8
2.4
2.4
31.3
15.0
7.8
6.6
9.6
10.8
3.0
11.4
16.2
25.3
10.8
6.6
13.2
2.4
4.2
1.8
2.4
20.5
3.0
50.6
15.0
1.8
30.1
7.8
6.6
33.1
2.4
7.8
1.8
12.0
34.9
3.6
1.2
13.8
10.2
4.8
12.6
1.2
600.0
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes and illustrates some of the applications of a microsimulation model that is being used by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, the Department of Labor, and the Congressional Budget Office to
estimate the costs and effects of proposed alternatives to the existing welfare
system. The model, which has become known as the KGB model, was developed
in the Office of Income Security Policy, within the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and can be used to simulate welfare reform proposals
that would result in substantial changes In both cash assistance programs and
in the positive tax system, and th-at would guarantee jobs for certain subsets
of the population. Various interactions among income maintenance programs,
positive taxes, jobs programs, and labor supply adjustments have been incorporated into the model. As might be imagined, the model is quite large and
complex, requiring over eight thousand individual steps.
The actual operation of the KGB model requires survey data on the hours
and incomes of individuals and households. Although several different available
surveys could potentially be used, and indeed have been, the 1975 Survey of
Income and Education (SIE) provides the best data base by far. The SIE
sample consists of nearly 200,000 households. The data, which were collected by
the Census Bureau, are relatively recent and contain comparatively good
measures of many of key variables upon which simulations conducted wtth the
model rest, including wage rates, household income by source, and hours. Moreover, the SIE provides statistically reliable samples for individual states. This
is particularly important because of concern over the fiscal impact that various
welfare reform alternatives will have on individual states and interest in the
state by state distribution of the demand for public employment job slots.
II.

STRtTCTURE OF THE MO',LL

Simulation of proposed alternatives to the existing tax and transfer system
proceeds in four major steps. First, the pre-reform economic status of a representative sample of the nation's families is characterized. Some characteristics,
such as hours, earnings, and unearned income, can be read directly from the
input data. Others, such as taxes paid and tax rates, are derived from schedules.
Still others, including tax rates in current transfer programs and unemployment
compensation amounts, are determined from predictive equations.
Second, the values of net wage rates and disposable income are adjusted to
what they would be were the simulated reform measure implemented, but
desired hours of work and earnings remained unchanged. The preliminary part
of this step is to determine the filing unit for the cash assistance component of
the program. For workers who are eligible for a public service employment
(PSE) Job, it is necessary to compute what the values of the variables would be
if: (1) the worker leaves the conventional labor market to take a public employment job (which we characterize as the "pure strategy"), (2) he remains
attached to the conventional job sector and takes a public employment job only
when he is unemployed (the "mixed strategy"), or (3) he does not participate
in public employment at all (the "private strategy").
The third step consists of adjusting the values of the post-reform variables
to account for labor supply responses to changes in net wage rates and disposable income under each public employment strategy, Given the estimates of
the hours family members would work, disposable income under each strategy
is then recomputed by using the appropriate tax and transfer schedules.
The final step of the simulation involves determining whether an individual
will choose to take a public service job whenever he is In the labor force, only
when he is unemployed, or not at all. It is assumed that an individual chooses
the strategy that maximizes the expected value of his family's stream of future
disposable income after all labor supply adjustments have taken place.
Characterizingthe pre-relorm position of families
The KGB model can utilize most data files that contain income and labor
supply information of the type collected each March by the Current Population
Survey. As indicated in the Introduction, simulation estimates that are reported in this paper are based on the Survey of Income and Education (SIE).
For purposes of the model, the SIE has been processed so that an Individual,
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his spouse, and their minor children form one record. The model uses this
nuclear family as the behavioral unit, although it allows for the possibility that
transfer receipts and job eligibility may also depend on the characteristics of
family members outside the nuclear unit.
Since transfer payments that are reported on the SIE file fE lL short of actual
state outlays, it is necessary to use predicted amounts of AFC and SSI for
some families in order to reach control totals. Reported transfers are used
whenever they are positive and and a fi.iction of those who reported none are
chosen randomly and assigned an imputed amount. AFDC tax rates are derived
from 1regressions that have been estimated by Mathematica for individual
states. The SSI benefit reduction rates were derived from schedules implied
in the law.
The model has the capability of not only simulating the Food Stamps provisions that were in effect prior to 1977 but also the revisions in the program
recently enacted by Congress. The payment schedules in the appropriate law
are used to determine Food Stamps receipts and benefit reduction rates.
Unemployment compensation amounts are derived from three regression
equations that were estimated at the Urban Institute specifically for use in the
KGB model. These regressions predict the probability of receiving payments
when unemployed, the length of eligibility, and the weekly payment. Individuals
are chosen randomly to receive payments on the basis of the probability estimates, and then the predicted length and predicted weekly payment are used
to compute their total payments.
It was pointed out above that the model assumes that an individual will
choose the public employment strategy that yields the highest future stream
of disposable income for his family. If he continues to work in the private
sector, however, his future Income will depend on how much unemployment he
would incur, something he cannot know with certainty. For purposes of the
model, we assume that he would make his choice on the basis of expected
unemployment. Two equations from the Urban Institute Dynasim model, which
predict the probability and length of spells of unemployment, are used to determine the fraction of a worker's time in the labor force that he expects to be
unemployed.
Market wage rates for workers are computed directly from the data by
dividing annual hours worked into earnings. Those for non-workers are
imputed from regressions estimated on data from the Panel Survey on Income
Dynamics. Each imputed wage includes a random error that maintains consistency with the actual distribution of wages. Desired hours, the number of
hours of labor workers are willing to supply at their market wage rate, is
calculated by summing actual hours worked and reported unemployment.
Social Security and Federal and state income taxes are determined by using
the appropriate schedules. We assume that the income tax filing unit is the
nuclear family and that everyone uses the standard deduction. These assumptions result in overestimates of total taxes paid, but should provide reasonably
accurate estimates for most low income families-that is, for those families who
will receive cash assistance or take PSE Jobs-since these households seldom
itemize in completing their tax returns.
After all these calculations are completed, pre-reform net wage rates and
disposable income can be calculated. The net wage rate Is defined as the product
of the gross wage rate and the cumulative tax rate. Cumulative tax rates are
computed as the sum of the marginal tax rates, except in cases when one program taxes another and interaction terms are allowed for.
Changes It net wage rates and disposable income
In order to compute what a family's disposable income and net wage rates
would be under a welfare reform proposal, it is first necessary to use the
proposal's provisions to determine the family's post-reform transfer payments,
benefit reduction rates, and gross wage rates. The post-reform net wage rate
under the private strategy and the pure strategy is computed in the same
manner as the pre-reform net wage rate, except that in the case of the pure
strategy the program wage rate is used in place of the market wage.
I Douglas Bendt, Th, elffect. of Changc oi the APDO Program oa Effective Benefit
Reduction Rate* and the Probability of Working, Mathematics Policy Research Project

Report Series 76-13.
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V

The procedure for deriving the net wage rate under the mixed strategy is
somewhat different. For people eligible for unemployment insurance (Ul),
each week in public service employment involves the loss of a week of benefits.
Thus, an unemployed worker who would lose more in UI than he would gain
in earnings by accepting a public employment job would not follow the mixed
strategy. Since the loss in UI benefits results directly from accepting a public
employment job, rather than depending on the size of earnings, the UI program
does not have a marginal tax rate in the usual sense. In order to calculate the
net public employment wage rate under the mixed strategy, we calculate disposable income, including U1, at two points: (1) actual hours worked and
(2) where public employment hours completely replace unemployed hours. The
difference in disposable income between these two points Is then divided by the
public employment hours to obtain the net mixed strategy public employment
wage rate.
The model has the capability of adjusting the cash estimates for nonparticipation. Some families who are eligible for assistance under current
transfer programs do not participate and many eligible families probably would
also not participate in the new program. In the model, we attempt to account
for non-participation by first assuming that all participants in current cash
program will also participate in new programs, if they are eligible. The model
then computes probabilities of participating for families who do not receive
payments under current cash programs on the basis of the ratio of their potential cash payments if they were following the private strategy, to their total
pre-tax incomes. There is a separate set of probabilities for each demographic
group that have been defined so that families who do not receive benefits now,
but are in demographic groups covered by current cash assistance programs,
are the least likely to participate-in the new program. If a family is chosen
to participate in the cash program under the private strategy, it is assumed
to participate under the mixed and p, re strategies also.
Calculation of hours under each strategy
As noted In Section 1, labor supply parameters that were estimated from data
collected in the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments are
used to determine how desired hours would be adjusted in response to the
changes in net wage rates and disposable income that would occur upon Implementation of the welfare reform measures. These changes in disposable
income and net wage rates are evaluated at pre-reform desired hours of
employment, which are calculated by multiplying the sum of reported weeks
worked and reported weeks of unemployment by the hours *vorked per week
while working. Adjustments in desired hours that result from the welfare
reform must be calculated three times for those who are eligible for public
employment jobs---once for each of the alternative strategies.
The characteristics of particular proposals simulated with the KGB model
have led to modifications in the methodology that has been used In previous
simulations conducted with the Seattle-Denver labor supply parameters. One
such modification attempts to take into account the very sharp kink in household budget constraints that may result from an earnings disregard.' It is
assumed that no one who responds to the low tax rates below a disregard or the
high rates above a disregard will change his hours and earnings by enough
to cross the disregard. In addition, the labor supply response equation has been
re-estimated In a nonlinear form that assures that Individuals cease working at
a tax rate of 100 percent. This specification and the resulting coefficients appear
in the upper panel of Table I.
The estimates of welfare reform induced changes In desired hours are used
to compute the post-reform hours that would be worked under each of the three
strategies. Hours under the private sector employment strategy are calculated
in three steps. First, desired hours are computed as the sum of pre-reform
desired hours and the change in desired hours. This sum Is then multiplied
by the proportion of their desired hours that individuals expect to be unemployed. (Computation of this fraction was described earlier.) The resulting
product ts then subtracted from desired hours. The remainder provides an
estimate of the number of hours individuals expect to work, if they do not
participate in public employment.
I Such a disregard Is a feature of the Program for Better Jobs and Income.
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TABLE I.-LABOR SUPPLY PARAMETERS
[Standard errors are in parentheses)
Husbands
Change In hoers equations (Tobit):
[1+new net wale rate]-ii+old nut wage rats] -----------------Change in disposable Income (in thousands) --------------------(Loit):
Labor force participation equations
Change In net wage rate -------------------------------------Change in disposable Income (in $1,000's) --------------------

Wives

Female heads

-178.06

-145.54

-129.18

-45.92
(24. 76)

-156.10
(41.07)

-111.15
(37.16)

0.1535
-. 1746

0.3337
-. 2595

0.1821
-. 2123

(69.14)

(69.63)

(57.74)

The hours that Individuals who are following the mixed strategy would work
is the sum of the hours they expect to work for regular employers-the calculation of which was just described-and the public employment hours they would
work while unemployed. Computation of the latter quantity depends on the
mixed strategy net wage rate, and hence, allows for losses in unemployment
compensation that result from accepting a public employment job and differences
between market wages and the program wage-for most mixed participants the
latter is likely to be smaller. The simulation also ensures that mixed strategy
hours conform to the limits on the number of public employment hours that
may be worked each week and restrictions on the number of weeks that unemployed individuals may participate in public employment.
The hours that individuals would work under the pure strategy are estimated
by first summing pre-reform desired hours and the adjustment in desired hours
that would occur for pure participants. This sum is then compared to the
maximum hours public employment participants are allowed to work-as
determined by program regulations concerning initial waiting periods, annual
furloughs and hours that may be worked per week-and the smaller of these
two quantities is denoted as program hours worked.
The simulation allows for the possibility that some non-workers will enter
the labor force as a result of changes in their wage rates, tax rates, and disposable incomes. For each non-worker, a probability of participating in the
labor force is calculated for both the pre-reform and post-reform periods. The
itoefficients of the key variables that are used are shown in the lower panel of
Table I. For a non-working individual, the probability of entering the labor
force is computed as the difference in his pre- and post-reform probabilities of
participating divided by his pre-reform probability of not participating.$ Based
)n their estimated probabilities of entering the labor force, a random number
generator is used to reassign some non-workers to a worker status. Desired
hours of those chosen as new entrants are asumed to be the predicted changes
for persons with their characteristics.

Choice of strategy
After desired hours for each strategy are determined, tax and transfer
schedules are used to re-evaluate disposable income. In order to determine the
choice of strategy, a calculation is made of the present discounted value of the
disposable income that individuals would expect to receive over the next ten
years, under each of the three strategies. All future years are assumed to be
the same as the first, except for an initial program waiting period, which for
pure participants occurs only once.
If the present value of pure strategy income is higher than the other two
present values, the individual is assumed to give up work at regular jobs and
work only in public employment. However, the model has the capability of
letting private sector employers raise wage rates and thereby, retain some
fraction of their workers who would otherwise choose the pure strategy.'
Those who reject the pure strategy are then faced with the decision of whether
nr not to follow the mixed strategy when they are unemployed. Since this is a
decision that needs to be made only when a spell of unemployment actually
forThisprocedure adJuste for differences among demographic groups In pre-reform labor
oree
rates.
4Seeparticipation
Greenberg (forthcomin,)
for an explanation,.

N

w
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occurs, mixed strategy hours are redetermined, using each individual's reported,
rather than his expected, weeks of unemployment. Those with positive hours
are tested as mixed participants.
Question. The Data?
Answer. The material on cost estimates included elsewhere in this package
details many of the parameters used to calculate cost estimates for FY82. Additional information concerning the data and estimation is presented as follows:
Which CPI were used?
CPI values are taken from published sources or, for future periods, from
Administration projections. The CY75 value is 161.2. The FY78 value used in
September was 189.28. The values used for the Budget estimates were 189.89
for FY78 and 234.72 for FY82.
What unemployment rates were used?
The 1978 estimates assumed an annual average rate of 5.6%. This rate, as is
noted above, is below the actual rate in FY78, but was intended to represent a
likely rate for a hypothetical first year of operation. The 1982 estimates assumed
a rate of 4.7%.
What wage rates were used?
For simulating the number of jobs required, the minimum wage in CY75
($2.10) was employed. For preparing cost estimates, the minimum expected in
the year of the estimate was used: $2.65 in FY78-and $3.35 in FY82.
Wage supplements
The basic hourly wage for subsidized jobs and training slots under H.A. 9030
is the Federal minimum wage with the following exceptions:
In States with higher minimum wage, the State rate will apply.
Prime sponsors are allowed to pay wages higher than the prevailing minimum
wage to work leaders who may constitute not more than 15 percent of the
subsidized workers. The ceiling on these wages is 25 percent above the prevailing minimum wage.
The minimum wage will be supplemented in those States which supplement
cash assistance benefits beyond the basic Federal benefit. These States will be
required to supplement wages in a way that is proportional to their supplementation of the basic benefit, but not to exceed 10 percent of the Federal minimum
wage.
The minimum wage requirement is designed to assure that subsidized jobs
will be used only when a regular, non-subsidized job cannot be found. Paying
the minimum wage will also increase the number of workers whom the program
can serve.
Permitting prime sponsors to pay higher wages to 15 percent of all subsidized
workers will allow some flexibility in the pay system to provide incentives for
good performance. Requiring States that supplement cash benefits to also
supplement the minimum wage is necessary to maintain the proper relationship
between the Jobs program and cash assistance.
The enclosed State fact sheets which detail State by State fiscal relief also
show the cost of wage supplements in each State.
How was the 197 income data converted to 1978 data?
The procedure parallels tie one described in the "Annotated Cost Estimate"
mentioned above, which refers to 1982. The values used for the original FY78
estimate published in September 1977 were as follows:
Item

Billions

Basic Federal prcgram:
Computer estimate--------------------------------------------Underreportin ------------------------------------------------------------i. 95
Accountable period ........------------------------------XI. 02

Inflation -------_------ ...-------------------------------------------

X. 172

- $17.08
16.23
16.55

19.40

Unemployment rate ...........---------------------------------------1.6
17.80
Participation rate ...........................................................
X0. 66
15.31
Institutionalized .......
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..-------------------------------------------+0.47
15.78
Informal foster care .................................................-------+0.2
15. 98
Error rate
........................................................
--------X1. 04
16.61
Too frequent 5800 reduction .............------------------------------------+0. 1
16.71
Vocational rehabilitation ..............-------------------------------------+0.03
16.74
SSI prandfathering ---------------------------------------------------------+0.23
16.97
Administration ..............................................................
+2.2
19.17
Total, basic
Federal program .............................................................
19.17
See footnote at end of table.
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Item -

Billions

Federal share of State supplements:
Com puter estim ate -------------------------------------------------------------------1.43
Underreporting ............................................................
X0. 95
1.35
Accountnble
----------------.---------------------------------------X 1.02
1.38
Infition ...................................................................
X . 172
1.62
Partkipetton rate ----------------------------------------------------------XO. 86
1.39
Institutionalized and Informal foster care ..............................------- Xl. 03
1.43
Error rate -----------------------------------------------------------------X1. 04
1.49
Total, State supplements .................................................................
1.49
1'X" means that the preceding dollar amount is multiplied by the number following the sign to obtain the entry In
that row (e.t., 16.23-0.95 (17.08)). "+" and "-" show addition and subtraction of an amount of dollars in billions.

The unemployment rate adjustment shown here assumes an unemployment
rate of 5.6%. This Is below the actual rate for FY78, but does correspond more
closely to the rate likely to prevail during a hypothetical first year of implementationin the early 1980's.
What are the actual payment standards used for calculating State supplementation? What levels of State supplementation were assumed?
The fiscal relief that a State will realize depends on several factors. Chief
among these, of course, is the type and level of supplemental benefits that the
State elects to provide. Since we do not know what States will do after reform,
we bad to base our estimates on a set of behavioral assumptions concerning
State supplement decisions.
We assumed that States will supplement the basic national benefit up to
existing benefit levels in AFDC and SSI, plus the bonus value of Food Stamps
and, in addition, that States will ensure that no current AFDC or SSI recipient
loses benefits as a result of the reform (i.e., current recipients are "grandfathered").
Thus, estimated post-reform spending by States (which is compared with
pre-reform spending to estimate fiscal relief) would be the sum of the following
items:
The State's share of the cost of the basic national program in that State
(limited to 90 percent of current expenditures) ;
The State share of the cost of matching supplements* to bring benefit levels
for the aged, blind, and disabled up to current State SS1 levels and to bring
benefit levels for families with children up to current AFDC levels (except as
constrained by the maximum benefit reduction rate of 52 percent allowed for
two-parent families and single parent families with no children younger than
age 14). The bonus value of Food Stamps is included in both cases in determining "current benefit levels ;"
The cost of any wage supplements required as a result of benefit levels in
matching supplements;
The cost of protecting all current SSI recipients against benefit losses;
The cost of protecting all current AFDC recipients against benefit losses.
We have enclosed the current fiscal relief estimates for States under H.R.
9030. These estimates include State by State fact sheets which detail the
assumptions and calculations used to estimate fiscal relief. In addition, the
attached table compares projected benefit levels (Federal plus State supplement)
after reform with benefit levels in current programs (AFDC plus Food Stamps).
In preparing the table, we have assumed that States will supplement to maintain current benefit levels, but not above the limits of Federal subsidization.
To fully protect current AFDC recipients from benefit loss, however, States
will need to pay "non-matching" grandfather supplements to some current
recipients. Such supplements are necessary because even though a State were
to maintain current benefit levels in its matching supplements, some recipients
would lose benefits due to changes in eligibility and income rules. Grandfather
supplements will protect these recipients.

0'
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STAMP
COMPARISON OFPROJECTED BASIC PLUS STATE SUPPLEMENT BENEFIT AND PROJECTED AFDC PLUS FOOD
BENEFIT BY STATE FOR1978, ASSUMING NOOTHER SOURCE OF INCOME FORA FAMILY OF4, NOT EXPECTED
TO WORK

Fiscal year 1978 projection ofAFDC
plus
foodbenefit
stamp

State

Basic Federal
plus State
supplement
benefit

$3,850
$4,2
Alabama -----------------------------------------------------------------7,220
7 220
Alaska ---------------------------------------------------------------------4,460
4,460
Arizona -----------------------------------------------------------------------4 200
3,900
Arkansas ----------......---------------------------------------------------California ------------------------------------------------------------------5,960
960
5,10
5,180
Colorado ----------------------------------------------------------------------6,490
6,350
Connecticut -------------------------------------------------------------------5,060
5,060
Delaware ----------------------------.-------------------------------------District of Columbia ------------------------------------------------------------5,450
5,450
4,200
4,
20
Florida -----------------------------------------------------------------------4,030
4,20
Georgia -----------------------------------------------------------------------$,00
7,300
Havii ------------------------------------------------------------------------5,910
5910
Idaho -----------------------------------------------------------------------5,640
5,640
Illinois -----------------------------------------------------------------------4,990
4,980
Indiana ----------------------------------------------------------------6,030
6,030
.
.
..
.
.
.
..
..-----------------------------------------------------Iow* ........
6,000
6000
Kansas ----------------------------------------------------------------------840
4,840
Kentucky -------------------------------------.-------------------------------4,20
4,080
Louisiana ----------------------------------------------------------------4,680
4,680
Maine ------------.-----------------------------------------------------4,910
4,910
Maryland --------------------------------------------------------------------6,160
6 160
Massachusetts -----------------------------------------------------------------540
6,350
Michigan -------.------------------------------------------------------------6,180
6,180
Minnesota, ----------------------------------------------------------3,070
4 20
Mississippi------------------------------------------------4,200
4,000
Missouri ---------------------------------------------------------------------4,760
4,760
Montana ---------------------------------------------------------------------4,930
4,930
Nebraska ---------------------------------------------------------------------4,790
4,790
Nevada --------------------------------------------------------------------5,930
5,930
New Hampshire ----------------------------------------------------------------6,030
6,030
New Jersey -------------------------------------------------------------------4,550
4,550
New Mexico ------------------------------------------------------------------6,720
6,350
New York --------------------------------------------------------------------4,490
4,490
----------------------------------------North Carolina ---------------------5,940
5,940
North Dakota ------------------------------------------------------------------5,020
5,020
Ohio --------------------------------------------------------------------------5,120
5,120
Oklahoma ----------------------------------------------------------------8,350
6,590
Oregon -----------------------------------------------------------------------5,960
- 5,960
Pennsylvania -----------------------------------------------------------------5,660
5,660
Rhode Island ----------------------------------------------------------------4,200
3,670
South Carolina ----------------------------------------------------------------5,720
5,720
South Dakota ------------------------------------------------------------------3,820
4,200
Tennessee --------------------------------------------------------------------3,90
4,200
Texas ....................-----------------------------------------------------5,50
5,530
----------------------------------Utah --------------------------------------6140
6140
Vermont -----------------------.---------------------------------------------580
580
Virginia -------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------Washinton ---------West Virginia --------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------Wisconsin ----------------

Wyoming ...........----------------------------

---------------------

6160
470
6,490
4,980

6 160
4,970
6,350
4,980

Question. Sensitivtity Analysis: Has the model been run under a variety of
situations related to jobs, wage rates, labor force participationrates, etc.? What
variations cre used and what were the results? What interaction effects were
presentt?
Enclosed Is a sensitivity analyshq of H.R. 9030 entitled "The Program for Better
Jobs and Income: An Anal.is of Costs and Distributional Effects". The study,
commissioned by the Joint Economic Committee, focuses on the budgetary costs
and the distributional effects of varying elements of the Administration's welfare
reform proposal including cash benefits, the earned income tax credit, wage rates,
Job availability, and the federal share of State supplementation of benefits.
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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL
JANUARY 31, 1978.
To the Members of the Joint Economic Committee:
Transmitted herewith for use of the members of the Joint Economic
Committee and other Members of Congress is a study entitled "The
Program for Better Jobs and Income: An Analysis of Costs and
Distributional Effects."
This is one of three studies commissioned by the Joint Economic
Committee on the subject of welfare reform. These studies are intended to provide information and analysis to the Congress on this
important issue. This study, prepared by Professors Robert Haveman
and Eugene Smolensky, University of Wisconsin, focuses on the budgetary costs anddistiibutional effects of varying certain basic elements
in the Administration's welfare reform proposal.
The views expressed in this study are those oi its authors and
should not be interpreted as representing the views or recommendations of the Joint Economic Committee or any of its members.

RICHARD BOLLING,

Chairman, Joint Economic Committee.
JANUARY 27, 1978.
Hon. RICHARD BOLLING,

Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
U.S. Congress, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Trausmitted herewith is a study entitled
"The Program for Better Jobs and Income: An Analysis of Costs and
Distributional Effects," prepared by Professors Robert Haveman and
Eugene Smolensky, University of Wisconsin.
This study is the third Committee study on welfare reform intended
to provide information and analysis on important aspects of the welfare reform proposal, including a review of its macroeconomic effects
and an analysis of its budgetary costs and distributional effects.
Drs. Haveman and Smolensky have evaluated the cost and benefit
effects of various revisions of the Administration's proposals.
The Committee is grateful for the cooperation and assistance of the
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in the preparation
of this study. This study was reviewed by Deborah Norelliatz and
Tom Cator
of the Committee staff.
Sincerely,
JoHN R.
STARK,

Executive Director,
Joint Economic Committee.
(III)
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THE PROGRAM FOR BETTER JOBS AND INCOME: AN
ANALYSIS OF COSTS AND DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS
By ROBERT HAVEMAN

AND EUOENN SMOLENSKY*

The program for better jobs and income (PBJI) would change the
pattern of income flows to a large number of the nation's families and
would change both the incentives and the opportunities to work. In a
previous report, we presented a critique of the entire plan. Here we
focus on two aspects of the proposal in more detail-its cost and its
distributional consequences.
In sections I and II, we briefly review what is now known about the
program's costs and distributional effects. This review is based largely
on recent estimates by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and
serves as background for some additional calculations made by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (DHEW) and supplied to us by the Joint Economic Committee. In these calculations,
several aspects of the program were altered and the resulting changes
in costs and distribution effects estimated. These particular changes
were chosen because they appeared to be characteristics of the PBJI
most likely to prove contentious during the legislative process. The
results of these calculations are presented in section IIL Finally, in
section IV, we characterize what it is the administration is buying With
the incremental expenditures required for PBJI, and summarize some
of the findings from the simulations reported in section III.
It should be emphasized that the data in this report were estimated
by DHEW with the same basic microdata simulation model as was
employed by the administration in their original description of the
consequences of enacting PBJI. Our analysis is aimed at examining
some of the effects of changing various aspects of PBJI it does not
challenge the accuracy or adequacy of the procedures by which DHEW
predicts costs and benefits.'

I. THE BUDGETARY COSTS oF PBJI
The administration presented cost estimates at the time the details
of the program were released. Table 1 presents the details of these
estimates. The two main components of outlays are the cash benefits of
$19.2 billion and the public service jobs of $8.8 billion. Offsetting these
expenses are, primarily, the phaseout of three existing transfer programs which accounts for $17.6 billion and the reduction which is
possible in manpower training and other public employment programs
*Tbe authors are professors of economics and staff members of the Institute for Research

on Poverty, University og Wisconsin, Madison, Win.
ILThe administration's cost and benefit estimates have been scrutinized In: Danzlger
Sheldon; Haveman, Robert; and Smolenshy, Eugene, "ohe Prom
for Better Jobs and
nome---A Guide end a Critique," Joint Economic Committee Pr nt, U.S. Congress, October
17, 1977; Hausman, Leonard J. and Friedman, Barry L, "Work, Welfare, and the Program
for Better Jobs and Income," Joint Economic Committee Print, U.S. Congress, October 14,
1977- U 8 Congres, Congressional Budget Office letter on cost estimates for Representatire James C. Carman, November 29, 19TT; and Storey, James R.. et aL, "The Better Jobs
and Income Plan: A Guide to President Carters Welfare Reform Proposal and Major
Ismes," the Urban Institute, mimeo, January 5, 197&
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because of PBJI, which accounts for $6.9 billion. Considering both
pluses and minuses, the net drain on the Federal budget in 1978 is
estimated to be $2.8 billion.
TABLE

1.-Administration utimale of the cost, of PBJI, and the componente of coat
($1,978 billions)

Basic Federal income supplement program -------------------------

$19. 17

Cash grants to all eligibles --------------------------------Cash grants to participants
----------------------------

(17. 08)
(15. 31)

Administration ---------------------------------------------

2. 20

Cash grants to participants plus adjustments ............

16. 97

Federal costs for matching State supplements-------------------- 1.49
Adjustments for hold harmless, State share calculation, and Puerto Rico. -. 49
Earned income tax credit -------------------------------------11. 50
Emergency assistance ------------------------------------------.61
Employment program .....
.
. .
..---------------------------------& 80
Full-time jobs ---------------------------------------------Part-time jobs --------------------------------------------Administration ---------------------------------------------.
Total outlays ------------------------------------Savings from reductions in expenditure on other programs or increases
in taxes ----------------------------------------------------Abolition of AFDC ---------------------------------------Abolition of SSI --.. ..------------------------------------Abolition of food stamps -----------------------------Reductions In EITC from additional earnings.....-----------Reductions in CETA, Win, and U1 --------------------------Reduction in housing programs ----------------------------.
Increased payroll taxes --------------------------------------.
Reduction in fraud -------------------------------------.
Wellhead tax

--------------------------------------------

Net cost of PBJI

------------------------------------

7. 88
.52
40
31.08
28. 30
6. 40
5. 70
5. 50
1. 10
6.90
30
70
40
1.30

2. 78

Tax benefts of $8.,000,000,000 for those who will not receive Income supplements are
not considered by the administrtio, to be a cost of the weltfr, program.

The administration's cost estimate, in particular, the use of energy
tax revenues and fraud elimination to offset program costs and the
neglect of additional tax reduction benefits given to middle income
groups have been questioned.' However, they serve as a useful starting
point for the analyses to be undertaken in part III. They were calculated using the same computer model and are therefore consistent with
and directly comparable to the numbers presented there.
1SeeDasUMe Ravemag. &MG
8saolftI~.;U
Ofice, Mbd.; a"G ktwee et &L,Ib4d
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II. THU EFFECTS or PBJI ON VARIOUS GROUPS OF PEOPLE
One objective of the PBJI proposal is to integrate and improve the
administration of and incentives created by the existing melange of
income transfer programs. A second objective is to increase the
opportunities for, and necessity of, work for many who now are
unemployed or underemployed. A third objective is to reduce the level
of income poverty in the United States. For this reason, estimates of
the effect of various program characteristics on groups of beneficiaries
are relevant in the policy debate.
Here we summarize some estimates of the distributional effects of
PBJI, as produced by the Congressional Budget Office, employing a
computer model very similar to that used by DHEW. These figures
are to serve as a backdrop to our sensitivity-type analysis in part III
in the same manner as the base estimates of program costs presented
in the previous section.
Tables 2, 3, and 4 display the CBO estimates of the antipoverty
and income distributional effects which PBJI would have achieved if it
were in effect in 1975. The story which these figures tell can be summarized as follows:
While two-thirds of welfare recipients had annual income below
$5,000 in the current system, only 41 percent of assistance
recipients would be below $5,000 under PBJI, a reduction of onehalf million families.
The current system eliminates $12.7 billion of the poverty gap,
which is about 54 percent of the prewelfare gap. PBJI reduces
the gap by $16.1 billion, or 68 percent.
Under current welfare programs, 11.2 percent of all families are
left in poverty, PBJI reduces this to 9 percent, a reduction of
about 20 percent.
PBJI appears to reduce poverty for most demographic groupsthe aged, single parent families, intact families, families with
disabled members, working poor families, and Southern families.
It fails to raise the ratio of black to white incomes.
While about one-fourth of poor families would be made worse
off under PBJI, 43 percent would experience an improvement in
their financial status. Nearly all aged families would remain at
least as well off. About 50 percent of single-parent families would
be benefitted and very few left worse off. Over one-third of all
black families are gainers, relative to about one-fifth of white
families.
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TABLE 2.-DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILIES AND BENEFITS BY PREWELFARE INCOME CLAUSES
UNDER CURRENT
POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION'S WELFARE REFORM
PROPOSAL, 1975.
Program

Less than

Distribution (thousands of families):
All families -------------------.
Current policy
Welfare programs I-------Earned income tax credit ....
Total ------------------Administration's wefare reform
proposal:
assistance------------Cash
Public service jobs ...........
Earned Income tax credit.....

$5,00 to $10,000 to $15,000 to $5000 and
$9999

$14,999

$24.999

over

16,738
8,614
2,426

16,310
2,317
3,131

14, 652
956
509

18, 327
6S1
360

8,54*
168
56

74,576
12,715
6,483

9,058

4,257

1,267

934

211

15,727

9,382

3,934
905

2,426
294

1,351
251

257
45

17,
351
2,787

348

23, 371

0.3

20.4

$5,00

1,292
2,037

4,783

4,741

1,432

All components ----------- 9,507
5,794
5,373
2,348
Benefits (billions of dollars):
All
families
........................................................................................
Current
15.0

poli1:roosrms I..........
Welfare

Earned income tax credit .....
Total ------------------Adminirtration's welfare reform
proposal:
Cashassistance.-----------Public service Jobs ..........
Earned income ta credit.....
All components ...........

.

5

2.9

.5

1.2

0.9

134

a

Total

I

13,129

15.5

3.4

1.

.9

.3

1.2
21.6

17.1
33
.4

4.7 1.8
1.8

2.1
0.6
1.3

1.2
.4
.4

.2
.1
10

25.5
6.1
3.9

20.8

8.4

4.0

2.0

.3

a0

0

'

35.6

Indudes aid to families with dependent children, supplemetal security Icome, stae pne asistane, and food
slamos.
I Rounds to zero.
Note: Preliminary estimated, Oct. 12,1977,
Source: Statement of Robert D.Reischauer, "Preliminary Analysis of the Distributional Impact of the Administration's
Welfare Reform Proposal. " Task Force on Distributive Impacts of Budget and Economic Policy Committee of the Budlet,
U.S. Congress, Oct. 13, 1977.

4
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TABLE 3.-NUMBER OF FAMILIES IN PoSTAX. POSTTRANSFEv POVERTY BY TYPE OF FAMILY AND REGION OF
RESIDENCE UNDER CURRENT POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION REFORM PROPOSAL, 191r
[Families In thousadl

Characterstics of famls
All families ---------------.....................................
Ate of head:
65 and over ..................................................
Under 65 ..................................................
Family
type:parent with children .....................................
SInlle
Youngest child under 6...................................
Youngest child 6 to 13.....................................
Youngest child 14and over .................................
2Other
rents
with children- .-...................................
....................................................

potnncdefr Income
Pod cash Po
Social
AdminldnInv.ec
tiona refOm
lloom*rt Cmrelt policy
Poposal
10, 84V

28-353 0 - 78 - 5

0, I1J

2,047
6,292

1,444
5,269

2,577
1, 235
1,058
284
1,676
6,97

1,565
855
541
169
1,213
5,560
887

1,172

7,924

Health status:
Disabled member --------------------------------------1,425
Nondisabed member ..........................................
9,415
Employment status of head:
Working full time .............................................
2,.315
Working part time --------------------------------------------1,607
Unemployed . ....
.....
.....-----------------------------912
Not in labor force .............................................
6,016
Race
of head:
White -------------------------------------------------------8, 039
Nonwhite ....................................................
2,801
Region of residence:
South -------------------------------------------------------4, 250
West -------------------------------------------------------1,928
Northeast ....................................................
2,207
Nolth central .................................................
2,454
Note: Prelimbery estimates, OcL 12.197.
Source: See table 3.

8,3~

2,916

551
454

166
523

5,017

721

',452

5,992

1,989

1,525
1,012

1.200
738
4,412

587
3,689

5,218
2.0S

4,854
1,859

3,6(.8
1 307

2,935

1,480
1,944

1,077
1,064
1,637
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MDW1

WELFA

Amoun d lNOW
__ __

Cretipollonit,
lba$ status

50 or
more

a
pelMuf

_

$100 b
$499

Welfare stsa:
Cash sstaSc only ------------- 2C4
1,492
Food stamps onlyI------------46
Cash assistance &Wfood stamps..
2
cash assistance food stamps.
No heed:
Age of
487
.-----------------65 and ovu
1,697
Lnder 65 .--------------------Family type:
4
Single prent with children....
157
Youngest child under 6-------Youngest child 6 to 13--------- .266
126
Youngest child 14 andover .....
553
2 parent with children------------

---------------------- 1,

Health status651
Disatled member ---------------Nondisabled memb ------------ 1,533
Impioymnt status of head:
- 519
Wforkin ful time -----------361
Workin' part time .----------..
onenpso d.......-----------99
1,205
Not in laor force-------------of head:
Race
,629
White -------------------------Nonwhite ----------------------

555

South --------------------------

531

Region of residence:

Total

Familie

Totl

Amont d lno

with no families
chengp Iining

$0.to
$49

I00 or
mere

2,902
14,368

1303
6,729

1,59
7,639

1.229
556
1,150
2,462
779
2,569
531 2,530
909
11,048
57 ,2,621
3,312
10,915
1,228
13,951
41,706
3,457
3,691
2,32
1,00
1,594
385
298
1.107 1,652
507
445
829
264
9,029
16,608
873

716
1.074
1,496
5,91
1,304
7,934

2,742 33,691

4.550

563
1,388
1,034
5,097
2.008
6,024
1,492
710
614
6
4,000

721
1,517
4,514
1,181
8
2,85
7,340

famlf
losing

I

761 1,462
Poverty ....................
1,423
erty---------Above pov

Other

99
AL, Is0s

591
West ------------------------Northeast -------------------- 608
453
North central -------------------2,184
ANfamilies --------------------------

946
,077
423
55
741
1,760
522
141
241
139
320

1,659

l
288

2,011
50,610

2,50

463
2,039
683
433
189
1,197

1,114
3,571
1 202k
79
288
2,401

1,123
51,498
30,35,
7,358
1,5:5
13,368

1,261
16,009
, 165
2.235
1,071
5,798

540
7,492
3,615
1,054
387
2,976

1,977

3,606

47,787

13,981

1,017
401
427
657
2,501

1,548
991
1,035
1 I10
4,685

15,686
10,260
11,989
14,686
52,621

6,388
2 677
3,899
4,306
17,269

6,611
1,391
3
1,189
1,1
1,877
8,032

524

1,079 - 4,834

3,289

2,19%
84
1,038
276
5,028

010

1,897

1,488
2,281
2,42*
9,237

Educaon underestinmtae the amount of food stamp ben% ovWdd In197S. Tberfore,
'The Survey of Income and
h number of anrs andundersUt the number of lses fo 6064 wh
these prelimInary estimates may ovrata Vhe
receive food stamp benefits uer thar program.
Note: Preliminary Wmtes Oct. 2,1977
Source: See lable 3.

III. THE COST AND DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS Or CHANGING SOME
PBJI CHARACTERISTICS

Sections I and II serve as background for a supplemental set of

calculations requested by the Joint Economic Committee and supplied

by DHEW. The purpose of these calculations is to analyze the effect
on both program costs and distnbutional impacts of changes m a
limited number of key program parameters. The analysis focuses on
those parameters likely to be questioned during legislative delibera-

tions on the proposal. In this section, we describe the parameter

changes and summarize their cost and distributive impacts.

1. Elimination of Two Tiers in the CaMh Benef* Portion of the Federal
Program and Movement to a Single Tier Neogtive Ineome Tax With a
Giiarantee-of $4,200

This change is equivalent to raising the guarantee and eliminating
the $3,800 disregard when calculating cash supplements for thos6

expected to work. It is a simplification of the plan. Some judge that

this change will make the task of getting people to seek jobs-more
difficult by reducing one of the penalties for not working. Cash transfer- and jobs could easily become two quite separate programs if this
change were made.

p
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The effects of this change in the structure of PBJI are shown in
table 5. The implications ol this change are very modest--.while cash
benefits rise by 4 percent, the cost of the jobs program falls by 5
percent, leaving a net increase in program costs of $0.4 billion. If the
impact of the two-tier provision on employment and work effort is as
insubstantial as these simulations show, the program simplification
achieved by this change should be seriously considered. In addition
estimates of the effect of the change indicate that the number of
existing welfare recipients made worse off will not increase. Indeed,
given the nature of the change, the increase in costs is likely to yield
some increased poverty reduction as well as simplifying the proposal.
OF PARAMETER CHANGE I ON SELECTED COST AND DISTRIBUTIONAL INDICATORS
TABLE 5.-THE EFFECT
Prooed
PBJI

r al cas
be fs(hillon ........... .......................................

Number of job slots millions ) ....................................................
......................................
)
pr m(bilioa.............
cost Of'OTN
umber of current AFi red.ientsmde.won.of(ml).......................
Number of cumtI

rivt

119A
,:Z

.17
.. 8.
3

Medelmd
P9hI
1

I

made worn off (millions) ...............

SIndcates no heg fram the proposed PBJI.

2. Retention of the Existing Earned Income Tax creditt (EITC) or
Completely Eliminating It
The current EITC simultaneously reduces the benefit reduction
rate for low earnings (largely, part-t.me) workers and adds 10 points
to the benefit reduction rate for workers who earn from $4,000$8,000 per year. As a result, work incentives are increased for the former group, and decreased for the latter group. And, because of the
shape of the distribution of earnings, the latter group is relatively
larger than the former, very low earnings group. Two alternatives
are available for reducing the disincentives problem for the higher
income group. They are: (1) Increase the kink-point to the breakeven income level, or (2) eliminate the EITC altogether. The choice
made by the administration (to shift out the kink-point) reduces
the share of total PBJI benefits going to the poor although their
a
total benefits are increased. Table 6 indicates what is gain
what cost. If the EITC is eliminated, the incentive for individuals
to seek private rather than special public service employment is lost.
The implication of this change on the demand for public service jobs
and the characteristics of those .!ho wouId hold them is shown by
the simulation.
OF PARAMETFR CHARTS: 2 ON SELECTED COST AND DISTRIBUTIONAL INDICATORS
TABU 6.-THE EFFECT
Proposedi
PJI

PBJI with
e~dit

PBJI wftk
EITC
mEITC

cash befllo(Mlen)....................................
Fedral
s).......................................
Numbernlobs
.........................
...............
Cost of IT
(il

1"
1.17

,1.1%
'
W0

. 4

.
worse
off(no ) .............
of current
C1i
rtet A1
&U,
G aft
Nfbe of
of
trcis
pensmad worse
Number

3.31

4.1
(1)

4.4
()

from the prepo
IndiceS. so comag

PiUI.

$
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Table 6 shows the impact of both changes in PBJI on some important cost and distribution variables. If expansion of the EITC
the find
dein favor
of maintaining
the exists
g tax credit,
were
would
as individuals
be expanded
jobs would
mand rejected
for public
private sector employment less attractive. However, this expansion
is small-25,000 jobs--implying a 2-percent increase in the costs of
the public jobs program. The costs of the EITC would fall by about
90 percent, a reduction of $4 billion in the budgetary costs of the program. Overall, a budget cost saving of $3.8 billion would be experienced. The effects of this budget cut are: to increase the demand for
title IX special public service jobs, and some increase in the benefit
Reduction rate at earnings levels between $4,000 and $15,000.
Complete elimination of the EITC would have similar, but larger,
effects. The demand for special public service jobs would increase by
82,000 and the budgetary cost of the jobs component would increase
by $0.6 billion, or 7 percent. The budgetary cost of the tatal program
would decrease by $3.9 billion, approximately the same amount as
simply retaining the existing EITC. Moving from retention of the
existing EITC to its elimination appears to yield very limited gains:
trivial budget savings are experienced, an additional 60,000 jobs must
be provided, and any gain in work incentives in the $4,000-$8,000
range are offset by reductions in the income range below $4,000.
Neither of the changes analyzed have much effect on the status of the
existing welfare population although in both cases the number of
current AFDC recipients made worse off increases somewhat. By the
nature of the changes, the target efficiency of the program would be
increased as the primary reduction in costs is from reduced benefits
accruing to nonpoverty families. Retaining the existing EITC results
in greater poverty reduction than eliminating the EITC altogether.
The expanded EITC reduces poverty even more than does the existing EITC.

3. Increasing the Incentive To Take a Regular Public or Private
Sector Rather Than a Special (Title IX) Public Sector Job
In the original PBJI, incentives to seek private sector employment
rather than a public job came from two sources-the EITC paid on
only private earnings and a lower cash benefit schedule for those on
special purpose jobs.1 When the program was finally unveiled, the full
burden of inducing private sector job search fell entirely on the EITC.
The effect of this reduction in inducement for regular employment is
shown in Table 7. Substitution of the earlier larger private sector inducement would reduce the costs of both the cash-benefits and the
jobs components of PBJI. Taken together, a cost saving of $1.6 billion
would be experienced. Moreover, the number of new title IX jobs
which would have to be created by the administration would be reduced by 153,000, as this number of workers would choose private or
regular public sector jobs. The primary gain from the $1.6 billion cost
increase associated with this change is a reduction in the complexity
of calculating cash benefits. Because the small reduction in cash benefits (from $19.2 to $18.7 billion) reflects reduced payments to workers
taking regular employment, the change will have little, if any, effect
on the status of existing welfare recipients.
s In the earlier benefit schedule the earnings disregard on public service job. was $1,900.
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TABLE 7.-THE EFFECT Of PARAMETER CHANGE 3ON SELECTED COST AND DISTRIBUTIONAL INDICATORS
Modifled

Prpsd
PBI

Benefits (billions) .................................................
Federal Cash
Number of Job Slot (millions) ..................................................
...................................................
of
Jobs
Pregrm
Cost
..........................................................
Cost of EITC (billions)(billions)

worse off (millions) ........................
Number of Current AFDC recipients made
wors off(mlion) .....................
Number ofcurrent SSI recipients made

PBJI
I

"r00,

....

.

1. 2
t.175
1

8 7

1.
022
7.

I

1

I Indicates no change from the proposed PBJI.

4. Increasing the Wage Rate in the Special Public Service (Title IX)
Jobs From the Minimum Wage to $3.00 ($4.00) Per Hour
As the wage rate on the public service jobs rises, demand for them
increases, particularly among those individuals now currently employed full time, full year in the private sector. If the $8.8 billion cap
on expenditures is maintained, total expenditures for cash assistance
would probably rise. There are two partially offsetting effects at work.
On the one hand, many more public service jobholders would receive
no cash assistance at all. On the other hand, many more families would
receive the maximum guarantee of the upper tier, if the expenditure
cap limits the number of jobs available.
Currently, there is mounting pressure for an increase in the wage
rate paid for title IX jobs. The concern is that payment of the minimum wage would tag these jobs as second class, and perhaps more
importantly, payment of the minimum wage would tendto under cut
the prevailing wage rate in some labor markets. While these points
have merit, increasing the wage payment has the potential for greatly
increasing the demand for special public jobs and increasing the total
cost of the program. Table 9 presents the implications of increasing
the wage rate to $3 and to $4 per hour, under the assumption that the
total demand for special public jobs will be met.
The r_ sults in table 8 are most revealing. The modest wage rate
increase from $2.65 per hour to $3 per hour increases the demand for
title IX jobs by 340,000, and increases the costs of the jobs component
of PBJI by $3.5 billion. The increase in the total cost of PBJI is a
smaller $2.6 billion because of reductions in cash benefits and the
EITC. As the wage rate is moved up to $4 per hour, the changes in
costs become much larger. The number of workers now preferring a
special title IX job is increased from 1.175 million to 2.491 millionan increase of 1.316 million jobs. Without a cap the budget cost of the
jobs component more than triples-from $8.8 billion to $26.9 billionand the total cost of the program increases by $15.3 billion. The gains
from an increase in the wage rate are real. They include avoidance of a
stigma placed on the public jobs and the potential erosion of prevailing
wage rates. However, the budgetary costs of increasing the wage rate
to the $3 level and beyond are substantial. Although this change
primarily affects the balance of workers between private and public
sectors, there is some improvement in the economic status of existing
2_2DC recipients.
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TABLE L.-THE EFFECT OF PARAMETER CHANGE 4 ONSELECTED COST AND DISTRIBUTIONAL
INDICATORS
prps
PolI
Federal cah ben%(billions) ....................................
Number of job slot millions) ......................................
Cos of tow pror m (bii,)....................................
Cow of tITC (bllous) ..........................................
.
Number of current AFDC recipients maod
worse off (millions) ..........
Number of current SSl recipent made worse off (million) .............

.

Modiflod
PSJI (53.00)

13.2
.175

.
.516
$.
512.3
$43
.,4
()

33

Modified
PBJI ($4.00)
17.4
1 "1
$26.9
$3.S
3

II

(I)

t Indices mochange from the proposed PBJI.

a

5. Make a Title IX Public Service Job Availkble to the Primary
Earner in All Household Unite
PBJI guarantees a public service job to the primary earner in all
household units with children: couples and unrelated individuals are
excluded from participating in the jobs component of the program.
It would seem to be only a matter of time before these households are
brought more fully into the system. Because unrelated individuals
are concentrated at the low end of the earnings distribution, bringing
them fully into the system could greatly increase the demand for public
service jogs. One factor mod-raLing the demand for jogs is that a large
part of this population is di.bled and/or institutionalized.
Table 9 illustrates the effect of this parameter change. As expected,
the increase in the demand for public service jobs is substantial-an
increase of 460 percent. The budgetary costs of the jobs component
rise from $8.8 billion to over $45 billion. The total cost of PBJI with
this modification is $37 billion greater than the administration's
proposal. While expanding the coverage of the jobs program to include
unrelated individuals and childless couples would increase the hori-zontal equity of the program, it entails large increases in budgetary
costs.
TABLE 9.-THE EFFECT
OF PARAMEtEt CHANGE
S ON SELECTED
COST AND DISIRIBUTIONAL INDlCATORS
Propond
PJI

beoest(bi ons) ...................................................
Fedel cash,
Nwmer of ob so million ) ....................................................
(bls......................
Voerea
C'to
Costef
tITCt( bli=)............................................
Numbe of currand AFDC reciplots mode worn oft(million) ........................

S19.2
1.17S
.5

Number of cuffed ss£retipim mode ww" of (mill,)......................... ..

3.8

0~

MWdified
PBJI

lit 3
.540
$47.1
$4.

1Indicales no change from the proposed PSJI.

6. Capping the Jobs Component of PBJI by Imposing a Ceiling of
800,000 New Jobs
The creation of new jobs on a mass basis is a difficult undertaking.
As we stated in our earlier study:
The mass creation of public service jobs for low wage-low skill workers is something with which this country has no previous experience. The effort is analogous
to a private firm's promise to Introduce a new product, the manufacture of which
requires a technology which has not yet been developed. In all such cases, the

A
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effort is fraught with uncertainty, and the possibility of an ineffective and unproductive program must not be neglected.4

Given the difficulties of locating qualified contractor-sponsors and
arranging productive work arrangements, it would not be surprising
if the fNll complement of 1.4 million jobs could not be created during
the first few vears of the program. The number of jobs could also be
constrained below the administration proposal, since for budgetary
reasons, a lid may be placed on the number of jobs to be funded.
Because of the structure of PBJI, limiting the number of jobs made
available will not result in proportional reduction of total program
costs. While some of the workers who would have received a public job
will find alternative private sector employment, some will remain
unemployed and fall back on the benefits from the cash transfer
component of the program.
Table 10 presents the cost consequences of limiting the number of
job slots to 800,000. As expected, the budgetary costs of the jobs
component is reduced-from $8.8 to $6.2 billion, a savings of $2.6
billion. However, some of this saving is offset by a $0.5 billion increase in cash benefits and a $0.1 billion increase in the EITC. The net
saving is $2 billion. Accompanying this saving, however, are the undesired side effects of increasing the discretion of program administrators, "cream-skimming" in the selection of applicants, and horizontal inequities in the allocation of jobs.
TABLE I.-THE EFFECT OF PARAMETER CHANGE 6 ON SELECTED COST
AND DISTRIBUTIONAL INDICATORS
Proposed
PBJI
Fedora IIc h benefits (billions) .............. ...................................
number of job slots (millions) ...................................................
Cost of si program (billions) .............................................
Cost of
elTC
(billions) ...........................................................
Number of current AFOC
recipients made worse of (millions) .........................
Number of current. SSI recipe ts ade wOrse onl(million) ...........................
1

.

$19.2
1.175
$8 a
.3.
1

Modified
PBJI
$19.7
.8
:
4.1
(i)

Indicates no change from the proposed PBJI.

7. Eliminate Federal Sharing of State Supplementation Costs and Usethe Budgctary Savings To Increase the Guarantee on Both Tiers of PBJI
Federal incentives to encourage State supplementation of benefits
significantly complicate the structure of YBJI, compromising the
administration's claims that the system has been made simpler and
that horizontal equity has been increased. The accompanying restrictions on the States also strain traditional intergovernmental relations.
To the extent that the objective is to relieve the fiscal burden on the
States, fiscal relief could also be obtained if the financial incentives
for State supplementation were dropped and the Federal funds were
ut into higher guarantee levels. Were that done, and if States
failed to supplement benefits on their own, many current recipients
would be made worse off and the fiscal relief provided would be
concentrated in the States now providing relatively low benefits.
The effects on several relevant variables of simplifying the plan in
this way are illustrated in table 11.
Sheldon Daulger, Robert Eaveman, and Ugene Smoleasky, op. tit.
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TABLE |i.-THE EFFECT OF PARAMETER CHANGE 7 ON SELECTED COST AND DISTRIBUTIONAL INDICATORS

Federal cash benefits (billions) ------------------------------------------------Number of job slots (miNtions) -------------------------------------------------cost of' bs
m(billions) ....................................................
-..
Cost of EITC (' o s).
-.5
---Number of current AFOC recipients madk worse off (milons) ........................
Number current SSI rediplents made worse
(Elons) ..........................

Proposed
PBJI

Modified
Pi

19.2
1. 175
P. I

$20. 9
1.21

3.8
1

$5
5.4
1.24

In this simulation, costs of the Federal cash benefits portion of the
bill were allowed to rise by $0.8 billion. Nevertheless, both the costs
of the jobs program and the costs of the EITC also rise by a total of
$0.8 billion. Despite the greater cost, the number of current AFDC
recipients made worse off increases by 42 percent, and the number of
SSI recipients made worse off increases by 24 percent. Hence, simplifying the State supplements portion of the bill in this way has significant adverse distributional effects. And while some fiscal relief is
provided to State governments by this modification, its level is substantially reduced from that in the PBJI.
IV.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The program for better jobs and income directly addresses the
judgment of many observers of-the current welfare system that those
who cannot meet their basic needs through earnings should have cash
assistance, but that those who can be provided the incentive and the
opportunity to earn their way. Drafting a program to accomplish this
objective is technically difficult. Providing cash assistance creates an
incentive to some to reduce their work effort, and it is difficult to confine this work disincentive only to those who are judged unable to
generate sufficient income through work. There are only two viable
alternatives for minimizing the disincentive effects of cash transfers.
One is to enforce a work test through tough administration. This requires a large bureaucracy and considerable intrusion into the privacy
of cash assistance recipients. The other alternative is to create effective
opportunities for and financial incentives to work, or at least to reduce
the substantial disincentives present in existing programs. In the main,
PBJI op ts for this alternative. When work is refused by those expected
to work, not only are earnings sacrificed, but the family sacrifices
$1,900 per year in cash assistance. However, reliance is not entirely on
opportunities and incentives, since the decision of who is and who is
not expected to work is made by program administrators.
PBJI could have relied on the $155 per month penalty to send those
who can work into the private job market. However, recognizing the
hardships that might thereby be created, a special public service jobs
program is created. To keep the costs of the jobs program down, wages
were based on the minimum wage laws, not at prevailing market levels.
Because the market wage of a large number of PBJI beneficiaries is
this minimum wage, the special public service jobs would be attractive.
However, these special jobs are intended to temporarily supplement
private sector jobs. They are not intended to substitute for rivate
sector jobs. PBJI participants could be moved out of the public and
into the private sector by administrative procedures, but consistent.

11
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with the general approach, financial incentives are brought to bear.
Through the EITC, work in the private sector or in a regular public
sector job is given a financial bonus.
Providing cash assistance, financial work incentives, work opportunities, financial incentives to seek private sector employment, and
maintaining budgetary restraint make for a complicated program. In
addition, PBJI seeks to grant fiscal relief to the States and to sustain
current benefit levels for the vast majority of current welfare recipientsin a way that will not jeopardize other objectives, and thus, the rogram becomes even more complicated. The technical problem of balancing aU these objectives involves a multiplicity of tradeoffs. How
-" -the4ramers
of PBJ1 chose to trade off among these objectives has been
illustrated in the preceding tables.

Holding the wage on special public service jobs to the minimum
wage is clearly an effective check on the demand for those jobs and
on total program costs. (See table 8.) It does, however, constrain the
attractiveness of the work opportunities provided. Restricting public
service jobs to families with children also substantially reduces the
demand for those jobs and hence controls program costs. (See table 9.)
Again, however, there is a cost. The work opportunities provided are
limited to one group in the population, creating some horizontal
inequities. The program is designed to grant all eligible persons a job.
This decision entails higher budgetary costs than a more restricted
and less equitable (though perhaps more realistic) jobs program. (See
table 10.)
The complications associated with the two-tier cash assistance
benefit schedule also stem from concern with work incentives. This
concern may be exaggerated, as the elimination of the two-tier structure increases cash benefits by only 5 percent and reduces the demand
for special purpose jobs by 5 percent. (See table 5.) The expanded
ElT
in the program is also designed to increase the reward to
work-in this case work in regular employment. The budgetary-costs
of PBJJ are increased substantially by this provision, which modestly
affects the demand for special public service jobs and increases work
incentives to those in the $4,000-$15,000 range. (See table 6.) Paradoxically, a simplification of the benefit schedule made before PBJI
reached the Congress significantly increased the demand for public
....

service jobs and-total program costs. (See table 7.)

Finally, while Federal incentives to encourage State supplementation greatly complicate the PBJI, they effectively hold down Federal
budgetary costs and forestall a substantial loss of benefits among
current welfare beneficiaries. An alternative arrangement-raising
Federal benefits by the amount of the Federal supplementation costincreases the relative position of recipients in States with low current
benefit levels, grants less fiscal relief to current high benefit States,
and leaves many current recipients in high benefit States worse off
(unless, of course, States would supplement the Federal benefit level
in the absence of a financial inducement). (See table 11.)
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These simulations indicate the sensitivity of cost and distributional
effects to changes in various characteristics of PBJI. The changes
which we have analyzed are in no sense exhaustive, and numerous
questions remain to be answered. Among them are the following:
(1) Do all people in equal need receive equal treatment? (2) Are the
incomes of some beneficiaries raised above the incomes of scme nonbeneficiary taxpayers? (3) Is DIIEW the most appropriate agency
to administer the proposed cash assistance program? (4) What
would be the cost and distributional effects of PBJI if the unemployment rate is above or below the 1981 unemployment rate (5.6 percent)
projected by the administration?,
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UNIT

A filing unit is a group of persons which jointly applies for and receives
benefits. This group is considered to share economic resources and respondbilities, and hence is treated as a unit for the purpose of counting income end
calculating benefits. The detailed specification of how this unit is formed, or
who may be included and who must be included, has important implications for
the treatment of specific types of Individuals and thus for the nature of the
program.
RATIONALE

The underlying premise of a filing unit is that relatives living together enjoy
the benefits of economies of scale and generally share their resources in order
to meet common economic needs. The logic of this premise suggests that the
filing unit be defined as inclusively as possible, so that all relatives who are
members of the same household are considered together. Thus, poor individuals
who live with well-off relatives are presumed to benefit from that arrangement,
and the resources of the entire group of relatives should be counted in determining their benefits. A broad definition also simplifies administration by
keeping the number of recipient units small
On the other hand, many situations arise in which relatives, though they
may share living quarters, are not economically interdependent. A very broad
filing unit definition may set up presumptions of sharing of resources and of
mutual responsibility which are at variance with the facts in a large number
of cases. Thus, a broad definition would be fair only if some procedure for
certifying separate economic status were available to allow economically Independent units to file separately. Such procedure is likely to be difficult to
administer, and would probably counterbalance whatever administrative advantages come from a broad filing unit definition.
In addition, introduction of a broad filing unit definition would tend to
disadvantage seriously several groups which society evidently wishes to protect.
In particular, aged, blind or disabled individuals or couples living with relatives,
and AFDC families living with relatives, would be treated less generously by a
filing unit which included the entire household than they are by present
programs.
DETAILS or THE PROPOSED DEFINITION
A filing unit contained in the Better Jobs and Income Program represents a
compromise between a broad and a very narrow definition. In general, the
Program includes in the same filing unit only relatives who live together.
Non-related individuals or groups who live together are treated separately, as
are relatives who live apart.
A group of relatives living together, however, may comprise more than one
filing unit. Any "nuclear family," i.e., a married couple with their minor
children (if any), or a single parent and children, constitutes a filing unit. If
more than one such family lives together, each family would be a separate
filing unit.' This family-based filing unit definition reduces drastically any need
for a separate economic status provision, and no such provision is included in
the proposed legislation.
Individuals who are not members of such a nuclear family but live with one
to which they are related may be included with the family's filing unit. This
inclusion is voluntary; however, the individual cannot receive benefits except
by filing with the family. If two or more related individuals live together with
no nuclear family present, these individuals jointly form a filing unit. An
exception to these rules is an aged, blind or disabled individual, who always
files separately for benefits.'
COMPARISON TO PRESENT PUOOAMS

The proposed filing unit is narrower than the present Food Stamp filing unit,
which includes all household members who live together. This definition includes even non-relatives, such as boarders.

I In such situations, the total payment to a family ilving In a home owned or rented
by another family is reduced by $800 to take account of the economies of the Joint living
arrangement.
I However. if that unit lives with another family, the total benefit for an aged, blind or
disabled Individual or couple Is reduced by $800.
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By comparison to 881, the filing unit In the Program for Better Jobs and
Income is broader. 551 includes only the aged, blind or disabled (ABD) persons
themselves, but does not include non-ABD spouses or children (although the
Income of non-ABD spouses Is included after certain disregards).
The bill's filing unit is close to but somewhat broader than that used in
AFDC. AFDC units do not Include any individual adult relatives who live
with the unit. An additional difference is that the bill's definition includes
stepfathers as part of the family unit. At present, a stepfather is not considered
responsible for the unadopted children of his wife, so his income is not considered In setting their AFDC benefits.
EXAMPLES

Consider the following households or relatives (all illustrative benefits are
without State supplementation and assume the unit to have zero income and
resources) :
1. Father, age 55; mother, 55; daughter, 25; grandchild, 5.
This extended family consists of two nuclear families and would form two
filing units: (1) father and mother, and (2) daughter and her child. The
second unit could be eligible for benefits regardless of the income or assets of
the first. The first unit would receive $2200, and the second unit would also
receive $2200 ($300 less $800 deducted for living in another household).*
2. Husband, 35; wife, 35; child by wife!s first marriage, not adopted by
husband, 8.
This family would form a filing unit, including the husband. The present
AFDC rules would not include the husband, nor count his income. The unit
would receive $3600..
3. Grandfather, 70; father, 45; mother, 45.
This household forms two units, the father and mother together, and the
grandfather separately. This treatment parallels that in SSI. (The grandfather
would have his benefits reduced by virtue of sharing the household, another
provision which Is close to SSI's rules.) The father and mother, as a unit,
would receive $2200.* The grandfather would receive $1700 ($2500, the full
single-aged benefit minus $800, the benefit reduction by virtue of sharing the
household).
4. Father, 35; mother, 35; child, 8; father's brother, 33.
This household comprises one unit. The father's brother may or may not be
included, but If he elects not to joint the filing unit, he cannot then file for
benefits separately as long as he lives with the family. The unit would receive
$4700 if the brother elected to join the unit.'
BENEFIT STRUCTURE AND COMPUTATION

The Better Jobs and Income Program proposes to employ a two-tier benefit
structure that will provide higher (upper tier) benefits to families in which no
adult is expected to work, and reduced (lower tier) benefits to families who
are expected to derive most of their Income from employment.
Aged, blind, or disabled persons and single parents with youngest child under
7 will not be expected to work. Single parents with no child under 14, twoparent families and singles and childless couples will be expected to work.
Single parents with children aged 7 through 13 will be expected to work, but
only part-time during school hours.
THE BASIC BENEFIT STRUCTURE

Cash benefits for aged, blind or disabled persons without income are set at
$2,500 for a single individual and $3,750 for a couple.
These benefit levels protect the current Federal entitlement provided under
Food Stamps and the Federal portion of SSI by providing benefits that exceed
what a recipient can currently receive from the Federal portion of 881 and
the bonus value of Food Stamps.
The upper tier benefits for families in which no adult Is expected to work
are: $3.O0 for single parent and child, $3,600 for a family of three, $4,200 for a
8All examples assume no available Jobs for adults required to work.
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family of four, $4,800 for a family of five, $5,400 for a family of six, and $6,000
for a family of seven.
These benefit levels are designed to protect the current Federal entitlement
under Food Stamps and, to the extent possible within budget constraints, to
protect the current Federal share of AFDC payments. The basic benefit of
$4,200 for-a family of four, for instance, exceeds the cash value of Food Stamps
plus the Federal share of AFDC in all but seven States.
Lower tier benefits are set at $2,800 for a family of four, and $1,700 for a
family of three. But such families are placed on the upper tier if a job cannot
be found for the principal earner after an eight-week job search.
The lower tier benefits are designed to protect the present Federal entitlements in Food Stamps which is available to all households whether or not they
are able to work.
Unrelated, single Individuals and couples without children will, if they have
no other income, receive basic benefits of $1,100 and $2,000 respectively. Both
amounts substantially exceed the current bonus value of Food Stamps.
Benefits under the basic Federal program equal about 65 percent of the
poverty line for most families (more in the case of the aged, blind or disabled).
Federal cost-sharing will permit and strongly encourage States to raise benefits
to 75 percent of the poverty line.
THE "BUILDING BLOCKS" OF BASIC BENEFITS

The benefits available to different sized families can also be constructed by
reference to the individual components:
Annual beiefit
Household unit member:
An adult who is aged, blind, or disabled ----------------------$1,600
Any other adult
-----------------------------------------1, 100
A child who is blind or disabled -----------------------------1, 100
Any other child -------------------------------------------600
In addition, household units are eligible for "increments" or bonus amounts
that depend upon their composition:
If the "unit" consists of :
Bonus
One adult who is aged, blind, or disabled -----------------------$900
One individual and the individual's spouse, each of whom is aged,
blind, or disabled ------------------------------------------550
One adult and one or more children --------------------------1,300
Two or more adults and one or more children ---------------------800
NoT&-All benefit and bonus amounts are expressed here in annual totals.
Section 2105 of H.R. 9030 expresses these benefit amounts in dollars per month.
The household bonuses are reduced, however, in instances where two or more
units share the same household.
A unit which resides in the household of another unit, to which it is related,
has its annual grant reduced by $800.
If two related units have ownership or household rights in a household, each
has its annual grant reduced by $400.
The reduction in benefits is intended to reflect economies of scale implicit in
the Joint living aR-rern1(mt.

In addition, no household can receive benefits for more than seven members.
Based on these individual and unit benefits it is possible to construct the total
benefits for any household combinations:
For example.-a family of five consisting of two adults (neither of whom ean
work) and three children would receive: $1,100+1,100+600+600+e00+800=

$4,800.
For
ceive:
For
reside

example.-a family consisting of a mother and three children would re$1.100+600+600+600-+1,800=44,200.
example.---an aged grandmother, her daughter and the daughter's child
together in the daughter's home. They constitute two household units.
the aged grandmother receives $1,600+900-800=$1,700.
the mother and daughter receive $1.100+600+1,300=$3,000.
All of the above examples are for families in which no adults are expected to
work.
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When a family member is expected to work.-The unit drops from the upper
tier in the followig manner (1 2106 (ed)) :
the adult who is expected to work Is dropped from the unit (i.e. the unit
no longer receives this adult's $1,100 benefit), and
$800 is subtracted from the household unit's increment or "bonus."
Thus, in the em of the family of five above, the grant would be reduced by
$1,900 (down to $2,900) if an adult was expected to work.
Furthermore, if, in the third example above, we assume that the daughter's only
child Is 14 years old, the mother is expected to work. The total grant to this
household would, therefore, be $1,200.
In the case of a household unit with a member expected to work, the lower tier
benefit protects children and other dependents by continuing their benefits.
THE EARNED INCOME EXCLUSION

In order to encourage and reward work on the part of families where an adult is
expected to work, the first $3,800 of earnings by the member dropped from the
household unit is disregarded in determining the unit's benefits. Thus, a family
of four eligible for $2,800 on the lower tier will continue to receive these benefits
until the working member's income exceeds $8,800 on a monthly basis.
SINGLE IKDIVflhUALS AND CHILDLESS COUPLES

Single individuals and childless couples are expected to work. They are eligible
for cash benefits in the amount of $1,100 and $2,200 annually, but do not qualify
for any household increments or "bonuses" or for the disregard. If a Job is found

for a single or childless couple, they are ineligible for any cash benefits
THZ WZ[

REDUCTION BATE

Under the basic Federal program, benefits will decline by 50 cents for each ad-

ditional dollar of income.

The rate at which benefits are reduced as income rises cannot be selected inde-

pendently of other program features. This rate is directly related to the level of
the basic benefit and the phase-out or "breakeven" point-the income level at

which a family ceases to be eligible for benefits. A low benefit reduction rate
implies a high phase-out rate, other things being equal.

The selection of a 50 percent benefit reduction rate, therefore, represents a reasonable compromise among the goals of preserving a return from work, limiting
the phase-out point, and providing adequate basic benefits.
In addition, we did not wish to impose benefit reduction rates that were higher
than those found under present programs. Present reduction rates range from 30
percent in Food Stamps to 60 percent or more for families that participate in

AFDC and Food Stamps. Since most recipients benefit from more than one program, a 50 percent benefit reduction rate will improve the return from work for
many families relative to the current system.
BNWII

OOMPUTATION

The actual benefit payable to a unit is calculated by reducing the basic benefit

(referred to in the bill ai "maximum payable amount (MPA)") by "available

income" (1 2104). Available income is defined (in 5 2106) as:

50 percent of wage and salary income (if it exceeds an applicable
disregard),
80 percent of non-employment income (e.g., interest, rent),
100 percent of Federal transfer payments.
For example, if a unit had annual earnings of $4000 it would have available
income of $2000 (= 50% of $4000). If that unit had a MPA of $4200 the annual
payment to the unit would be:
Payment= MPA- Available Income

$2200=$4.0-$2000

To take another example, suppose a two-parent, two child family had earnings
of $2000. Such a family iQ&igible for the $3800 earned income exclusion and has
a basic benefit (MPA) of $2800. Since its income is less than the earned income
exclusion, available income Is zero. Then the cash assistance payment would be

$2300.
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As a final example, consider a mother and 4 young children, with no earnings,
but income of $1000 from rent. The unit's MPA equals $4800 and its available
income is 80 percent of $1000, or $800. Thus:
Payment =MPA-Available Income

$4000=$4800-$Wo

WELFARE RcrOsM: THz SIX-MONTH ACoOUNTABLE PZmo0
Basic to any program that provides cash assistance to the needy is the question of how to determine who should be eligible and the payment amount to
which they should be entitled. In the President's Program for Better Jobs and
Income, the method-proposed is a "six-month retrospective accountable period"
for measuring income need and adjusting accordingly the amount of benefits to
be paid.
The proposed accounting procedure represents a delicate balancing among
many important objectives of welfare reform.
It will assure that tax dollars go to those most in need while preventing
families with relatively high incomes from receiving benefits.
It will be more equitable and increase the likelihood that families with similar annual Incomes will receive similar benefits.
It will avoid the costly errors inherent in the present system by measuring
actual past income rather than estimating future income.
In short, the method proposed will impact greatly on the extent to which the
program as a whole is perceived to be fair and rational both by those it will
serve and by the public at large.
The six-month accountable period will target assistance to those with chronic
need and lowest incomes. Only those with relatively high but fluctuating incomes and those families with earnings greater than the amount at which
program benefits phase out ($8,400 for a family of four and slightly higher in
states which supplement) may be adversely affected. To help those who suffer
temporary need before becoming entitled to cash assistance, the Program for
Better Jobs and Income contains $800 million to assist States In financing
emergency needs programs.
Under the proposed accountable period, eligibility will be based on two
criteria:
First, an Individual's or family's countable incomeI for the second month
preceding the month of application must be below the maximum monthly benefit
($350 for a family of four).
Second, total countable income over the next previous five months must also
be below the maximum benefit, using a "carry-forward" accounting process. The
carry-forward process, described below, is used rather -than 6-month averaging
In order to be more responsive to those with monthly fluctuations in income.
The carry-forward system for determining eligibility and payment for a
family which applies in September works as follows:
1. The family would report income for the second preceding month, 1^,
July.
2. If the countable income in July Is less than the maximum benefit payable
under the program, the family's income over the previous five months--February, March, April, May, June--would then be reviewed.
8. Beginning with the earliest month of the five month calculation period (in
this case, February) any countable income in excess of the maximum benefit
amount would be carried forward to the next month, March. That February
excess amount would be added to any countable income in March that was in
excess of the maximum benefit. If the countable Income in March was less than
the maximum benefit, the amount by which it was less would offset the excess
amount carried forward from February. The balance, after the March Income
has been adjusted to reflect the February income, would be carried forward in
similar fashion to April and so forth through the month of July.
4. The balance of countable income, if any, at the end of this carry-over
process would reduce the maximum benefit accordingly to arrive at a payment
amount in September. However, if the balance is greater than the benefit, no
I Countable income, referred to as available income in the proposed legislation, Is the
income that counts in determining eligibility. It Includes 50 percent of wages from a Job,
80 percent of non-employment income (from dividends, property, private pensions or
sod.al insurance programs), and 100 percent of Income from federal means-tested
assistance programs such as veterans pensions. Child care expenses, up to certain limits,
are also deducted from earnings before determining countable Income. Family composi-

tion on the last day of the last month of the accountable period determines whose income

i counted.
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payment would be made in lVeptember and eligibility would be redetermined
automatically in October, based on the family's monthly income report for
August.
'hle hold-harmless provision specifies that if a State would be required to
spend more than the sum of 90 percent of its pre-reform welfare expenditures for
AFDO, 881, EA and GA plus Its Emergency Needs block grant in order to finance
the State share of basic benefits, matching and wage supplements, 881 grandfathering and 75 percent-of the cost of Its AFDO grandfather, the Federal government will hold the State harmless for the excess.
Thus, Kentucky's hold-harmless payment would be calculated as follows (figures in millions) :
($29.4+10+3.9+9+.75 (28.6))- (.9(43.2) +3.2), or
($29.4+10+3.9+9+.75 (2.6) )- (.9(43.2) +3.2), or
($72.2) - (42.1) =$30.1 million
The "second layer" hold-harmless provision also guarantees that States will
receive 10 percent fiscal relief in the first year of the program. Kentucky's 1975
cost for AFDO administration was $5.1 million, which when added to pre-reform
benefit costs for AFDC, EA, 881, and GA gives a total for pre-reform welfare
spending of $48. million.
Kentucky would be eligible for a second hold-harmless payment to bring its
fiscal relief to 10 percent. This payment would be calculated as follows (figures
in millions of dollars) :
.1(4.2+ 5.1) - (48.3- (29.4+10+&9+9+286-30.1) +3.2),
or 4.8-2.7=$2.1 million
Thus, Kentucky would receive total hold-harmless payments of:
30.1+2.1=$322 million
Kentucky's fiscal relief would be:
48.3- (29.4+10+3.9+9+2.6-32.2) +3.2, or
48.3-46.7+3.2=$4.8 million
Question. Please furnish for the record a table showing the Federal reimbursement each State would receive under your latest estimates, in the Administration's welfare reform proposal, using the same assumptions regarding
State supplementation that have been used to estimate the overall costs of
the bill.
Answer. Enclosed are the current fiscal relief estimates for States under
H.R. 9030. These estimates include State by State fact sheets which detail
the assumptions and calculations used to estimate fiscal relief. The same State
supplementation assumptions were used in preparing these estimates that have
been used to prepare the estimates of the overall cost of the bill. We have
assumed that States will supplement the basic national benefit up to existing benefit levels (including the bonus value of Food Stamps) in SSI and up
to existing benefit levels or the limits of Federal subsidization whichever is
less for all other groups and that States will ensure that no current AFDC
or SSI recipient loses benefits as a result of the reform.
REVISED FISCAL RELIEF ESTIMATES OF THE PROGRAM FOR BETTER JOBS AND INCOME
PREPARED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
The attached sheets represent revised estimates of the fiscal relief resulting
from the implementation of the Program for Better Jobs and Income as proposed by President Carter. The first set of estimates was released in October
1977 and corresponded to Secretary Califano's September 19, 1977 testimony to
the House Subcommittee. on Welfare Reform. The current set of estimates
are a result of changes in estimating methods, and assumptions several of
which were made at the urging of State and local officials, e.g., supplements
In some States for single persons and childless couples, and a change In the
treatment of Emergency Needs In the fiscal relief calculation. (For a complete explanation of these changes, see attached papers.)
Included in this current package are the following items:
A brief explanation of the reasons for the changes from the September
estimates to the current estimates.
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An explanation of the line items included in State Fact Sheet No. 1 and
the assumptions underlying the estimates.
A set of State Fact Sheets. These sheets include information on current
program costs, post-reform program costs, and the resultant Fiscal Relief
for each State expressed in 1975 dollars.
The Department will shortly release a set of State Fact Sheets No. 2 which

will give details on the corresponding revised estimates of the flow of Federal funds to each State resulting from the implementation of the Program
for Better Jobs and Income (No. 1 : fiscal relief; No. 2: flow of Federal Funds.)
Similar sets of both Fact Sheets will also be released shortly to correspond
to the final changes made by the House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform.
CHANGES IN FISCAL RELIEF ESTIMATES

Estimates of fiscal relief have changed since Secretary Califano testified
before the Subcommittee on Welfare Reform In September. Our estimate of
total fiscal relief for the States as a group has dropped about $80 million,
from $2.05 to $1.75 billion.
Changes in the fiscal relief estimates are due to: (1) changes in our assumptions about State behavior; (2) changes in the treatment of Emergency
Needs funds for the purposes of estimating fiscal relief; and (3) improvements In our ability to simulate the program on the computer.
Changes in State Behavior Assumptions
Previous HEW estimates have assumed that States would not supplement
basic Federal benefits for single persons and childless couples. After consulting with the staff of the Welfare Reform Subcommittee and various State
welfare officials, we have decided to change this assumption for those States
that now run GA programs that provide benefits comparable to those paid
under AFDC. Therefore, our revised fiscal relief estimates now assume California, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, and Pennsylvania would
provide supplements to singles and childless couples up to the limit of Federal subsidization of State supplements as provided in H.R. 9030.
Change in Treatment of Emergency Needs Funds
In previous estimates, we assumed that grandfathering costs shown by the
computer simulation would in reality be reduced by payments made under the
Emergency Needs program. We did not know exactly how much of EN funds
would go to reduce grandfather costs, but in our original estimates we assumed
100 percent. This assumption was reflected in the fiscal relief calculation
by simply not including the amount of the EN grant in post-reform State
expenditures. This assumption was questioned by the States and members of
Congress.
Clearly the actual cost of grandfathering will be less than the computer
figures because of the existence of the EN program. How much less cannot
be determined prior to program experience. In order to take account of this
fact, we now assume that State grandfathering expenditures nationally will
be reduced by one-half of total payments under the Emergency Needs program.
This assumption reduces AFDC and SSI grandfathering nationally by about
12 percent, or $250 million (one-half of total EN).
Operationally, we have changed our treatment of EN by reducing the AFDC
and SSI computer grandfathering estimates for each State by about 12 percent.
We then include the full amount of the EN block grant in post-reform State
expenditures for purposes of calculating hold harmless payments and fiscal
relief. This has the effect of reducing our estimate of fiscal relief for the
States as a group by about 50 percent of EN funds or approximately $250
million.
Improvements in Simulation
Changes in the labor supply model:
Improvements in simulating the effect of the cumulative marginal benefit
reduction rate on labor supply response
Addition of labor supply response for grandfathered recipients
Change in the assets test to reconcile assets reported on the SIE and those
reported for SSI and AFDC eligibility.
NOTES: STATE FACT SHEETS COVERING THE BETTER JOBS AND INCOME PROGRAM

The attached Fact Sheets provide detailed State estimates of the financial
impact of the Better Jobs and Income Program.
28-353 0 - 78 - 6
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State Fact Sheet 1 gives the assumptions and calculations used to estimate
State fiscal relief. All figures are expressed in millions of 1975 dollars.
urrent BRort it 1975 Dollars
Current effort is stated in terms of State shares of the transfer costs In
AFDC, 81 and General Assistance in calendar year 1975. The AFDC number
includes the State share of any emergency assistance payments. The 881
number is net of any Federal 8!1 hold harmless payments made to the State.
Total transfers is the sum of the State shares of AFDC, 881, and GA. The
final line shows State payments for AFDC administration in calendar year
1975.
Emergencj Needs Biocik Grant
This shows the State share of total emergency assistance block grant. The
total, in 1975 dollars, for the 50 States and the District of Columbia is $5M2
million.
1976 State Ewpenditures for the State Share and Supplement#
The estimates in this section have been derived by'a micro-simulation modeling procedure using the Survey of Income and Education. The first line estimates the 10 percent State share of basic benefits charged to the 8.ate for
the basic Federal program. In some States, the share Is restricted to less than
10 percent because no State will be required to spend more than 90 percent
of its current effort for the share. State shares of wage and matching supplements (including tax reimbursement costs) are listed in the next two rows.
The last two rows in this section give the total expenditures necessary to
'grandfather' all SSI and AFDC recipients in the State.
Federal Hold Harmless Paymett
This has been calculated by adding the State share, the wage and matching supplements, the 881 grandfathering cost, 75 percent of the AFDC grandfathering and the emergency need block grant minus the emergency needs block
grant, minus 90 percent of total transfers under current effort. A hold harmless payment is made only where this calculation yields a positive number.
Hold Harmless--Plus State share, plus Wage supplements, plus Matching
supplements, plus SSI grandfather, plus .75 X AFDC grandfather, plus Emergency needs block grant, minus Emergency needs block grant, minus .90 Total
transfers.
See below for calculation of second hold harmless to guarantee 10 percent
fiscal relief.
FiscalRelief
Fiscal relief has been calculated by computing total state current effort
(including AFDC administrative costs) and subtracting State expenditures
after the reform.
Fiscal Relief-Plus Total pre-reform transfers, plus AFDC administration,
plus Emergency Needs Block Grant, plus Hold Harmless, minus State share,
minus Wage supplements, minus Matching supplements, minus 881 grandfather, minus AFDC grandfather, minus Emergency needs block grant.
The Better Jobs and Income Program assures that fiscal relief in the first
year will equal at least 10 percent of current effort. When fiscal relief as
calculated is less than 10 percent of total transfers plus AFDC administration, hold harmless payments are increased to bring fiscal relief to 10 percent.
1975 State Supplement Guarantece
The first line shows the annual guarantee for a four-person family with
children in 1975 and was used in calculating matching State supplements. In
most States, it equals the sum of AFDC and Food Stamp payments in 1975
to a four-person AFDC family with no other Income. In six states, this guarantee was set at the income level where Federal subsidization ceases (approximately the poverty level). Where the number falls below $8584 (the basic
Federal guarantee in 1975 dollars), no matching supplements were estimated
for families with children. The SSl couple and individual lines show annual
guarantees for aged, blind, or disabled singles and couples in 1975 (piwt,
where appropriate, Food Stamp bonus values), and are used to estimate matching State supplements for these groups.
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State factheet 1: Program for better job&and income
Alabama:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current 88I -----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

14. 0
12. 0
1.0

27. 0
Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration------------------------------------4. 1
Total prereform costs -------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

31. 1
2. 0

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment------------------------------

33. 1
18. 2
+51.3

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share..,------ ---------------------------------Wage supplements
Matching supplements ---------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------Total postreform costsFiscal relief ----------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children ---------------------------------SSI couples---------------------------------.........
SSI individuals ---------------------------------------

24. 3
00-----------------3. 0
10. 6
6. 1
2. 0
--

Alaska:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current SSI -----------------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------Total prereform costs -------------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------Subtotal ------------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------Subtotal ---------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements ---------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ----------------------------------Emergency needs ------------------------------------Total postreform costs- -----------------------------Fiscal relief ----------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children ----------------------------------

SS81 individuals
ou8ples-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

46. 0
5. 3
3 286
3, 366
2 097

7.0
3. 0
1.0
11.0
.9
11.9
.8
12. 7
5. 6
+1& 3
1.4
.6
1. 8
1.8
. 5
.8
17.0
1.4
6, 160

882

3, 322
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State facteheet 1: Program for better job# and income-Continued
Arizona:

Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------14.0
Current SSI---------------------------------------2. 0
Current general assistance-----..............-4.
0
Total transfers ----------------------------------AFDC administration --------------------------------

20. 0
1.8

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

21.8
1. 5

Subtotal ------------------------------------------------

23. 3

Federal hold-harmless payment ----------------------------Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ---------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs ----------------------------------Total postreform costs ---------------------------Fiscal relief -----------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children --------------------------------SSI couples -----------------------------------------SSI individuals --------------------------------------Arkansas:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ------------------------------------Current SSI -------------------------------------Current general assistance ---------------------

3. 1

+26. 4
14. 3
0
1. 8
1. 8
4.3
.5
-23.7
2. 7
3,807
3, 215
2. 097
13. 0
2. 0
0

Total transfers ----------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

15. 0
1.7

Total prereform costs -------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------

16.7
.1

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ------------------------------

17. 8
6. 6

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ----------------------------------------Wage supplements ---------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------SSI grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Emergency needs ------------------------------------Total postreform costs ---------------------------Fiscal relief ----------------------------.---------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children -------------------------------81 couples -----------.-----------------------------881 individuals ---------------------------------------.

+24.4
13. 6
0
0
1. 8
6.3
1 .1
-22.7
1.7
-

3,828
3 215
2, 097

State fact#Aeet 1: Program for better job. and income-Contnued
California:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------733.0
Current 881 ----------------------------------------674.7
Current general assistance -------------------------------

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration --------------------------------

65.0

1, 472. 7
98. 3

Total prereform costs ------------------------------1, 571.0
Emergency needs block grant ----------------------------108. 9
Subtotal ------------------------------------------1, 679. 9
Federal hold-Larmless payment------------------------------. 0
Subtotal------------------------------------.+
1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplementa:
State share ...................
Wage supplements ---------................
M atching supplements ---------------------------------

SSI grandfathering

AFDC grandfathering ................
Emergency needs .............

1, 679. 9
142.7
49. 1
654. 2
178. 4
230. 0
108. 9

Total poetreform costs
-1, 363. 4
Fiscal relief ----------------------------------------------316. 5
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:

Families with children_
SS1 couples ------------------------------------------881 individuals ....
Colorado:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC .....
Current SSI
Current general assistance
------------------------

5, 084
5, 568
2, 964

Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ..........................

54.0
3.0

35. 0
15. 0
4.0

Total prereform costs ......
Emergency needs block grant-

57.0
4.0

Subtotal
Federal hold-harmless payment.......................

61.0
2.6

Subtotal ------------------------------------------------

+63. 6

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------Wage supplements----------------------------Matching supplements .------------------------------881 grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering
-------------------------Emergency needs
------------------------------

10. 3
5.1
17. 9
6.4
14.3
4.0

Total postreform costs -----------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
families with children -------------------------------881 couples ----------------------------------------881 individuals --------------------------------------

-57.9
5. 7
4, 420
4, 452
2, 374
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Connecticut:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC -------------------------------------- Current 8SI -----------------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------

69.4
9. 0
15. 0

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

93. 4
3. 4

Total prereform costs -------------------------------needs block grant ------------------------------Subtotal ----------------------------------------------F federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

96. 8
6. 9
103. 7
19. 9

E!emergency

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
-------State shareWage supplements
supplements
Matching
SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------Total postreform costs
F iscal relief ----------- ----------------------- ------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children
SSI couples ------------------------------------------SSI individuals ---------------------------------------Delaware:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC
Current SSI .........................................
Current general assistance_
Total transfers
AFDC administration ----------------------------------

0

+ 123. 6
13.3
6.2
64. 3
5.6
17. 6
6.9
-113. 9
9.7
6, 418

3, 778
2, 928
11.0
1.0
2.0
14.0
.8

Total prereform costs
Emergency needs block grant .......

14.8
1.0

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment--

15.9
0

*1

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------SSI grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering -----------------------------..... ....
Em ergency ne .. ..... ..... .... .....
Total postreform costs ..............................
Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children .................................
881 couples -----------------------------------------881 individuals ---------------------------------------

+15.9
3.2
1.3
2.2
.9
1.5
1.0
-10. 1
5.8
4, 319
3,215
2, 097
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District of Columbia:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------Current SSI --------------------------------------Current general assistance ----------------------------Total transfers -------------AFDC administration --------------------------------

47.6
1.0
11.0
59. 6
3. 7

Total prereform costs -----------------------------Emergency needs bock grant -------------------------------

63.3
4. 4

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

67. 7
0

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements ----------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------SSI grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ------------------------------Emergency needs ------------------------------------Total postreform costs ----------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children ------------------------------SSI couples -----------------------------------------SSI individuals-----------------------------------Florida:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------Current SSI ----------------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration --------------------------------

+ 67. 7
6. 9
1.8
&5
.9
11.2
4L 4
33. 7
34. 0
4, 647
3, 215
2, 097
24.0
3. 0
6.0
3 0
11.3

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

44.3
2. 4

------------------------------------------Subtotal
Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

46. 7
14. 5

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------SSI grandfat ering ---------------------------------AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------

+61.2
29.7
0
0
2. 6
15.7
2.4

Total postreform costs-----------------------------50.5
10. 7
Fiscal relief -----------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
3,580
Families with children -----------------------------3,215
881 couples - --------------------------------------2, 097
88I individuals .-----------------------------------
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Georgia:Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC -------------------------------------36. 0
Current SSI ----------------------------------------4.0
Current general assistance -----------------------------2.0
Total transfers ----------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

- 42. 0
& 1

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

50.1
3. 1

Subtotal ---------- -----------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ----------------------------

53. 2
15. 2

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------

+6.

4

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------37. P,
Wage supplements -----------------------------------0
Matching supplements --------------------------------0
SSI grandfathering --------------------------------- 3. 5
AFDC grandfathering -------------------------------15. 6
Emergency needs ------------------------------------3. 1
Total postreform costs- --------------------------- 60. 0
Fiscal relief - -------------------------------------------.4
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) Assumed In simulation:
Families with children --------------------------------3, 437
SSI couples ----------------------------------------3, 215
SSI individuals --------------------------------------2, 097
Hawaii:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC------------------------------------29.0
Current SSI ----------------------------------------3. 3
Current general assistance -----------------------------14.0
Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

46. 3
1.2

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------

47.5
3.4

Subtotal -----------------------------------------50.9
Federal hold-harmless payment-----------------------------3.7
Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements--...........................
SSI grandfat ering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering
--------------------------------Emergency
needs -------------------------------------

+ 54.6
4.6
1.9
26. 3
2.
11.7
&4

Total postreform costs- --------------------------- 49.9
Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------4.7
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children --------------------------------6,236
3, 797
881 couples ------------------------------------------SS1 individuals -------------------------------------2, 462
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Idaho:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC -------------------------------------Current SSI --------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

6 0
2. 0
1. 0

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration --------------------------------Total prereform-costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant ..........-_-.................
Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment------------------------Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------Total postreform costs ----------------------------Fiscal relief------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with chihten --------------------------------SSI couples ----------------------------------------SSI individuals ---------------------------------------

9. 0
1. 1
.

10. 1
7
10. 8
10. 9
+21.7
3.9
2. 1
9. 2
1.7
0
7
20. 5
1.2
5, 042
3, 492
2, 559

Illinois:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ----------------------------------Current SSI ----------------------------------------Current general assistance ----------------------------

373. 1
34.0
112. 0

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

519. 1
37. 0

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------

556. 1
3 4

6
Subtotal --------------------- .594. ---------------.
0
Federal hold-harmless payment--------------------------------+59C 6
Subtotal -----------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements --------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------881 grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering... ----------------------------Emergency needs ------------------------------------Total postreformc osts -----------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children -----------------------------SSI couples -----------------------------------------881 Individuals ---------------------------------------

76. 2
21.0
14. 0
30. 0
90.3
3 4
-39& 9
195. 7
4,815
618
2,298
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Indiana:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFD C ........................................
46. 0
Current S81 ............................
.............
1.0
Current general assistance ----------------------.0
Total transfers -----------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

47. 0
4.7

Total prereform costs ......
Emergency needs block grant .....

51.7
3.5

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ------------------------------

55.2

Subtotal ................................................
1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ----------------------------------------Wage supplements.-Matching supplements ...................
881 grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering
Emergency needs .....................................

-.

Total postreform costs----------------------.
Fiscal relief
------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed In simulation:
Families with children
-------------------------SSI couples ----------------------------------881 individuals -----------------------------------

10. 6

+65. 7
20. 8
7.7
10. 9
.9
16. 8
3.5
-60. 5
5.2
4, 252
3,215
2, 097

Iowa:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFD C ----------------------------------------Current SSI
81 --- -----------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------

41.0
2.0
4.0

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

47. 0
2. 7

Total-prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------

49. 7
5

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ------------------------------

53 2
5. 7

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
--State share -------------------------------------Wage supplements ---------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------881 grandfatbering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Emergency needs -----------------------------------Total postreform costs -----------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children -----------------------------881

couples

-------------------.......

881 individuals ------------------------------------

+58 9
11.2
.6
16.9
1.8
14.0
35
-53.9
5.0
5, 142

3,215

2,07
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Kansss:
(ur nt effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC
Current SSI -----------------------------------------Current general assistance-.

27. 2
1.0
&0

Total transfers --------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

36. 2
2.4

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant --------------------------Subtotal ------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment_
Subtotal -------------------------------------------

3&6

2.7
41. 2
4.2
+45. 4

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------W age supplem ents -----------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Em ergency needs --------------------------------------

&5
4.8
13. 3
.9

Total post-reform costs .............
Fiscal relief .....
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Fam ilies with children ---------------------------------SSI couples ...........................................
SSI individuals ---------------------------------------Kentucky:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFD C --------------------------------------Current SSI
-

Current general assistance ------------------------------

11.4
2.7
-41.5

3.9

5, 117

3, 215

2, 097
34.2

9.0
0

Total transfers-----------------------------------43 2
5. 1
AFDC administration --------------------------------Total prereform costs ----------------------------Emergency needs block grant ---------------------------

48. 3
3. 2

Subtotal ------------------------------------------51. 5
Federal hold-harmless payment-------------------------29. 0
Subtotal -----------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
-----------State share
---------------------Wage supplements ----------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------881 grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfatheing --------------------------------Emergency needs -----------------------------------Total postreform costs -----------------------------Fiscal relief -----------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children --------------------------------81 couples -----------------------------------------8SI individuals ----------------------------------------

+80.5
29.7
&6
9.8
7. 9
21. 5
3 2
75. 7
4. 8
4, 126
3,215
2,097
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Louisiana:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------

Current SSI -----------------------------------------

27. 0

Current general assisance- ----------------------------

6. 0
4. 0

Tctal transfers ------------------------------------AFDC Administration ---------------------------------

37. 0
7.9

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant ---------------------------

44. 9
2. 7

Subtotal ------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment --------------------------

47. 6
17. 1

+ 64. 8
Subtotal -------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
33. 3
State share -----------------------------------------0
Wage supplements -----------------------------------0
Matching supplements --------------------------------551 grandfathering --------------------------------- 5. 3
15.8
AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------2. 7
Emergency needs ------------------------------------Total postreform costs -----------------------------Fiscal relief---------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children ------------------------------SSI couples -----------------------------------------881 individuals --------------------------------------Maine:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------Current SSI ----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

-57.1
7.6
3,479
3,215
2, 097
15.0
7.0
2. 0

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

24. 0
1.2

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block-grant -----------------------..-----

25. 2
- 1.8

27.0
Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment-----------------------------0
Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements -------------.7------------------SSI grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ----------------------------------------------Emergency needs --------------------Total postreform costs ----------------------------Fical relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children -------------------------------

S8l couples ----------------------------------------88I individuals

-----------------------------------

+ 27. 0
6.6
0
2.6
3. 6
&7
1. 8
23.1
3.8
3,992

3 341

2,181
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Maryland:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ----------------------------------------

7. 3

Current general assistance ------------------------------

1& 0

Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

95. 3
5. 8

Total prereform costs --------------------------------

101. 1

Current SSI---------------------------------------2. 0

Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------7. 1
Subtotal ----------------------------------------------108. 1
Federal hold-harmless payment--------------------------------0
Subtotal---- ----------------------------------------)75 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------Total postreform costs -------------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Fam ilies-with children ---------------------------------S SI cou ples ------------------- -----------------------SSI individuals ----------------------------------------

+108. 1
21.7
&1
10. 9
1.8
18. 7
7. 1
63. 2
44. 9
4, 185

3, 215
2, 097

Massachusetts:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC---------------------------------------227. 9
Current SSI -----------------------------------------110. 7
Current general assistance -----------------------------68. 0
Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

406. 6
12. 4

Total prereform costs -------------------------------419. 0
Emergency needs block grant---------------------------------30. 1
Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

449. 1
0

Subtotal------------------------------+449.1
1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------+32.3
Wage supplement..................12. 5
Matching supplements----------------194
1
SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------30. 6
AFDC grandfathering-----------------------------------38. 9
Emergency needs -------------------------------------30. 1
Total post-reform costs------------------------------336. 6
Fiscal relief -----------------------------------------112. 5
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children----------------------------------5, 252
881 couples -----------------------------------------4920
881 individuals --------------------------------------3,228
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Michigan:
Current effort In 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC -------- .--------.----------------34. 2
56.0
Current SS1 ----------------------------------------66. 0
---------Current general assistance ------Total transfers --------------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

467.2
20. 5

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------

487. 7
34. 6

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------F ederal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

522.2
0

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------I9)75 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:

State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------SSI grandfathering -------- -.-..............-5.-AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Energency needsTotal postreform costs ------------------------------

Fifiscal relief ---------------------------------------------19)75 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:

+ 522. 2
57. 2
30. 3
188.
5 1
88.2
34. 6
-423. 4
98. 8

5, 418
Families with children ------------------------------3,442
.
.
..-------------------------------------81 couples 2, 248
881 individuals --------------------------------------Minnesota:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC -------------------------------------71. 1
5.0
Current 5S1 ----------------------------------------18. 0
Current general assistance ----------------------------94. 1
Total transfers ---------------------------------AFDC administration--------------------------------5.5
Total prereform costs------------------------------99. 6
7. 0
emergency needs block grant ------------------------------Subtotal ---------------------------------------------F ederal hold-harmless payment ----------------------------Subtotal ----------------------------------------------)75 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching suplements -------------------------------I SSI grandfat ering---------4.
19
AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Emergency noeds ..----------------------------------Total postreform oasts -------------. ---------------------------------------------------------)75 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children ------------------------------881 couples -----------------------------------------881 individuals -----------------------------------

P,iseal relief

1106. 6
.0
+ 107.6
17. 4
&2
34.9
4
25.7
7. 0
-97. 0
10.0
5,273
3,215
2, 09

0
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Mississippi:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current 881 -----------------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------Total transfers ---------------------------------------AFDC administration
Total prereform costs -------------------------------Emergency needs block grant
Subtotal -----------------------------------------------Federal Hold-harmless payment ----------------------------Subtotal -----------------------------------------------

&0
1.0
1.0
7.0
2.0
9.0
.5
9.5
&5

+13. 0
=2=

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------W age supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------81 grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs..
Total postreform costs ------------------------------Fiscal relief ----------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children
SSI couples..................................
881 individuals...............................
Missouri:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------Current 81 ----------------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------

6.3
0
0
.9
3.5
.5
-11.2
1.8
2,)616
3 215

2, 007
64C 0

25&00

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

87. 0
&4

Total prereform costs -----------------------------Emergency needs block grant -----------------------------Subtotal ---------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

95. 4
. 4
+101.8
0

Subtotal --------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share-----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------8SI grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Emergency needs ---------------------- --------------Total postreform costs ------------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Familes with children --------------------------------881 couples ----------------------------------------881 Individuals -----------------------------------

+ 101. 8
U 2
0
0
2 1. 0
3.3
6.4
83 9
17.9
3,412
3 215
097
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Montana:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------Current 881 ----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

4.0
0
1. 0

Total transfers -----------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------.

5. 0
9

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant-------------------------------

5. 9
.4

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

6. 3
2. 1

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------

&4

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering ---------------------------------AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------

3.7
.2
1.0
0
2. 3
.4

Total postreform costs- --------- --------------Fiscal relief-----------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children --------------------------------881 couples -----------------------------------------SSI individuals ---------------------------------------

--

7.6
.8

4, 059
3, 215
2, 097

Nebraska:
Current effort in 197b dollars (millions):
Current FDC --------------------------------------Current SSI ----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

12.2
3. 0
0

Total transfers -----------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

1 &2
1.2

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

1&4
1. 1

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------

Federal hold-harmless payment-.....15.

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ----------------------------------------Wage supplements ----------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------881 grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Emergency needs ------------------.--------------Total postreform costs -----------------------------Fiscal relief------------------------------------------.
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in rimulation:

Families with children --------------------------------88! couples -----------------------------------------881 individuals ---------------------------------------

17.

5
2

+32.7
8 8
.6
14.2
2. 6
4.7
I. I
-31. 1
6
4, 210
8, 786
2, 651
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New Hampshire:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ------------------------------------Current 8
--------------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------

9.0
.0
&0

Total transfers -------------------------------AFDC administration
----------------------------

14.0
.7

Total prereform costs-----------------------------Emergency needs block grant -----------------------------

14. 7
1.0

Subtotal

Federal hold-harmless payment ----------------------------Subtotal

-----------------------------------------

1976, State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share.............................
.
Wage supplements ......-------------------------------Matching supplerrents -------------------------------SSI grandfathering ---------------------------------AFDC grandfathering -------------------------------Emergency needs ------------------------------------

15.7
187--------------------2. 4

+1& 2
3 2
3.2
1. 6
7. 1
1.2
2.6
1.0

Total postreform costs-------------- --------------- 16.7
Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------.5
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children --------------------------------058
881 couples -------------------------------------3, 274
2, 248
SSI individuals --------------------------------------Nevada:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------Current SS --------------------------------------*
Current general assistance -------------------------------

&0
1.4
2.0

Total transers -----------------------------------AFDC administration --------------------------------

4
1.3

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------Subtotai ---------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment-----------------------------

9. 7
. 6
10 3
1.0

Subtotal

-----------------------------------------

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share
---------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------SSI ga
erng ----------------------------AFDC grandfathering -------------------------------Emergency needs -----------------------------------Fiscal relief

Total postreform costs ------------------------------------------------------------------------

1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children
--------------------------881 couples -------------------------------------------------------------------881 individuals
28-353--78---- 7

+IL 3
6
.2
.0
.2
1.9
.6
--- 9.8
1.7
4084
-998
2492
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New Jersey:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current SSI -----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

208.5
24.0
42. 0

Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

274. 5
15.0

E mergency needs block grant -------------------------------

Total prereform costs --------------------------------

289.5
20. 3

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------

309.9
0

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------

309.9

Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ..........................................
Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplemfiSSI grandfathering
AFDC grandfathering ....... -_ ------------------------Emergency needs
Total postreform costs.
Fiscal relief.........................................
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in aink'1ation:
Fam ilies with children ---------------------------------851 couples ....................................
SSI individuals ..................................

4

40. 9
17. 1
100.1
15.2
49. 6
20. 3
-243. 3
66. 6
5, 142
3, 400
2, 349

New Mexico:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC
-----------------------------------Current SSI .........................................
Current general assistance ------------------------------

9.0
0
1.0

Total transfers ....
AFDC administration ----------------------------------

10. 0
2.6

Total prereform costs ------- ..............
Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

12. 0
.7

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ------------------------------

13. 3
4.8

Subtotal ------------------------------------------------

+1& 2

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------Wate supplements ...................
M atehing supplements --------------------------------881 grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs --------------------------------------

9.0
0
1.8
0

.7

Total postreform costs -------------------------------15.6
2. 0
Fiscal relief ----------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
3,882
Families with children ---------------------------------3,215
SSI couples ------------------------------------------2,097
.
.----------------------51 individuals
...

P
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New York:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ----------------------------------------

832. 7

Current general assistance ------------------------------

263. 0

Total transfers -------------------------------------

1, 290. 3
125. 4

194. 6

Current SSI -----------------------------------------

AF1)C administration ---------------------------------Total prereform costs----------------------------Emergency needs block grant --------------------------------

1, 415. 7
95. 5

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

1, 511.1
0
+1,511.1

Subtotal ......--- --------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------Total postreform costs -----------------------------Fiscal relief ----------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children ---------------------------------SSI couples -------------------------------------------SSI individuals ---------------------------------------North Carolina:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------Current SSI -----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

1,086. 6
424.5
5, 418
3,854
2, 609
37. 0
14. 0
2. 0
53. 0
3. 8

Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------Total prereform costs -----------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

56. 8
3. 9

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ------------------------------

60.7
32. 5
+ 93. 2

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------*

138. 2
44. 7
509. 6
96. 2
202. 5
95. 5

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering----------------------------Emergency needs --------------------------------------

47. 3
0
5. 4
12. 3
18. 6
3. 9

Total postreforrT costs --------------------------------

87. 5

Fiscal relief ---.----------------------------------------

-

1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children----------------------------SSI couples ------------------------------------------SSI individuals ----------------------------------------

5. 7

3, 832
3, 215
2, 097
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North Dakota:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC.
Current SSI.
Current general assistance

4.0
0
1.0

Total transfers.,
AFDC administration ..............

5.0
.4

Total prereform costsEmergency needs block grant........................
Subtotal.....................................
Federal hold harmless payment

5.4
.4

Subtotal

--------------------------------------

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share
---------------------------------Wage supplements
----------------------------Matching supplements
-------------------------8S1 grandfathering
---------------------------AFDC grandfathering ----------------------------Emergency needs
-----------------------------Total postreform costs
-----------------------Fiscal relief
------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children
-------------------------81 couples
---------------------------------881 individuals
------------------------------Ohio:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC --------------------------------------Current 881
--------------------------------Current general assistance
-----------------------Total transfers ---------------------------------AFDC administration -----------------------------Total prereform costs ----------------------------Emergency needs block grant ----------------------------Subtotal -----------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ----------------------------Subtotal

----------------------------------------

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ----------------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------SSI grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ------------------------------Emergency needs -----------------------------------Total postreform costs ---------------------------------------------------------------Fiscal relief
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children -----------------------------881 couples -------------------------------------881 individuals -------------------------------------

4

5.8
3.9
+9.6
2.5
1.6
2.4
0
2.3
.4
-9.1
.5
5,067
3, 215
2,097
200. 6
3.0
42.0
245. 6
15.0
20.6
18. 2
278. 8
0
+278.8
4,'

59. 1
19. 5
36.1
2.6
58. 9
18. 2
194.4
4
4,286
30215
2,09
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Oklahoma:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC
-----------------------------Current SSI -------------------------------------Current general assistance ----------------------------Total transfers -----------------------------------

AFDC administration ..

22. I
22. 0
1. 0
4& 1

5.5.-------------7

Total prereform costs -----------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------

50. 8
3

Subtotal -----------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ----------------------------

54. 2
34. 7

Subtotal

-----------------------------------------

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share--------------------------------------Wage supplements ---------------------------------Matching supplements------------------------------SSI grandfathering ---------------------------------AFDC grandfathering -------------------------------Emergency needs ----------------------------------Total postreform costs ----------------------------Fiscal relief- ----------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children. -----------------------------SSI couples -------------------------------------SSI individuals
-------------------------------

+8& 9
19. 4
8. 5
25. 0
15. 3
9. 6
3.3
81.1
7. 8
4, 370
3, 593
2, 357

Oregon:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC -----------------------------------Current SSI -----------------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------

44.3
6.0
5. 0

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration --------------------------------

55. 3
5. 1

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------

60. 4
4. 1

Subtotal -----------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ----------------------------

64. 4
14.4

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share
---------------------------------Wage supplements -----------------------------------Matching supplements ------------------------------SSI grandfathering ---------------------------------AFDC grandfathering
-------------------------Emergency needs -----------------------------------Total postreform cost.---------------------------Fiscal relief ----------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children -----------------------------881 couples -------------------------------------81 individuals -----------------------------------

+7& 8
5.8
32.9
5. 3
12. 2
4.1
-7L 3
7.6
5,418
3, 400
2,28
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Pennsylvania:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions)
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------

Current SSI --------------------------------------

El

272. 1

38. 0

Current general assistance ------------------------------

186. 0

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

496. 1
37. 8

Total prereform costs -------------------------------mergency needs block grant -------------------------------

533 9
36. 7

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------

570. 6
0

Fcfederal hold-harmless payment --------------------------------

Subtotal

--------------------------------------------

175 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -------------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SS1 grandfathering -----------------------------------H AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs-------------------------------------Total postreform costs ------------------------------Fiscal relief- ----------------------------------------if 175 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children--------------------------------SSI couples -----------------------------------------SSI individuals ---------------------------------------

+ 570. 6
75. 6
25. 3
168. 0
33. 5
86. 1
36. 7
425. 1
145. 4
5, 084
3, 467
2, 265

Rhode Island:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current SSI -----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

22.0
7.0
8. 0

Total transfers
-------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

37. 0
1. 6

Total prereform costs -------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold harmless payment -----------------------------Subtotal

38. 6
2. 7
41.3
0

---------------------------------------------

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------Wage supplements------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs ------------------------------------Total postreform
costs ------------------------------Fiscal relief
--------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Familes with children --------------------------------SSI couples ------------------------------------------SSI individuals ---------------------------------------

4

41.3
V

-11.6

5. 2
2. 5
3. 5
7. 9
2. 7

-33.7. 95
4, 832
3, 753
2, 382
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South Carolina:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current SSI ------------------------------------------Current general assistance -------------------------------

11.0
1.0
1. 0

Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

13. 0
3. 6

Total prereform costs -------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

16. 6
1. 0

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

17. 6
3. 9

Subtotal

---------------------------------------------

21. 4

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs ...----------------------------------

11.7
0
0
.9
4. 0
1, 0

-

Total postreform costs ------------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children ---------------------------------SSI couples ------------------------------------------SSI individuals ---------------------------------------South Dakota:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current SSI -----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

-17.

.3.9

5

3,135
3, 215
2, 097

6.0
0
1.0

Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

7. 0
1.2

Total prereform costs -------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

8. 2
.5

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------Federal Hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

8. 7
4. 8

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------Total postreform costs -------------------------------Fiscal relief --------------------------------------------..
.
1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in sirnulation:
Families with children -------------------------------SSI couples ------------------------------------------SSI individuals ----------------------------------

+ 13. 5

3.
2.
3.
0
2.
.

6
5
6
0
5

12. 1
1. 4
4, 916
3, 215
2, 097
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Tennessee:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC------------------------------------23.0
Current SSI ----------------------------------------1.0
Current general assistance ----------------------------4. 0
Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration .------------------------------

28. 0
5. 3

Total prereform costs -----------------------------Emergency needs block grant ------------------------------

33. 3
2. 1

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold harmless payment ----------------------------

35. 4
9.4

Subtotal .

-------------------------------------

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -------------------------------------Wage supplements ---------------------------------Matching supplements ------------------------------SSI grandfathering--------- -------------------------AFDC grandfathering ----- -------------------------Emergency needs

----------------..

Total postreform costs--------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children --------------------------------SSI couples ----------------------------------------SSI individuals --------------------------------------Texas:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC -----------------------------------Current SSI ----------------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration --------------------------------Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -----------------------------Subtotal ---------------------

Federal hold-harmless payment ---------------------------Subtotal

----------------------------------------

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------SSI grandfathering --------------------------------AFDC grandfathering -------------------------------Emergency needs ----------------------------------Total postreform costs ----------------------------Fiscal relief
-----------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with childrenSp
.................
55[ couples ------------------------------------881 individua....---------------------------------

+44. 8
25. 2
0
0
.9
11. 4

2. 1

-39. 5
5. 3
3, 261
3, 315
2, 097
39.0
0
0
39. 0
1 3
52. 3
2. 9
55. 2

13. 5
+68. 8
35. 1
0
0
10
1&2
2.9
56. 1
12.7
3,328
3, 215
2, 097
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Utah:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current 881 -----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

10.0
0
3. 0

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration ---------------------------------

18. 0
1.2

Total prereform costs -----------------------------Emergency needs bloc grant -------------------------------

14. 2
1.0

Subtotal
Federal hold-harmless payment ----------------------------

1 .---------------2
.5

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------

+ 20. 6

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share --------------------------------------Wage supplements ---------------------------------Matching supplements -------------------------------SSI grandfathering ---------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------- ---------------------Emergency needs ------------------------------------Total postreform costs ---------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children --------------------------------SSI couples ------------------------------------SSI individuals --------------------------------------Vermont:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFD C ----------------------------------------------------------------Current SSI ..
Current general assistance -----------------------------Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration----------------------------------

4.8
2. 2
5. 7
0
5. 5
1.0
-19.

2
1. 4

4, 722
3, 215
2, 097
3

5.0

2. 0
15. 3
.9

Total prereform costs ------------------------------Emergency needs bloc grant -------------------------------

16. 2
1. 1

Subtotal -----------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment -----------------------------

17.3
3. 8

Subtotal ------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share Wage supplements ---------------------------------Matching supplements ------------------------------SSI grandfathering ----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------Emergency needs ------------------------------------Total poetreform costs -----------------------------Fiscal relief ------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed In simul&,
tion:
Families with children --------------------------------SSI couples .---------------------------------------881 individuals ---------------------------------------

+21.2
2
2. 0
&0
2.4
2. 8
1. 1
-19.4
1. 7
5,235
3, 753
2, 340
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Virginia:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------

Current SSI --------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

59.7

.0

11.0

AFDC administration ----------------------------------

7. 7
5. 0

E emergency needs block grant --------------------------------

Total prereform costs --------------------------------

76. 7
5. 3

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------

82.0
23. 9

Total transfers ---------------------------------

--

F4federal hold harmless payment -----------------------------Subtotal ---------------------------------------------

if 75 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs --------------------------------------

105. 9

4

28.9
12. 0
30. 4
.9
20. 7
5. 3

Total postreform costs -------------------------------

-98. 2
7.7

Families w-ith children----------------------------SSI couples ------------------------------------------SSI individuals ----------------------------------------

4, 764
3, 215
2, 097

Fiscal relief ----------------------------------------------it 175 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:

4

Washington:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
77. 3
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current SSI-------------------------------------------16.0
18. 0
Current general assistance -----------------------------Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

111.3
4. 8

Total prereform costs -------------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

116. 1
8. 2

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold harmless payment ------------------------------

124.4
0

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------Total postreform costs------------------------------Fiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children --------------------------------SSI couples ------------------------------------------SSI individuals ----------------------------------------

F

+ 124.4
9,

16. 5
7. 4
45.7
8. 4
14. 7
8. 2
100. 9
23.5
5, 260
3, 526
2, 374
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West Virginia:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC---------------------------------------14. 5
Current SSI ------------------------------------------.
0
Current general assistance -----------------------------2. 0
Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

16. 5
3. 2

Total prereform costs ------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

19. 7
1. 2

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold-harmless payment ------------------------------

21. 0
18. 2

Subtotal

-----------------------------------------------

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ------------------------------------------Wage supplements ------------------------------------Matching supplements --------------------------------SSI grandfathering -----------------------------------AFDC grandfathering ----------------------------------Emergency needs -------------------------------------Total postreform costs -------------------------------Fiscal relief ----------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Families with children ---------------------------------SSI couples ------------------------------------------SSI individuals ---------------------------------------Wisconsin:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current SSI ----------------------------------------Current general assistance ------------------------------

+39.

2

14.9
2. 6
8. 2
.0
9. 8
1.2
36. 8
2. 4
4, 244
3,215
2, 097

80. 8
22.8
10. 0

Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

113. 6
3. 7

Total prereform costs -------------------------------Emerjagency needs block grant -------------------------------

117. 3
8. 4

Subtotal -------------------------------------------Feder al hold-harmless payment ------------------------------

125. 8
47. 3

Subtotal -------------------------------------------1975 S;tate expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
Sttate share ------------------------------------------age supplements ------------------------------------latching supplements --------------------------------SI grandfathering -----------------------------------A FDC grandfatheiing ---------------------------------E mergency needs --------------------------------------Total postreform costs ------------------------------Fiscal relief-- -.7------------------------------------------1975 rate supplement guarantee(s (dollars) as-umed in simulation:
F amilies with children ---------------------------------SiI couples ------------------------------------------Si3I individuals ---------------------------------------

+ 173. 1
18.
1 0.
81.
13.
28.
8.

9
1
2
8
9
4

161.3
11.7
54,18
4, 173
2, 736'
F,
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Wyoming:
Current effort In 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ---------------------------------------Current SSI ------------------------------------------Current general assistance -------------------------------

2.1
0
1.0

Total transfers -------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

&1
.2

Total prereform costs-------------------------------Emergency needs block grant --------------------------------

3. 3
.2

S u b total ------------------------ ---------------------- --

Federal hold harmless payment -----------------------------Subtotal ....

3.5
.7
+4.2

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share -----------------------------------------Wage supplements -------------------------------Matching supplements---------------------------8SI grandfathering ---------------------------------AFD C grandfathering ---------------------------------Emergency needs ------------------------------------Total postreform costsFiscal relief ---------------------------------------------1975 State supplement guarantees (dollars) assumed in simulation:
Fam ilies with children ---------------------------------SS1 couples ..........................................
SSI individuals --------------------------------------All States:
Current effort in 1975 dollars (millions):
Current AFDC ------------------------------------Current SSI ----------------------------------------Current general assistance -----------------------------

1.3
.5
.6
0
1.1
.2
-3.8
.3
4, 252
3, 215
2, 097

4, 395. 3
1,353. 5
1,045. 0

Total transfers ------------------------------------AFDC administration ----------------------------------

6, 793. 8
513. 9

Total prereform costs -----------------------------Emergency needs block grant -------------------------------

7,307.7
502. 6

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Federal hold harmless payment ------------------------------

7, 810. 3
413. 5

Subtotal

-------------------------------------------

+8, 22& 8

1975 State expenditures on the State share and other supplements:
State share ---------------------------------------1, 248.8
Wage supplements -----------------------------------333. 9
Matching supplements ------------------------------2, 523. 2
SI grandfathering------------------------------------.568. 3
AFDC grandfathering --------------------------------1 , 29& 6
F
Emergency needs -------------------------------------502. 6

r

"R
Total postreform costs ----------------------------Fiscal relief ----------------------------------------------

6,473. 4
1, 750. 3

Question. The Welfare reform proposal by the Administration has been
estimated to cost $17 billion. If it is enacted, how do you intend to meet the
goal of a balanced budget in 1982 which has been so often enunciated by the
President?
Answer. HEW has not estimated the cost of the Administration's welfare
reform proposal to cost $17 billion. HEW's initial estimate of the proposal
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was $2.8 billion. This estimate compared projected outlays in FY78 at an
unemployment rate of 5.6 percent to the expenditures we expected to actually
take place in FY7& The President's FY79 budget contains a net federal cost
for FY82 assuming implementation of H.R. 9030 on July 1, 1981. This FY82
amount, about $7.5 billion, is higher because of the inflation in benefit levels
and the projected increase in the minimum wage. This estimate also employs
a lower offset for existing CETA jobs ($3.9 billion vs. $5.5 billion used in our
FY78 estimate) consistent with the Administration's proposal for CETA reauthorization.
The Congressional Budget Office has estimated the costs of the proposal
to be about $17 billion. The principal differences in the estimates is in the
offset assumptions. Attached is a detailed reconciliation of our FY82 esti.
mates and those prepared by CBO.
The projected FY82 budget contained in the President's FY79 budget sub,
mission demonstrates that a modest increase in assistance for the low income
population, principally in the form of more money for jobs, is consistent
with the President's macro-economic policy. While the Administration did
not support several of the changes made by the House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform including some which raised costs, we have not set any arbitrary
maximum on acceptable program costs. We hope to work together with the
House and the Senate to improve the legislation and achieve a program that
meets the President's goals consistent with the Administration's overall budget
objectives.
A

CBO FISCAL YEAR 1982 COST ESTIMATES OF THR
PROGRAM FOR BETTER JoBS AND INCOME

COMPARISON OF BUDGer AND

The table below provides a line by line breakdown of the differences in
Fiscal Year 1982 cost estimates of the Program for Better Jobs and Income
included in the President's Fiscal Year 1979 Budget and those delivered to
the House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform by the Congressional Budget
Office on January 25, 1978. A detailed explanation is provided In the paper
that follows.
ESTIMATES OFTHE COSTS OFTHE PROGRAM FORBETTER JOBS AND INCOME IN FISCAL YEAR 192
(Inbillions of dollars
Budget
Gross costs:
Cash ........................................................
Jobs ........................................................
EITC ........................................................
Present EITC ............................................
New EITC for those eligible for cash assistance ...............

Nassistance.............

CBO

25.95

2&11

12.95

'2.63
0
.12

9.90

(1.03)
(62)

(1.31

Total, gross costs...................................
.3. 81
Total gross cost excluding the EITC for those ineligible for
cash assistance .......................................
(37.50)
Ol ts..........................................................
30.04
N ocoss ...................................................
18.77
Not costs, excluding the EITC for tOse Ineligible for cash assisunce ................................................. .
(7.46)

11.51

51?

'42.25
(40.74)
24.89
117.36
(15.85)

CHerM
2.

V .61

-. 32
(-L 03)
.50)
+3.44
(+3.24)
-5,s
+.. 9
(+&31)

' Both the Budget and CBO Indude in their net costs the amount of EITC benefits paid to persons ktnllajbb far as&
assistance benefLs. NEW hasnot included these costs as part of welfare refom in previous estimates.
Note: Totals may not adddue to rounding.
1. DIF ERENCES III CASH PROGRAM ESTIMATES

CBO has estimated the cash portion of the Program for Better Jfobs adl
Income for FY 1982 at a cost which is $2.16 billion higher than the atimata
submitted in the President's FY 1979 Budget. This difference iB due to aun .
ous different assumptions about both the state of the economy in JY1U
and about the operation of. the program In that year. Additionally, thwe
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are some significant differences in both the estimating techniques and the data
bases used. These complex differences can be summarized as follows.
A. Data Base Diferenecs
CB0 used as its data base the 1974 Current Population Survey. Budget
estimates are hased on the 1975 Survey of Income and Education. CBO adjusts the survey data base to 1982 on the basis of economic and population

projections and then prepares estimates using the adjusted data base. The
Budget estimates are made on an unadjusted data base and the results are
then modified to reflect FY 1982 economic and population projections. There
appear to he significant differences in the proportion of low income singleparent families and single persons estimated by these methods. An IIEW
analysis has shown that non-aged, non-disabled single parent families constitute 410% of CBO's recipient population as compared with 33% of the Budget
recipient population. This same analysis shows that non-aged, non-disabled
single persons constitute 10cl/ of CBO's recipients and are only 4% of the
Budget recipient estimate.
This difference in the make-up of the recipient population has significant
Impacts on Federal cash costs and on hold harmless costs since average payinents per person for these groups are higher than for others eligible for the
program. HEW has estimated that these differences increased CBO cash cost
estimates by $1.82 billion over the Budget estimate.
Budget analysts believe that the Administration's estimates are more accurate for the following reasons:
(1) The Survey of Income and Education, three times larger than the Current Population Survey used by CBO (150,000 households vs. 50,000), was
taken specifically to count the number of families with children in poverty.
The larger sample size was used to count precisely the kinds of families for
which CBO estimates exceed the Budget's.
, (2) CBO bases its projection of single parent families on recent growth
rates of that demographic group. WThile such projections are always subject
-to uncertainty, it is fair to say that a consensus of estimates believes that in
the future, while this group will continue to grow, its growth will be concentrated among higher income families that would not be eligible for cash
assistance.
Additionally, the CRO data base contains lower asset levels than the data
base used in the Budget estimates. By Including specific questions concerning assets, the Survey of Income and Education provides a more complete
"picture of the asset holdings of families eligible for PBJI. CBO estimates
that the assets test will save $850 million less than the Budget estimate and,
accordingly, projects greater outlays for cash assistance.
B. Program Assumptions
CBO has made several assumptions about the operation of the program
which differ from the Budget assumptions. First, CBO has assumed that program eligibles would participate at a higher rate: an overall participation
rate of 89 percent (on a dollar basis) rather than the 86 percent assumed by
the Budget. The participation rates on a person basis are 89% for C1O
and 84% in the Budget estimate. This increases CBO estimates by $700 million. Program participation rates (i.e., the percent of eligible persons who
receive benefits) under current program provide the only hard evidence on
which to base a projection of such rates in the future. Estimates of participation in the existing Food Stamp program, which is open to all low-income
permons, ranges from 50 percent to 60 percent. The aged show a 53 percent
participation in the Supplemental Security Income program. Single parent
families (in AFDC) and the disabled (in SSI) show high participation rates,
91 percent and 81 percent, respectively. However, only an estimated 20-25
percent of two parent families who are eligible for AFDC-UF in 26 states
actually claim benefits. Both CBO and the Budget analysts believe overall
patrticipation will rise from that in current programs. CBO believes it will
rise to a greater extent.
Second, CBO has assumed that the income tax laws which existed in 1977
would prevail through 1982. The Budget has assumed that tax thresholds
*(I.(., the income levels where tax liabilities begin) would be adjusted upward
o er tihne, as they have been in the past. This dramatically affects the cost
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of the tax reimbursement provision of PBJI which provides for tax reimbursement to cash eligibles whose net earnings have been reduced by income taxes.
This tax assumption increases CBO cost estimates by $810 million.
Third, CBO has assumed the program would be implemented In April 1981.
The Budget assumption is that the program would not be implemented until
July of 1981. Thus the benefits in the first quarter of fiscal year 1982 (October])eeember 1981) have been _dj-uste for one more quarter of Consumer Price
Index change in the Budget estimate. In addition, the Budget assumes that
benefits would be readjusted as of January 1, 1982 for another six months of
inflation. Thus the Budget estimates assume benefit levels for the last three
quarters of fiscal year 1982 that have been adjusted for three more quarters
of Consumer Price Index change. This difference along with differences in
assumed level of increases in the Consumer Price Index acts to lower CBO
cost estimates relative to the Budget by $1370 million.
C. Ecnotnic Assumptions
CBO has a generally more optimistic set of economic assumptions for 1982
than the Budget. General inflation assumptions are fairly similar (averaging
6.1% from FY 1978-FY 1982 for CBO and 6.0% over the same period for the
Budget). This increases CBO costs by $30 million for items that are separately
estimated such as administrative costs. CBO, however, assumes a slightly lower
unemployment rate (4.5% v. 4.7%). This decreases CBO cost estimates by
$120 million.
Additionally, CBO assumes a significantly higher rate of real growth in the
economy. This decreases CBO costs by $440 million.
D. Other Cash Differences
1. Prierto Rico costs.-CBO has estimated that the cost of the cash prograin
in Pulerto Rico would be $380 million higher than the Budget estimate. The
CP1) estimate is based on data from the 1970 Census. The Budget estimate
Is based on data from the 1975 Food Stamp survey. Both estimates have
been adjusted to FY 1982. Budget analysts believe the Budget estimates based
on the later Food Stamp Survey are more reliable since the Food Stamp
Survey covered roughly the same population as would be eligible for PBJI
and has the advantage of being significantly more current.
2. Administrative costs.-While CBO has a higher participation rate and a
different mix of recipients than the Budget, it projects a smaller eligible
population. This reduces its administrative cost estimates by $330 million.
3. Emergency needs.-CBO has not adjusted the Emergency Needs block grant
for inflation from 1978 to the date ef implementation. While IH.R. 9030 does
not specifically provide for such indexing, the Budget estimates have assumed
it would be indexed. This decreases their estimates by $100 million.
4. Start-up cost8.-The Budget includes $70 million for non-recurring program start-up costs in FY 198'2. CBO does not. This decreases CBO coet
estimates by $70 million. (CBO assumes that the program is in full operation in 1982 and thus projects no start-up costs by FY 1982.)
E. S:umnary of CE0 and Budget Differences in Cash Estimate*
B4ilon@
CBO estimate ----------------------------------------------------$28. 11
Budget estimate ---------------------------------------------------25.96
Difference .
------------------------------------------Reconciliation ("+" indicates CBO greater than Budget):
Data Base Differences:
Demographic structure of recipient population -----------------Assets information ---------------------------------------Program Assumptions:
Participation rate ---------------------------------------Current tax system unchanged -----------------------------Implementation date and level of indexing---------------------Economic Assumptions
Inflation rate -------------------------------------------Unemployment rate ----------------------------------------.
Real growth rate ------------------------------------------.

2.16
+$1. 82
+. 85--+. 70
+.81
L 37
+. 03
12
44
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Billion.
Other expenses:
-$ .8
Puerto Rico costs ...........................
- .88
Admitn strative costs --------------------------------------------. 10
Non-indexing of Fimergency Needs ------------------------------- .07
Start-up costs .........................
+ 2. 16

.................................-

T otal
I.

DIFFKRENCES IN JOBS PROGRAM ESTIMATES

CBO has estimated the costs of the jobs portion of the Program for Better
Jobs and Income at $1.61 billion more than the Budget estimate. The difference
stems largely from implementsalon assumptions.
A. Phase-In Assumption*
0BO has assumed that during FY 1982, the Jobs portion of PBJI would be fully
operating. The Budget cost estimate has assumed that the program would be
as public Jobs in the countercyclical CETA
phased-in over the course of FY 1982
program decline to sustaining leve T- This increases C10 cost estimates by $1.24
billion.
B. Different Slot Estimate
CBO has additionally estimated that the total mtitiber of Jobs slots necessary
when the program is fully implemented is 40,000 more than the Budget estimate.
This difference is apparently due to the same kind of differences in the make-up
of the recipient population discussed in the cash section. This increases CBO cost
estimate by $370 million.
C. Summary of CRO and Budget Estimates of Jobs Program
O-illion-

CR0 estimate-------------------------$11,51

----------------------------------------------

9. 90

Difference
-------------------------------------------Reconciliation:
Phase-in assumptions ------------------------------------Different slot estimate -------------------------------------

+1.61

Budget estimate

Total ----------------------------------------------III. DIFFERENCE

IN

+1.24
+. 97

------ +$.61

ESTIMATES, OF THE EARNED INCOMID TAX

3WIT

CO has estimated its total EITC costs (i.e., benefits to those whose incomes
are below and those whose incomes are above the cash assistance eligibility ceiling) at a level $320 million lower than the Budget estimate. This total difference
is the result of several accounting and estimating differences.
A. Accounting Praotices
The PBJI changes the method of paying the BITC benefits. Under present
rules, eligible persons file for an EITC on their tax return, after the end of the
tax year. Under the new EITC. Federal withholding taxes will be reduced durIng the tax year to provide EITC benefits on a continuing basis during, not after,
the tax year.
The Budget estimates are based on projected actual Treasury payments during FY 1982. Some of these expenditures are tax refunds made during CY 192
for claims filed on 1981 tax returns, under the old EITO Program. The CB&'
estimates assume that there is no carryover of refunds into the following calendar year tender the old EITC rules (i.e., prior to the change 'n method of paynient) and reflect only the costs of the new EOITC.
The Budget estimate can be tLroken down as follows:
1.03
Outlays from old EITC in FY 1982 ------------------------------Outlays from new EITC in FY 1982:
2
To persons eligible for cash assistance -----------------------.
1. 31
To persons not eligible for cash a, I%&tauce -------------------Total --------------------------------------------------1

Total does not add due to rounding.

29&
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The differences between the Budget and CB0 estimates can be summarized
as follows:
Bilions
Budget
----------------------------------------------------$2.95
CBO
-------------------------------------------------------2.63
Difference

-----------------------------------------------.
Inclusion of old EITC costs Use of outlays rather than obligations-..
To persons eligible for cash assistance -------------------------To persons not eligible for cash assistance -----------------------.
Difference -----------------------------------------------

32
+1. 03
.
.2
1.

Total does not add due to rounding.

B. ('ompa-ri8on to Prior Administration EITC Estimates
Two further points should be made about these estimates. First, previous estimates have not included EITC payments made to persons not eligible for cash
assistance in the costs of welfare reform. Such payments were and are viewed
as desirable but separate tax reductions. Both the CBO and the Budget esti.
mates are therefore higher than prior estimates.
Second, the CBO EITC estimates assumes an implementation date prior to
FY 1982. The Administration assumes an EITC implementation date of January 1, 1982. This means that in the Budget estimate, new EITC program costs.
are incurred for only three-fourths of FY 1982. Since CBO has assumed, as noted
earlier that the program will be in full operation in 1982, it has no phase-in of
the various program components.
IV. DIFFERENCES IN OFFSETS

The CBO estimate of offsets is $5.15 billion lower than the Budget offsets.
This is the result of a series of estimating differences and varying decisions.
concerning inclusion of items as offsets. These differences can be classifiedinto three categories: differences in estimates of included offsets, offsets Included in the Budget which are not included by CBG, and offsets Included
by CBO but not included in the Budget. Details of these differences are shown.
In the attached table.
A. Differing Estimates of Included Offsets
Both the Budget cost analysis and the CBO analysis agree that PBJI will
eliminate five programs (AFDC, 881, Food Stamps, the Work Incentive Program, and the existing EITC), cause decreased outlays in two programs (Regular Unemployment Insurance, and Housing Assistance), and increase revenues
in one other (FICA taxes). There are many relatively minor differences in
these estimates and four major ones. CBO's AFDC and Food Stamp estimates:
are $1.86 billion and $840 million greater, respectively, -primarily due to
higher CBO forecasts of the number of single-parent families In poverty
CBO's 81 estimates are $990 million lower due to an apparently lower estimate of the aged and disabled recipient population. CBO's EITC estimate.
is lower than the Budget's by $470 million due both to the accounting differences discussed earlier and CBO's generally higher estimates of wages. Netdifferences: + $890 million.
B. Offsets Iticluded in the Budget but not by CBO
There are four offsets taken in the Budget but not taken by CBO.
The Budget assumes that the existence of the public Jobs program in PBJ1t
will eliminate the need for an extended unemployment insurance program.
CBO has assumed that the extended program will not be continued by the.
Congress through FY 1982 even without PBJI. CBO has similarly assumed
that the CETA Title VI Program would expire by FY 198"2 without PBJI
and has not included that cost as an offset. The Budget counts CETA Title.
VI program costs as an offset because it represents a reduction Federal expenditures in a related area that would no longer be necessary in 1982 as a
consequence of welfare reform.
The Budget assumes that the passage of wellhead tax legislation and thesubsequent distribution of those tax revenues to PBJI eligibles through thecash guarantee will be a further offset to costs. Finally, the Budget assumes.
2S--353--78-----
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that savings which are realized through reduced fraud in the Medicaid program will lhe applied to PBJI costs. Net difference: - $6.5 billion.
C. Offscts Includcd by CBO but tnot in the Budget
CBO Includes two offsets and one additional cost not included In the Budget.
The single largest element is a $650 million increase in Federal Income tax
revenues. These Increased revenues appear again to be due to CBO's higher
assiumptions on wage growth.
('B additionally includes a negative offset which Is due to increased administrative costs in Medicaid. These costs are assumed to occur because of
added complexities in integrating PBJI with the existing Medicaid Program.
The Budget has assumed the Administration will propose health insurance
reforms which will eliminate these costs. Net difference: + $460 million.
[In billions of dollars
SUMMARY OF OFFSET DIFFERENCES

4

Budget

C8O

Difference

AFOC ----------------------------------------------------------7.61
8.97
SSI --------------------------------------------------------7.08
6.09
Food stamps -------------------------------------------------6.05
6. 69
EITC -----------------------------------------------------------1.03
.56
Work incentive program -------------.-------------------------.
37
.48
Increase in FICA taxes -------------------------------------------.50
.48
Regular unemployment insurance ---------------------------------. 30
.44
HUD.
----------------------------------------------.60
.72
Included by the budget but not by CBO:
Extended unemployment insurance .......-------...............
.60 ..............
CETA public sector jobs --------------------------------------3.90 -----------Reduced fraud in medicaid--------------------------------.50--------Wellhead tax revenues .........................................
1.50 ..............Included by CBObut not by the Budget:
Increased Federal income tax ..................................................
65
Child nutrition -------------------------------------------------------------.06
Medicaid -------------------------------------------------------------------.25
Total ......................................................
30.04
24.89

+1.36
-. 99
+. 64
-. 47
+. 11
-. 02
+. 14
+.12
--. 60
--- 3.30
----. 50
1.50
+.6s
+.06
-. 25
-5.15

DETAILED SUMMARY OF BUDGET AND CBODIFFERENCES INCASH AND JOBS PORTIONS
Cash program detail:
Basic Federal program (including State fee and Puerto Rico) .........
Federal share of State svpplemenb .............................
Hold harmless .................................................
Em agency needs ...............................................
Start up costs ..................................................
Total ......................................................
proa~rm detail:read ..........................................
Jobs ararnd
Administetion ...............................................
otll ......................................................

22.60
24.36
1.99
2.04
56
1.08
73
.63
07 ..............
25. 95
2&.11
9.40
50
9.90

11.01

+1.76
+.05
52
-. 10
-. 07
+2.16
..

-

+1.61

.50 ..............
11.51

+1.9

Qu'ation. The Administration said prior to the enactment of the SSI program, it would have sufficient time to implement it when the Federal government took over the administration of the program. Do you still believe that
the amount of time you have allowed for the Federal takeover under your
proposal is sufficient-now that you are realizing the magnitude of the problem and given the history of Federal takeover and administration of 8I8or how much additional time do you believe will be necessary?
Answer. The implementation period provided in H.,R. 9030 Is 36 months
after enactment. Given the substance of this bill, the required implementation
tasks and the prior SSI experience, we believe that a 36 month period provides sufficient time for Implementation.
While any specific time frames to implement the major reforms contained
In II.R. 9030 are somewhat judgmental, our best pinning efforts, which have
enumerated the various tasks required, would indicate that this 36 month
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period is adequate to establish, test and implement the provisions of II.R. 9030.
While not minimizing the problems with the Implementation of the SSI program, there are some advantages we hope to have which we didn't for SSI.
First, the SSI law, passed in October of 1972, required implementation in 14
months, whereas Il.R. 9030 allows a full 36 months for implementation. Second,
the implementation process for the SSI program was complicated by subsequent SSI legislation (P.I 93-06) passed in July of 1973 which required
major mid-stream modifications in SSI policy development, systems establishinent and conversion-of State records. Third, the experience gained with the
SSI implementation in terms of planning, establishing priorities, time required
to accomplish specific tasks and development of specific systems will make
implementation of I.R. 9030 less difficult.
Qucationi. In the Federal Register, Vol. 43, No. 12 of Wednesday, January 18,
1978, you granted temporary exemptions for case and dollar errors in the AFDC
quality control system for the calendar year 1977. To quote from the Federal
Register, your section on temporary exemptions was as follows:
"The term 'case error' shall not, for the purpose of this section, and through
the period ending December 31, 1977, Include errors which result solely from
State's:
-(1) Failure to apply, or improper or incomplete application of the following provisions of the following sections of this chapter:
"(i) 45 CFR '232.10 Furnishing of Social Security numbers;
"(11) 45 CFR 232.11 Assignment of rights to support;
"(Iii) 45 CFR 232.12 Cooperation in obtaining support;
"(iv) 45 CFR 232.20(a) (3), regarding treatment of unemployed fathers;
or
"(v) 45 CFR 232.100(a) (5) (ii), regarding application for, and acceptance of, unemployment compensation.
"(2) Treatment of child support collected and distributed under the State
IV-D plan and support or contribution income received directly from a legally
liable individual by the AFDC family after the recipient has assigned support
rights to the State agency."
Your recent press release on AFDC quality control showed that for the
period January through June 1977, there was an increase in payment errors
from 8.5 percent to 8.6 percent, amounting to $440 million misspent in that
period. Please furnish me a table showing, by State, the additional. amount
of dollars misspent because of each of the temporary exemptions.
Also, furnish for the record the total amount of dollars misspent by States
if there had been no exemptions. The temporary exemptions for child support and AFDC applied to a law that was enacted in the 93rd Congress (P.L.
93-647)--over four years ago--and the other exemption on unemployment
compensation applies to P.L. 94-566, enacted over a year ago, and regulations
were Issued by you in March of 1977 on this latter statute. What is the necessity for the exemption?, Why were they issued now with a retroactive effect
of a year or more?
Answer. The Quality Control (QC) waiver of errors associated with the
Implementation of Title IV-D Child Support Enforcement Program and related eligibility requirements encompassed five review periods beginning JulyDecember 1975 and ending July-December 1977. The purpose of this waiver
was to provide States sufficient time to fully implement the new requirements
without incurring disallowances associated with the QC program. (Disallowance regulation was revoked March 1977). This waiver in no way exempted
States from Implementing the statutory and regulatory program requirements.
The IV-D program was a major Federal/State undertaking which affected
many aspects of the eligibility and grant determination process for a iarge
portion of the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) caseload.
It was a complex law which required legislative changes in many States. It
was not possible to issue final regulations until a few days before the effective
(late, thus Imposing unrealistic time -frames for States to develop and issue
policies, operational procedures and provide staff training. The following exatmples illustrate the many aspects of State income maintenance operations
that were affected by the new IV-D provisions.
The ItLw required that all adults and children in the AFDC program obtain
social security numbers. This required establishment of detailed enumeration
procedures with the Social Security Administration including contractual ar-
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vangements. As a condition of eligibility each applictit or assistance recipient
was required to assign support rights to the State agency. This necessitated
changes in State laws so States could accept assignments; convert support
orders; screen caseloads for compliance; etc. Child support collection and disbursement procedures needed to be established and coordinated with the IV-D
agencies. Additionally, throughout the first two years, as the State and Federal government gained experience with the program, policies and operating
procedures were significantly modified.
In recognition of these operation difficulties, Congress provided a grace period
until January 1, 1977 for States making a good faith effort to implement the
IV-D program and thereby not subjecting States to the five percent penalty
provided in the statute for failure to have an effective program. The QC
waiver initially provided for a comparable grace period. It was later extended
through December 1977 because States continued to experience operational
problems. In addition, major policies impacting uniform program Implementation remained unresolved, e.g., good cause for failure to cooperate In support
activities, (regulation on this Issued in Federal Register January 16, 1978)
and protection against decrease In grants because of State collection of support payments.
The Quality Control waiver of errors associated with the implementation
of P.L. 94-566, which added new requirements to the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children of Unemployed Fathers (AFDC-UF) program encompassed
two report periods; January-June 1977 and July-December 1977. The purpose
of this waiver was to provide States time to implement these new provisions.
While the disallowance provisions of QC had been revoked, higher error rates
were anticipated in those States with AFDC-UP programs had the waiver
not been provided. This would have unfairly reflected on the ability of States
to manage their AFDC program. This waiver in no way exempted States from
implementing the statutory and regulatory requirements.
The new AFDC-UF requirements were effective immediately, providing insufficient lead time for States to develop and issue policies and operational
procedures, train staff, screen caseloads for compliance and negotiate with
State Employment Service Agencies to perform clearance activities. The Department alerted States Immediately of the statutory changes but implementing regulations were not issued until several months later.
We are unable to say what the amount of additional dollars QC would have
rep rted as being misspent if there had been no exemptions. This is so because
such data was not entered into the system. We did canvas the States to
ascertain whether such information may be available.
The following 19 States had such data for the July-December 1977 period.
Mtate
Rhode Island ...................................................................
Y mont...................... .................................................
New York ......................................................................
;rgin Islands ..................................................................
u aware.......................................................................
Alabama .......................................................................

orlds ............................... .......................... ..............
...
C Or.................................................. "
.. ;
Kens ky......................................................
Tenness ....
Minesota .......................................................................
Ohio ...........................................................................

Louisiana ......................................................................
Okahom ......................................................................
Texas ........................................................................
lans ........................................................................
Missourl .......................................................................
Nebr ka ......................................................................
Nevada ........................................................................

Calls

Paymt"

22
3
82
10
10
0

.$2,314

6
0

16
7

148

16,562
743
450
0

453
1,405
0

4
86

730
54
5,038

134
8
6
4
0-

1,576
748
802
308
0

101
0

4,622
0

This data has not been verified by Federal re-review. Therefore, we cannot
speak to the degree of consistency that existed In the application of IV-D poUcy
among these States.
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The Touche Ross report "Evaluation of AFDC-QC Corrective Action", which
involved an intensive study of 15 States, estimates that 8 percent of the payment error decrease between April 19M and June 1976 for these States was
attributable to the Federal waiver of QC error associated with the implementation of IV-D of the Social Security Act. Again, these States were not
selected as being representative of the nation, which limits the applicability
of the finding to the 15 States studied including: Arizona, California, Florida,
IllAoi*, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Nebraska, New Jersey, Oklahoma,
Orepmm Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah and Washington.
Qt('stio". Please furnish for the record a list of States that were unable
to implement those provisions to which each of the exemptions apply prior
to January 1, 1977; June 30, 1977; January 1, 1978; by each of the exemption
provisions.
If there are any States which have not Implemented the requisite programs,
by January 1, 1978, do you plan to have further exemptions?
Answer. We have not maintained records as to State implementation for
each of the cited provisions by the dates set forth in your letter. The following comments on each of the provisions, however, should be of assistance.
The term "State implementation" raises some question as to its intended
meaning. As you know, the State agency is required to submit plan amendments to cover new legislative provisions and regulation changes. It is well
recognized that States need additional time to make change in the State plan
fully operative. Depending upon the nature of the amendment, the additional
time required for such a change may be six months or more. The time required
depends upon whether procedural changes are necessary, whether systems
changes are required and upon staff time required to implement changes on
a case by case basis.
With respect to enumeration, a schedule was worked out between the States
and the Social Security Administration to achieve an orderly completion of
the workload generated by the enumeration requirement in the States and,
more significantly, in the Baltimore office. Plans were made to train State
staff in taking applications for social security numbers on the appropriate
application form and in making verifications in accordance with Federal evidentiary requirements. Some States had staffing problems and required more
time for implementation than others.
As of January 1, 1978, the job was completed, except for pending cases
and court injunctions in several States. We expect that this will delay the
compilation of numbers pertaining to children. We have no plans to initiate
further exemptions. We are making plans to pursue vigorously the continuous
enumeration process and to monitor State activities in this area.
With respect to sections 45 CFR 2S2.11 and 12, all States have Federally
approved State plans in operation. However, full implementation of all provisions depended in part on the issuance of supplemental regulations. The
regulation covering "good cause" was released only last month. Furthermore,
States needed time to work out coordination between the organizational units
covering Titles IV-A and IV-D. The same applied to the coordination necessary under the program for the treatment of child support collected and distributed under the State IV-D plan. States have implemented the provisions
requiring unemployed fathers to apply for unemployment compensation.
Question. For what period, cumulatively, have each of these exemptions
been in effect? Why have they been allowed to continue for so long without
the provisions of the applicable statutes being implemented and without counting them as quality control errors?
Answer. The IV-D Quality Control waiver encompassed five review periods
between July-December 1975 and July-December 1977. The unemployed parent
program QC waiver encompassed the two six month review periods between
January-June 1977 and July-December 1977. We explained our justification
for the waiver In our response to question 4 above. It should be made clear,
however, that the waivers apply only to the QC monitoring system, not to
the statutory requirements. Statutory requirements cannot be waived by administrative regulations. Management systems that are established by regulation, however, can be modified or abolished by regulation as was done when
we revoked the QC disallowance provision in March 1977 (CFR 205.41). For
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QC to cite errors before a State has had adequate lead time to Implement a
program is not compatible with the purpose of this management system.
Question. Please furnish for the record a list of the AFDC caseload by States,
with the numb-ers of recipients broken down by adults and children, and showing how many of each have Social Security numbers-by number and percent.
Answer. Attached are tables providing the Information we received from
most States regarding the number of AFDC recipients with social security
numbers. While the report does not Include all States, It does cover almost
100 percent of the AFDC cases.
TABLE 1.-NUMBERS OF AFDC
CASES
AND NUMBERS OF CASES INWHICH NO RECIPIENT HAS A SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER, BY STATE, DECEMBER 1977

State

Cases In which
no recipient
has social seAFDC cases cudty number

Alabama ----------------------------.-----------------------------------56,770
12, 554
Alaska --------------------------------------------------------------------4,642
(3)
Arizona ------------------------------------------------------------------17,939
Arkansas --------------------------------------------------------------------29,83283505W
California --------------------------------...................-----------------498, 399
()
Colorado
---------------------------------------------------0922
2,767
Connecticut--------------------------------'---------------------------------44, 650
0
Delaware -------------------.-------------------------------------------------10,856
217
District of Columbia ----------------------------------.-------------------------31,884
(2)
Florida -----------------------84,680
84-------------------------------------(
Georgia -----------------------------------------------------------------------81, 457
Guam 3---------------------------------------------------------------------1,304
Hawaii ----------------------------------------------------------------------18,196
)
Idaho ------------------------------------------------------------------------6,878
0
Illinois ----------------------------------------------------------------------217, 807
0
Indiana -------------------------------.---------------------------------52, 748
0
Iowa -------------------------------------------------------------------------32,095
13,200
Kansas -----------------------------------------------------------------------27, 231
t5,400
Kentucky ---------------------------------------------------------------------61,185
(1)
Louisiana ---------------------------------------------------------------------64,007
9,000
Maine --------------------------------------------------------------------19,918
300
Maryland ------------------------------ ------------------------------72, 487
132, 400
Massachusetts -------23,------------------------------------------101
1,000
Michigan ---------------------------------------------------------------------198 943
0
Minnesota ------------------------------------------------------------------47 412
0
Mississippi -----------------------------------------52,
233
0
Missouri. ---------------------------------------------------------------------73 103
()
Montana ............
..
......--------------------------------------------------6,116
33
Nebraska ---------------------------------------------------------------------12,004
1150
Nevada -------------------------------------------.---------------------------3,906
0
New Hampshire ----------------------------------------------------------------7,815
0
New Jersey#-----------------------.----------------------------------------143,020
'69,078
New Mexico-----------------------------------------------------------------16,633
1,500
New York ' -------------------------------------------------------------------369, 976
0
North Carolina -----------------------------------------------------------------73,775
(1)
North Dakota ----------------------------.-------------------------------------4,806
0
Oklahoma ------------------------------------------------------------------28, 580
Oregon -----------------------------------------------------------------------44,053
700
Pennsylvania -----------------------------------------------------------------207, 530
(1) 881
Puerto Rico -------------------------------------------------------------------43,470
(1)
Rhode Island -....................-----------------------------------------------16,951
2,600
South Carolina -----------------..----------------------------------------------49,121
(1)
South Dakota ------------------------------------------------------------------7,363
1368
Tennessee ------------------------------------------------------------------59,926
(1)
Texas -------97--------------------------------------------, 736
1,,125
Utah ------------------------.---------------------------------------------13,078
0
Vermont ----------------------------------------------------------------------6,297
0
Virgin Islands.....
..
..
..
. ..
..
..-----------------------------------------------1,148
0
Virginia----------------------------------------------------------------58,795
132,763
Washinton ---------------------------------.--------------------------------.
149,527
'2,476
West Virginia ----------------------------------------------- ---------------21,667
()
Wisconsin ----------------------------------------------------------------------68 254
0
Wyoming ....... --------------------------------------------------------------2,378
165
1 Estimated.

Not reporting.
aData as of October 1977.
Data as f November 1977.
aNumber of recipients.
aData asof September 1977.
Number of recipients, as of June 1977.
Source: DHEW regional offices. SSA/OFA, Division of Planning, Evaluation, ancStatistival Analysis,
3
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TABLE 2.-NUMBERS OF AVOC
ADULT RECIPIENTS AND NUMBERS OF ADULT RECIPIENTS WtTH
NOSOCIAL SECURITY NIIMSER; BY STATE, DECEMBER 1977

State
Alabama .......................................................................

Alaska .........................................................................

Arizona ........................................................................
Arkansas .......................................................................
California ......................................................................
Colorado .......................................................................
Connecticut ....................................................................
Delaware ..................................................................
District of Columbia ........................................................
Florida.....................................................
Georgia .........................................................
Guam ........................................................................

Hawaii .........................................................................

Adult recipients
with no
Adult social security
recipients
number
944

2,067
745,

,

13,
23, 44
40,152
)
2,223
2,8
799
,0
9,102
22
28,123
4,152
65,167
15,213
3)-----------------56,307
1,205

1, 999

Idaho........................................----------------------------6,589
Illinois
---------------------------------------------------211,018
Indiana ........................................................................
43,684
11
Iowa ..........................................................................
30,941
Kansas ----------------------------------------------------------------------20, 160
Kentucky --------------------------------------------------------------------49, 763
125
Louisiana ......................................................................
53, 175
7,900
Maine .........................................................................
18,976
1300
Maryland
--------------------------------------------------63,134()
Messachusetts
----------------------------------------------118,803
11,000
M ichigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 6
,
Michnne
o----a---------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------1951
Minnesota
41,270
Missi i .....................................................................
61,710
'200
Misor
na-----------------------------------------------------------6182728
55,182
Montana
............
.
.
.
.
.
.
..--------------------------------------------------28
Nebraska
da-----------------------------------------------------..........
10(
Nevada
........................................................................
3,102
102
New Hampshire ........
.
.
.
.
.
. .
..-----------------------------------------------7,185
0
New Jersey ' ----------------------------------------------------------------139,249
New Mexico .......
.
. .
.
. .
. .
..------------------------------------------------14,966
1,20
New York a..........
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..------------------------------------------------370,418
0
North Carolina ---------------------------------------------------------------53,712
2
North Dakota ---------------------------------------------------------------4,016
Ohio ---------------....----------------------------------------------------163 175
()
Oklahoma -----------------------------------------------------------22709
0........
Oregon .............................-----------------------------------------142,964
0
Pennsylvania ..........................................................
.....
206,772
(2)
Puerto Rico .....................................................................
51,149
Rhode Island --------------------------------------------.--------------------15, 681
112,500
South Carolina ----------------------------------------------------------------39, 209
)
South Dakota --------------------------------------------------- --5....
979
1
Tennessee .....................................................................
45, 455
Texas ---------------------------------------------------------------.........
78, 437
Utah -----------------------------------.-------------------------------------10 306
!103
Vermont ----------------------------------------------------------------------6 474
'O
Virgin Islands ..................................................................
705
01
47,535
(2)
Virginia ----------------------------------------------------------------------'51,678
(2
------------Washinqton -------------------------------------------------Wet Virginia ...................................................................
16,677
(')
())................................
59 768
Wisconsin .......................................
Wyoming . ..............................................-------------------

0

,705

I Estimated.

2 Not reporting.

3 Data as of October 1977.
4 Data as of November 1977.
AflatA At nf Saotembnor 1R77.
Snurce: DHEW regional offices. SSA/OFA, Division of Planning, EvAluatinn, and Statistical Analysis.
TABLE 3.-NUMBERS APDC CHILD RECIPIENTS AND NUMBERS OF CHILD RECIPIENTS WITH NO SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER BY STATE, DECEMBER 1977

State
Alabama .......................................................................
Alaska .....................................................................
Arizona ...................................................................
Arkansas .......................................................................

Child
recipients
- w1 no
Child social security
recipients
number
123,420
()
39,9 4
67,162

'5,554
12,
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'TABLE t--NUMSERS APOC CHILD RECIPIENTS ANO NUMBERS Of CHILD RECIENTS WITH NO SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER BY STATE, DECEMBER
1977--Centlwed
Child
redlprunt,
Child
recipients

Sta

wth no
social security
number

California ......................................................................
93,143
Ce0mncticut
.....................................................................
6 !4419
7
onnleiu...................................................................
Delaware---------------------------------------------------22,.........
434
195
)letcjof Columbia ..............................................................
67 1626
841340
Florida .......................................................................
1 317
14, 4
Gorgi-3
.......................................................
16254
5................ (
Guam- .........................................................--------------3,9
e i....----------------------------------------------3%VA
(
Idaho ......................................................-.. ".............-3 92
Ilino s-..........................................................
........ ....
5 557
)..
Indiana ..........................
--------------------------------------------13 476
()
IM .......................................... ----------------------------63536
is---------------------------------------------......
52-520
i
kn
y..12
145
oiianae
...............................
.......................................
1I
S435
23,000
Maine4
40,961
'4.................................
14
ON
Marylan ........
--1.........................................................
14568
Massachusetts
..................................................................
010
52, (
Michigan ..................... ................................................
432, 002
Minnesota .....................................................................
90,618
127,.857
Misssip-------------------------Msor-----------------------------------------................
.
15,433
'1,5
Mntana----------------------------------------------------...
.
12,257
S
Nebraska ..............
25014
(................................................
evada ........................................................................
748
New Hampshire .................................................................
11 439
New Jersey ....................................................................
324422
)
New Mexico ....................................................................
786
2,75
New York$ ...........................
8.........................................
82, 137
North Carolina ..................................................................
142,005
,
North akot .................................................................
. 9,618
3
Ohio---------------------------------------------------- 360,941
Oklahoma---------------------------------------------------65,000
Oregon ........................................................................
79,503
Pennsylvania ..................................................................
438,204
Puerto Rico.....................................................................
132 033
Rhode Island ............................................... --------------------35,604
15, 400
South Carolina ..................................................................
102'3)
South Dakota --- .............................................................
1 869
'7
Tenstne .....................................................................
123,053
Texas .........................................................................
22 578
2T
27,721
'27
Vermont .................... .......
........
.......
........
::::::...............
12,m
0
Virgin
Islands
...................................................................
996
0
virlinia ........................................................................
11l8766()
Washington
.....................................................................
191,125

West
...................................................................
Wisconsin ......................................................................
Wyoming_....................................................................

3

137,240
41

'Estmated,
'fNot reporting.
'Dts as of June 30, 1977.
'Data as of October 1977.
'Dota as of November 1977.
' Data as of September 1977.
Source: DHEW regional offcers. SSAIOFA, Division of Planning, Evaluation, and Stastical Aalysis.
TABLE 4.

A. States which use social security number as an AFDC case

identifier:

Arizona, Idaho, Maine, Massachusetts, Montana, Nebraska, Utah, Vermont,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
B. States whicI-do not use social security number a an AYDO case Identifier
number, but which can access a case with the social security number:
Arkansas, Colorado, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Texas, Virginia,
Washington, and West Virginia.
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Question. The attachment to your statement of February 7, 1978 provides
a description of the Program for Better Jobs and Income. On page 2 of the
attachment, you state, and I quote:
Under the President's proposal, 86 million people would be eligible for
jobs and cash benefits, 4 million fewer than are eligible under present law.
Of those 4 million no longer eligible for cash assistance, some 1 million
are AFDC recipients who now have high income-many at twice the
poverty level-but who manage to stay on welfare because of its present
rules.
For these 1 million AFDC recipients, please furnish for the, record the number of such recipient by State, broken down by the rules which permit them
now to qualify.
Please furnish for the record what changes in the rules should be made,
and if necessary, what legislation should be modified, to remove these 1 million
high income recipients from the rolls.
What additional recommendations have you submitted to Congress, or proposed for regulatory revision, to deal with this problem? (I am aware you
have submitted a proposed revision in the earned income disregard; it continues, however, to enable high income persons to qualify, and Departmental
opposition to my proposal on this subject-adopted by the Senate Finance
Committee on two previous occasions-was central in its being removed from
legislation last year.)
Answer. Attached is a table showing the estimated number of household
units receiving AFDC who would become ineligible for benefits under the
Program for Better Jobs and Income broken out by State. We do not know
how each provision of the proposal affects this population. We obtain our
data from the Survey of Income and Education which contains Information
on cash assistance received by each respondent in 1975. It contains no Information on how the benefits received were calculated at that time. Similarly,
our simulations of the impact of the proposal on the recipient population do
not show incremental changes. Generally, the H.R. 9030 provisions which cause
the major portion of this population to become ineligible are the Jobs program and the six month accountable period.
HEW has recently submitted several program revisions to Congress to address
the problem of high income welfare recipients. In addition to supporting a
revision in the earned income disregard for AFDC recipients, the Administration proposed a change in income eligibility for Food Stamps. Prior to the
recently enacted Amendments to the Food Stamp Act, all recipients of public
assistance were categorically eligible for Food Stamps. Under the Food Stamp
Act Amendments, categorical eligibility has been eliminated. All public assistance recipients now obtain Food Stamp eligibility based on an income determination. In addition, the new Food Stamp Amendments lowered the eligibility cut-off to net Income at the poverty leveL

AFDC Recipients Ineligalefor Federal Benefits Under H.R. 9030
Numb" Of
recipkU~
State:
Alabama ------------------------------------------------Alaska --------------------------------------------------Arizona -------------------------------------------------Arkansas -----------------------------------------------California ----------------------------------------------Colorado -------------------------------------------------

Connecticut ...-----------------------------------------------

Delaware..------------------------------------------------

11.8
1.4
3. 2
15.0
182. 4
16. 8

1a

0

--------------------------------------------------

2.9
7. 1
1. 9

Hawaii --------------------------------------------------Idaho ---------------------------------------------------Illinois -------------------------------------------------Indiana ---------------------------------------------------Iowa ----------------------------------------------------

4.6
2.9
64. 6
16.4
1 7

District of Columbia. -----------------

Florida

Georgia

-------------------------------------------------

15.7
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APDO Recipients Ineligible for Federal Benefits Under H.R. 9030-Continued

State-Continued
Kansas ..-----------------------------------------------Kentucky -----------------------------------------------Louisiana -------------------------------------------------Maine ----------------------------------------------------Maryland -------------------------------------------------Massachusetts -------------------------------------------Michigan -------------------------------------------------Minnesota ----------------------------------------------Mississippi ------------------------------------------------Missouri ---------------------------------------------------Montana --------------------------------------------------Nebraska ------------------------------------------------Nevada ---------------------------------------------------New Hampshire -------------------------------------------New Jersey

-------------------...

Number of
reci4piwo
thousandsa

of persona)
12. 1
13. 2
4. 3
7. 1
17.5
34. 3
57.8
13. 9
4. 6
29. 6
2. 9
3. 2
1.4
2. 5

New Mexico -----------------------------------------------New York ----------------------------------------------North Carolina ---------------------------------------------North Dakota------------- --------------------------------O hio -------------------------------------- -------------------Oklahoma -------------------------------------------------Oregon -------------------------------------------------Pennsylvania ----------------------------------------------Rhode Island ----------------------------------------------South Carolina --------------------------------------------South Dakota

------------------------------------------------

Tennessee -----------------------------------------------Texas -----------------------------------------------------Utah -----------------------------------------------------Vermont --------------------------------------------------Virginia ------------------------------------------------Washington ------------------------------------------------West Virginia ---------------------------------------------Wisconsin -------------------------------------------------Wyoming ------------------------------------------------U.S. total

--------------------------------------------

33.

6

6.1
100. 7
15. 0
2. 1
58 9
6. 8
13.2
53. 2
5. 4
6. 4
2.9

7. 5
23. 2
7.1
1.8
23. 2
22. 1
5.4
26. 1
1. 1
1, 010. 6

Question. What constitutes the other 3 million; what are the reasons in
the new proposal that will make these 3 million ineligible (show by each of
the provisions how many it will make ineligible) ; and what steps, can you
now take to end their eligibility?
Between now and the effective date of PBJI, how much will retention of
these 4 million people (or a higher number, per year, if it is an annual figure
based upon 1978 levels) on the rolls cost? What is the reasons why you
cannot act now to resolve the problem described In this question and the
previous one?
Answer. Under 11.R. 9030, approximately 3 million persons now eligible for
Food Stamps will not be eligible for benefits. Of these three million, approximately one million currently participate. The major reasons for this loss
of eligibility are the longer accountable period and the higher tax rate on
unearned Income relative to that In the Food Stamp Program. The other two
million who would become ineligible do not currently participate in the Food
Stamp program.
We have calculated that the cost of current Federal benefits to the one
million AFDC participants discussed above and the one million Food Stamp
participants is approximately $700 million per year in 1978 dollars. We have
assumed that the two million persons eligible for but not participating in
the Food Stamp program will not participate between now and the time of
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implementation. If this is correct, there would be no cost associated with
this population.
Question. You mentioned in your testimony that, by comparing Social Security numbers between States, operation MATCH had uncovered 18,584 cases
found to be receiving welfare in more than one State, and that this is something the new plan can do but the present one cannot. In operating your
MATCH program, how many cases per State did you find with duplicate
Social Security numbers within the State itself, and how many between the
States? Please furnish us with a list by State.
Answer. We have completed the computer comparison of the 26 welfare
tapes received from the States for Project MATCH. In comparing these tapes,
13,584 cases which were originally matched indicated that duplicate payments
may be involved. In reviewing the printouts from this first computer run,
we found approximately 3,500 cases which had already been closed by the
States. The final list which we are now passing on to the jurisdictions involved numbers 18,319 payments to approximately 9,150 individuals.
These cases must be investigated by each jurisdiction to determine with
certainty those cases where duplicate payments are involved. The data is
useful to the States in that It points out possible areas of program abuse.
We plan to accomplish an intra-jurlsdictional comparison of State rolls In
the near future. Duplicate records on an individual State tape may Indicate
that individuals are receiving duplicate payments from within the Statepossibly from different counties. This information will also be forwarded to
the States for their handling.
The listing of States and the total number of payments for each State
where duplicate cases seem to be present is presented below for your information.
Analysis of inter-jurisdictionalhits by State
Number
State:
Arkansas_-------------------------------------------------- 256
C alifornia -------------------------------------------------- 1,607
Colorado ------------------------------------------------- 165
D'elaware --------------------------------------------------800
D district of Columbia ----------------------------------------600
F lorida ----------------------------------------------------- 1,343
1,094
G eorgia ---------------------------------------------------I1linois ----------------------------------------------------603
Kridiana --------------------------------------------------- 335
1, 004
K ansas ----------------------------------------------------K entucky -------------------------------------------------- 780
uisiana ------------------------------------------------- 183
laryland -------------------------------------------------- 1,870
[assachusetts --------------------------------------------- 353
ichigan --------------------------------------------------505
N Iinnesota
109
N lissouri ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------473
1, 019
N ew Jersey ------------------------------------------------ew York City -------------------------------------------511
orth Carolina ---------------------------------------------1, 261
0 hio--------------------------------------------------1,302
IN
P ennsylvania ----------------------------------------------1, 547
61
R hode Island -----------------------------------------------T exas -----------------------------------------------------90
V irginia ----------------------------------------------------245
rashington ------------------------------------------------203
Total

------------------------------------------------

18,319

Question. Would you furnish for the record what IDEX is and how many
States are using it? Why is it this system cannot be used as an ongoing
feature of the present program to do what operation MATCH has done?
Answer. The Interjurisdictional Data Exchange System (IDEX) is a series
of computer programs and administrative procedures which provide the State
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welfare agency with an increased capability to compare, via computer, the
State welfare rolls with other automated systems such as Unemployment
Compensation payment rolls, State or Federal earnings rolls, and welfare rolls
from other jurisdictions. The system consists of a series of 10 separate processing modules which may be used by the state regardless of the organization of the welfare system (centralized or county administered system), and
without requiring that the welfare files be totally automated.' For your information, a copy of the IDEX manual is attached. This document consists
of 3 parts: an administrative guide which addresses the system's origin, development, scope, benefits, user requirements, and general design; a technical
guide which sets forth the information necessary for the administrative and
technical operation of the system; and a training guide which contains macerial sufficient to form the basis of a training course on the system.
Two States and the District of Columbia have indicated that they are using
the IDEX system. However, 32 states have indicated that they are using
one or more facets of the IDEX concept, and simply calling the new system
by some other name. These states are using computer systems and the matching of computer files to verify income and uncover duplicate payments. While
these states may not actually be using the IDEX system, they are nonetheless achieving the same results. We are now completing our analysis of the
wage/income verification data exchange systems the States are using. We
will be pleased to forward this analysis to you for your information.
The ability of the States to perform a match with Federal civilian and
military employees such as was accomplished in Project MATCH is not dependent so much on their technical ability with computers as it Is in gaining
access to the personnel files from the Civil Service Commission and the military.
Even those States which process their AFDC cases against their own State
Unemployment Compensation rolls will not be able to match Federal or State
employees. These categories of employees are not generally covered by State
unemployment insurance and do not have wages reported through these State
systems. However, data exchange systems such as IDEX can be productively
used by the States to expand income verification into the private sector. The
recent Social Security Amendments (P.L. 95-216) provide that States be
given wage data from both State Unemployment Compensation agencies as
well as the Social Security Administration. This increased ability of the States
will, we feel, greatly aid in their fight against fraud and abuse in the welfare
system.
Question. Please furnish us a list of the States in which operation MATCH
was conducted. Why wasn't it conducted in all the States? What are plans
for making this a permanent, integral part of the present welfare system?
Answer. Project MATCH was designed to be implemented In two phases.
The first phase was to consist of those states (or jurisdictions) which had large
population groups of Federal employees and welfare recipients. In addition,
a few states requested that they be included in the first phase of the project.
The states (and jurisdictions) included in the first phase of the Project MATCH
are as follows:
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts

Iichigan
Minnesota
Missouri
New Jersey
New York (New York City only)
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Texas
Virginia (Northern Virginia and
Norfolk counties)
Washington

1This was made a part of the official files of the Committee.
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The states listed above constitute over 78 percent of the AFDC population
and 72 percent of the Federal civilian employee population. The project was
divided into two phases to allow for a reliable sample of cases without straining Federal agency and state resources. Secretary Califano has announced that
the remaining states will be included in Project MATCH within 90 days.
The present plans for developing a national data base for AFDC would
allow for future computer matching projects such as Operation MATCH. With
the new system it would not be necessary to request State AFDC tapes, information on all AFDC cases would be available on file at the national level.
Plans to make this project a permanent feature of the present welfare system will be based on a full evaluation of Project MATCH.
Question. How were asset limits established in the Program for Better
Jobs and Income?
Answer. The asset test in the Program for Better Jobs and Income is designed to assure that persons with low Income but substantial assets, such
as a bank account, do not receive a benefit. The basic asset limitation was
developed to prohibit household units whose non-business assets exceed $5,000
from receiving benefit payments. The following items are excluded from nonbusiness assets:
The home, if it is the unit's place of residence.
Household goods and personal effects (including vehicles and tools and
similar items necessary for employment) up to limits prescribed by the Secretary.
Burial plots, or savings for burial expenses within limits to be defined by
the Secretary.
In addition, the unit's monthly income is increased by 1.25 percent of the
value of its non-business assets over $500, and by .83 percent of the value of
its business assets (the annual imputation rates being 15 and 10 percent,
respectively). In order to avoid double counting, amounts of imputed income
are reduced by income actually derived from those assets. The value of nonbusiness assets Is measured by market value.
The limits on business assets prohibits benefit payments to a household
unit whose business assets exceeds a limit to be set by the Secretary. The
value of business assets Is measured by equity (i.e., market value minus encumberances).
If a member of a unit disposes of an asset, the value received, is considered
an asset and is not treated as income. If an excluded asset (other than
burial expense saving) or a business asset is disposed of, the proceeds will
not be treated as income or assets for six months in the case of a home, or
for one month in the case of other assets. This will allow the unit to purchase another home or car without having its payments interrupted. After
six months, the Secretary is to apply the usual asset limits and exclusions to
determine whether the household unit continues to meet the assets test.
The imputation method was chosen because It has a more gradual impact.
It effects families with less than $5000 of assets and phases benefits down,
up to $5000 of assets. Thus, a system where benefits drop off suddenly for
families above a certain asset limit is avoided.

Question. The Congress has been concerned over the years that HEW

a

regional offices gave different Interpretations of current law and regulations
pertaining to the welfare programs. The Social and Rehabilitative Service

under the prior Administration established a corrective action system to eliminate these regional variances. The system required that when any region
made an inquiry concerning the meaning of any rule, regulation, or law, or
concerning the effect of a proposed or current State plan provision, a determination was made as to its character as a possible precedent and whether It affected more than one State. If it did so, it became a Policy Interpretation
Question, commonly referred to as a PIQ, and the reply was sent to all regions
for notification to all States. It is my understanding this system has been
suspended and has not been in effect ever since the sudden transfer of SRS
to BSA last spring.
What methods have you used in the Interim, and what do you plan to
use in the future, so that regional variations will not recur, posing possible
continuing legal problems for HEW in AFDC?
Answer. The PIQ system was not continued by the Office of Family Assistance after dissolution of the Social and Rehabilitative Service because it was
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rnund to be unwieldly and did not provide a uniform system to advise the
States. Policy questions of a routine or trivial nature were introduced into
the system so that it included some unnecessary information. Under this
system, States and other interested persons did not automatically receive the
interpretations and the Regions made use of the information as they con.
sidered appropriate. Efforts to systematize the PIQ's were not successful
enough to provide assurances that the same question might not be answered
differently in different regions.
Now when a new interpretation is given which is not previously contained
in an official issuinnce, we develop a "Program Instruction" which is cleared
by the Office of the General Counsel for its legal correctness and the interpretation Is sent to all States, Regions, and other constituents. In this way.
policy interpretations are given directly to all interested parties in a systematic
way that can be tracked. We believe that this new method of giving policy
interpretations is more effective and useful to the public than the prior PIQ
system and does not sacrifice any essential program information.
Question. Please furnish for the record copies of all correspondence that you
have used to date in view of the PIQ system (other than Action Transmittals
and Information Memoranda), as well as the numbers, dates, and titles of the
Action Transmittals and Information Memoranda affecting the AFDC program
since the date of the last PIQ.
Answer.
Hon. CARL T. CURTIS,
U. S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR CURTIS: In your letter to Secretary Califano of February 10.
requesting information concerning the Administration's welfare reform pro:
posal, you asked that HEW furnish for the record copies of all correspondence
that we have used to date in lieu of the PIQ system (other than Action Transmittals and Information Memoranda). You also asked for the number, dates,
and titles of the Action Transnittals and Information Memoranda affecting
the AFDC program since the date of the last PIQ.
As I indicated in my April 11 response to your letter, the PIQ system waQ;
discontinued by the Office of Family Assistance because it did not provide a
uniform system to advise the States. We also found that the system contained a great deal of unnecessary information, making it unwieldly. Now
when a new interpretation is given which is not previously contained In au
official issuance, a "Program Instruction" is sent out to all States, regions,
and other interested parties.
Attached, per your request, is a list of Action Transmittals (Attachment
A) and a list of Information Memoranda (Attachment B) issued by the Office
of Family Assistance. Attachment C is a copy of the only Program Instruction which has been issued since the last PIQ.
I am sorry for the delay in responding to this question.- If you have any
further questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
HENRY AARON,
Assistant Secretary for Plaining and Evaluation.
ACTION TRANSMITTAL-TABLE OFCONTENTS
Issuance No.

Subject

AT-77-6O(APA) ...... AFDC-Foster Care ......................................................
AT-77-5 3(APA) ...... Emergency Jobs Proram Extension Act of 1976 implications for AFDC applicants
and recipients and public assistance agencies.
AT-77-55(APA)-...
Adjustment of Federal daims to exclude individual overpayments andpayment
to Ineligible$.
AT-77-5V(APA) ..... Disregard of judgment payments to Ottawas; housing payments to public issistonce recipisnts.
AT-77-1 ............ Extension of the earned Income credit under the Tax Reduction and Simplification
Act of 1977.
AT-77-2 ............ AFOC quality control-Review of certain basic program elements for purposes of
QCerror determination.
AT-77-3 ............ Quality control review of negative case actions-Ties I, IV-A, XIV, and XVI
(AABO).
AT-7
s........Special
crisis intervention program Implications for AFOC applicants/recipients
and public assistance agencies.

Dota
July 12,1977
May 16,1977
May 17,1797
May 24,1977
July 12,1977'
July 26,1177.
Aug 4,1977'
Aug 5,1977.
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ACTION TRANSMITTAL-TABLE OF CONTENTS--Continued
Issuance No.

Subject

AT-77-S.........English lang e .nd employment services for adult Indochinese refugees:
Change in guidelines for existing projects.
AT-774........State employment security agencies to supply data to assist in the administration
AFOC and child support programs.
AT-77-7 ............ AFOC quality control-Changes In section 3 of the Quality Control Manual to
conform to the regulation.
AT-774 ........... Change of mailing address ..................................................
AT-77-9 ............ AFDC-Foster Care: Federal reimbursable cost items for AFDC-FC children in
private nonprofit child care Institutions.
AT-77-10 ........... Disregard of income under title Ill, pt. C,of the Comprehensive Employment and
Training
program. Act of 1973, Public Law 93-203, youth employment demonstation
AT-77-11 --------- Indochinese refugee assistance program, program changes under Public Law
950145.
AT-77-12 ........... AFDC quality control-Manual changes .......................................
AT-77-13 ........... AFDC quality control: Form SRS-QC 341.3A, table 3A. AFDC quality control total
number of error cases and error payments by primary element Inerror and type
of error.
AT-78-1 ............ AFDC quality control-Revision of the quality dontrol review cycle; termination
of the temporary exemptions for IV-D and unemployed father related errors.
AT-78-2 ............ Good cause for r using to cooperate In child support enforcement program .....-.
AT-78-3 ............ Action transmittal 77-9 dated Nov. 4,1977-AFOC-Foster Care: federal reimbursable cost items for AkOC-FC children In private nonprofit child care institutions.
AT-7 . ............ AFDC quality control--Modifiation insampling procedures .....................
AT-78--5 ---.-.--- Dissemination of information on public assistance ............................
AT-78-4 ............ Cuban refugee program-Program changes under phasedown -----------------AT-78-7 ............ Reconsideration of disallowances -------------------------------------------AT-7- ............ Federal financial reimbursement for activities in investigation of alleged welfare
fraud.
AT-78-9 ............ Waiver, for good cause, of requirement that applicant or recipient cooperate in
establishing paternity and securing support for achild for whom AFDC isclaimed.
AT-78-10 ........... National immunization program ..............................................
AT-78-11 ........... Emergcy energy assistance program (E[AP) implications for AFDC-Applicants,
recipients, and public assistance agencies.
AT-78-12........English language and employment services for Indochinesse refugees: Availability
of funding.
AT-78-13 ........... Good cause for refusing to cooperate .........................................
OFA-77-1 ........... Characteristics of State-lans for aid to families with dependent children under the
Social Secuuity Act, Title IV-A: Need, Eligiblity, Administration: 1976 Edition
(publication).

Data
Aug 12,1977
Sept 27,1977
Sept 16,1977
Nov 1,197'
Nov 4, 1977
Dec 15,1977
Nov 29,1977
Dec 2,1977
Dec 7,1977
Dec 22,1977
Do.
Jan 18,1978
Feb 1,1978
Do.
Do.
2,1978
Mar 14,1978
Mar 6, 1978
Mar 16,1978
Mar

Mar 23,1978
Mar 27,1978
Apr 3,1978
Mar 22,1978
Apr 5,1978
Sept 6,1977

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
SOCIAL AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICE,
Wa8hington, D.C., January 3, 1977.
INFORMATION MEMORANDUM SRS-IM-77-1
To: State administrators and other interested organizations and agencies.
1Subject: Availability of Films, Update-"Essential Elements of Interviewing."
Content: As part of its efforts to provide technical assistance to the States
toward the improvement of program management, the Assistance Payments Administration, with the assistance of Blackside Inc., has developed
a series of films on interviewing for eligibility determination. The purpose
of the films is to provide a basis for discussion in training sessions of
interviewing skills to achieve more effective communications with applicants
and recipients. These films were first made available through SRS 111
75-13 dated August 5, 1976.
We have now added a film on child support so that there are now seven
color reels varying in length from eight to 22 minutes, illustrating interviewIng scenes with applicants and centered around problems of continued absence, incapacity, availability of other resources, child support and of language
barriers. A brief description of each scene is given on the attached sheets.
Different interviewing techniques are portrayed in diverse situations. These
portrayals are designed to assist trainers in training programs for income
maintenance staff.
The goal of the films is to make interviewers become aware of how interviewing techniques affect whether or not they get the information required
to correctly determine an applicant's eligibility.
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A training guide and a supplementary guide for film #7, "My Husband
Stopped Support Payments" have been prepared to accompany the series of
films. The guides contain information about the films, the use of the Guide,
a general discussion of interviewing and of the script, and a set of suggested
questions related to each film. It is recommended that the films not be used
separately, but as an integrated series since they, along with the Guide,
complement each other in Illustrating different interviewing situations.
Trainers planning to use the films may find It advantageous to utilize the
recently issued APA pubUcation, "Interviewing for Eligibility Determination"
(SRS 75-21229) as an additional reference source on interviewing to supplement techniques highlighted in the film series.
The 16 mm color film package is available for purchase or loan from the
National Audio-Visual Center. The purchase price is $461.13 for the complete
set of seven films. This cost is matchable as training costs. Rental of the
films involves no charge.
The films can be purchased or loaned by addressing the completed order
form attached to: Order Section, National Audio-Visual Center, National Archives GSA, Washington, D.C. 20409.
The publication "Interviewing for Eligibility Determination" (SRS 75-21229)
i available from: SRS Publications, Distribution Center.
Supersedes: SRS-IM 75-18, APA dated August 5, 1975.
Inquiries to: SRS Regional Commissioners.
NICHOLAS Norrox,

Commieoter, Aus8tstsn

Payments AdminWitra~ton.

4
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ORDER FORN
tm

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS_'O INTERVIEWING"
16 mm Color Sound Films

For Free Loan
Preferred showing date:
Alternate date:

1st available date (check)
(NOTE: Please allow at lea't 2 weeks for delivery of film)
For Purchase
No. of Prints

0 $461.13 for the 7 reel package.

This represents a 10% discount from the total price of $501.25
f the seven reels are ordered-tndtvidually. The price includes
shipping cartons and postage tn U.S.)
Form of payment enclosed_

Total cost $
(NOTE:

Allow 1 month for delivery)

Make purchase order, check, or money order payable to:GSA-NAVC
Name
..

Organization:
Address

Phone No.(Area Code)
Mall to:

ORDER SECTION

NATINAl. UXO-VSUAL CENTER, GSA
WASNINOTON, D.C. 20409
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH EDUCATION AND WELFARE
Social and Rehabilitation Service
Assistance Payments Administration
Interview #1-"MY HUSBAND LErT OUT ON Us." (22mlni. 83 sec.)
G

Anderson-Ncleon

The Anderson-Nelson interview is concerned with the determination of
whether desertion has actually occurred. Mrs. Anderson is a woman In her
mid-thirties, who has six children, and whose husband has left the family
several times before.
What Ms. Nelson has to determine is whether Mr. Anderson has left the
family for good this time. She also needs to determine even if desertlon has
occurred, whether Mrs. Anderson is eligible for benefits.
The purpose of this interview is to determine if desertion has occurred.
Interview #2-"IT WAS A FRAK ACCIDENT DUIuNo A BRAK AT WORK."

(10 rain. 30 see.)

Schoenberg-Tracy

The interview between Mr. Schoeberg and Mr. Tracy concerns itself with a
man who has suffered an injury while playing football during a break at work.
28-353-78----9
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He has come to the agency to apply for assistance for himself and his family
during his incapacity.
The eligibility worker has the responsibility of getting sufficient information
to determine the applicant's eligibility based on incapacitation.
The purpose of this interview is to obtain sufficient information to determine
applicant's eligibility based on incapacity.
Interview #3--"Ix SEARCH OF HELP: WELFARE OR SURVIVORS' BENEFITS "
(11 min. 5 sec.)
Deverre-James
The interview, which deals with the determination of alternative financial
resources available to an applicant, shows a woman, recently widowed, who has
come to apply for aid. Her deceased husband had been employed as a bricklayer and was a union employee. Mrs. James, the applicant, has received an
insurance settlement and owns real estate.
The purpose of the interview is to determine if there are supplementary
financial resources and if they are available to the applicant.
Interview #4-"I JUST WANT To LIVE WITH MY KIDS LIKE I USED To"
(10 min. 11 sec.)
Schoen berg-.UI tos
The Schoenberg-Clifton interview focuses on determining if desertion has
occurred. It also deals with a special circumstance. Mrs. Clift6n is a woman
in her mid-thirties, with six children. Her husband left the family three weeks
prior to her applying to welfare. She expressed some fear of her husband's
temper and is apprehensive about his having to be notified that she has applied
for aid.
The purpose of this interview is to determine if desertion has occurred and to
refer situation to the location and support unit.
Interview #5--"I'M SORRY I NEED YOUR BROTHER'S ANSWER SO COULD YOU
TRANSLATE?' (18 min.)

Nelson-Ortiz
Although there are two aims in the interview between Ms. Nelson and Mr.
Ortiz, determination of other resources to which the applicant might have
access and determination of eligibility for AFDC benefits, the underlying theme
of this Interview is the language barrier which exists between the worker and
the man applying for aid.
The suggested questions for discussion after the film deal with this problem
along with the eligibility questions. It might be useful if the instructor spent
more time on the language question, because of its possible relevance to determining eligibility in any of the high risk areas.
The purpose of this interview is to determine Mr. Ortis' eligibility for financial assistance and whether he has other resources available. However, the
underlying theme is the language barrier and how it affects the interview and
the family. Values of non-verbal communication and of observation during
interview are stressed.
Interview #6--"EVERY STATE Is DIFFERENT: CHILD SUPPORT Orr AND ON"

(16 min. 80 sec.)
Deverre-Morrts
A divorced woman, who has been on welfare in another State is applying for
assistance. She is receiving sporadic support from her ex-husband and she has
five children. Her 16 year-old son has dropped out of school.
There are subtle implications in this film that Mrs. Morris may be employed.
She also seems to be somewhat hostile. Participants should be encouraged to
think about how to deal with hostility; a suspicion of information being
withheld determining the ex-husband's payments and referral procedures.
The purpose of this interview is to determine if Mrs. Morris's income Is such
that she Is eligible for financial assistance.
Interview #T-BAn-BowR (21 min. 18 see.)
Baker-Bower
Tee Baker-Bower interview focuses on the welfare regulations that deal with
the area of child support and highlights the responsibility of the clients and the
agency.
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Mrs. Bower is g woman with six children whose husband has -left the family
for the first time. She Is applying for assistance. Mrs. Baker, the Intake worker
is responsible for obtaining from Mrs. Bower the information which is used to
determine whether the family Is eligible for assistance. Mrs. Baker also must
make sure that Mr. Bower understands the regulations governing assistance
that are applicable in'her case.
The purpose of the Interview is to obtain eligibility Information from the
applicant and explain agency regulations particularly In reference to the
eligibility requirements related to child support enforcement.
Question. Supply for the record your best estimates of the cost of the changes
in H.R. 9030 made by the House Subcommittee on Welfare Reform.
Answer. In Fiscal Year 1982, we estimate the net cost of H.R. 10950, including EITC benefits to non-recipients of cash assistance, to be $14.44 billion. The
comparable cost of H.R. 9030 is $12.89 billion, for a difference of $1.58 billion.
(The comparable figures excluding EITC benefits to non-recipients of cash
assistance would be $18.8 billion, $9.11 billion, and $4.19 billion respectively,)
These numbers differ from the FY82 costs of H.R. 9030 that appear in the
President's FY79 Budget. The Budget indicates a net cost of $8.77 billion which
reflects less-than-full implementation of the jobs program and a different way of
accounting for the Earned Income Tax Credit (which is Included in the Budget
on a disbursed basis).
During January of 1978, before the mark-up of the Jobs portion of H.H. 9030
and before final amendments to the cash portion, HEW developed estimates of
the costs of many of the individual changes made by the Subcommittee. These
are no longer fully accurate because of subsequent changes made by the Subcommittee on Welfare Reform. Nevertheless, they provide some information
on the incremental costs of various Subcommittee actions and have been attached for your information.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OMCE OF THE SECRETARY

Washington, D.., January 24,1978.
COST SHEETS FoR DECiSIONS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON WELFARE

On December 16, 1978, the Welfare Reform Subcommittee completed preliminary decision-making on the basic concepts In the cash component of the
Administration's Welfare Reform Proposal-H.R. 9030, The Better Jobs and
Income Act. The attached sheets provide estimates of the cost and caseload
effects of the decisions of the Welfare Reform Subcommittee.
COST SHV.ETS

Subject

Notes: Cost Sheets for Decisions of the Subcommittee on Welfare Reform
Single Individuals under 25
Coverage of Residents of Public Institutions with Fewer than 16 Beds
Household Benefit Increments--$0 Reduction
Limit on Family Size
Child and Student Earnings
Earned Income Deduction for Aged, Blind, and Disabled
Accountable Period
Assets Test
Benefits to the Disabled
State Supplements
Permanent Hold Harmless
Grandfathering of General Assistance Recipients
State Adminlarative Costs for Grandfathering
Medicaid Administrative Costs in Hold Harmless
Administrative Cost Implications: Federal Retention of Administration for
the Aged, Blind, and Disabled; State Option for Full Administration
Administrative Implications of Subcommittee Actions
Treatment of Food Stamp Bonus Value by In-Kind Programs
EITC
Taxation of Benefits and Elimination of Reimbursement
Administrative Cost Implications: Medicaid

FY78 Net Federal Costs of Subcommittee Bill
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NOTES: CM5 SHEEtS FOE DECISIONS 01 THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON WRLPARE9 REFORM

The attached sheets provide estimates of the cost and caseload effects of the
decisions of the Welfare Reform Subcommittee, through December 16, 1977.
The analyses are based upon Subcommittee actions reported in Welfare Reform
Subcommittee, Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977.
The format of the sheets is as follows:
A brief statement of the Subcommittee provision, with Citation to Summary
of Decisions.
A brief statement of the relevant provision or position of H.R. 9030, with a
citation to H.R. 9030.
Cost and caseload estimate, with explanation following. Federal costs include
Federal benefit payments plus Federal subsidy of State supplements plus Federal hold harmless payments to States. Wherever appropriate, costs to States
are provided separately. In general, the State costs are developed in the same
manner as the Federal costs, and no separate explanation is needed.
The following points regarding these estimates should be noted:
Cost and caseload changes refer to fiscal year 1978.
Each sheet(s) refers to a separate Subcommittee action and should be interpreted as the difference between the cost of H.R. 9080 as submitted by the
Administration and that of H.R. 9030 with that one feature changed. The final
sheet will present estimates for the entire Subcommittee version of H.R. 9030.
The effect on net Federal costs of the Committee bill differs from the sum of the
individual changes because of the interaction of the various changes.
We have assumed that the Food Stamp program is terminated. If a Food
Stamp program were to remain for those ineligible for H.R. 9030, several of the
cost impacts would be changed. For example, the savings of denying eligibility
to single individuals under 25 would be reduced to a fraction of the savings we
have estimated.
No account is taken of the impact of the Subcommittee's changes on the
demand for special jobs and training slots. Raising benefit reduction rates will
affect the demand for subsidized jobs and training slots. On the one hand, the
higher rates affect the total amount of work effort supplied by recipients of cash
assistance. Higher benefit reduction rates may also affect the demand for PSE
jobs by decreasing the economic rewards from changing one's job status. In
other words, workers may need a certain minimum change in disposable income
to induce any change in job status. Increasing benefit reduction rates reduces
the difference in net income between two jobs with different wage rates. The
higher the benefit reduction rates, the smaller the difference in net income that
results from a given wage increase. For example, to achieve a $10 increase in
earnings after taxes, a worker must earn $20.83 before taxes if the tax rate is
52%. To achieve the same increase in after-tax earnings with an 82% tax rate,
a worker must earn $55 before taxes. An increase in the benefit reduction rates
affects the demand for job and training slots in two ways. First, fewer people
are estimated to leave their private jobs to take a special public job. Second,
few PSE job holders will leave PSE to take private sector jobs with higher
wages. As more and more workers experience a spell of unemployment, the
second effect-the longer stay in the PSE Job--will predominate. As high
benefit States move towards 70% benefit reduction rates for all families, the
ultimate effect, assuming all workers eventually experience a spell of unemployment, would be an increase of about 200,000 to 250,000 slots If workers
require $10 per week additional income to induce them to change jobs. This
would add about $1.4-$1.8 billion to the cost of the jobs program. How soon
this cost impact would be felt is not known, but could take several years and is
the subject of further study.
Several of the individual changes made by the Subcommittee reduce work
effort-and, as a result, increase program cost-and are, to an extent, already
included in the cost estimates. For example, we estimate that aggregate hours
worked could be as much as 480 million less under the Subcommittee's State
supplement provision than under the Administration proposal As a result of
the consequent earnings decline, Federal cash assistance increases by $00M.
Because of the decrease in earnings, the Increase in disposable income is only
70% of the increase in cash assistance outlays.
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However, some possibly substantial affects are not taken into account. For
example, because of limitation in knowledge and time we have not been able to
take account of work effort reductions resulting from a shorter accountable
period (which makes more persons eligible). Nor have we been able to account
for persons with incomes above program eligibility ceilings who reduce earnings
to attain eligibility. This latter effect, always present, is exacerbated by the
Subcommittee actions that raise program benefits and benefit reduction rates
(e.g., the provisions providing Federal subsidy of higher State supplements and
permitting States to set benefit reduction rates up to 70 percent). In addition,
high benefit reduction rates create greater incentives to under-report income.
The estimates of increased costs presented here would therefore be higher if the
above-mentioned factors were taken into account.
Certain Subcommittee actions have the effect of increasing work effort. For
example, the change in the EITC reduces the number of recipients with income
above the cash assistance eligibility limits and, as a result, the number of
persons who might reduce work effort as a result of receiving the EITC. The
Subcommittee changes in the asset test have a similar effect,
Since, as explained above, we have not estimated the effects of many Subcommittee actions that reduce work effort, it is not possible to develop a final
balance. However, it is fair to conclude that the overall impact of the Subcommittee changes would be to reduce substantially work effort.
SINGLE INDIVIDUALS UNDER

25

8,bcommtttee Proviaion.-Requires single individuals under 25 to file withtheir parents in order to receive benefits. (Welfare Reform Subcommittee "Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977" Item II 1(d)].
H.R. 9030 Provision.-Allows single individuals who do not live with their
parents or other relatives to file separately for benefits. (See. 2101).
Cost changc.-Savings of $400 to $500 million, Federal Benefits. State savings: $38 to $48 million.
Caseload clange.-Reduction of 650,000 to 850,000.
Explaatio.-If all single individuals under the age of 25 were to be excluded
from receiving benefits because they did not file with their parents, the cost of
Federal cash benefits would decrease approximately $630 million and caseloads
decrease by 1.06 million. Two factors would reduce the number of single individuals made ineligible by this provision: (1) those that file separately due
to death or institutionalization of both parents; and (2) those who would
choose to file with their parents. Because we estimate a cost change in the
range of $400 million to $500 million due to 650,000 to 850,000 singles under 25
not filing for benefits with their families would be required to do so.
COVERAGE OF RESIDENTS OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS WITH FEWER

THAN 16 BEDS

S-bcommittee provisfon.-Allow the payment of benefits to aged, blind, or
disabled persons residing in public group homes with less than 16 beds as
provided under the present Supplemental Security Income program. [Welfare
Reform Subcommittee "Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977, Item
II. 2(a)].
H.R. 90S0 provision.-No comparable provision exists.
Cost change.-+ $8.7 million Federal; + $0.5 million State.
Caseloadchange.--+ 4,950 people.
Explanation.-The purpose of this provision is to provide cash assistance to
aged, blind, or disabled persons in public institutions who are not eligible for
benefits under Medicaid. Estimates indicate that in 1976, there were roughly
4,950 residents of public institutions with less than 16 beds who were not
receiving Medicaid. Assuming: (1) no significant growth in this population;
and (2) all such residents would be eligible-for benefits, this estimate yields
an estimated caseload increase of 4,950. Multiplying this number by an estimated average benefit of $1750 yields a total Federal cost of roughly $8.7
million, and assuming an estimate of increased State costs of roughly $500,000.
HOUSEHOLD BENEFIT INCREMENTs-$8 0

REDUCTION

Subcommittee Provisign.-Eliminate any reduction in benefits when one
,eligible unit (family wth children or aged, blind, or disabled unit) shares a
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household with another eligible unit. Reduce benefits by $8 in the case of
-one eligible unit sharing a household with an Ineligible unit even if the units
.are not related, unless the eligible unit pays rent or a pro rata share of the
eost of maintaining a household. [Subcommittee on Welfare Reform "Summary
-f Decision as of December 16, 19V" item III 2(d)].
H.R. 9OMO Prot4slo.-Reduce benefits by $80 in the case of two related
eligible units sharing a household. Where two related eligible uniw share
ownership or household rights in a household, reduce the annual benefit to
each by $400. (See. 2105()).
[Dollar amounts In millions]
Federal cost
Cost change:
Remove the relationship test ................-------------------------------Add back eligibility test. --------------------------------------------------

Subcommittee provision ---------------------------------------------

Certification of economic status ----------------------------------------------Total ------------ ------------------------------------------------

_$170
-220

+50

State cost
-

150-250------+200-300 ............

+

+30

Caseload Change.-Negligible.
Explanatiom.-Estimating the cost of this provision involved three steps. The
first step was to remove the relationship test in the reduction of benefits under
H.R. 9030. This would increase the number of recipients whose benefits would
be reduced due to sharing a household and decrease the cost of Federal cash
benefits by $170.0 million.
The second step involved adding back an eligibility test (i.e., reducing benefits only where the household head is not eligible), decreasing the number of
persons sharing households whose benefits would be reduced. This test would
increase the cost of Federal cash benefits over HR, 9030 by $220 million. The
bet result of these two steps is an increase in Federal cash benefits of $50
million.
The final step was to include a provision for certification that rent or a pro
rata share of household expenses has been paid (in which case there would
be no reduction). If all individuals sharing households were to be so certified,
the cost of Federal cash benefits could Increase $1.36 billion over H.R. 9030 or
$1.29 billion over the net increase shown above. However, it Is highly unlikely
that all, persons sharing households would successfully certify that they were
paying a pro rata share of expenses.
Unfortunately, the only program with such a provision, SSI, does not
keep data on the number of recipients who successfully certify separate
economic status. Our computer simulations indicate that 15% of SS1 eligibles
live in the household of another, thus supplying an upper bound to the onethird benefit reductions in SSI. 551 program experience, however, is that 10%
of recipients have a one-third reduction made in their benefit. This suggests
that the maximum impact of the certification of separate economic status In
SSI is to reduce the savings of the % reduction by 33 percent. This would
indicate a maximum cost of adding this provision to H.R. 9030 of 3x 1.3B =
$430M. The other 5%, however, is a combination of successful certification
and a variety of other explanations such as non-participation. Our judgment Is
that this provision would increase Federal cash benefits by $150M-$250M.
LIMIT OF FAMILY SIZE

Subcommittee Provision.-No limit on family size for the purpose of determining basic benefit levels (benefits at zero income). [Welfare Reform Subcommittee "Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977 item II. 2.(c)]
H.R. 9030 Provlion.-Limit of seven persons in determining a family's basic
benefit level. (See. 2105 (c) (2)).
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(Dollar amounts Inminions]
Federal cost

Stats cost

Cost chnge:
Basic l benefits ------------------------------------------------------------+$260
$30
Stat supplem ents ----------------------------------------------------------------------30
Total -------------------------------------------------------------------

+260

Units
Caseload change ----------------------------------------------------------------

+40, 0

60

Peoplet
+400,000

Ex'planation.-About 220,000 families receiving HR. 9000 benefits receive less as
a result of the limit on family size than they would if there was no such limit. In
addition about 40,000 units are made ineligible. Since the average size of these
affected units is Just under nine, the benefit loss is about $1,000 unit. Thus the
total cost of removing the limit is about 200,000 unitsX$100 per nit=$260
million.
Reducing the benefit level above the seventh person to $300 per year would cut
the additional costs of this change in half-I.e., to approximately $130 million.
3AvuAY 19, 1978.
CHILD AND STUDENT EARNINGS

Subcommittee prov/s/ono.-Within a family unit, exclude earned income of
children under the age of 14 and earnings of students between 14 and 18, and
earnings actually applied to the cost of education for full or part-time students between 18 and 25 years of age. [Welfare Reform Subcommittee "Summary
of decisions as of Deember 16, 1977" item VII 2.]
H.R. 9030 provtsion.-Include all earned income of a family unit in the determination benefits. (Sec. 2106).
(Dollar amounts in million]
Federal cost

State Cos

Cost change:
Federal benefits ......
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..---------------------------------------------$210
$30
State supplements -----------------------------------------------------20
20

Total -------------------------------------------------------------------

2X

50

Caseload Ohange.--300 thousand people.
Explonation.-Because of limitations in the available data, these cost and caseload estimates are based on the assumption that all individuals between the ages
of 14 and 18 are students and all individuals between the ages 18 and 25 are not
students. Under these assumptions, earnings of some individuals, 14-18, who are
employed full-time will be disregarded. On the other hand, no account is taken
of earnings of students, 18-25 years old. We believe that the over- and underestimates may about balance. Since the student's earnings in the 18-25 age bracket
are limited by actual education expenses, we think $230 million is more likely to
be an overestimate of the additional costs of this provision.
LIXKE

INCOME DEDUCTION 1W AGED, BLIND, A"ID DISABLED

Subcommittee Provtsion.-Allow an earned Income deduction for the aged, and
disabled excluding the first $5 and 50 percent of remaining monthly earnings
from earned income. [Welfare Reform Subcommittee "Summary of Decisions as
of December 16, 1977" item VILI.(a) ]
H.R 9030 Provieuors.-Exclude 50 percent of all earned income in the determination of benefits, to an eligible household (Sec. 2106)
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(Dollar mouants In miltlons)
Federal cost
Cost change:
Basic benefits -----------------------------.-----------------------------State supplements ---------------------------------------------------------Total --------------------------------------------------------------------

5160

+10

+170

Stbl cost
+5io
<10
+10

Caseload change.-150,000.
Explanation.-An earnings exclusion of $65 per month for the aged, blind,
and disabled ($780 per year) has the effect of increasing benefits to the
recipient, and consequently costs, by about $400 per year. This is because the
earnings that would be totally disregarded under the H.R. 9030. That is,
H.R. 9030 "taxed" earnings by 50 cents of each dollar. Estimates indicate that
approximately 400,000 aged, blind, and disabled persons who have earnings would
receive the $65 earnings exclusion. The total increase in Federal cash benefit
costs, then, is 400,000 X 400 = $160 million. The 150,000 increase in caseload
indicates that 250,000 of those affected by this provision would already have
been receiving some benefits under HR. 9030 before this provision. Additionally,
there will be a modest increase in State supplementation.
ACCOUNTABLE PERIOD
Subcommittee provsion.-Eligibility and benefit computation would be based
on a unit's income, resources, status, and size at the end of each calendar
month, using only the income received in that month. Hence, the accountable
period In the cash benefit program would be one month in length. The Subcommittee did decide to retain the H.R. 9030 proposal to shift to monthly
retrospective reporting and adjustment (also known as prior month budgeting).
[Welfare Reform Subcommittee "Summary of Decisions as of December 16,
1977," item V 1.]
H.R. 9030 provlaion.-Eligibility and benefit computation would be based on
a unit's income, resources, status and size at the end of each calendar month,
using not only the income received in that month but also income in excess of
the monthly eligibility ceiling (or "breakeven") received in the previous five
months (Section 2108). This is often termed a six-month accountable period
which incorporates a five-month "carry-forward," along with monthly retrospective reporting and adjustment.
Cost change.-Total increase in Federal costs: $1.31 billion. Total increase
in state costs: $.21 billion.
Caseload Change (annual number of participants).-Federal only: 8.22
million units (26 percent increase). Federal and State Supplements: 3.34
million units (25 percent increase).
Distribution of changes.-Since the six-month retrospective accounting system
proposed In H.R. 9030 only affects applicants with previous monthly incomes
above the eligibility ceiling, most of the increase in costs and caseloads occurs
in families with annual incomes above $8400 (family of four).
About 90% of the change in costs is in families with a member expected to
work and singles and childless couples who are not aged of disabled. For
example, the number of two-parent families eligible for benefits increases by
126% while the number of single-parent families increases by only 5%.
Qualiflcatona.-Possible biases are:
The model used for these estimates does not take account of changes in
work effort induced by the program. The work effort response will be greater
under a one-month accounting period, both because benefits are higher and
because families can qualify for benefits if they reduce their earnings for short
periods. Thus, this bias results in underestimates of costs and caseloads under a
one-month accounting period. We hope to correct for this bias by incorporating
the accounting period simulation capability into our basic cost estimating model.
The data base does not include a representative sample of aged, blind and
disabled individuals, couples, or units with children headed by such individuals.
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We believe, however, that the effect-of shortening the accountable period on
that portion of the caseload would be minimal, on the order of that which we
observe for single-parent families. On the other hand, we believe that the income volatility of the other group not represented in the data base--single
Individuals and childless couples, none of whom are aged blind and disabled
(ABD) -Is at least as great as that we observe for two-parent families with
children. To make our aggregate adjustments for the accountable period, We
have used the single-parent factors for the iged, blind and disabled caseload,
and used the two-parent factor for non-ABD singles and childless couples.
The sample is not representative of rural areas and smaller urban areas. It
is generally believed that Income is more volatile in these areas than in
SMSA's. This bias thus understates costs and caseloads under a one-month
period.
The accountable period simulation was done on a model that does not take
into account the jobs program. The presence of that program could lead to more
Income stability in some cases, and less in others. Until more work is done
on this issue, we are uncertain about the overall bias because of this factor.
We are now attempting to incorporate an accountable period simulation
capability into our basic cost estimating model, which, of course, contains a
job component.
Methodology for estimating partfcipation.-The data base- consists of 1,987
families in the years 1973 and 1974 enrolled in the Seattle-Denver Income
Maintenance Experiment. Both controls and experimental families are included. The data was then projected to national totals for families with children in 1974 in large urban areas.
The estimates presented here have been adjusted for nonparticipation of
some eligibles, using a set of assumed participation rates that vary with income,
size of monthly benefit, number of months eligible, and family type. We assumed
higher participation rates for single-parent families, low-income families,
families receiving larger benefits, and families receiving benefits for longer
periods of time. The attached tables show the participation rates that were
assumed for various combinations of these characteristics; the full set of
participation rates Is available on request.
The resulting overall participation rate for all eligible single-parent families
is 90 percent under the one-month accountable period and 92 percent under
the six-month accountable period. For two-parent families, the participation
rate is 55 percent under the one-month accountable period and 75 percent
under the six-month accountable period. Participation rates are lower under
the shorter accountable period, because many of the families made eligible by
the change have high incomes and are eligible for only small benefits or for
only a few months out of the year.
Among those families added to the eligible population by moving from a six
to a one month accountable period, the participation rate is 39 percent for
two-parent families and 53 percent for single-parent families.
It is, of course, very difficult to predict participation rates for a new program, especially for families who may be eligible for benefits in only a few
months out of the year. We believe, however, that the participation rates
assumed here seem reasonable, and conservative. Certainly, in the long run,
as individuals and institutions adjust to the availability of cash transfers for
short periods of income loss, it is quite likely that even high-income families
will participate at higher rates than those assumed here.
ILLUSTRATIVE PART ICIPATION RATES
TABLE L.-HUSBAND-WIFE FAMILIES: ANNUAL INCOME EQUALS 0.5 to 1.5 POVERTY LINE

6

Months eligible
9

. 69

0 71

0.73

".......
.77
81
"
- --------..85
-..............
2-- toF7$.--2to
"....
--...-.-.-..

.80
.94
.

.82
.86
.90

Monthly benefit

3

$50 to $75 ........ .................................

StOo to $125---------------15sb S175 .......... ........

------------. 73

.75

.78

12

0.75
.80

.84
.18
.93
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TABLE 2.--USBAND-WIFE FAMILIES: ANNUAL INCOME >1.5 POVERTY LINE

Monthly benefit

3

$IM'to $15 .. .....
to 15
..............................

150 to

2

0.38
. .41

...............
..........................

5to.

0.5

.43

.57

.47

.62

.45

$0Sto75. .......................
.

Months eligible
6

9

12

0.63
.67

0.75
.80

.74

.88

.70

.60

.78

.84

.93
.4

TABLE 3.-SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES: ANNUAL INCOME EQUALS 0.5 to 1.5 POVERTY LINE
Months eligible

Money benA
50to $75 ..........................................
100 to 1125 ........... ............................
$150 to $175 ........................................
$200 to $225 ......................................

S5o to $275 .......................................

.

3

6

9

21

0.81
83
.86
.88

0.83
.86
.88
.90

0.86
.88
.91
.93

0.88
.91
.93
;i

.90

.95

.93

.98

TABLE 4.-SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES: ANNUAL INCOME >1.5 POVERTY LINE

Monthy bnefit

3

50 to 5.............................
1 tl
....................................
17.................................
Zoto
. ................................
to 75..................................
...

0.30
.31
. 32
. 33
.34

Months eligible
6

0.50
.51.
.52
.54
.55

9

0.6
.71
.73
.75
.77

12

0.88
.91
.93
.96
.98

ASSETS TEST

SuboOmmittee prot'sion.-Disqualify for cash assistance single member filing
units wthi asets above $1500 and larger filing units with assets above $2250.
Eliminate Imputation to the filing units income of a percentage of non-excluded,
non.business assets. [Subcommittee for Welfare Reform "Summary of Decisions
as of December 16,1977" Item VII 5]
H.R. 9030 'provt'eon.-Disqualify for cash assistance individuals or families
with non-business assets above $6000 and Impute annually to the filing units
income 15 percent of the value of non-excluded, non-business assets over $500.
(Sec. 2109)
A4

IDoIIor amounts in millions|
Federal costs
total )

Costhae:

Lower assets test .......................................................
Etimlaot imputation ...... ;.............................................

-$761
+206

Total chanp .............................................................
Adjusted for patlpetion I...................................................

-555
-450

aINo change I. perticiption ras.

State costs
total )
-258

+30

-228
-183
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Caeelomi Mhne.2.8 million persons.
Adjusted for change in participation rates.1.8 million persons.
Eapla"atioo.-Lmiting the assets test to $1500 for singles and $2250 for
larger filing units and maintaining the imputation provision in H.R. 90M0
would decrease Federal costs by $761 million and State costs by $258 million,
assuming no change in participation rates. Elimination of the MR. 9030
provision to impute a percentage of nonexcluded, non-business assets to a filing
unit's income would, in turn, increase Federal benefits and State supplements
by a total of $236 million. The net decrease in Federal and State benefits under
this Subcommittee provision is $783 million. Adjusted for participation, however, It is estimated that the total decrease in benefits would be approximately
$633 million (of which $450 million represents the Federal share) because the
participation rates of those made ineligible would be lower than average.
Estimates also show that this provision would decrease the number of persons
eligible for cash assistance by 2.3 million. Those persons affected by this
provision, however, generally have higher income and would receive lower
benefits under H.R. 9030; as a result this group has lower program participation
rates. Therefore, the estimated impact of the Subcommittee provision on
estimated program participants would be to decrease the number of approximately 1.8 million persons.
BENEFITS TO THE DISABLED

Subcommittee provistow.-Add a provision modifying the SS[ substantial
gainful activity test to provide eligibility for disabled individuals until earnings
reach $480 per month, the annual equivalent of the eligibility ceiling including
the $65 earned income exclusion voted by the Subcommittee [Welfare Reform
Subcommittee "Decision Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977" Item

XII].

H.R. 9030 prov/afon.-Provide benefits to disabled Individuals based on substantial gainful activity level specified in SSI regulations (currently $200 per
month) (Sec. 2111).
Cost change.-+ $45 Million Federal Costs. Negligible State Costs.
Caseload change.-+ 75,000 people.
Explanaton.-Under Title XVI of the Social Security Act, the definition of
disability requires that an individual have an impairment so severe that he is
unable to engage in substantial gainful activity. Under current SSI regulations, earnings from work greater than $200 per month ordinarily demonstrate
an individual's ability to engage in substantial gainful activity.
The earnings guides for determining substantial gainful activity are modified
periodically in order to take account of changes in general earnings levels. The
last change occurred in 1974. The proposed level for 1976 which is soon to
be final Is $230 per month. It is estimated that in 1978, earnings greater than
$260 per month ($3120 annually) will demonstrate an individual's ability to
engage in substantial gainful activity.
The Welfare Reform Subcommittee voted to add a provision to H.R. 930
regarding benefits to disabled recipients. The provision would modify the
substantial gainful activity test in H.R. 9030 to provide eligibility for disabled
individuals until earnings reach the level otherwise allowed under the basic
benefit schedule (i.e., the annual equivalent of the eligibility ceiling including
the $85 earned income exclusion). Disabled individuals, then, could maintain
eligibility until monthly earnings reach $480 (annually $5,780), rather than
$200 under the present 81 regulation or the estimated $260 in 1978.
The cost of increasing the substantial gainful activity dollar cutoff in the
Program for Better Jobs and Income to $480 per month would be approximately
$45 million in 1978. This is the result of paying benefits to 100.000 people with
impairment or work limitations who are earning between $3,120 per year (our
estimate of the likely 1978 SGA level) and $5,780 per year (the 1978 SGA
level under the proposal). Of these, approximately 75,000 would be net additions
to the welfare caseload, and 25,000 would receive higher benefits.
STATE

UI'PLEMENTS

Subcommittee provtuion.-Benefit Reduction Rates: Permit States to Impose
a benefit reduction rate between 50 and 70 percent on any expected-to-work or
not-expected-to-work household under a matching supplement program.
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Benefit Level Eligible for Subsidy: Increased State supplement benefit levels
that the Federal government will subsidize.
Up to present AFDC plus Food Stamp benefit levels or the poverty line,
whichever is higher, for expected-to-work and not-expected-to-work families
with children.
Up to present SSI plus Food Stamp benefit levels, or the poverty level,
whichever is higher for aged, blind, and disabled persons.
Up to present GA plus Food Stamp benefit levels, or up to the amount equal
to the same percentage increase Over basic Federal benefits that is provided
to families with children, whichever is higher, to single persons and childless
couples.
Income eligibility ceilings.-These changes imply that the Federal government will subsidize supplements in a few States to singles and childless couples,
to families with children, and to aged, blind, and disabled persons whose
countable income exceeds 108 percent of the Federal breakeven (the Pc'- c at
which the unit is no longer eligible for benefits).
(Subcommittee on Welfare Reform "Summary of Decisions as of December
16, 1977" Item IV. 2).
H.R. 9030 provsibon.-Benefit Reduction Rates: Limit the maximum benefit
reduction rate for expected-to-work households to 52 percent.
Benefit levels eligible for subsidy:
Constrain Federal subsidies for State supplements for expected-to-work
families with children to a four-person benefit level of $4717. Limit Federally
subsidized supplements for not-expected-to-work households at the poverty
line.
Federal subsidies are provided up to 1.512 X Federal benefit for the aged,
blind, and disabled.
Federal subsidies are limited to supplements bringing the total payments to
paying $1236 to single individuals and $2471 to childless couples.
Income Eligibility Ceilings: Limit Federal costsharing of supplements to
households whose countable income is less than 108 percent of the Federal
breakeven.
Cost changes:
Federal cash costs and fisca relief under administration's and subcommit'8 State
supplement rules

Assumption 9

Assumption I
talts UIU* beweMU
klees to those subsiized by Federta
Government

14, 646

States aiwaV, choose high benefll option
Federal cost cost ----------- 15, 157

Basic benefits ----------- 12, 851
Matching supps ---------- 1, 382
413
Hold harmless ------------

Basic benefits ---------- 13, 084
Matching supps --------- 1, 473
Hold harmless- ------- 600

Federal cash cost ------------

H.R. 9030
2, 442
11,746 Fiscal relief ................
Fiscal relief._
State cash cost:
State cash cost:
State share of basic
State share of basic
benefits ---------- 1,243
benefits ----------- 1,228
7,192
Matching supps2, 495
Matching supps
533
SSI grandfather----570
SSI grandfatlter ------1, 051
AFDC grandfather.
AFDC grandfather -1, 355
Wage supps--------- -331
327
wage supps -------16,152

Federal cash cost-----------16, 152

Basic benefits ----------- 13, 180
Matching supps ---------- 1,934
Hold harmless------------1, 038
Su footnotes at end of tnble.

Basic benefits ---------- 13, 180
Matching supps- -------- 1,934
Hold harmless---------- 1,038

Federal cash cost------------
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Subcommittee Revision
State limit bneftt levels to those subs8iied
States always ohoose high benefit option
by Federal Governmet
1, 108
,108 Fiscal relief--------------Fiscal relief -----------------State cash cost:
State cash cost:
State share of basic
State share of basic
1,253
benefits ---------1,253
benefits ----------Matching supps-...3, 960
Matching supps ------ 3, 960
540
SSI grandfather
540
SSI grandfather -----1, 161
AFDC grandfather-AFDC grandfather -- 1,161
323
323
Wage supps --------Wage supps-- -_.-_--Assumes reform proposal in effect in 1975, figures in millions of 1975 dollars,
based on HEW micro-simulation.
I Change in fiscal relief estimate: The estimate for fiscal relief shown in the table ($1746M) differs from
the previous estimates (058M) because of changes in estimating procedures made after consultation with
state and local government representatives. The most important changes are the addition of supplements
to singles and childless couple up to federal subsidy limits, and changes to 50% our estimate of the overlap
between grandfather supplement estimates and emergency needs expenditures.

ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING ANALYSIS

Any analysis of alternative Federal policies toward state suppler.'ents requires that assumptions about states behavior-benefit levels and benefit reduction rates States select under different Federal subsidy policies--be clearly
delineated. The attached tables show the impact of Administration and subcommittee changes under two distinct assumptions about how states will respond
to Federal policy on supplementation of benefits.
The first option we considered is that states will set basic benefits at the
maximum level subsided by the Federal government or at current AFDC, 981
or GA, plus Food Stamp levels, whichever is lower. Under this assumption,
moderate and high payment states respond to Federal subsidy rules by setting
benefit levels at the level of AFDC plus Food Stamps for all expected to work
units only if the Federal government subsidizes the added costs.
The second assumption is that States choose to provide AFDC plus food
stamp benefit levels to all expected to work families regardless of Federal
supplement rules. Under this assumption, States would extend AFDC-UF
plus food stamp benefit levels to all working two-parent families. It is assumed
throughout the analysis that States choose the highest benefit reduction rates
possible in order to phase-out their supplements as rapidly as possible. Expected-to-work benefit reduction rates would be 52 percent under HR. 9030, but
70 percent under the subcommittee changes.
BENEFIT STRUCTURE WHEN STATES LIMIT SUPPLEMENTS TO LEVEL Or FEDERAL

sUBsIDY (AssuMrTioN 1)

Under this assumption and the subsidy rules of H.R. 9030, States would
choose basic benefit levels equal to AFDC (or 8S1, or GR) plus food stamps
or the maximum level subsidized by the Federal government, whichever is
lower. For not-expected-to-work family units, this would mean basic benefit
levels at or near current benefit levels. For expected-to-work units, benefit levels
would equal or exceed current benefits for many recipients, although basic
benefits would be less than current levels in some states for one-parent families
whose youngest child is between 14 and 18, for AFDC-UF recipients, for singles
and childless couples, and for some two-parent families under GA programs.
However, total income available to--including income from public service jobs-to all expected to work families with children would far exceed basic benefit
levels.
Under the subcommittee's subsidy rules and this assumption, States would
respond by providing higher supplements, with the highest increases going to
expected to work family units. Basic benefits for expected-to-work family units
would rise to between $5900 and $6400 in certain States. Not expected-to-work

units wc:sld not be substantially affected by this change.
COsT CHANCE (AauMMmof 1)

The figures in the left hand column of the attached table permit a comparison of Federal costs and State fiscal relief under H.R. 9030 and the sub-
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committee rules on State supplementation. The shift to the Subcommittee
rules would add $1.5 billion to Federal cash costs. Federal costs for the
basic benefit would rise by $229 million, due to reductions in earnings caused
by high benefit reduction rates. The Federal cost of sharing in higher supplements would be $552 million.
Federal hold harmless costs would increase substantially (from $418 million
to $1.04 billion). A further increase in Federal costs would come about because
of the impact of the higher benefit reduction rates on the jobs program. High
benefit reduction rates would slow the outflow from PSE Jobs to private sector
Jobs because the net return from increased wages is low. This effect would tend
eventually to Increase the demand for full-year slots. The rate at which it
would do so is uncertain and requires further analysis. However, preliminary
study suggests that after all the effects of the higher benefit reduction rate
on the size of the jobs program have occurred, the increase In job slots
required could total 200,000 to 250,000. The Federal cost of such an increase
in the size of the program would be between $1.4 and $1.8 billion.
The effect of the Subcommittee's changes on States, under this assumption,
would be to decrease fiscal relief by. $38 million. The major element in the
increased State costs is the rise in State supplement expenditures.
STATES ALWAYS CHOOSE THE HIGH BENEFITS OPTION (ASSUMPTION

2)

In this case, the States' basic benefit levels would be the same for all groups
under H.R. 9030 or under the Subcommittee's supplementation rules. All expected-to-work units would become eligible for basic benefits at the AFDC
plus food stamp levels in all States. The main difference in benefit structure
between the two sets of supplementation rules is that H.R. 9030 would limit
benefit reduction rates to 52% for expected-to-work units while the subcommittee version would permit 70% benefit reduction rates for-all units. The numbers below show the shift to the Subcommittee rules, given the assumption
that States use the maximum allowable benefit reduction rate.

COST CHANGE (ASsuMPTIoN

2)

The figures in the right column of the attached table are the cost estimates
for the H.R. 9030 and Subcommittee rules. State costs are lower (and fiscal
relief) higher under the Subcommittee's rules for two reasons. One is that the
Subcommittee provides Federal subsidy of supplements up to levels higher than
those mandated in f.R. 9030. The second is that the Subcommittee would
permit States to raise benefit reduction rates from 52 percent to 70 percent.
At a constant basic benefit level, the higher benefit reduction rates lower payments over the most of the income range and reduce the number of recipients.
The total increase in fiscal relief would be $3.6 billion. Federal costs would
rise by about $1 billion as a result of the shift to the subcommittee supplementation rules. Increases in the cost of sharing in State supplements would be
$461 million increases in hold harmless costs would be $438 million and increase
in cost associated with the higher demand for job slots would be about $1.4 to
$1.8 billion.
Income EligibiUty CTeilings
The implication of the Subcommittee's rules permitting Federal cost-sharing
up to current benefit levels and in supplement programs with benefit reduction
rates up to 70 percent is, however, that the Federal government will subsidize
supplements in a few States to single persons and childless couples whose
countable income exceeds 106 percent of the Federal breakeven, This is true
because the proposed Federal basic benefits for these groups are substantially
lower than current GR levels In these States. In addition, in several States
that currently pay relatively high AFDC and 081 benefits, the Subcommittee's
changes mean that the Federal government will subsidize supplements to
families with children and to aged, blind and disabled persons whose countable
income exceeds 108 percent of the Federal breakeven. i
oANDFATHUmZ

O EEMRAL A85STANE UOEnNTS

subcommittee provio".-Hold States harmless for the costs of "grandfathering" General Asistance as well as AFDO and 881 recipients. [Subcom.
mittee on Welfare Reform "Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977"
Item VIII 2(b) ].

4
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H.R. 9030 provision.-Hold States harmless for the costs of "grandfathering"
AFDC and 551 recipients but not GA recipients. (Sec. 2127).
ffollar amounts In millions
Federal h
harmless
Cost change: Additional costs for GA grandfathering (assuming all existing GArecipients
are grandfathered) ............................................................

1

Nat cost to

300.5

'The estimates are in 1975 dollars. If inflated to 1978, Federal hold harmless costs would be $109,400,000 and the cost
to the States would be $353,100,000.

Explanation.-HEW estimates have assumed that States would not grandfather existing GA recipients. Under that assumption, the Committee change
would not alter State or Federal costs. If all States were to grandfather all
existing GA recipients, the.pst would be $393.6 million which would be divided
into $93.1 million of additional Federal hold harmless costs and $300.5 million of
additional costs to the States. This distribution of the total cost ($393.6 M) reflects the fact that some of the expenditures on GA grandfather supplements
would not be offset by increased hold harmless payments because some states
would still have post-reform expenditures less than 00% of pre-reform expenditures. There would be no caseload effect in the basic Federal program.
These estimates Include no adjustment for Labor supply effects. If GA recipients
respond to the higher benefit levels and higher benefit reduction rates by cutting
back work hours, the costs would rise.
PERMANENT HOLD HARMLESS

Subcommittee provision.-Make the hold harmless provision permanent so
that States will be guaranteed that they will not have to spend more on welfare
e-xpenditures In the sixth year after implementation and all subsequent years
than they spend in the base year. The Subcommittee provision would guarantee
States 10 percent fiscal relief in the first two years of the new program, 5 percent
fiscal relief for the next three years, and no fiscal relief thereafter, but a guarantee
that State costs would not Increase over the base year.
H.R. 9030 provision.-fold harmless protection phased out over five years as
in the Subcommittee version, but ceased entirely after five years.
[Dollar amounts In millions
Federal costs
hold
harmless
Cost change: Annual Impact (beginning In 6th yr of new program) of making bold
harmless permanent ...........................................................

136.7

Savings
thf Slateto
$67

1The estmates are in1975 dollars. If Inflated to 1978, additional Federal costs (orState savings) would bepl3,10k0Q00.

Elplanation.-State post-reform expenditures were projected for six years
using an estimated case closing rate for grandfathered cases. These expendiure
estimates were then used to compute the hold harmless payments authorized by
the Subcommittee provision. The estimates show that eleven States would 'at
payments totaling $36.7 million.
STATE ADMINISTRATIvZ COSTS F0

GAIIDFATESINO

Subcommittee provie0n-Hold States harmless for any reasonable costs attributable to "grandfathering" that are in excess of pre-reform administrative
costs. (Subcommittee on Welfare Reform "Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977" Item VIII 2(b)].
H.R. 9030 provieton.-States are not held harmless for additional administratire costs.
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(Dollar amounts In millions
Federal hold
harmless costs
Cost change: Additional administrative costs for AFOC and SSI grndfathertng ..........

I $8.0

Savings for
the States
1$8.0

I The estimates are In 1975 dollars. If Inflated to 1978, additional Federal costs (or State savings) would be $9,400,000.

Explanation.-Pre-reform State administration cost, not including AFDC administration, is $414 million. This equals the sum of 1975 State expenditures for
Food Stamp administration ($233.0 million). General Assistance
administration
($156.7 million), and SS1 administration ($24.3 million). 1 The costs of AFDC
administration are already included in the base of the second hold harmless (the
guaranteed fiscal relief provision). The cost of administering AFDC and SSI
grandfather programs Is estimated to be $388.3 million (20 percent of the estimated grandfather benefits. Because the pre-reform expenditures for administration exceed the post-refrom grandfathering administrative costs in all but
15 states, we project only a small addition to Federal hold harmless costs of
$8.0 million as a result of this provision. Administration estimates of fiscal relief
have not taken grandfathering administrative costs into account. Doing so would,
on balance, increase our estimates of fiscal relief.
MEDICAID ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS IN HOLD HARMLESS

Subcommittee provision.-Hold States harmless for any additional Medicaid
eligibility determination costs resulting from implementation of the cash assistance program. (Otherwise Subcommittee adopted Section 105 of H.R. 9030.) [Welfare Reform Subcommittee "Summary of Decision as of December 16, 1977" item
VIII.2.b.]
H.R. 9080 position.-Eligibility for Medicaid would be determined- according
to State plan Medicaid standards and definitions for categories, income and
assets, etc., in effect one month prior to implementation of H.R. 9030 and would
differ from the standards and definitions used in the cash assistance program.
States would be reimbursed for Medicaid administrative costs at current matching rates ranging from 50 percent for general administrative costs, up to 90 percent for computer system design and Implementation, and 100 percent for certain
facility inspection activities. However, States would not be held har-mless for
increases in Medicaid administrative costs. (Section 105)
(Dollar amounts In millions]
Federal costs
hold
harmless
Cost change: Additional administrative cost of administering medicaid eligibility:
(I) Ifsec. 105 of H.R. 9030 never becomes effective (superseded by NetiouI= Health
Insurance) ............................................................
(ii) If sec. 105 becomes operative .............................................

Savings
to
States
4

0
$2-$117

0
I $26-117

aThe estimates are In1975 dollars. If Inflated to 1978, the range of Federal costs (or State savings) would be $M0,000,000 to $137,000,000.

/zprantcon.-It is expected that Section 105 will never become operative, since
the present Medicaid program would likely be superseded as part of National
Health Insurance. For thi reason, posble increases In Medicaid eligibility costs
if Section 105 were to become effective were not included in cost estimates and
Impact analyses of the Administration's H.R. 9030. As shown in the above table,
the Committee's extension of hold harmless protection to cover increased Medicaid eligibility costs would have no effect given the assumption that Section 105

does not become effective.

I Food Stamp administration i based on actual expenditures. GA and 881 administration
are estimated to be 15 percent of state expenditures for benefits in each program.
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ADMINISTRATIVE COST IMPLICATIONS: FEDERAL RETENTION OF ADMINISTRATION FOR
THE AGED, BLIND AND DISABLED; STATE OPTION FOR FULL STATE ADMINISTRATION

Subcommittee provision.-Retain the current administrative arrangements
for the aged, blind and disabled. States would be allowed to elect to administer
the program for all other household units (Ref. IX, 1).
H.R. 9030 provfsion.-Administratlve responsibility for intake for the entire
caseload would be consolidated at either the Federal, or if a State so elected,
at the State level.
Cost change (atrncture).-Administrative costs of cash assistance would increase between $200 million and $300 million relative to the model specified in
H.R. 9030.
ERplanation.-Under the subcommittee provision, the Federal government
would retain responsibility for administering the program for the aged, blind,
and disabled caseload. States, in addition to performing the intake function
and determining the factors of eligibility as they could choose to do under H.R.
9030, could elect to make benefit computations and issue payments and notices,
subject to Federal standards and supervision. There are several factors which
contribute to additional cost under the subcommittee provision:
A multiplicity of systems and computer equipment would need to be modified
or purchased.
Duplication of overhead staffs at the Federal, State and local level.
More complex audit and oversight would be needed to provide statistically
valid results and to ensure proper program administration.
More sophisticated and complex referral networks, would need to be established with the Department of Labor, Vocational Rehabilitation agencies and
other services in order to deal with two governmental entities performing the
same function. This is particularly true where the same "family" consists of
two units each of which are under separate administrative arrangements.
The Federal program for the aged, blind and disabled would be made more
complex by the addition of family-related functions -such as child support
enforcement which it does not now handle.
Procedures would be needed to facilitate the transfer of household units and
records back and forth from one administrating entity to the other as their
status changes.
The cost of the subcommittee provision depends on the choices States make
regarding administration. However, the Subcommittee's action requiring continued Federal administration of the program for the aged, blind and disabled
would, in any event, require administrative duplication and thus additional
costs in those States that opt for state administration. Depending on the
current level of systems development within a State, the incremental cost for
implementing the subcommittee provision would range from about 8%-13%'0
more than H.R. 9030, a range of about $200-$300 million.
ADMINISTRATIVE IMPLICATIONS OF SUBCOMMITTEE ACTIONS

Subcommittee provisiots.-Major changes set the accountable period at one
month; eliminated separate filing status for certain 18-25 year olds.
H.R. 9030 provieion&.-Set the accountable period at 6 months; allowed 18-25
year olds to file separately.
Cost change.-Increased workload under the subcommittee provisions- will
result in $180-$220 million increased cost.
Explanation.-The provisions adopted by the Subcommittee have influenced
the costs of administering the system in two ways. A number of provisions
have influenced the requirements that will be placed on the administering
system. Other subcommittee provisions have introduced new ways in which the
administrative system could be organized. These structural choices also influence overall system costs even though they do not alter the client-generated
demands. Other subcommittee provisions affect the complexity of each case.
In terms of the administrative workload alone, i.e., the number of actions
which need to be processed, the provisions adopted by the Subcommittee resulted in an 8-10 percent increase in administrative costs over H.R. 9030. The
key components of this Ins-ease were an approximately 7 percent increase In
the number of periodic reports, and a 26 percent increase in transactions re-

lating to applications, reapplications and reinstatements. Both of these are
attributable to the substantially increased caseload resulting from adoption of
a one-month accountable period.
2&-959--78----0
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In terms of case-by-case complexity, i.e., the time it takes to process a given
action, the subcommittee changes cut both ways and produced no anticipated
net change. The 8-10 percent increase thus Incorporates the effects of all
subcommittee provisions relating to such factors as filing unit definitions, the
treatment of income and assets and other eligibility factors (including the one
month accountable period).
Two other important provisions adopted by the Subcommittee-the full State
administration opti n and the retention of Federal administration for the aged,
blind, or disabled-iffect costs relative to our H.R. 0030 estimates because they
alter structural relationships. In addition, a State's selection from among the
different administrative options open to it for cash assistance will have an
impact of the costs of the administration of the Medicaid program. The following pages examine these issues in more detail.
Suppose, however, that Section 105 becomes effective and that an unchanged
Medicaid program operates side-by-side with a reformed cash assistance program. We then estimate that total Federal and State/local claimed Medicaid
administrative costs could increase between $166 and $784 million annually,
depending on the extent to which States are able to capitalize on the H.R. 9030
eligibility determination process and thereby avoid or minimize the cost of
maintaining a separate Medicaid eligibility determination process. The lower
estimate ($166 million) assumes that all States would choose to operate both
cash and Medicaid eligibility processes and achieve coordination between them.
The higher estimate ($784 million) assumes that in all States the Federal
government would operate the cash assistance eligibility process, and that the
State would operate a separate Medicaid eligibility process, with considerable
duplication of administrative effort. Absent-the Committee's extension of hold
harmless protection to cover increased Medicaid administrative costs, State and
local governments would pay for about half of the total increase: i.e., about
an additional $83 million given the lower estimate and about an additional $392
million given the higher estimate.
If the additional Medicaid administrative costs were the only additional
factor entering into State hold harmless computations (and if Section 105 were
to become effective), the Welfare Reform Subcommittee's provision would cost
the Federal government between $26 and $117 million depending on the degree
of coordination between Medicaid and cash assistance eligibility processes
Estimation procedure.-Since States are reimbursed at the same 60 percent
matching rate for Medicaid and cash assistance administrative costs, States
have not had a financial or management incentive to allocate costs precisely
between these programs at the State level. In some instances, Medicaid
eligibility costs are charged to cash assistance administrative costs, and in
other instances the reverse is true. As a result, State Medicaid eligibility costs
before reform (i.e., "base" of the hold harmless) had to be estimated, and were
assumed to be equal to a percentage of all administrative costs now charged
against the Medicaid program (40 percent for States with SSI Section 1634
agreements and 50 percent for all other States), plus 30 percent of each State'k
AFDC administrative charges. The pre-H.. 9030 Medicaid eligibility cost
estimate is an estimate of the cost of determining eligibility for individuals
receiving Medicaid, but not cash assistance. Because Medicaid eligibility is
automatically conferred on all AFDC recipients, there cut zently is no additional
Medicaid eligibility cost for these recipients.
Post-H.R. 9030 Medicaid eligibility costs were estimated by referencing
current State-by-State AFDC administrative charges. Under the low-cost
administrative model (where States determine both cash assistance and Medicaid eligibility), the incremental cost of determining Medicaid eligibility is
assumed to be: (1) 25 percent of the State's average AFDC administrative cost
for those household units meeting Medicaid categorical requirements and also
requiring on-going income and family composition eligibility checks, and (2)
about 5 percent for those households not requiring such frequent Medicaid
eligibility verification. Under the more duplicative administrative model
(Federal government determines cash eligibility, States determine Medicaid
eligibility), the incremental cost of determining Medicaid eligibility is assumed
to be: (1) 65 percent of the State's average AFDC administrative cost for
those households meeting Medicaid categorical requirements and requiring more
frequent Medicaid eligibility verifications, and (2) about 15 percent 'for other
households
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The total estimated Medicaid administrative cost increase for each State was
computed by adding together the estimated post-H.R. 9080 eligibility cost for
that State and its on-going Medicaid fixed administrative cost (e.g., negotiating
provider arrangements), and subtracting from that amount the State's preH.P. 9030 actual Medicaid administrative cost. Since most Medicaid administrative costs are matched at 50 percent, one-half of the estimated total cost increase
in each State was used in the new hold harmless computation.
TREATMENT OF FOOD STAMP BONUS VALUE BY IN-KIND PROGRAMS

Subcommittee provision. Provide that the amount of the unit's benefits
attributable to the bonus value of food stamps be disregarded for purposes of
other Federal means-tested programs. [Welfare Reform Subcommittee "Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977, item VII .4]
Il.R. 9030 provision. No comparable provision exists.
Cost change.-$315 million (Federal) with 35 percent disregard; $245 million
(Federal) with 27 percent disregard; $225 million (Federal) with 25 percent
disregard. (See explanations)
Caseload change.-None for the Program for Better Jobs and Income.
Explanation. As the Amendment did not specify how the disregard of Food
Stamp benefits was to be handled, an informal working group explored the
matter. A set of different percentage disregards for various demographic
groups was considered but rejected on administrative complexity and other
grounds. Choice of an appropriate single percentage is an open question. Across
the entire population, 35 percent of the post-reform welfare benefits would have
been paid as pre-reform Food Stamp bonus values. The average for just single
parent families and aged, blind, or disabled individuals and couples is roughly
27 percent. (The higher proportion of food stamps in welfare benefits for singles
and childless couples brings the overall average up.) Estimates are presented
here for 35 percent, 27 percent, and (a round number) 25 percent.
HEW program cost estimates include as offsets monies that will not be spent
in other programs after the implementation of Welfare Reform. The percentage disregards reduce the size of the HUD reduction in HUD outlays
(which is an offset to gross outlays) by roughly 63 percent, 49 percent, and
45 percent, respectively. The size of the HUD offset in FY78 is about $500 million.
The offset decrease would be about $315 million, $245 million, or $225 million,
depending on the percentage disregard.
While these exclusions will reduce the savings in other programs (such as
Basic Education Opportunity Grants and Child Nutrition) resulting from
Welfare Reform, these savings have not appeared as offsets in the Administration's cost estimates. Therefore, these reductions will have no effect on estimated program costs.
KITO

Subcommittee provision.-Change the Earned Income Tax Credit provision
to a supplement of 12 percent of earnings up to the H.R. 9080 basic benefit levels
($4200 for a family of four) and reduce it by 6 percent of Adjusted Gross
Earnings in excess of H.R. 9030 benefit levels. Vary by family size. (Subcommittee on Welfare Reform "Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977"

item XIV].

HR. 9SO provioion.-Provide an Earned Income Tax Oredit of 10 percent up

to $4000, 5 percent from $4000 to maximum cash assistance phase-down point
($9100 for a family of four), phasing down at a rate of 10 percent of AGI above
that level. Vary by family size (See. 108).
Polar amounts in billions
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Caseload change.-Not applicable.
ERrplanation.-Current estimates of the cost of the EITC provision In H.R.
9030 indicate a cost of $1.4 billion for units with income below the phase-out
point of cash assistance levels ($9100 for a family of four in a State that supplements) and $3.2 billion on income above that level, or a total of $4.6 billion
(this shows a revision of previous estimates of $1.5 billion below and $3.1
billion above).
Although the Subcommittee voted to tax welfare benefits, we have assumed
that cash assistance would not be included in adjusted income for purposes of the
Earned Income Tax Credit phase-down. The Subcommittee EITC provision, then
would decrease H.R. 9030 EITC costs below the cash assistance phase-out
("breakeven") point by $400 million. An EITC reduction by 6 percent above
the phase-out point of the cash assistance system would decrease tax relief by
$2.3 billion for a total savings of $2.7 billion.
TAXATION OF BENEFITS AND ELIMINATION OF REIMBURSEMENT

Subcommittee provislon.-The Subcommittee agreed to Include cash assistance payments as income subject to Federal taxes. (House Welfare Reform
Subcommittee, "Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977," Item XV.)
H.R. 9030 provision.-IH.R. 9030 does not provide for taxation of benefits.
Section 2104(b) provides that households eligible for benefits In any month
would receive additional reimbursements of 20 cents for each dollar of earnings
above the level at which tax liability begins. These payments would be reduced
in any month by 20 cents for each dollar of earnings above the benefit eligibility
ceiling.
C st change.-Taxation of benefits would produce a net savings comprised of
the items listed below. The amount of additional revenues will depend in part
upon the extent of any "overlap" between the beginning of tax liability and
H.R. 9030 eligibility ceilings. The two estimates presented here very roughly
correspond to the existing tax structure (high overlap) and the Treasury's proposal for 1979 (low overlap).
1olflar amounts in millions]
High overlap
Revenue from taxation ...........................................................
Elimination of reimbursement .....................................................
HEW administrative costs ........................................................
Net savings ..............................................................

$138
30
-25
143

Low ovelap
$79
10
-25
64

Taxation of benefits would also reduce program expenditures through its effect on the structure of the EITC. This is considered in detail in a separate
analysis.
Caseload ohane.-It is reasonable to expect some small decline in program
participation due to the taxation of benefits.
Ignoring this decline, it is estimated that the number of units receiving cash
assistance and falling subject to taxation would be:
willion
High overlap ------------------------------------------Low overlap
---------------------------------------------

1. 724
0.980

Ex'planation.-We are not yet able to incorporate tax parameters effectively
in the micro-simulation model of H.R. 9030. However, It is possible to estimate
the effects of taxation by analyzing the projected income distributions of cash
assistance recipients. These projections are based on data on families from the
Denver Income Maintenance Experiment for the years 1973-74. The income distributions derived from these observations are compared to the tax-exempt
income levels of the existing tax system and the Administration's tax proposal
for 1979. This method allows an approximate estimate of the number of H.R.
9030 rec4piebt units with combined Incomes above the appropriate tax-exempt
levels. The amount of total cash benefits paid to these units provides an esti-
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mate of the benefits subject to taxation. Adjustments are made to account roughly
for income and tax patterns among single persons, childless couples, and ABD's.
An average marginal tax rate of 20% is applied to the total amounts of benefits
paid above tax-exempt levels. Non-reporting is assumed to reduce tax revenues
by 10%. An additional 10% Is subtracted to account for differences between the
definitions of welfare and tax filing units: some units' benefits would be attributed in part to tax-exempt individuals within the larger welfare units.
Taxation of benefits will i-volve new administrative expenses for both HEW
and IRS. A benefit reporting ,ystem similar to the W-2 procedure currently
used for earnings will be necessary. It is estimated that HEW will incur additional expenses of $25 million. IRS expenses are not included.
ADMINISTRATIVE COST IMPLICATIONS: MEDICAID

Amount ol

increase
Post-H.R, 9030 increase in Medicaid administrative costs:
million )
(i) Federal intake and benefit calculation and payment ---------------$784
(ii) State intake and Federal benefit calculation and payment:
(a) State processes monthly reports --------------------------166
(b) Centralized report processing-----------------------------824
(ii1) State intake and benefit calculation and payment ----------------166
Eaxplanation.-In the absence of National Health Insurance or other substantial
changes in Medicaid, tt is necessary to assume that the States would continue to
administer the Medicaid program after welfare reform Is implemented. Tihe impact upon administration and associated costs for Medicaid eligibility determinations depend in large part on the degree of coordination that can be anticipated
between Medicaid and cash assistance eligibility processes. The amount of coordinative effort required varies depending upon which model of cash assistance
administration eventually emerges.
1. The FuU Federal Model.-Under this model the Federal government would
be administering cash assistance. States would maintain a separate Medicaid
eligibility determination system including an intake system for certain clients
for whom additional data will be needed and a separate review of Federal data
against existing AFDO criteria. Under this model a high degree of coordination
would be required between State and Federal systems both at the management
level and in terms of Insuring the appropriate and timely exchange of clientrelated information. -The degree of effort would be similar to that required to
make Medicaid determinations for the present 991 population. Although the
capacity will exist for using the Federal client data system to screen out persons (such as singles and childless couples) who are categorically Ineligible for
Medicaid, most Medicaid eligibility determinations would require the transfer
of the data collected for cash eligibility purposes.
2. The State Intake-Federal Palment Model.-Under this model the State
would collect and verify all the information required for a cash eligibility determination. The Federal government would calculate the benefit and make payment. The State would determine Medicaid eligibility, but this, would be done
by the same administrative system that performed the cash Intake function. The
Medicaid eligibility determination would either be a by-product of the cash Intake function, or would utilize data collected within the same administrative
system.-The ease with which these two functions can be coordinated depends upon
two factors: (1) the degree of risk States are willing to assume In certifying
someone eligible for Medicaid prior to actual receipt of a Federal check, and (2)
the manner in which monthly income and status reports would be processed. If
these reports come In through the State cash Intake system, the data will be readily available to the Medicaid unit. If, on the other hand, they are sent directly to a
regional processing center, additional expense will be incurred in facilitating the
transfer for Medicaid purposes. The range of Medicaid eligibility determination
costs associated-with this model reflect limit-setting assumptions concerning
the minimum or maximum amount of resources required to coordinate functions.
3. The Full State Model (Intake and Pajment).-Under this model the State
would perform all functions associated with cash assistance administration including benefit calculation and check payment. The Federal role would be limited to management and policy direction and oversight functions. The conforming amendments set forth In H.R. 900 would permit the retention of ommon
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intake and eligibility functions and would permit the maximum degree of compatibility between cash and Medicaid eligibility systems, although most of these
advantages are also present under the State Intake-Federal Payment Model.
Moreover, since States would also make cash payments, they would not bear the
additional risk of making Medicaid eligibility determinations prior to actual
Federal payment.
Estimation Prooedures.-Estimates used in this analysis are based on the
same technique outlined in the paper on Medicaid Administrative (Mosts in Hold
Harmless. With respect to the State Intake Model, an Incremental cost per case
was added to cover the additional costs of reprocessing and transfering monthly
report data. If States acted as the primary collection point for monthly reports
and interacted with Medicaid determinations at that time, then there would be
no significant cost difference between the Full State Model and the State Intake
Model.
ADMINISTRATION ESTIMATE--FY 78 NET FEDERAL COST OF SUBCOMMITrE

BILL

Subcommittee provision.-All changes listed on the individual cost and caseload sheets.
H.R. 90S0 provision.-HI.R. 9030 as clarified by Administration letters and
testimony.
Cost Change.Basic Federal Cash
------------------------------------$2. 3B
Matching Supplements
--------------------------------+. 6
EITO (to cash assistance eligibles) -----------------------------.
4
Puerto Rico Cash Asst
----------------------------------Hold Harmless
-----------------------------------------.8
Net Change in Outlays
--------------------------------+$3.2
2
------------------------------------------.
Change in offsets
Change in Net Cost
-------------------------------------+3.4
EITO (to non-cash assistance eligibles) -----------------------2.3
Change in Net Cost (including full cost of EITO) ----------------1. 1
Caseload change.-Net change in units receiving benefits at some time during
the year, +1.9 million.
Explanation.-Same assumptions used as were used for estimating costs of
H.R. 9030 except that States are assumed to supplement up to benefit levels under AFDC, AFDO-UF, SSI, and General Assistance plus the bonus value of
Food Stamps for all groups under the Subcommittee Bill whereas States were
assumed to stop at the limits of Federal subsidization of supplements under H.R.
9030 (except for the aged, blind, and disabled living independently).
States are not assumed to grandfather existing General Assistance recipients. If they were to do so, fiscal relief would be less under both H.R. 9030
and the Subcommittee Bill Federal costs would increase by $320 million because of the hold harmless protection in the Subcommittee Bill.
Section 105 on Medicaid eligibility is not assumed to take effect National
Health Insurance, fully or partially implemented or an intermediate step toward National Health Insurance, is assumed to supersede Section 103. If that
were not the case, Federal costs would be higher under both bills because of
the direct matching of Medicaid administrative costs ($120-440M). In adition, the Subcommittee bill would add an additional $110-$400M to Federal
costs because of the hold harmless protection for Increased Medicaid administrative costs.
The Food Stamp program Is assumed to be terminated. If it were retained,
the benefit costs would be about $200M. We have not estimated the administrative costs of retaining such a program.
This estimation of the Subcommittee revisions, taken together, is slightly
different from the sum of the individual changes because many of the provisions interact. In particular, the more items one includes in the hold harmless
pro-ision, the greater the additional cost of adding another item because a
larger percentage of the States will be in the bold harmless range. For example, the impact of General Assistance grandfather supplements and Medicaid administrative costs on hold harmless payments discussed above are
considerably larger than the individual cost estimates of those items when
added to H.R. 90M0.

APPENDIX B
QUMTIONS SUBMITrED BY MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE TO SECRETARY

MARSHALL

QUESTIONS OF

SENATOR LONG

Question. Mr. Secretary, I am concerned about the willingness and ability of
the CErPA sponsors to deal effectively with the welfare program. A major segment
of these sponsors are the same official-3 who have not over the years distiiguished themselves in serving welfare recipients. It would hardly seem that
they would suddenly turn around and manage the portion of the CETA program dealing with welfare recipients in a fair and even-handed fashion.
Figures published by DOL indicated that only 13.3 percent of total Individuals served were from the AFDC rolls. In Title IV public service employment,
there was only 10.5 per cent. What percentage of welfare recipients had you
planned to have in public service jobs in the first year? Second, how many
public service jobs and what is the minimum, maximum and average salary
you are proposing in the Administration's welfare reform proposal? Why do
you expect welfare recipients who have been working in public service Jobs
at a rate of pay much higher than they ordinarily earn to leave these public
service jobs and go into a non-subsidized employment? The House Special
Subcommittee on Welfare Reform has proposed a salary of $10.500 for some
of these public service jobs. Do you support this position? If the unemployment rate does not reach the estimated level by 1982 but instead increases,
how will you be able to increase the budget necessary for these persons without destroying the concept of a balanced budget that the President espouses?
Answer. Of the 1.4 million Job slots planned for welfare reform it is estimated that 44 percent, or approximately 600,000 would be held by persons currently eligible for the AFDC or AFDC-Unemployed Parent Program. Many
of these would be in the 800,000 part-time Job slots which will be designed for
mothers of school-age children. The remainder of the participants will come
from working poor families to whom the Administration's welfare reform
bill would extend eligibility for Federally supported cash assistance. Over 80
percent of expected participants will have had some work experience within
the preceding year.
The minimum salary will be the Federal or State minimum wage, whichever is higher. In order to maintain some relative balance between benefits
paid to those who do and do not work, States which are supplementing the
basic cash assistance benefit must- also supplement the base wage proportionately. However, a cap is placed on base wage supplements such that the total
wage may not exceed -10 percent of the minimum wage (while cash assistance
supplements may exceed 50 percent of the Federal minimum benefit). In addition, a limited number of team leaders or projects may receive wage supplements (paid for by prime sponsors out of overhead) up to 25 percent above
the base wage. Such team leaders may not constitute more than 15 percent of
Job program participants in an area.
These wage schedules have been carefully restrained so as not to compete
substantially with the regular economy Jobs available to most participants.
Estimates based on Census data indicate that most Job participants with
work experience will have had pre-program wages above the subsidized job
wage; the training component which will be built into most subsidized job
placements should insure that most participants will be able to find better
paying Jobs after a few months participation in the program. WIN program
experience also supports this evaluation. In FY 1977 the average wage received by all WIN placements was $8.10 or 85 percent above the minimum
wage. The average for a female WIN placement was $2.73 or 19 percent
above the minmum wage.
(349)
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The wage adjustment provisions of the bill reported out by the House Special Subcommittee on Welfare Reform allow some additional flexibility in
adjusting wages to differences in participant skill levels within areas and to
differences In the cost of living among areas. The proposal sets limits on the
amount and level of variation allowed, with the maximum level paid to a
limited number of participants in the highest cost area being $10,560 in 1981.
This is roughly equivalent to a salary of $8950 in 1978. While there is merit
in attempting to adjust wages more closely to skill levels and to area cost of
living differences, the Administration is concerned that substantially increasing average wage levels and reducing restrictions on wage scales may lead
to substantially increased program costs, diffusion of benefits to less disadvantaged persons, greater difficulty in monitoring program compliance and
increased disruption to local economies.
If the unemployment rate is higher than that estimated for 1982, it is exp*cted that the demand for the subsidized Job slots will be somewhat higher.
It is estimated that for every one percentage point increase in the unemployment rate, the demand for jobs will increase by 100,000. If the Congress decided to authorize additional expenditures to meet that demand, costs would
rise accordingly. Some of these costs would be offset by savings in unemployment insurance and welfare benefits which would otherwise be paid. However, were unemployment at high levels in 198.9 such additional expenditures
would be appropriate as a countercyclical measure within the constraints of
a full employment balanced budget concept.
Question. This Committee has been greatly pleased with the WIN program since
the enactment of the Talmadge amendments in 1971, The number of recipients

entering non-subsidized employment in the WIN program in 1972 was 00,000.
By 1974, there was a 800 percent increase In the number of -those entering
non-subsidized employment in 1972. In FY 1977, 271,000 entered non-subsidized employment, an increase of 50 percent over the last two years. Also the
welfare grant reductions due to this program in FY 1977 are $440 million, an
increase of almost 300 percent since FY 1974. All of this, Mr. Secretary, has
been accomplished with a budget that has remained constant in the amount
of money but has actually declined in terms of purchasing power. This Comnittee recommended and both the Congress and the -President authorized
$435 million for both FY 1978 and 1979 for the WIN program, over and above
its regular budget. Mr. Secretary, I would like to know from you (1) why

you have not recommended the funding we authorized for the WIN program
wb.n it has such an impressive track record? and (2) why have you recommended that the WIN program be abolished in the welfare reform administration proposal and the effort to place welfare recipients in employment
turned over to CETL
Answer. It is true that the WIN program, as amended in 1971 to emphasize
quick referral and placement, has a good track record. The 1971 amendments
made an almost immediate impact in fiscal 1973. the first year they took effect, when WIN registrants obtained nearly 137,000 Jobs--more than twice
as many as in the previous year. Placements have continued to rise, even
during the recession, and totaled more than 276,000 jobs in fiscal 1977.
We are naturally pleased with these increased placements but are cautious
about expanding WIN as it is now constituted. A major longitudinal study
that is still in process raises some questions about whether the minimal serve
ice approach is as effective as it seems. Comparisons with matched control
group suggests that many registrants, for example, might have found jobs
without assistance from WIN, sometimes at higher wages.

At the same time, although the evidence is not all in, it appears that training and other manpower development programs may be more cost effective
than minimal services in terms of post enrollment results, even though tlhey
are initially more expensive. CETA is the Department's major vehicle for
enlarged investments in that kind of effort and in that connection we, are
working to build stronger linkages between WIN and CETA. The uile of
CETA slots will also be a major feature of the jobs program under welfare
reform.
The welfare reform proposal does not envision that WIN program functions
would be abolished. In fact, in most areas, WIN program functions would
now be expanded to a larger population. Under welfare reform it is expected
that the CETA prime sponsor will contract with the Employment Service to
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perform a variety of intake and Job placement functions including employability assessment, arrangement for supportive services, counseling, testing,
referral to training if appropriate, supervised private sector Job search, referral to OJT or subsidized placements and administrative linkages with the
of
cash -assistance system. The major differences will be: (1) extension
WIN-type services, on an as needed basis to the larger population now served
by the cash assistance and subsidized job programs; (2) better delineation
and integration of Employment Service, WIN and CETA functions.
QUEsTIONS OF SENATOR MOYNIHAN

Question. The President's Message to Congress of August 6 stated that the present welfare system "discourages work." If we are to make that case, it seems to
me essential that we know exactly what the available evidence consists of
and understand the analytic tools used on (and suitable for use on) that evidence. What do "discourage" and "encourage" work really mean? While there
is a clear intuitive basis for thinking that people's desire to-and success in
fiuding-work is directly related to anticipated changes in their net income,
is there a solid research basis for this supposition?
Answer. Economists agree and experimental findings confirm that the effects of income transfer programs all run in the direction of discouraging
work effort. Cash benefits raise incomes and hence make additional work less
essential. At the same time, the benefit reduction rate, the amount by which
benefits are reduced as earnings increase, cuts the worker's hourly take-home
pay and makes additional work less attractive compared to the alternatives
of leisure or work in the home. Both cause work reductions. The only questions are, how much and how do these effects differ for different program
designs and different population groups?
Over the last decade or so numerous studies have been made of the impact
of various transfer programs--including AFDC, Unemployment Insurance,
Social Security and "reform alternatives" on the work effort of various beneficiary groups. In addition the government has spent close to $100 million on
income maintenance experiments designed to measure these effects.
We have reviewed numerous experimental and non-experimental studies of
the impact of AFDC and other transfer programs on work effort and have
prepared a lengthy review of their findings in response to your question.
All these studies confirm what common sense would suggest-people at all
income levels are well aware of the work incentives offered by transfer program structures and they will adjust their behavior accordingly.
Of all the studies, those most pertinent to the current welfare reform are
the income maintenance experiments. The largest and most reliable of these
Is the Seattle-Denver income maintenance experiment whose findings were Incorporated into the model used by HEW to estimate costs and caseloads for
the Administration's reform proposal. These results show that, while income
maintenance programs of reasonable proportions will not cause massive with.
drawals of primary earners from the labor market, they can result in nontrivial reductions in work effort. For example, husbands on the experiment
worked an average of six weeks or 13 percent less per year than comparable
husbands not receiving cash assistance. Their wives worked 20 percent less
than control group wives. Furthermore, reductions of this magnitude can pro.
duce far larger impacts on program costs. For example, a welfare program
with a modest basic benefit set at 75 percent after poverty and a 70 percent
benefit reduction rate can cause such substantial work reductions that only
45 percent of increased welfare expenditures would translate into increases
in disposable income for recipients.
Work incentives are equally important for successful operation of a Job
program. If, as the result of offsetting reduction in cash assistance benefits,
there is little net return to work efforts, participants will view the jobs as a
punishment rather than an opportunity and their efforts are not likely to be
rewarding either for themselves or for their communities. Furthermoe, in the
face of high benefit reduction rates, it will be exceedingly difficult to motivate
individuals to seek and hold private sector work in preference to the subsidized jobs. This is because the worker will reap little net gain from a wage
increase of substantial size. Hence he will be unwilling to take much more
lucrative private sector Jobs particularly if these are less secure, more inconvenient or more arduous than the subsidized jobs. The result may be a huge
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rise in 'subsidized jobs, costs and disruption to local economies. (For example,
we estimate that the Corman Committee changes raising the benefit reduction
rate can increase annual Job program costs by $1.4 - 1.8 billion as the result
of reduced turnover.)
The growth of the American economy, unparalleled in the history of the
world has been based on reliance on the normal financial incentives provided
by a free enterprise system. In countries with other types of economic systems
attempts have been made to replace the profit incentive as a motivator of
work effort by social sanctions, bureaucratic compulsion or even police force.
In virtually every instance it has been necessary to reintroduce the profit Incentive in order to achieve the economic growth desired. Desire and opportunity for gain has been clearly demonstrated throughout history to be the
most effective as well as the most socially attractive method of sustaining and
enhancing productive work effort In a society. No army of bureaucrats can nor
should be relied upon to fulfill this function.
Common sense, theory, and practical experience all coalesce in support of
the notion that work incentives matter. The evidence presented above must
be further weighed in view of the fact that there is not one iota of evidence
rivailablc to the contrarV. Although no single one of the examples cited above
is absolutely conclusive in itself, taken together they provide a powerful and
persuasive case in support of the notion that, if we wish in the long run to
move the poverty population towards financial independence, then we must
build powerful monetary incentives into the structure of our income maintenane systems.
Question. The President's Message to Congress of August 6 stated that the
present welfare system "discourages work." If we are to make-that case, it
seems to me essential that we know exactly what the available evidence consists of and understand the anlytic tools used on (and suitable for use on)
that evidence. What do "discourage" and "encourage" work really mean?
While there is a clear intuitive basis for thinking that people's desire toand success in finding-work is directly related to anticipated changes in
their net income, Is there a solid research basis for this supposition?
Answer. Economists agree and experimental findings confirm that the
effects of income transfer programs all run in the direction of discouraging
work effort. Cash benefits raise incomes and hence make additional work less
essential. At the same time, the benefit reduction rate, the amount by which
benefits are reduced as earnings increase, cuts the worker's hourly take-home
pay and makes additional work less attractive compared to the alternatives
of leisure or work in the home. Both cause work reductions. The only ques-tions are, how much and how do these effects differ for different program
designs and different population groups?
How economic incentives affect work effort is a subject which has attracted
scholarly attention on many levels. In this country, the focus has been on
how such economic magnitdes as wages, taxes, transfer income, and prop(rty income influence the !mount of time people work in the market. Elsewhere, particularly in socialist countries, the question of work incentives relites to productivity on the Job and to movement between Jobs.
What is meant by "encourages or discourages work" and by "Incentives
nId disincentives to work" is a good place to start. Instead of defining these
terms explicitly, economists here have attempted to explain actual work decisions. According to the economic model, non-wage income and net wages are
key determinants of time at work in the market. It is natural to interpret
"incentives" as the net wage and "encouragement" as the combination of the
net wage and of the level of non-wage Income. In this context, any govern.
ment action that reduces the worker's return from an additional hour of work
ix a disincentive. That is, applying a tax rate or benefit reduction rate to
earnings causes the return from work to fall; the higher is the tag or benefit
reduction rate, the greater is the decline in the oork incentive. Encouragement can be viewed as the combined effort of outside income and net wages.
iere, the problem becomes more complex. A higher income tax will lower the
worker's net wage, but also will lower his income. Although the decline In
the re-turn from added earnings discourages work, the decline in the worker's
income encourages work.
In recent years, economists have gone well beyond speculation and have
measured actual changes in work effort due to changes in net wages and nonwage income. The focus has been on the work-reducing effects of such Income
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transfer programs as unemployment insurance, Aid to Families with Dependent Children (OFDC), social security, and the Negative Income Tax (NIT).
All of these programs provide a basic benefit, an amount paid if earnings are
zero. and use a benefit reduction rate, a rate at which the transfer payment
declines as earnings rise. Since the programs raise non-wage incomes and
lower net wages, the direction of the effect on work effort can only be negative. The research questions have been: how much are the reduction? and
how do the size of the reductions depend on the nature of the program?
There is now reliable evidence demonstrating that income transfer programs can induce significant reduction in work effort and in earned income.
Further, it is clear that work reductions increase as the basic benefit increases and as the marginal tax rate Increases.
To begin, we review the findings most relevant to welfare reform. The most
vigorous and reliable tests of how work effort varies with income support
programs are based on the Seattle-Denver income maintenance experiment.
These results have been used by HEW to estimate total program-costs for the
Administration's proposed welfare reform program. Using a sample of over
5,000 families eligible for payment. Then, they made payments to the treatinent group families and collected detailed information each quarter on work
pItterns of both treatment and control group families. While analyses of the
re-sults are not complete, it is already clear that cash assistance payments
induced substantial reductions in hours worked. Perhaps more important, the
result shows that work reductions depend on the nature of the income sup
port program.
Some examples of the work reduction responses appear In Table 1.
TA BLE I.-SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM SEATTLE-DENVER EXPERT
ENCE: PERCENTAGE CHANGE INHOURS OFWORK
ASSOCIATED WITH CASH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Husbands .......................-..............................................
Wives .............................................................-............
Females heads ........................-.........................................

3-yr sample '

5-yr sample I

-8
-19

-13
-20
-17

-16

1Inorder to measure the extent of b~asin the experimental results caused by the limited duration (3 yr) of the cash
assistance payments for most families, a smaller sample of families was enrolled for a 5-yr period.
The resf.lts in the first column come from data of families offered income
maintenance payment for only three years. As a result, they suffer from
"duration bias," i.e., the fact that families may not adjust their work effort
in response to a short-term income guarantee in the same way they would to
a more or less permanent program. A better approximation of the long run
effects of high benefit reduction rate programs- is the effects found among
families offered income maintenance payments for five years. Among this
group, it turned out that the work reduction effects were even larger, espe(.lally for husbands. Those husbands eligible for income support payments for
five years worked 13 percent less than comparable husbands in the control
group.' The average decline in hours worked by husbands amounted to about
220-240 hours per year; the average decline by wives was about 140-160
hours per year.'
Michael Keeley, et al., As Interim Report on tie Work Oflort X/ects and Costs of
a Negative Income To: Uafg Results of the Seattle a%4 Desswer vTnooe Me;wtenaece
Eepe rmnste: A Summary, Stanford Research Institute June 1977 ,p 12.
'In Feneral the various other experiments run by hEW and 6O in New Jersey.
Iowa/North darolina and Gary, Indiana all showed similar effects (in some cases
larger for wives and small for husbands but, typically with a 12-13 percent overall
reduction in family hours of work). However, these experiments suffered from a variety of Internal and external problems-Including duration bias, very small sample
sizes (particularly among experimental families below the breakeven point for cover.
axe) and substantial numbern of control families receiving welfare payments which
were. In some cases higher than the payments received by the experimental families
to which they were compared--so that It Is difficult to generalize from them beyond
conclrding that a modest Income maintenance program (below PovertY line guarantee, benefit reduction rate In the range of 50 percent) will cause about a 10-15 percent
reduction in family hours of work. One experiment, the rural experiment showed.
however that a dramatic decline In reported income (41 percent) can be expected
among tirm operators (and perhaps among others of the self-employed) which could
obviously -exert a strong effect on predicted program costs.
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It is also important to note that none of the experiments measured the
impact of benefit reduction rates in excess of 70 percent and that one would
expect work effort responses to accelerate as tax rates approach 100 percent.
It Is also noteworthy that all of the experiments employed very long (12.
month) accounting periods for computing benefits. Long accounting periods
mitigate the impact of high benefit reduction rates since benefits do not increase rapidly when work effort decreases and, by the same token, do not
-drop sharply when work effort increases.
Table 2 shows the predicted average work effort responses and their impact
on nationwide program costs for a modest income maintenance program
(guarantee equal to 75 percent of the poverty line) with alternative benefit
reduction rates of 50 percent and 70 percent. Note that relatively small percentage reduction in hours worked can produce large Increases in budget
costs. Note also that the percentage effect rises with the benefit reduction rate.
For example, a program with a 70 percent benefit reduction rate and an
income guarantee set at 75 percent of the poverty line would cause such sub-stantlal work reductions that only 45 percent of increased welfare expenditures would translate into a rise in the disposable Income of recipients.
How can such large effects occur? We must first recognize that imposing a
70 percent tax rate lowers a typica. worker's net pay from $4 to $1.20 per
hour. Workers in families, both husbands and wives, may cut their work time
in a variety of ways. They may spend more weeks waiting for a high paying
job, they may choose jobs that demand fewer hours per week, or they may
take unpaid vacations.
REDUCTIONS IN WORK EFFORT UNDER ALTERNATIVE CASH ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
Percentage reduction In
hours worked
50-percent
benefit
reduction
rate
2-parent families ....................................
I-parent families ....................................

10
-

70-percent
benefit
reduction
rate
--

-

1--}

1

Percentage of net program
costs due to reduced work
effort
50-percent
benefit
reduction
rate

70-percent
benefit
reduction
rate

30

55

I These cash assistance programs have a benefit level equal to 75 percent of the poverty line. It Isexpected that all but
11States will have benefit levels equal to or higher than this amount under welfare reform.
Source: Michael Keelel etal. "An Interim Report on the Work Effort Effects and Costs of a Neatirve Income Tax
Using Results of the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments: A Summary," Stanford Research Institute,
June 1977, p.12.

For example, husbands provided cash assistance on a five-year program (ii,
Seattle and Denver) worked an average of six weeks or 13 percent less per
year than comparable husbands not provided cash assistance. Their wives
worked about four weeks or 20 percent less than comparable wives not receiving cash assistance.
What is not generally recognized is that even a r'mall percentage decline
in hours worked by the family can cause large increases in budget costs and
small gains in disposable income. Consider a family with $8,000 In earnings
before the Federal program envisioned in 11.R. 9030 is implemented. If the
program were to induce a 5 percent ($400) decline in earnings, the cash payment would rise from $200 to $400, a 100 percent increase.8 Note further that
the family's net income would remain at $8,000 with earnings down to $7,00
and Federal payments up to $400. A large increase in Federal costs has thus
resulted in no net increase in the family's disposable income.
The existence of the jobs program would alter these effects on work hours
to some extent, but not significantly for most current workers. Since the vast
majority of working cash assistance recipients will be earning a higher wage
8 In this example, it Is assumed that a 50 percent benefit reduction rate te applicahle

to the program. It is important to note that if a $400 decline In earnings oectirrWd
under a program with a 70 percent benefit reduction rate, the Federal payment would
increase by $280 or 140 percent.
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than the PSE job their work effort decisions will not depend on the PSE Job.
For this large group, the experimental results are reliable indicators. Those
wi'%h high unemployment or very low wages would be influenced to work more
1ecause of theJobs program and the waiting period. However, where the full
guarantee (after 8 weeks) yields almost as much income as total income
from the PSE Job plus cash supplements, many unemployed or low wage
worl:ers will be deterred from taking POE jobs.
Studies of existing programs offer additional evidence that financial disincentives to work actually cause work reductions. Several researchers have
produced estimates of AFDC's impact on work effort. A study by Garfinkel
and Orr looked at how state differences in welfare support levels and welfare
tax rates affected the state employment rates of AFDC mothers in 1967.'
Williams made5 a more detailed study using data on individual mothers in
different states. Although the two studies employed very different methodologies and analyzed different samples, the authors reached the same conclusion:
higher welfare support levels and welfare tax rates Influenced mothers to
work less. Williams found that subjecting mothers to a higher tax rate, resulting In a 10 percent lower net wage, would cause them to reduce work
effort by about 10 percent. Levy looked at the 1968 work patterns of a national sample of mothers heading families with children under 18. He found
that these mothers tended to work virtually all year or not work at all This
is the pattern one would expect if mothers were influenced by welfare. Welfare's high tax rates would tend to discourage those who would earn too little
to leave welfare if they worked. Another result from Levy's work is that the
higher the welfare grant relative to full-time potential earnings, the higher
the likeRihood that the mother did not work at all.
While Appel found that improving work incentives In AFDC did increase
both earnings and work effort among AFDC recipients' there does exist evidence that lowering AFDC tax rates may not induce significantly more work
effort. This evidence comes from the program experience between 1969 and
1973, when the maximum AFDC tax rates states could impose were cut from
100 to 67 percent. However, the share of AFDC mothers working in a given
month rose only slightly. While the reason for the lack of a national response
is not fully understood, it does not necessarily refute the conclusion that high
tax rates lower work effort. First, employment of AFDC mothers did rise In
high payment states which fully initiated the new earnings exemptions. Second, some states made changes in policy that raised tax rates and offset
Federal action. In these states, employment rates of AFDC mothers declined.
Third, the effect of AFDC tax rate reductions may have been offset by increases in basic benefit levels and tax rates from other programs, such as
Food Stamps. Fourth, there appears to have been little understanding among
AFDC recipients of the-M-pact of the program change or, instead, of the fact
that It had occurred.
Social Security program experience shows clearly the impact of benefit
reduction rates on the elderly.8 Earnings data for Social Security show a
large clustering of recipients right below the earnings level at which the 50
percent marginal tax on earnings cuts in. There are virtually no recipients
, Irwin Garfinkel and Larry Orr, "Welfare Policy and the Employment Rate of
AFDC MotherR" t7 National Tax Journal, (No. 2). 1974.
* Robert G. *illiams, Public Assistance and Work Effort: The Labor Rupply of LowIncome Female Heads o1 Household, Princeton University 1975.

SFrank Levy "How Big is the American Underclass?" he loome Dyimsfce of the

Poor Project keport, Institute oC Busness and Economic Research, University of
California at Berkele
1977.
7Gary L. Appel, 'Affects of a Financial Incentive on AFDC Employment: Michig u's Experience Between July 1969 and July 1970," Institute for later disciplinary
Studies, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Mare 1972.
8 For estimates of the effect of Social Security on labor supply see William Bowen
and T. A. Finegan, The .oooasto. of Labor Fore Prtiolpot i6 (Princeton University
Press, 1969); Lowetl Gall away fampoioer Economic# (Homewood, Ill.: Richard Irwin,
1071) ; lichael Hoskin, _SocMa Security and the Retirement Decision," Deononi I.u ry (January 1977?; Joseph Quinn, "The Microeconomics of Early Retirement: A
Cross-Sectional View', unpublished report prepared for the Social Security AdminIstraton (1075) ; and Wayne Vroman_ Older Worker N~rrminga and ths Ito$ Booftl
Security Amedadmente, BSA, Research Report No. 39 (1971).
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in the range over which the 50 percent tax rate Is effective. Whenever the
earnings disregard limit is raised, reported earnings rise to the new limit.
Clearly, for most Social Security recipients, a 50 percent benefit reduction
rate Is In Itself a total discouragement for work effort except for those who
can earn considerably higher incomes than are at issue for most transfer
programs.
One would not, however, expect population groups with stronger labor forec
attachment to respond as strongly to transfer induced work disincentives as
the aged and disabled.
Turning to the Unemployment Insurance (UI)
program, we also find evidence that high work disincentives lower work effort. Of course, the intent of
the UI program Is to provide benefits so that workers can search for suitable
employment. But, some unfortunate by-products of the program are that It
weakens the incentive to work part-time and to find a Job quickly. Evidence
indicates these disincentives have an impact. In a study of effects of Wisconsin's UI benefit structure on part-time work, MuntsO showed that recipients
tended to limit their work effort so as to avoid reductions in UI benefits.
Findings of Holen and Horowitz support this conclusion." They found that
States whose UI systems allowed recipients to earn more part-time (relative
to the State's UI benefit) without losing eligibility had higher proportions of
recipients working part-time. Marston examined UI's impact on the duration
of -unemployment and estimated that In 1080, U increased the expected duration of unemployment and estimated that in 1969, UI Increased the expected
duration of unemployment by 16 to 81 percent. Hamermesh reviewed 12
studies of U's Impact on duration and concluded that in low unemployment
periods, a 10 percent increase in the gross wage replacement rate (the ratio
of the weekly benefit amount to ptctax weekly wages) leads to an average
increase In individual insured unemployment of one-half week. Since the low
unemployment periods the average duration of weeks compensation is 11 to 1.3
weeks, a one-half week increase represents about a 4 percent increase in unemployment. Felder estimates that for every $10 increase in UI benefits in
Seattle, unemployment duration increases by 13 days for males and 33 days
for females." Feldstein estimates that In tight labor markets, UI increases
the unemployment rate by up to 1.25 percentage points ;"1 however, Marston
estimates the effect at only an additional 0.2 to 0.3 percentage."
The technical studies of the Income maintenance experiments and of the
AFDC and UI programs provide impressive evidence about the short-run
effects on work resulting from high marginal tax rates and benefits unrelated
to work. The findings clearly show that high disincentives, as embodied In
high marginal tax rates, do cause work reductions. In some cases, these work
reductions are small relative to the size of the program. In other cases, the
work reductions are significant enough to mean that 40 to 80 percent of expenditures simply offset earnings reductions induced by the program and only
the remaining 0 to 40 percent result in higher incomes of recipients.
Raymond Monts, "Partial Benefit Sehedule@ In Unemployment Insurance: Their
Efeet .on Work Incentive." Journal of Human Resource., spring 1970
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and the Extent of Partial Unemployment,' Journal of Human Resources, Summe 1974.
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Although the technical studies are useful for providing ranges on the shortrun impact of work disincentives, only a broad look at history can shed light
on the potential long run consequences of high work disincentives. Unfortunately, we have not been able to review the historical literature on this topic.
However, we.have taken note of Jude Wanniski's interesting article in the
Winter issue of PubHc Interest." Wanniski points out that very high tax
rates are often self-defeating because the potential increased revenue associated with high tax rates is more than offset by the decrease in income against
which the high tates apply. Using examples ranging from the Russian experience with collective farms to the German postwar recovery, Wanniski
notes that extremely high marginal tax rates cut back work effort, lowered
productivity, and shifted economic activity toward a barter system. Alternatively, where the high marginal rates fell or where some sectors faced low
marginal rates, economic activity and Income rose sharply. The German recovery moved forward with economic expansion after Finance Minister Erhard raised the point at which 50 percent tax rates applied from $600 to
$2,200. Russian peasants produce little on collective farms, where marginal
tax rates are effectively 90 percent; but, on private plots (which are not
taxed), the peasants are so productive as to yield 27 percent of Russian agricultural output from less than 1 percent of the agricultural land.
Taken together, the findings from the short-run studies and from historical
experience should convince us that economic incentives matter, that work Is
directly related to anticipated changes in net Income, and that high marginal
tax rates will reduce work hours in the short-run and lower productivity in
the long-run.
Question. Mr. Secretary, you have been extraordinarily informative and
candid in summarizing the evidence on the effect of welfare programs on
work Incentives. But I am rather startled by one item in your prepared responses to the questions in my letter of January 6. You state, "For example,

a program with a 70 percent benefit reduction rate and an income quarantee
set at 75 percent of the poverty line would oause such substantial ivcork reductions that only 45 percent of increased welfare expenditures would trans.
late into a rise in the disposable income of recipients." Since, and I am sure

it is no coincidence, these hypothetical features are approximately the ones
that will characterize the Program for Better Jobs and Income, are you suggesting that more than half of the incremental cost of the Administration's
program will be used to replace Income that otherwise would have been
earned? What sense does that make?
Answer. The findings to which you refer pertain to a program providing
only cash assistance and applying the same benefit level (relative to the poverty line) and same 70 percent benefit reduction rate to all recipients irrespective of family status. This cash program had no accompanying Job component
The Administration's program departs from these features in several imlortant ways. First, the Administration program restricts the benefit reduction rate to about 50 percent for expected-to-work families. Second, PBJI
provides a lower tier benefit feature, which requires that expected to work
families go through an 8-week Job search period before qualifying for a high
income guarantee and which provides a generous disregard of earnings for
those who do work. Third, the PBJI benefit reduction rate in those states not
supplementing Federal benefits will be only 50 percent for not expected to
work family units. Fourth, the Administration proposed extending the earned
income tax credit so that within the range of the cash assistance program.
the credit's payments rise with earnings and thereby raise the return to
uJude Wanaiski, "Taxes, Revenues, and the 9Laffer Curve'," The Publt
Winter 1978.
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work. With these features, PBJI offers far better work incentives than does
the program referred to in the question.
The most important distinction is that the Administration proposal includes
a jobs program, which provides substantial increase in work opportunities
for low income families. The increase In work opportunities is so large that
families raise work hours because of the jobs program by more than they
reduce work hours because of the cash assistance program.
The combined features of the jobs and cash assistance programs prevent
the large work reductions reported above from occurring under PBJI. As a
result, we expect over 75 percent of the net new costs to translate into Income
gains for recipients. Much of the other 25 percent, which Is largely overhead
cost, would be money well spent because it would pay for the increased levels
of public services provided through the jobs component.
It is true that the program could become highly inefflcient in reaching low
income families If its features were modified in an anti-work direction. Raising the benefit levels and benefit reduction rates, cutting back the job opportunities, or altering the earned income tax credit could easily produce a situation in which the new program would have the effects cited in the question.
The share of added budget costs going to low Income families would clearly
be low if we tried to achieve the same total Income guarantee through a cash
assistance program alone instead of through a combined cash-Jobs approach.
Question. According to research done by Lee Rainwater, Martin Rein,
David Lyons, and others, a relatively small proportion of welfare recipients
receive public assistance continuously over a four or five-year period. For example, a study by the Rand Institute of New York City showed that of all
new welfare cases between 1967 and 1972, half received aid for less than a
year and only 5.7 percent stayed on the rolls for more than three years. How
do you account for this turnover? Would it not be reasonable to conclude that
many welfare mothers are finding their own way into the labor force, generally without benefit of special jobs or training? Are there differences among
states in the likelihood that welfare recipients will obtain Jobs?
Answer. It is not true that only a small proportion of AFDC families receive assistance for more than 4 years. The latest published statistics, from
the 1975 AFDC survey, show that about 35 percent of the nation's AFDC
families had beer on the rolls for over 4 years. More than 25 percent had
received assistance for over 9 years. The share of long duration cases Jumped
substantially between 1973 and 1975. In 1973, only about one-third of AFDC
families had received assistance for 3 years or more. By 1975, the share of
such cases had increased to 45 percent. In Table 1, we present the trends in
the duration on the AFDC caseload.
Long duration cases were more common in New York State than In the rest
of the country. In 1975, almost half of New York's AFDC families had received assistance for more than 4 years and 38 percent had received assistance for more than 9 years. The data for all States appear in Table 4 of the
1975 A DC survey. We have attached a copy of this Table.
There are several explanations for the differences between these AFDC
survey data and the Rand data. The Rand numbers relate only to new cases,
not all cases. The Rand data cover the 1967-72 period, while the AFDC data
go up to 1975. As noted above, the large increase in the share of long duration
cases took place after 1973. To some extent, the Increase in the share of long
duration cases is the result of a decline in the rate of growth of the AFDC
caseload. New cases have declined substantially. In addition, the large num.
bers brought on to the rolls in the 1969-71 period represented a much larger
potential pool of long term recipients than was the case In prior periods.
Nevertheless, there still seems to be some Increase in the duration of a typical case. Cases on the rolls 1 to 3 years in 1978 showed a lower probability
of leaving AFDC than similar cases In earlier years.

*
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Although the share of long duration AFDC cases Is high, a elveble share
do receive benefits only for short periods. In 1975, over 20 percent of the nation's AFDC families had received assistance for less than 1 year (although
one cannot infer turnover rates from this statictie alone, as completed duration of these cass Is not known). However, it is not the case that large numbers of welfare mothers work themselves off the rolls. In fact, the most commnon reason for exiting from AFDC Is remarriage or reuniting with a spouse.
Nevertheless, many welfare mothers do find employment on their own. The
fitct that the earnings from employment are insufficient to cause them to
leave AFDC does not mean that their employment has not made them more
self-supporting.
It is not merely the existence of long duration AFDC cases that has Influenced the Administration to propose the Program for Better Jobs and In{.ome. It is the generally poor employment opportunities faced by some principal earners in families with children. The unemployment rate of AFDC
mothers was about 36 percent In 1975. Furthermore, those who did find jobs
often worked for-very low wage rates. Thus, PBJI will offer Jobs to the
unemployed and higher wages and Income to those employed at substandard
ages.
There is wide variation across States In the extent of employment of AFDC
mothers. We have attached Table 33 from the AFDC survey to provide the
most detailed breakdown available. In several States, including Missouri,
M1innesota, Maine. and Indiana, 25-35 percent of AFDC mothers are employed
full-time or part-time. In other States, employment rates are very low. Only
5.4 percent of Ohio's AFDC mothers worked In 1975; the figure for New York
was 11.1 percent. These and others were below the national average of 16.1
percent. We have attached Table 33 from the 1975 AFDC survey, which provides a state-by-state breakdown of employment status of AFDC mothers.
TABLE I.-AFOC FAMILIES BY LENGTH OFTIME RECEIVING AFDCASSISTANCE SINCE MOST
RECENT OPENING: 196175
INumbers In thoutandsl
Up to I yr

to 3 yr

Number

Percent of
Caslo"d

1969-------------------.552
1971 ...................
944
1973 ...................
895

33.3
37.4
29.9

1975...................

948

27.8

Number
494
796
1,A

Source: 1969 1971173,
eW 1975 AFDC Swvoey, U.S. Deatotof He"
are from table I of the pu4cation.

28-353

78 -11

Over 3 yr
Percent of
csload
30.2
31.8
3.6

2.4

Number
584
783
1 02

1,2

Peoct of
caseld

.2

EdMuIJon and WedWL TIb1975 pm0rnj
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TABLE 4--AFC FAMILIES, BY NUMBER OF MONTHS AFDC RECEIVED SINCE IST OPENING FORAFDC
THROUGH THE STUDY MONTH, 1975
Months of AFOC
New regon and Stat

Total

7to12,

13to 18

19 to, 4 25to36
2yr

3yr

37to48,

families

I to 6

U.S. total:
Number .......... 3,419,671
Percentage ------- 100.0

376,889
11.0

342,286
10.0

265,090
7.8

229,626
6.7

398,746
11.7

341,191
10.0

9.8
6.8
10.2
12.8
13.2
12.1
11.4
16.5
9.5
14.3
14.6
9.3
17.4
15.1
9.3
13.0
14.1
15.1
13.4
13.1
11.3
5.8
10.8
10.1
11.7
12.4
9.5
7.1
6.9
18.8
13.2
16.8
8,2
3.8
10.7
14.1
11.9
14.3
18.1

11.0
6.8
9.8
10,7
10.8
10.0
9.6
12.0
10.7
12.6
12.7
10.9
13.4
11.4
9.0
9.6
10.0
12.1
10.8
12.2
9.8
7.2
12.0
10.3
12.1
12.6
8.7
7.4
6.7
11.4
13.0
12.7
8.7
5.8
8.7
10.9
9.7
15.8
10.2

7.2
6.1
7.7
7.8
8.2
8.1
8.9
7.6
8.5
9.0
7.4
8.2
7.6
9.4
7.2
6.2
9.8
8.5
7.2
7.6
7.3
6.0
7.3
6.8
8.4
7.8
9.6
6.4
5.9
7.6
9.3
10.8
6.3
6.8
6.1
7.5
8.2
11.8
6.4

7.5
5.1
5.9
6.3
7.9
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
6.8
6.6
7.0
7.2
5.4
5.7
8.8
6.1
6.6
6.8
7.9
7.3
5.6
7.4
8.1
9.3
7.2
6.6
5.5
5.1
7.2
8.4
7.0
4.9
3.3
3.9
6.4
7.5
10.5
5.6

12.3
10.7
10.6
11.8
12.4
11.6
11.8
12.8
11.7
12.5
9.4
11.8
11.4
11.0
12.5
12.2
11.3
10.9
11.7
12.4
11.5
12.4
12.4
13.7
12.2
14.3
12.0
11.8
10.4
9.9
11.1
11.4
9.5
10.5
14.6
10.2
13.7
13.2
10.5

9.1
10.7
9.6
9.7
10.4
9.6
11.6
8.8
9.0
13.1
9.5
8.8
8.9
8.6
12.0
9.3
12.0
10.4
9.3
8.2
7.7
12.6
8.9
13.4
9.9
8.8
12.9
11.5
10.5
7.5
9.6
8.4
8.6
10,2
14.1
8.6
11.1
8.1
5.9

HEW region:
Region I .............
207,260
Region 11
.---------535,303
Region III...-------- 365,124
Region IV---..------- 524, 728
Region V------------ 739;928
Region VI..........
263,484
Region VII ---------- 146,263
Region VII ---------67091
Regionrx ---------481,003
Region X-----------89,487
State:
Arizona ------------20,790
California..---_.-440,863
Colorado ------------- 33386
Florida -------------. 80,669
Georgia ------------- 1 13,253
Illinois ------------218,949
Indiana ------------50,788
Iowa --------------27,646
Kansas ------------ -21,646
Kentucky ...........
52, 951
Louisiana ............
68,267
Maine --------- _. -- 24,444
Massachusetts-------- 113,093
Michitan ------------ 193,506
Minnesota ...........
44,107
Mississippi ----------- 54,522
Missouri ......------85,507
New Jersey--------131,558
NewYork-...-------- 357,728
North Carolina -------- 61,572
North Dakota --------4,399
Ohio _------------177,966
Pennsylvania .........
181311
Puerto Rico ---------- 45,225
South Carolina ........
43,813
Tennessee ...........
67,392
Texas ................
112,155
Virginia ------------55, 370
West Virginia --------- 21,475

1

1yr

4 yr

-
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SINCE IST OPENING FOR AFOC
TABLE 4.-AFDC FAMILIES, BY NUMBER OFMONTHS AFDC RECEIVED
THROUGH THE STUDY MONTH, 1975--Continued

Total
families

Months of AFDC
to 180, 181to 240,
121
49 to 60, 61to 120,
20 yr
15yr
10yr
5 yr

More than
20 yr

Unknown

173, 393

64, 763

25, 417

198, 470

5.1

1.9

.7

5.8
5.0
6.1
5.4
3.6
6.0
4.5
5.8
9.9
8.2
6.8
3.4
8.5
6.4
3.9
4.0
5.1
5.6
6.1
5.4

U.S. total:
Number .......... 3,419,671
100.0
Percentage .......
HEW region:
207,260
Region I----------Region II------------ 535,303
Region III ----------- 365,124
Reion IV----------- 524,728
Region V----------- 739,928
Region VI---------- 263,484
Region VII ---------- 146,263
67,091
.---------Reiion VI I
Reion IX----------- 481,003
89,487
- Region X-----------State:
20,750
Arizona ------------Ialifmnia ---------- 440863
33,386
Colorado -----------80,669
Florida -------------113,253
Geora -.-----------218,949
Illinois--------Indiana ------------- 50,788
27,646
Iowa --------------21,646
Kansas ------------Kentucky ------------

Louisiana ----------Maine ------------Massachusetts -------Michigan -----------Minnesota -----------Mississippi ----------Missouri ----------Now Jersey ---------Now York ----------North Carolina ........
North Dakota .........
Ohio ---------------Pennsylvania .........
Puerto Rico---------South Carolina-.-----Tennessee ...........
Texas ................
Virginia -----------West Virginia--------I No sample cases.

52,951

68,267
24,444
113,093
193 506
44,107
54,522
85,507
131.558
357,728
61,572
4,399
177,966
181,311
45,225
43,813
67,392
112,155
55 370
21:475

317, 979
9.3

685,821
20.1

9.0
9.3
10.6
9.7
9.7
10.4
8.4
6.3
8.2
5.1

20.5
26.5
21.3
21.0
15.4
19.7
16.3
13.9
20.9
14.9

5.9
8.4
5.7
4.3
3.8
4.0
5.0
2.9
4.7
2.7-

1.8
2.6
2.41.7
1.7
1.8
2.9
1.3
1.2
.6

.9
.8
1.0
.6
.6
1.1
1.2
.8
.3
.7

&2
8.1
6.2
9.6
12.5
11.7
10.4
6.6
9.3

15.5
21.4
15.5
20.3
23.t--15.3
15.0
16.7
18.6

7.6
4.6
3.9
3.8
2.7
4.4
3.7
4.3
4.3

2.9
1.2
1.8
1.2
1.1
3.1
1.6
1.9
2.5

2.2
.2
.4
.2
.1
1.2
.5
.7
.6

8.3
10.4
10.0
9.5
9.1
7.4
8. 5
10.0
8.9
8.1
7.7
8.0
11.8
10.4
9.4
9.1
12.4
7.5
5.0

23.4
27.7
18.1
15.9
16.8
19.2
15.7
25.2
27.0
17.9
14.8
13.9
24.9
26.5
27.8
20.7
19.0
10.7
16.3

6.0
4.4
6.1
2.8
4.4
4.9
5.9
8.0
8.
5.0
3.5
3.7
6.9
8.9
2.7
3.5
1.6
2.1
8.9 -

2.5
3.4
1.3
.6
.9
1.5
3.7
1.5
2.4
2.4
1.7
1.4
3.5
7.8
1.0
2.8
.2
.9
3.6

1.1
.5
.5
.3
.6
.2
1.6

6.8

18.3

6.9

2.5

2.1

(1)

.8
.5
.5
1.4
3.0
(1)

.1
.2
2.7

2.0

3.9
3.8
5.2
8. 5
4.5
3.7
5.4
5.5
6.8
3.4
7.1
5.4
5.4
2.7
1.0
5.3
4.6
5.0
6.8

33.-NAURAL OR ADOPTIVE MOTHER IN HOME BY CURRENT STATUS, 1975

TABL

Not employed

Other status

Employed and usually works
IncapacRated
for
Part time , employment

Needed
in home
full twi as
homemaker

Attending
schoo or
remwng
training

Awaiting
recall
from
layoff

Actively
seeking
work

Not
actively
seeking
work

Unknown

Total
of such
mothers

Full time

3,114,153
Num te-----------------------

324.989

17,895

1.28 353

99. 302

31,108

2 1106

687.217

44. 689

100.0

10.4

5.7

7.3

39.8

3.2

1.0

9.0

22.1

1.4

195, 14
494,393
322.718
455,041
680, 287
238.378
132, 722
60,823
450,947
83,730

&$
&o
10.3
12.4
9.8
7.2
22.5
10.1
11.0
11.9

9.0
3.9
4.2
7.7
4.8
6.9
.3
8.9
5.2

5.3
9.9
9.5
7.3
5.0
7.7
3.3
3.7
9.6
3.7

43.4
46.4
43.0
31.0
43.5
36.6
28.5
36.2
37.4
38.8

2.4
3.3
4.0
3.1
2.7

.5
.9
.8
1.8
1.2
.6
1.5
.3
.5
.7

8.2
4.8
5.7
13. a
8.7
11.3
7.8
6.4
12.0
6.6

21.6
21.0
20.2
22.0
22.3
25.3
23.8
30.8
20.4
26.3

HEW region and State

u.S.

otal

erce t . . . . . . . . . . . .

HEW relo:
RegIo I ----------------------------Reglon ii .........--------------------ROgiOIII-----------------------Re"'"IV------------------------v---------------------------Red"
Nesi" V1 -----------------------V11-----------------------110810o1
Rexo ------------------------Xe-- n-----------------------

x.............::
I

is

4

5.7

22 1492

3.7
3.2
2.8

.9

1.7
2.2
1.0
2,0
.7
1. 1
.7
1.0
1.2

Ar w
gd t

-------------is, 525
----------

------ --------------

4138K5
30%
79
7%,031
064
000
47t,375

24,815

M
.....

----------------....

....

....

....

...

.

Ruhm----------------LDo il
alk
------------------------..
Nor%

----------------------lubsie dmb.
--------....................
-- -- ---- - - i ubw...........................

42,372
61,2M
22,644
167 103
41,669
47, 33
3343194
50,044
4,047
K64337
5, 775

Twe

Ilb smqk OP06

47,=
19,6M

5.4

11.4
9.4
IL3
18.6
10.3
18,8
17.4
14.6
7.4
37
19.4
&9
9.9
14.2
20.6
27.4
11.5
7.4
7.3
&a
2.6
2.3
3
5.7
11.6
5.1
8.9
5.2

.9
5.1
6.2
11.6
&1

9.6

6,9
7.5
7.
7.0
&7
IL2
9.4
5.0
13.2
8,0
7.8
5.4
3,7
6.0
12.1
2.8
3.3
L8
5.1
6.5
6.0
66
2.5

6.G

3.5

9.6
2.8
5.3
6.8
6.7
3.3

6.1
4.6

&5
4.3
5.7
3.0
4.6
7.2
3.0
3.7
11.5
8.9
3.9
4.9
10.3
16.1
12.3

7.3
6.2

5.9
12.2

37.3
37.4

35.8

25.8
35.3
44.0
26.9
2.7
41.2
43.0
37.9
359
41.2
40.5
4&.2
22.5
25.6
30.2
50.3
33.6
29.9
52.4

54.2

64.1
27.4
30.3
37.8
31.2

40.9

2.5
3.1
2.9
3.7
3.0
3.
3. 5
3.8

3.4
4.1
1.9
.5
3.6
1.7
2.9
2.0
2.1
3.0
3.7
2.0
2.9
1.9
3.8
.6
3.9
2.8

4.8
5.8
2.4

.4
.5
.6
1.9

L4

1.1
1.5
1.1
1.0
.8
.6
.4
.7
1.6
.7
2.2
1.9
.9
1.0
2.3

.4

.9
.9
.3
3.1
2.7
.4
1.6
.7

10.8
12.3
5.8
12.1
15.8
11.1
5.2
7.9
10.4
18.3
6.6
8.2
10.0
8.7
10.5
&8

7.4

4.1
21.0
5.1
5.4
6.4
2.8
15.3
8.7
I0.3
6.5
8.2

26.8
19.7
35.2
27.2
10.0
15.8
23.4
32.5
17.1
2. 3
19.2
21.0
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Question. The President's Message also stated that "efforts to find Jobs for
current recipients have floundered." Yet, some have recently suggested that
the WIN program is beginning to have some effects and should be given a
fairer test. What is your Department's conclusion on this and how do you
assess the performance and potential of the WIN program?
Answer. The reference to the difficulty in placing current recipients refers,
of course, to the structural unemployment problems that characterize many
persons who are currently AFDC and Food Stamp recipients. The group who
have the highest incidence of unemployment-blacks, women, those with relatively low educational levels, the groups usually characterized as disadvantaged-make up sizeable segments of those currently on the AFDC and Food
Stamp rolls. In spite of these impediments and the severe limitations imposed
by very poor overall labor market conditions, it Is noteworthy that the WIN
program, as amended in 1971 to emphasize quick referral and placement, has
a good track record. The 1971 amendments made an almost immediate impact
In fiscal 1973, the first year they took effect, when WIN registrants obtained
nearly 137,000 Jobs-more than twice as many as in the previous year. Placements have continued to rise, even during the recession, and totalled more
than 276,000 Jobs in fiscal 1977.
We are naturally pleased with these increased placements but are cautious
about expanding WIN as it is now constituted. A major longitudinal study
that is still In process raises some questions about whether the minimal service approach Is as effective as it seems. Comparisons with matched control
groups suggests that many registrants, for example, might have found jobs
without assistance from WIN, sometimes at higher wages.
At the same time, although the evidence is not all in, it appears that training and other manpower development programs may be more cost effective
than minimal services in terms of post enrollment results, even though they
are initially more expensive. CETA is the Department's major vehicle for
enlarged investments in that kind of effort and in that connection we are
working to build stronger linkages between WIN and CETA. The use of
CETA slots will also be a major feature of the Jobs program under welfare
reform.
The welfare reform proposal does not envision that WIN program functions
would be abolished. In fact, in most areas, WIN program functions would
now be expanded to a larger population. Under welfare reform It Is expected
that the CETA prime sponso- will contract with the Employment Service to
perform a variety of intake and job placement functions including employability assessment, arrangement for supportive services, counseling, testing,
referral to training if appropriate, supervised private sector Job search, referral to OJT or subsidized job placement and administrative linkages with
the cash assistance system. The major differences will be: (1) extension of
WIN-type services, on an as needed basis to the larger population now served
by the cash assistance and subsidized job programs; (2) better delineation
and integration of Employment Service, WIN and CETA functions.
The WIN program has been in operation since 1968 and a number of evaluation and research studies have been conducted. One of the major findings
has been that although WIN has been successful in helping some welfare
recipients improve their earnings and length of time in Jobs, no matter how
long it is tested, WIN cannot, of itself, resolve the problems inherent in tihe
AFDC system. The presence of work disincentives which result from
"notches," high marginal tax rates and the absence of an adequate number of
subsidized jobs are problems that the WIN program In itself cannot overcome.
A major redesign of the system is necessary to remove those barriers.
The Administration's proposal thus recognizes, that while a vigorous economy is the best remedy for high aggregate unemployment rates, the employment problems of the low income population cannot be addressed through aggregate economic policy alone. For this reason a substantial structural public
service employment program is proposed to insure that adequate job opportunities, combined with appropriate training and skill development, are available to serve this group and that this better integrated, more comprehensive
system of employment and training services draws upon the best features of
the current system.
Question. The Program for Better Jobs and Income relies heavily on improving your Department's work-training and employment services. What
evidence do you have from past Federal efforts to assist persons to rise out
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of poverty and dependency that suggests how much programs might be Improved? Have the Federal and State employment services been effective in
placing welfare recipients in private Jobs? If not, what changes do you plan
to make? What other services do you intend to provide?
Answer. In a recent evaluation (November 1976), the National Council on
Employment Policy concluded that the weight of the evidence over the last
15 years is that employment and training programs have had positive impacts
and there is more proof of effectiveness than for any other major social welfare activity. More specifically, that evaluation concluded that institutional
training, subsidized private sector on-the-job training and public service employment substantially improve the economic well-being of participants. They
also concluded that employment and training programs have favorably improved the tradeoff between unemployment and inflation, providing a "piece
of the action" for the disadvantaged and improving the status of minorities.
The WIN program Is, of course, adadministered through the State employ-nment services in virtually every State and in FY 1977 more than 276,000 welfare recipients found unsubsidized employment through that program.
In FY 1977, the Employment Service served more than 15 million new
applicants and renewals, of whom more than 7 million or 47 percent were
WIN applicants, UI claimants, Food Stamp recipients or other welfare recip-lents. Persons in these programs represented 35 percent of all placements in
FY 1977.
The high levels of aggregate unemployment have had a differential impact
on the employment prospects of persons who are among the structurally unemployed. A substantial number of the persons who are Food Stamp recipe.
cents and WIN eligibles have the characteristics of the structurally unem.
ployed and placements are more difficult. One of the most significant changes
that would be a part of the Better Jobs and Income program would be the
availability of a subsidized public Job for persons for whom private sector
placement Is not immediately available.
To improve our relations with the private sector the ES has undertaken a
number of efforts to expand the total number of Jobs available by emphasizing employer service activities and organizing stronger local ties with the
employing communities which it serves.
The DOL is also proposing to strengthen its linkage with the private sector
by establishing a special private sector program which will have as one of
its major features, the establishment of councils in each participating com.
unity to oversee the content and quality of training. These councils will include representation from the business community as well as from labor
leaders.
Question. I understand that the Department of Labor has recently begun a
demonstration project in Minnesota, designed to pilot-test some crucial aspects of the "Jobs" portion of the Administration's welfare reform. Could you
describe this experiment for us and exxplain precisely what you are testing,
what your standards of success are, and when you anticipate having some
meaningful findings?
Answer. The Department of Labor has awarded a grant to the State of
Minnesota to conduct a demonstration project titled "Work Equity Through
Meaningful Employment," or WEP for short. The primary goal of the project
is to test the feasibility of an alternative welfare system that provides employment opportunities for welfare recipients who are capable of working.
The Department of Labor committed $6.8 million of funding in 1977, and
about $5.0 million of 1978 funds are available.
The Work Equity concept was developed by the State of Minnesota prior
to the change in administrations in Washington and the formulation of the
Program for Better Jobs and Income (PBJI). Thus, there were many features
in the original WEP proposal that differ from the Administration's welfare
reform program. As the Program for Better Jobs and Income began to take
shape, a decision was made to fund the WEP proposal because it could test
some of the key features of PBJI more quickly than specially designed demonstration projects, but efforts were made to modify WEP to make it as.
similar as possible to PBJI.
Current plans call for the implementation of WEP in the city of St. Paul
and a group of rural counties in the southern part of the state. Eligible re-

cipitnts of AFDC, Gene-al Assistance, and Food Stamps will be assessed and
provided with the appropriate services and employment opportunities. Those
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who are considered ready to work will be provided a public service job if they
are unable to find unsubsidized employment; those who are not considered
Job ready will be provided with supportive services and may be enrolled In a
classroom training or on-the-Job training program.
There are several important distinctions between WEP and PBJI: 1)
wages for the public service jobs in St. Paul are expected to average about
$3.12 per hour which is slightly higher than the planned welfare reform wage
(in 1978 the typical worker in Minnesota under welfare reform would earn
$2.91 with team loaders earning up to $3.84), 2) participation-in St. Paul will
be limited to newr AFDC recipients and current WIN recipients who volunteer
rather than all primary earners in families with childreh, 3) participation
outside of St. Paul will be limited to those receiving General Asistance and
new AFDC recipients, 4) the cash assistance provided to participants will
follow Minnesota and Federal law, 5) the public service jobs will last only
about 13 weeks, followed by intensive Job search for two weeks and additional public service Jobs if necessary, and 6) the project was initiated at the
request of the State government rather than in conformance with federal
guidelines. The lack of complete agreement among affected State agencies
with respect to the features of the project and several reorganizations of the
project staff have resulted in implementation delays.
Five major research issues will be addressed in WEP: 1) How feasible is
it to create a large number of low-wage public service jobs for welfare recipients? 2) What is the demand for these Jobs in the eligible population?
8) What Is the effect of WEP compared to the current welfare system on the
long-run employment and earnings experience of participants? 4) How do the
costs of WED and the current welfare system compare? 5) How well received
is W9P by the participants and the general public? Because of the difference
between WEP and PBJI, WEP cannot serve as a true demonstration of PBJJ,
but the demonstration will provide a limited test of some of the concepts and
will aid in the planning of other demonstrations.
Research on WEP is being conducted by a private firm under contract with
the Department of Labor. The research contract was awarded during the
planning phase of WEP so that the Department of Labor can assess the planning as well as the implementation of the project. The research design includes periodic interviews with WEP participants, WEP staff, community
officials, and the general public. Non-WEP comparison sites will be selected
to permit a comparison ol WEP wvlth the current welfare system and to compare the experiences of NVVP participants with similar people residing in the
comparison sites. Participants and comparison site residents will be tracked at
least two years after the program begins to permit an analysis of the long-run
effectS of the program.
The experiment will be a success if the five major questions described above
can be answered. The program will be successful if it creates an adequate
number of public service jobs and Increases the transition rate from welfare
to unsubsidized employment. If the program fails to meet its goals, Itis important that the research determine the reasons for any failures.
Because of the Department of Labor is interested in the feasibility of the
project as well as its long-run impact, some important findings related to
start-up problems have already appeared on an informal basil Qualitative
and quantitative Information on the Implementation of WIOP will continue to
flow to the Department of Labor throughout the project. A detaled analysis
of the design and implementation of WEP will not be available until at least
one year after the program begins; it must be recognized that the experiences
of the project during its first year may not be an accurate reflection of bow
the project would operate after initial problems have been worked out. The
long-run impact studies will require several years for tracking the partlci.
pants and comparison group and some additional time for analysis.
queetos.
What has been the experience of the Federal Government with pest efforts to develop "public service Jobs?" What it the overhead cost per Job?
What is the long term effect on persons holding such Jobs? Do they ohtain Jobe In the private sector after the public service Jobs ends, and if not
what happens to them? How do you Intend to assure that the new public
service Jobe to be created by the Program for Better Jobs and Income will
actually add to total employment, rather thAn Just mbstituting Federal funds
for jobs that were already existing or would have been created In any event?
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Answer. The experience of the Federal Government with past efforts to
develop public service jobs tends to show that the placement of transition
tential of these jobs depends on: 1) The state of the labor market; 2) the
purposes and design of the program and 8) the priorities of the administration.
Federal Job creation in the public sector has been addressed to two distinct
purposes, countercyclical and structural. The countercyclical programs have
been the WPA In the 1930's, EEA in 1971-73, and CETA Titles II and VI.
The WPA served an average of 2 million persons annually during the period
3932-40. Placement was a major problem, due to the lack of adequate Job opportunities In the private sector. Despite WPA wage rates lower than prevailing wages, the average individual stayed almost 2 years, and in 1939 a
limit of 19 months was placed on enrollments. It was the advent of the war
that put an end to the need for WPA.
Under EEA, placement into unsubsidized Jobs was given high priority. Also,
the economy began to improve In 1972 and 1973. As a result, more than half
of all EEA participants (EEA served a total of nearly 800,000) found unsubsidized jobs Immediately following EEA participation. A follow-up study
of at national sample showed that one mouth after program participation 71
percent were in Jobs; 6 months later, 79 percent; while a year later, 82 percent were employed.
CETA Title VI, enacted In December 1974 resembled EEA rather closely,
creating essentially the same type of jobs for the same types of people. It
was funded to support a level of about 800,000 slots or twice the BEA level.
For the most part, the jobs created under CETA PSE were in regular governmenit agencies, at prevaling wages and were filled by people resembling regular government employees.
Concerns that those most in reed were not being helped, as well as concerns about the substitution issue, led Congress, in extending Title VI, to
change the nature of the Jobs and the persons to be served, The extension
focused wore heavily on low Income and long term unemployed, and on
"projects" other than or,going government services. A total of 725,000 jobs
are now authorized under Titles II and VI of CETA.
The placement record for Titles 1I and VI is somewhat lower than that of
BEA. However, this is not unexpected given the very poor labor market conditions which have existed during most of the life of the program and the
fiscal difmiculties that have comtrained local government hiring. Placement
rates Immediately upon termination as reported in the DOL data system htve
ranged from 30 to 40 percent, but these figures are fragmentary and not con.
qistent. Much more accurate data, although not as current, Is available from
the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey (CLMS). CLMS data for public service employment terminees who were first enrolled In January-June
1975 is displayed in the following table and shows that during the year following program participation about 00 percent moved Into unsubsidized employment; 25 percent were unemployed; and 15 percent left the labor force.
POST-P0GRAM WMOYMENIT STATUS OF PSETEWiNuE3 IST ENROLLED IN JANUARY-JUNE 1"S
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sidized public employment. Over the following year the proportion of those in
private employment increased so that by the end of the year, a substantial majority (57%) were in private employment.
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Costs per manyear for CETA public service Jobs (Titles II and VI combined)
are shown in the following table.
Fiscal year 1975
Percent
Amount
Wages .............................
Frige .............................
Trainins/seivices ...................
Administration ......................
Total ........................

6,375
853
51
312
7,591

84
11
1
4
100

Fiscal year 1976
Percent
Amount
6,584
961
42
292
7,879

83
12
1
4
100

fiscal year 1977
Percent
Amount
6,804
1,036
80

81
12
I

8,429

100

508

6

Source: ETA data.

Administrative costs, which have been very low, rose slightly in FY 1977
because some equipment purchases were allowed and are included in that
category. Total Title II and VI manyear costs are estimated to run about
$8,900 in FY 1978. By way of comparison, in FY 1974 the average manyear
cost of EAA was $8,500 (wage ceiling then was $12,000 compared to $10,000
under CETA).
The second major category of a job creation effort can be described as
structural, and encompasses the OEO initiated job programs of the sixties.
Actually, within this category two somewhat different types of programs can
be identified. The first was aimed at persons who needed some assistance,
either because of discrimination or lack of skill, but who were expected to
become competitive In the labor market with this help. New Careers and
Public Service Careers were programs of this type.
Another type of program was designed to assist relatively noncompetitive
applicants, and to move them into unsubsidized employment, such as the EEA
demonstration projects which placed AFDC recipients in specially created
public sector jobs. The participants performed the jobs satisfactorily, and
were reluctant to leave them. Transition and turnover were lower than had
been anticipated, in large part because of rising unemployment and declining
public sector payrolls.
The maintenance of effort provisions in CETA are of course designed to prevent displacement, and are vigorously enforced by The Department of Labor.
Also, the addition of provisions in the 1976 Title VI amendments to target the
program on the economically disadvantaged and to move to the projects mode
of operation have substantially lessened the problem of displacement.
While there has always been a potential displacement problem with the
PSE programs, a new study by the Brookings Institution on public service
employment programs found relatively low levels of substitution compared
with previous estimates.
The study found a low level of fiscal substitution compared with previous
estimates. The study is based on a survey of 42 jurisdictions, which represent
about 5 percent of tlle nationwide PSE positions. The jurisdictions" Include
16 large cities, 9 small cities-of which 5 are suburban and 4 are rural, 10
rural- counties, 5 suburban counties and 2 school districts. The Brookings
study found that of the jobs surveyed, 51 percent are new jobs, 31 percent are
for program maintenance, that is, for continuing operations which would
otherwise have been terminated, and 18 percent are displacement. The use of
PSE for program maintenance was found to be highest in distressed cities
(about 60 percent). Concomitantly, displacement was found to be highest in
those jurisdictions with no fiscal pressure. Furthermore, Title VI project jobs
represent a lower level of displacement (8 percent) than the average (18 percent). This suggests that the new approaches contained in the 1976 Title VI
amendments have been successful in limiting the amount of displacement that
might otherwise occur. Brookings researchers found that where PSE was
used for displacement, the money "freed up" was used to prevent tax in.
creases. In some cases it was used for other municipal purposes, and In a
few cases, it was used to reduce taxes.
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Under welfare reform, emphasis will be on the creation of jobs in fiew areas
of production ,r services. Further, the program will be targeted on workers
with fewer iki'ls and less education than workers usually hired In regular
public jobs. Tese factors should substantially limit the possibilities of replacing regultv workers with workers hired under the welfare reform program. In addit -a, there will be strong maintenance of effort requirements
and explicit constraints on the ability of local officials to supplement wages.
Limiting supplementation prevents employers from using PSE wage funds to
support regular higher skilled civil service employees who would have been
hired any way. Finally, the higher overhead rate allowed on the welfare reform jobs will reduce the incentive for substitution, especially by CBO's, because more overhead will facilitate sizeable Job expansion Into new project
areas.
Question. When you testified before this Subcommittee last May, we discussed
the type of jobs that would be created for welfare recipients. Yet in the material
accompanying the Administration's proposal In August, you listed, as possible
Jobs, weatherizing homes, pest and insect control, building parks and other
activities that seem to have little obvious connection with the skills usually
found among welfare recipients. How did you produce this list? Does It have
more to do with bureaucratic ideas about what would make for a "meaningful
Job" or have you some new evidence about the abilities of welfare recipients?
Are-you nor-cobcerned that because of the skills required and the salaries
that will be paid, -you may attract people who are employed at other Jobs,
thereby leaving too few opportunities for welfare recipients?
Answer. The second edition of the "Subsidized Public Service Jobs and
Training" paper which has recently been completed provides answers to some
of your questions. First, while some of our job development ideas have certainly come from the Washington bureaucracy, most of the jobs suggested are
based on actual, ongoing projects in the fled. In most cases, these are CETA
Title VI PSE projects begun since mid-May 1977, in others they are WINbased or efforts originating with other Federal agencies. They have been developed under State and local initiative for the most part, reflecting needs
expressed at--M-at level.
Second, while many doubts have been expressed about the skills and abilities to perform the tasks suggested, the evidence we have received from
act-al-experience in the field Is very encouraging. Keep in mind that the new
hires for CETA Title VI projects are increasingly like the target population
of the welfare reform jobs. Of those new hires (since March 31, 1977). S8
percent were economically disadvantaged and 25 percent had been receiving
either AFDC or other public assistance payments. Those figures are roughly
twice the proportions of VY 1976 CETA Title IV PSE. These participants are
not only performing satisfactorily in the areas of weatherization and pest
and insect control, but are also working quite successfully as day care and
home health care aides.
Third, neither the skill levels nor the wages paid for these welfare reform
jobs are likely to be so great as to attract large numbers of persons who are
already employed at other Jobs, given that there is to be an extended period
of job search required before entry. Few are going to be willing to give up
a certain job for a limited duration, relatively low-skilled job which offers a
wage at the minimum wage or slightly higher than the minimum wage.
Question. The administration's estimates of fiscal relief associated with the
Better Jobs and Income program are mostly based on its "cash side". But it appears that the Jobs program could have a considerable Impact. Won't the changes
in CETA necessary to make Jobs for these people portent substantial changes
in public service job funds for many areas? For example, of the $6.5 billion
allocated in fiscal 1977 and 1978 in CETA countercyclical funds, New York
State received about $680 million. How much will New York receive for "welfare Jobs" under the administration's proposal? How do fiscal relief estimates
change if you "net out" the change In public service dollars?
Answer. Under the President's Program for Better Jobs and Income
(BJIP), the State of New York would receive $707.4 million (in 1978 $)- per
year for Jobs and related administrative expenses. Of this total, $674.5 million would be for federal wage and overhead costs and $32.9 millop would
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be for administrative services, including counseling, testing, and Job search
assistance.
The total of over $700 million for BJIP Jobs would not be a substitute for
CETA countercyclical P811 funds. The administration intends to retain a
countercyclical-CETA PSE program, with the size of the program being dependent on the level of national unemployment. The President's budget for
fiscal 1979 will request a total $5.955 billion to maintain CETA countercyclical PSE at a level of 725,000 Jobs, the same level authorized in fiscal 197
under the economic stimulus supplemental appropriation. After fiscal 1979,
funds will be requested to maintain CETA countercyclical P8E jobs at levels
consistent with the anticipated changes in the economy. It is currently estimated that these requests wilt total $4.6 billion in fiscal 1980, $2.8 billion in
flscal 1981, $1.6 billion in fiscal 1982 and $1.4 billion in fiscal 1983. As a result,
,depending on the level of national unemployment in the year In which BJIP
Is implemented. New York may receive both a total of over $700 million (in
1978 $) for BJIP jobs and a substantial total for CETA countercycical jobs.
The source of confaslon concerning the relationship between BJIP jobs and
CETA countercyclical jobs probably stems from a misunderstanding as to
what the President meant by the zero cost consicaInt. The idea was not
simply to require that any expenditures on BJIP in the year of implementation he offset by expenditures which otherwise would have been made in the
same year. Rather, the objective was to ensure that total federal expenditures
In fiscal 1981 not exceed the proportion of GNP which they are expected to
te In the fiscal 1978. In our original planning, we expected Title VI expenditures to be zero in fiscal 1981, because our original proposal would have had
Title VI expenditures triggering off at the unemployment rate projected for
that year. As a result, the outlays for Title VI stimulus in FY 1978, initially
assumed to be $5.5 billion would have no longer been a commitment against
the federal budget in fiscal 1081. Thus, this total of revenues-$5.5 billionwould have been available to offset the cost of BJIP without violating the
total cost constraint.
Questimon. Mr. Secretary, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare testi.
fled on Tuesday and revealed the inability of his Department to provide much information about the effect of welfare programs on families. This is, of course, a
-cruclal matter in assessing the merit of the Program for Better Jobs and Income since I know that the Department of Labor has also paid attention to
1t. T was wondering if you might summarize the evidence available on the
sub, s. What effect will the Program for Better Jobs and Income have on
fani-ies?
Follow-up: If, as you say, having a Job will contribute to family stability,
how do you account for the rising rate of divorce and separation among
middle- and upper-income families, all of whom presumably were headed by
someone with a good job?
Answer. Over the last several years a growing body of research has focused
on the Impacts of the welfare system, and potential changes thereto, on
family formation and marital stability. The potential effects of welfare on
the family include the following:
1. The "Independence" effect--since welfare offers an alternative to earn.
ings as a means of family support, it may discourage marriage before child.
bearing, encourage family splitting and Impede remarriages. These effects are
ieigbtened If:
(a) Welfare benefits are denied to families with two able-bodied
parents;
(b) Welfare benefits are extended to tw0-parent families but high ben.
efit reduction rates offset most or all of the net income benefit from
having an earner in the household;
(o) The normal breadwinner experiences prolonged unemployment or
unemployment.
2. The Income Effect-offsetting the independence effect is the stabillsing
influence of higher and/or more stable income on family functioning.
IMPACTS Or T3E CUMST

TTMK

Several studies have shown that the net effect of the AFDC program, with
its general exclusion of parents headed by employable males, is to increase&
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(By John Bishop, Research Associate, Institute for Research on Poverty, University of Wisconsin; Co-Principal Investigator of a stndy of the Potential of
Wage Subsidies)
n. WELFAVE REFORM AND THE FAMILY

A highly advertised objective of the executive branch's welfare reform

package is to "provide strong incentives to keep families together rather than
tear them apart, [1] by offering the dignity of useful work to family heads
and [2) by ending rules which prohibit assistance when the father of a family
remains within the household." (White House Message, August 7, 1977)
In this section I'll examine whether these claims are supported by the results of recent social science research on marital stability. The conclusion Is

that while there is strong empirical support for the first claim, there is none
for the second. In fact, the best available evidence is that expanding eligibil-

ity for welfare to include 2 parent families will Increase marital splits rather
than decrease them. This evidence has been available for only 18 months and
was published In the American Journal of Sociology only last May. It, therefore, has not yet been subject to the full scrutiny of the research community.
Because these findings are so surprising, some respected analysts doubt their
validity. Decisions about income maintenance policy are being made now,
however. Consequently Congress and the public must now be made aware of
the current state of social scientific knowledge about the likely effects of universal income maintenance on marital stability.
If keeping families together is an objective, the policy implications of these
findings are that President Carter's emphasis on providing jobs rather than

stipends is correct and needs to be carried further. Intact families with an

able bodied worker should be aided by providing jobs and by raising their
after tax earnings not by putting them on welfare.

The jobs component of the Program for Better Jobs and Income (PBJI) Is
designed to provide an effective guarantee of employment to heads of families
with children. This is to be accomplished by creating 1.4 million public service
Jobs and assigning heads of families with children priority in any queue that
may develop in the application for these jobs. Tax relief would be extended

to families with low earnings by liberalizing the earned income tax credit.
Workers in private and nonsubsidized public employment would continue to receive the current 10 percent credit on earnings up to $4,000 a year and would,
in addition, receive a 5 percent credit on earnings between $4,000 and the

family's tax threshold (roughly $9,000 for a family of four). If implemented,
these components of PBJI will accomplish the double purpose of eliminating
involuntary unemployment and raising the take-home pay of workers in low
and middle income families with children. The results of half a century of
social science research support the proposition that accomplishing these obJectives will help keep families together.

A. Evience on the effect of unemployment and the earnings of husband, and

w4ves on marital stability
The classic studies of the impact of unemployment on marriages are the
studies of adjustment to long term unemployment during the 1930's done by
Bakke (1940) and Komarovsky (1940). A pattern of progressive deterioration
in the husband's authority and involvement in fgmlly ritual was common.
When family heads were able to obtain work relief, the process of disintegration was arrested. Bakke concluded, "The job of the head of the family
provides not only income but a social role for which there is no adequate substitute in a working class culture."
One of the best ways to study marital disruption is to follow a large sample
of couples over a long period of time and examine how characteristics meas*This research was supported in part by funds granted to the Institute for Research on Poverty, University of Wisconsin-Madison by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
and by funds from MPRE Grant No. 51-55--78-04 from the Employment and Training
Administration of the Department of Labor.
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ured early in the marriage relate to later disruption. Two large nationally
representative data sets of this type currently exist: the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) and the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS). Hoffman and Holmes found that in the PSID when no other variables are controlled marital dissolution measured over a seven year period Is negatively
associated with the husband's hourly wage and average hours of work per
week. When, however, a great number of demographic and other economic
variables were controlled Including home ownership, savings, hours worked
and unemployment, the wage rate no longer had a consistent effect. Hours
worked had an important though curvilinear effect. Husbands working 48
hours per week were found to have- the lowest split rate with significant increases in splitting occurring for those working more than 60 or less than 40
hours a week. Husbands who had recently-been experiencing unemployment
or high Job turnover were more likely to experience a marital dissolution.
Owning a home and having substantial savings lowered the probability of separation. These results suggest that it may be the stable life style (as reflected
by owning a home and having substantial savings) that a husband's high
wage rate can make possible that leads to stable marriages.
Sawhill et al. analysis of PSID data obtained similar results. If the husband in a poor or near poor family had experienced serious unemployment
problems, the probability of a separation over the next four years rose by
more than 16 percentage points. A typical low income white family's probability of dissolution rises from 7.6 percent to 24 percent. The typical low
income black family's probability of dissolution rises from 12 percent to 30
percent. Declines in income also cause statistically significant Increases In
marital dissolution.
Most studies find that women who earn more in the labor market are more
likely to become separated and divorced. Sawhill, et al., for instance found
that In the PSID each $1,000 of earnings by the wife raises the percent of
couples that separate by one percentage point.
Cherlin's study of marital separations of 30 to 44 year old women in the
National Longitudinal Survey also found that marriges are more stable when
the husband works throughout the year and/or has a high wage rate and less
stable when the wife has a high wage rate. Moore's (1977, p. 80) study of
marital splits over a four year period using the National Longitudinal Survey's sample of young women (14 to 24 in 1968) also found the likelihood of
a marital separation was higher when the husband's income was low or when
the share of the family income provided by the wife was high.
The evidence for the proposition that families whose head experiences unemployment are more likely to split seems quite strong. Will, however, a reduction in unemployment caused by an economic boom or government created
Jobs reduce rates of marital dissolution as well? The doubter may argue that
the correlation of unemployment and marital splits across Individuals is due
to some third factor (for example, a violent temper) which is not controlled
in the studies cited above. For example, if violent tempers are the cause of
the observed association, giving jobs to the unemployed will not save their
marriages. A similar counter argument can be made about the observed associations between wives working and marital splitting. One way to test this
omitted factor hypothesis Is to examine whether there is an association between the unemployment rates and male earnings opportunities in the community and indicators of marital disruption in that community. Presumably
the incidence of men with the key omitted characteristics (such as a temper)
is not the cause of or highly correlated with variations across cities in the
unemployment rate. Therefore, an association at the community level of
higher unemployment rates, lower male wage rates, and higher female wage
rates with higher rates of marital dissolution provides strong evidence for the
existence of a casual relationship. Three studies of ratou of female headship
for large geographic areas are available and all find that unemployment, andthe ratio of male to female wages are quite important.
Proportions of women heading families and rates of marital dissolution are
not available by geographic area, however, so we must work with the best
proxy available. It is not necessarily a disadvantage to analyse variations In
rates of female headship because they are of great Intrinsic interest. Besides
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with children,
reflecting differences in marital dissolution rates of families
the likelihood of
they reflect differences in remarriage rates, differences in differences
in the
having a child out-of-wedlock and keeping the child, and
likelihood for the mother to live with her own parents. In 44 metropolitan
Honig's studies (1974, 1976) of rates of female headship
AFDC program,
areas found that controlling for the characteristics of the
and 1970 fall when
rates of female headship of whites and blacks in 1960Higher
unemployment
males earn more and rise when females earn more.
of both races
rates increased the female headship rates of whites In 1970 and
in 1960. Using states as observations, Minalk and Goldfarb (1976) obtained
similar results for male and female wage rates. The unemployment rate had
a positive coefficient but it was not statistically significant.
Strong Impacts of unemployment rates and male wage rates on marital instability have been found in Rose's study (1975, p. 216) of female headship
rates in the low income areas of 41 cities in 1970. Holding the male/femalea
wage ratio and AFDC program characteristics constant, she found that
doubling of the median weeks of male unemployment raised white female
headship rates by 55 percent. Rates of female headship for black women did
not respond to the unemployment variable. A ten percent rise In the median
Income of intact families lowered rates of female headsbip by 7 percent.
The final piece of evidence on the Impact of local unemployment rates is
provided by Caldwell's study of dissolutions using the young NLS women
(Moore et al., 1977, p. 303). He found that living in an area with high unemployment caused a statistically significant rise in the marital split rate. The
yearly rate of marital disruption which averaged 6.7 percent In this sample
is predicted to rise to 7.7 percent If the local unemployment rate Is 2 points
higher than average.
What then will be the Impact of the jobs component of the welfare reform
package? The jobs component will assure all families with children a job that
ixllllyield a minimum income 13 percent above the poverty line of a family of'
four. Since these Jobs will carry low wage rates their primary impact will be
on unemployment not on wage levels. All of the studies which entered a local
unemployment rate (Caldwell, Honig, Ros, and Minarik and Goldfarb) have
found that generally tight labor markets are associated with fewer marital
dissolutions or lower rates of female headship.
The stabilizing effect of a general reduction in unemployment will be accentuated by the fact that "if there is more than one adult In the famtly,-this
Job or training slot will go to the family's principal wage earner. The principal wage earner will be the adult who had the highest earnings or worked
the most hours in the previous year." (HEW News Release, August 6, 1977.)
In two-parent families this will typically mean that the husband will be provided the job. Priority is given to providing principal wage earners a Job because it is felt that families whose principal wage earner is unemployed have
the greatest need of help. 'There is only a limited number of job slots; therefore, giving all wives a similar priority in the queue would result in some of*
the neediest families not receiving any job offer. By giving priority to ending
the unemployment of family breadwinners, the jobs program will have the
additional effect of stabilizing marital relationships. The jobs program will
not be drawing wives in two-parent families into the labor market and thus
destabilizing female Independence effects will be minimized. The impact of
the liberalized earned income tax credit on marital stability is harder to predict. This issue will be discussed at the end of the section on cash assistance.
B. The effect of making welfare payments to intact familieC
The second aspect of welfare reform that is supposed tW encourage families
to stay together is the expansion of coverage to include intact families with
able bodied adults. Currently most low income two parent families are ineligible for the Medicaid and AFDC support that similarly situated one parent families receive. It is not unusual for the earnings of a father to be less
than the value of the Food Stamps, AFDC and Medicaid his family would
become eligible for if he were to desert them.
While it may seem only logical that these perverse incentives should Increase marital instability, the empirical evidence for the proposition Is by no.
means secure. Honlg (1974, 1976) found a positive relationship between the-
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level of the AFDC payment and rates of female headship for blacks and
whites in both 1960 and 1970. The effeet is not statistically significant for
blacks in 1970, however, and Its size is small. A donbling of the AFDC pay.
ment increases the number of female heads by only 6 percent. Ross's. (1975)
study of female headship in low income neighborhoods has also found positive and statistically significant impacts of AFDC payment level on blacks but
not on whites. Studies that use states rather than metropolitan areas as
observations [Minarik and Goldfarb (1976) and MacDonald et al] have found
nonsignificant negative effects of higher AFDC payments on female headship.
Analysis of PSID data has also failed to produce conclusive results. Hoffman and Holmes find that in states with high benefit levels the dissolution
rates of low income couples rise from 8.8 percent to 10.6 percent. This effect
is substantially larger than those found by anyone else. Sawhill et aL's logit
analysis of disruption during the first four years of the PSID finds a statistically significant but small effect of AFDC payment level. While two thirds
of the studies find a positive effect of AFDC payment level on marital Instability indicators, only one of these studies finds the effect to be large in
recent data. Thus while there is some support for AFDC being a marriage
destabilizer, there Is very little support for its being a powerful destabilizer.
Even if providing female headed families with an adequate level of sUpport
does cause an increase in marital instability, it does not follow that "ending
rules which prohibit assistance when the father of a family remains within
the household . . ." will ...
"keep families together." (HEW News, August 0,
1977.)-There is no empirical support for this assertion. The best existing evidence suggests exactly the opposite will occur.
In many states two-parent families with an unemployed head are already
eligible for cash assistance- from the APDC-Utt program. The primary purpose
of this program is to reduce the Incentive for families to split up in order to
get AFDC. There is, however, no evidence that this program has reduced
marital instability. A study of the AFDC caseload in Alameda County, California [Wiseman, 1977] found that 22 percent of a 1972 sample of mothers ini
two-parent families receiving AFDC-UP assistance were on AFDC for absent
or disabled fathers before the end of a year. Wiseman reports that almost all
of these transfers from AFDC-UP status to AFDC status were due to a
desertion. These rates of dissolution are substantially higher than those experienced by two-parent low income families that are not on AFDC-UP. The
yearly rates of dissolution in the control groups of the Income Maintenance
Experiments were 4 percent in New Jersey and 5 to 10 percent in Seattle/
Denver.__The four year dissolution rates for poor and near poor couples in
the PSID were 7.6 percent for whites and 12.1 percent for nonwhites. Since
the families that apply for AFDC-UP are not a random sample of all low
income families, this data does not prove that AFDC-UP caused the higher
disruption rates These results are, however, consistent with the findings of
other research to be presently shortly that extending welfare to include two.
parent families will increase rather than decrease marital instability.
Since many states do not have an AFDC-UP program, another way of examining the effect of AFDC-UP Is to enter a dummy variable for the presence
it the state of an AFDC-UP program in models predicting aggregate indicators of marital disruption. Three studies of female headship rates [Ross,
1975; Minarik and Goldfarb, 1976; Honig, 1976] have done this. Since the
number of families receiving AFDC-UP aid is small even in the most liberal
state, large impact is not to be expected. Where estimated separately by race,
impacts are positive for blacks and negative for whites. The Minarik and
Goldfarb estimate of AFDC-UP impact for both races combined is positive.
In the three studies only one of the coefficients Is statistically significant,
however. This coefficient [in Honig, 1970] implies that female headship
amongst black's Increases by 15 percent where there is an AFDC-UP program.
As expected the results are not conclusive.
The best evidence on the likely impact of extending cash assistance to two
parent families on marital stability is provided by the negative income tax
exleriments. In these experiments negative Income tax programs that are
very similar to the cash assistance component of the Program for Better Jobs
and Income were actually tried out. Fainilies were randomly assigned to ex-
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perimental and control groups. This Is a major advantage. It means that If
statistically significant non-artifactural differences are found between the experimental and control groups, it is possible to make the inference that being
placed on the plan caused the difference. While better than any other kind of
evidence, the experiments are not perfect. Ambiguities or interpretation may
arlse from small sample size, differential attrition of families from the experiment, and imperfect methods of measuring marital dissolutions. The families are promised only 3 to 5 years of payments and are studied only for that
period of time. Consequently, predictions about the short and long term effects
of a permanent program are necessarily extrapolations. After the basic findings of these experiments are presented, the likely direction and size of the
biases created by these and other problems will be assessed.
Analyses of marital splitting have been published for three of the four experiments. In all three experiments the measured rates of marital dissolution
were larger in the experimental group than the control group. The unadjusted
dissolution rates for the control and experimental groups of each of these
experiments are presented in Table 1. For whites in the Seattle/Denver experiment, for instance, 10 percent of the control group and 17 percent of the
experimental group's marriages had dissolved within two years; an increase
of 70 percent. Families on the most generous plans apparently did not experience an increase in the rate of marital dissolution. The cash assistance component of the Program for Better Jobs and Income has a low guarantee,
however, so it is the effect of the low support plans in the NIT experiments
that hold the greatest immediate policy interest. In all three experiments,
It was the families on the least generous support plans that experienced the
largest increases in the rate of marital dissolution. Except for Chicanos, families in the low support plan appear to have doubled their dissolution rate.
These generalizations are based on the support level multipliers presented in
'Table II. that provide estimates of the proportionate response of dissolution
Tates when the pre-experimental characteristics of the family are controlled.
For the low payment plan the increases In marital split rates are statistically
significant in both of the urban experiments. They are not statistically significant in the Rural Income Maintenance Experiment because the low Incidence of marital disruption in rural areas and the small sample size combined
to produce only a limited number of splits to study.
TABLE I.-DISSOLUTION RATES IN THE NEGATIVE INCOME TAX EXPERIMENTS
[in percent

usatte-Denver (2 yr):
Control ........................................
Financial.......................................
Appoxnimate number of obliptons In control and
financial .....................................
flew Jersey (3yr):
Control ........................................
All financial ....................................
Low support ................................
Medium support ............................
High support ...............................

Number of control obligations....................

Number of financal obliptions ...................
Oenver (30 mo):
Control no IRF..................................
Control with IRF ................................
Low support ................................
Medium supp r ............................

High suppon ...............................

Number of control with IRF obligations ............
Number of financial oblItions ....-..............

Spanish

Rural (3 yr)

Whites

Blacks

10.0
17.0

15.6
23.3

14s ..............
17.6 ............

1,400

1,200

500 ..............

7.5
6.7
13.8
7.2
4.1

11.6
14.5
23.3
10.7
15.2

1155
209

193

13.9
20.1
25.0
24.1
14.5

108
144

4.8
5.7
11.9
4.1
3.0

336

280

11.2
13.4
24.8
15.8

26.7
16.4
31.2
29.8

13.0 ..............
206 ..............
25.9 .........
18.4 ..............

119
333

98
247

92 ..............
335 ..............

10.0

19.0

'...
13.8 .. '..
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TABLE II.-MULTIPLIERS FOR DISSOLUTION AND REMARRIAGE RATES

Whites
Support level

All

Seattle/Denver (24 mo)
Blacks

With
children

All

With Chicano(
children

New Jersey,
(36 mo)?(

Rural
(36 me)

all

Dissolution of marriages intact at
enrollment: 3
Low -----------------------2.27
'1.77
61.69
81.67
1.37
'1.9
3. 0
Medium --------------------3 2.00
11.75
4 1.85
81.69
.81
1.3
1.14
Ilih -----------------------1.32
1.03
1.45
1.43
.85
1.0
.85
kRemarnaeg of those enrolled as
female heads: S
Low -------------------- .85 -----------. 99
-.-. 18................
Medium --------------------.81 ---------- 1.23 ---------- .22 .......................
Hlih -_--------------------.54 -----------. 81 ----------.
11 ......................
-Remarriage of all female heads:'
Low -----------------------1.30 ..........
1.29 ----------.
.
.51 ........................
Medium ------------------1.10 ---------- 1.71---------- 4.42 .......................
Nigh ---------------------.80 ---------- 117 ---------.22 .......................
,Expected proportion of women in a
population
like SIME/DIME
that
will
be married,
living with
ln
spouse:
Control --------------------.65 -----------. 34 -----------. 66 -----------------------Low ---------------------.55 -----------. 31 -----------. 35 ......................
Medium --------------------.54 ----------.
33 -----------. 48 -----------------------High -----------------------.53 ..........
.39 ---------- -. 30 -----------------------The multipliers for New Jersey combine the effects of support level dummies and the
payment variable in the linear probability model of the full sample in table XII, p. 68 of
Sawhill et al., 1975. Average weekly payments were $34, $15.80, and $7.70 for high,
medium and low guaranteed levels of respectively.
2Marital dissolution equations contain controls for: Normal income (6 categories),
city, log of marriage duration, wife's age, wife's education splined at 12 yr., wife's wage,
husdnba's age husband's education, husband's wage, wife/husband wage ratio, number of
children of diderent ages, family on AFDC prior to beginning of experiment.
a 0.01'p.
,0.05>Dp>0.01.
'0.10 >p>0.05.
Remarriage equations contain all of the above variables except those that refer to the
husband's characteristic.
7The steady state equilibrium proportion married is m/m+d where m is the marriage
rate and d is the dissolution rate. It assumes that the impact effect of going on program
-occurs in the 1st 6 mo. and the next 18 mon. provide an estimate of the long runchange
in rates of dissolution. Taken from table 3 of "Variation Over Time In the Impact of
SIME/DIME on the Making and Breaking of Marriages" by Tuma, Hannan, and Greeneveld, February 1977.

Could these Increases in the incidence of marital splitting for people on an
NIT be produced by some bias In the mode of analysis? Longitudinal studies
always find that some proportion of the families originally chosen for study
-disappear or refuse to cooperate with later interviews. Women who have
separated from their husbands have a stronger incentive to remain in touch
with the program if they are eligible for negative income tax payments. As a
result, attrition from the sample may be disproportionately high for controls
who change their marital status. If this occurs, rates of marital dissolution
in the control group will be understated and the increase in marital split-due
to the negative income tax experiment will be overstated. Attrition is quite
large in the data that Sawhill et al have analyzed from the New Jersey Experiment and It may be biasing her results. Attrition Is not, however, solely
responsible for the large experimental effects being observed in the Seattle
Denver Experiment. Hannan, Tuma and Groenveld have tested the sensitivity
of the Seattle/Denver results to attrition. Even under the worst case-the
unrealistic assumption that all controls who leave the experiment are dssolvIng their marriage--significant positive experimental impacts remain for
whites and blacks. The decline in the support multiplier produced by even
these extreme assumptions imply that in the low support plans instead of
their being 100 percent increase there is a 50 percent increase In rates of
marital dissolution.
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The fact that all of the experimental group and only some of the control
group were filling out Income Report Forms Is another potential source of
bias. In Seattle/Denver the financial report form was one of three sources of
Information used to keep track of changes in marital status. It is therefore
possible that some of the separations that last for a few months might be
counted only when the financial report form is being filed. If this happened
rates of marital dissolution and remarriage in the control group will be
understated. This would cause the impact of the experiment on dissolutions
to be overstated and its impact on remarriages to be understated.
The bottom panels of Table I allow us to examine whether there is a
tendency for more marital status changes to be measured when a family is
filing an Income Report Form. The average for all ethnic groups suggests that
while not having to file an IRF may undercount remarriages, It has no effect
on the likelihod of counting splits. If only families filing the IRF are used to.
derive the effect of the experiment, on marital dissolution, the measured impact declines slightly for whites and rises substantially for blacks. The impact
of the experiment on rates of marital dissolution of Chicanos-which have
never been statistically significeat-are further reduced. The average of the
point estimates of experimental effects on splitting does not change. However,
because the eff~tive size of the sample has been reduced, the statistical significance of the result falls.
Knowing what happened in the experiments does not mean we know what
will happen if a similar change is made in the nations welfare system. A revision of the welfare system would be viewed as a permanent change: the
experiments were known by the participants to be temporary. One would expect a permanent program to have a larger impact on marital stability than
a temporary one. Evidence for this hypothesis is provided by the fact that
in Seattle/Denver the impacts of the experiment on both white and black
families promised 5 years of payments are consistently (though non-signif.cantly) greater than those on the plan for three years.
A second result of the short term nature of the experiment Is that we do
not know whether the effects observed over the first three years will continue
in the 4th, 5th, etc. years of a permanent program. It is possible that forfamilies that remain in the program long term effects will be much smallerthan the initial response. Over the first 24 months of the Seattle/Denver experiment such a pattern was observed for whites. The opposite patterneffects increasing over time--was observed for Blacks and Chicanos. Even if
the impact of the program were to decline after three years, the turnover in
the population effected by the program (newly formed families, and families.
experiencing a severe decline in income due to unemployment or sickness)
will insure that the induced rise in marital instability would not gradually
disappear.
The final difficulty with using the experiment to predict the results of a
national program Is that the experiments occurred within the context of al
exogenously determined general climate of opinion and customs about mar.
rage. A national program might overtime change the customs and the
climate. The fact that something is more common may tend to cause us to
feel it is more acceptable. I raise this only as a possibility. I am not aware of
nor competent to Judge the evidence on a question like this.
Having dealt with the potential biases in the estimates of experiment.Al
effects, let me turn to the interpretation of the results. Here one is on shakier
ground for while the experiments provide a hard to refute answer to the
question "Will marital dissolution rates go up or down," they only provide us
clues as to "why."
The standard analysis of the marital stability response to a universal cash
assistance program suggests that there should be two contrasting effects. The
fact that the family is made better off while it remains together should reduce
marital Instability. This income effect as it is called should be strongest in
the most generous plans. Split rates are lowest in the most generous plans so
it appears that at least across plans an Income effect is operating. The second
effect results from the fact that the program also Increases the income of
one parent families. By Improving the financial situation of the wife if there
is a split and reducing the need for child support, the program may Indice
some families to split. This female independence effect as it Is called is also,
presumed to be the reason why women who work and earn good wages are
more likely to split. Evidence for the proposition that a female Independence

-
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-effect is operating is provided by the high split rates of families on a NIT
plan but earning too much to receive a payment. The only way these above
breakeven families can receive payments frout the program is by reducing
market work or splitting up. i8plitting up seems to be one of the responses.
The most puzzling thing about the experimental results is that women on
the low support plan are dissolving their marriages at a very high rate despite
the fact that AFDC will pay them almost as much or more in the event of a
split. Hannan, Tama and Groenveld suggest that lack of knowledge about the
stigma attached to receiving AFDC and food stamps may result in these programs having much smaller female Independence effects than the NIT Experiment. In the New Jersey experiment, however, Garfinkel found that when
AFDC payments exceeded experimental support more than half of the splitting
families chosen to be on AFDC and not the experiment. This suggests that at
least some of the splitting women did not consider the stigma of AFDC
siitfielently large to outweigh the small financial gain involved in being on
AFDC.
Another possible source of the high split rates of the experimental families
on the low support plans is that the receipt of Income tested cash transfers
may lead to dissatisfaction with the husband's performance of his role and
this may accentuate marital instability. Let me state the case for this view.
Most working and middle class families have traditional views about the roles
himsbands' and wives' are to perform. The husband is supposed to be the
breadwinner. If he is not able to fulfill his role, marital tensions result. The
research on families experiencing long term unemployment during the depression suggested that other members of the family may tend to lose respect
for him and he may tend to lose respect for himself. The male role performance view of instability is supported by the non-experimental research reviewed at the beginning of the paper. Families with an unemployed husband
or a wife who is providing a major share of the income are more likely to be
unstable. The Hoffman-Holmes finding that men working 48 hours a week had
the lowest split rates suggest that the husband's wage rate matter less than
how hard he tries.
The role performance explanation of the rise in splits is that the receipt of
an income tested cash transfer is viewed by some families as a signal that
the husband is a failure? A second variant of this explanation suggests that
since the program increases the number and length of spells of unemployment,
friction produced by having the man around the house builds up into a
sllit. The evidence for choosing this view over the others i rather sketchy.
Families with male role performance- problems seem to be the ones most
effected by being on the experiment. The proportionat increase in marital
splitting seems to be greatest when the family's pre-experiment earnings are
low and when the wife is well educated and is able to command a good wage
rnte.
At present the three explanations-stigma, information and male role performane--of the unexpectedly high split rates in the low support plan have
the status only of hypotheses. They do not conflict with each other. It is
almost certain that to some degree all three effects are operating.
The weight assigned to each is important, however, because it Influences
how seriously we view the splits that universal cash assistance may cause and
what policy measures are available to reduce the number of splits. Some
might view splits caused by a reduction of the stigma of being on AFDC or
greater awareness of opportunities for aid as giving women the option to
sever an already bad relationship. What are the consequences for the children
of her exercising this option?
olding constant race, region, parent's education and occupation, the average
child who grows up with only one parent spends one less year In school and
obtains jobs that pay about 10 percent less. The experience of the marginal
child may be different, however. It has been argued that a marital dissolution
ilidueed by tedeeing the stigma of AMCO will not hurt the children nearly as
much as the averages quoted above. It might help the children. Seeal a
,does not know the extent to which children are hurt by ths tjp# O ma&rtel
split, and Is not ikely ever to be able to And out for we will nope, do the
-controlled experiment that would be neoessry.

The role performance Interpretation implies that a procem of marital eterioratlon has been Initialed and that every member of the family is going
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to be worse off. Most people would be likely to agree that It would be quiteunfortunate if marriages were dissolving for this reason.
Which interpretation one gives to the high rates of marital dissolution in'
the low support plans of the experiment also effects how one might modify
the welfare reform package to reduce the number of marital dissolutions
caused by the program. If increased knowledge of the availability of incomesupport for the family if a dissolution occurs is the cause, segregating the
programs that aid two parent families from the one that aid single parent
families is indicated. An earned income tax credit or wage rate subsidy would'
accomplish this. If stigma is the major explanation, we are between a rock
and a hard place. There would appear to be no way we can make single
parent families better off without creating more of them.
If the fact that the experiments makes payments to a husband that deserts
his family is an important part of the explanation the solution is to categorically exclude non-aged or disabled single individuals from eligibility for income maintenance.
If the role performance explanation is a major cause, aiding the family
through jobs and earnings related transfers is the solution. The key is to aid'
the family in a way that does not demean the husband or create incentive for
the man to extend his periods of unemployment. The work requirement in the
proposed program will tend to do the latter. The proposed program could
have an unfortunate signaling effect, however. One way to avoid having the
receipt of aid be seen as a signal that the husband is a failure is to construct
the system so that the payments are received as part of the workers paycheck.
Both earned income tax credits (EITC) and wage rate subsidies (WR4)
would be built into withholding and would therefore operate in this way. By
raising the EITC subsidy rate to 50 percent or more, making it taxable and
increasing the marginal tax rate in the cas'i ass!stance-program, almost all
the two parent families that will receive cash assistance payments under the
current proposal would instead be receiving the same dollars of increased'
income in the form of a higher paycheck. An exaraple of how such an EITC
oriented program would work for single and two parent four person families
is provided by Table 3 and 4. A wage rate subsidy could be similarly designed
to integrate with a guarantee type program. The advantages and disadvantages
of these work related subsidy approaches are discussed in Section III. A
mechanism for administering a family wage rate subsidy is described by the
final section of my prepared testimony. This section compares the administrative problems of NIT's EITC's and wage rate subsidies.
TABLE 3.-A COMPARISON OF WELFARE REFORM ALTERNATIVES FOR4-PERSON FAMILIES WITH I
MEMBER EXPECTED
TO WORK
Carter welfare reform
Earnings

Cash
Assistarice

EITC

$..............
$0

Total Earnints
income plus EITC

3400
4,500

$2,300

4,600

300

5,600
$5,0.0

50
5

044
5 o8o8
.

2:300

$400-.-.......-2,200
$5,000........ 1,700

$6,000........1,0

.........

$9,
000.........

.10000.........
$1000

700

400
450
0

000.
200
0 . 60
650

6,600 $,640 .
.
7,150 $7,240...
,0 $7,84

$9
0 562
10562
16,.......
462 11,462 $11,31
9650

Cash
assist
Total'
dance Income

$2,300 0.........$2,300

000 .......

$3,'000.....

4,83

Total Earns is
ini'ome plus EITC

U 000....
500 4,500
$3,
0001,300
P 600 ........ 230
4,830 $3,#450-----1,150

$100
200
230

Cach
asistane

$2,300 f........$2,300

$1,000........2,300
52,000--------- 2,300
$2,300--------..2,300

Alternative I

EITC alternative I

3,400 $14005,440

.500.3

0 6640 $6,000.......
0 7,240 $7,140
0...
7,84 $O7,740
0 8,440
$ 340
40.......
00 99640
,0
.... ...
540

1,800

3,300.
4,300,

6;
0....
7,1
0...7,740

0

340.

,940
950
.. 00,o
0
10,4W
..
o
0 11,380 511,2W0
0 11,280'

Aitrnative l.-EITC matches earnings dollar for dollar up to cash assistance guarantee for family expected to work
(CAG). Above this level EITC equals 20 percent of the next $1,700. Above this the EITC istaxed at 40 percent up to 4times'
the CAG
at which point the tax rate drops to 10 percent Both earnings end the EITC are taxed bytb. ash assistance.
prvom The tax rate inte casl assistance
program is 45 percent for those
expected to work and 70 percent for those not.
Aternative II.-The EITC Is50 percent up toduble the GA,above
wihch It Istaxed back at e 40 percent lix rats.
Above 4times CAG
the EITC tax back is 10percent. The tax rateInthe cash
assistance program is3334percent for thoeexpected to work and60 perteatfor those
not expeted to work.
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TABLE 4.-A COMPARISON OF WELFARE REFORM ALTERNATIVES FOR4 PERSON FAMILIES WITH NOONE
EXPECTED TO WORK

Earnings

Cash
Assistonca

0...........
$4,200
S10--.........
3,700
P:000 ........ 3,200

3,000 ........

2,700

4,000.........
2,200
1,700
000.--.--- 1,200
7,ODD..
700
200

5,000-------

$9,000.........

0

EITC

Alternative I
Cash
Earninr
AssistTotal and EITC
inca

Alternative II
Cash
Eorninis
AssistTotal and ElTC
inca

0 $4,200 0............ $4,200 $4,200 0............
$100 4,800
2,800 4
22,000
1,500
200
5,400 4,000 ...
1,400
,400
000 .......

300

400
450
500
550
600
650

6,000 15,440 ....... 39
6,600

o

9,650 $9,640.......

0

6,640
.......
7,240 .......
7,700 7,40
8,250 $8,440.......
8,800 $9,040 .......
7,150

S832 14,5006,640

000---7,74 .......
0 8,440
340 .......
0 9,040 9,940
0

7,240 $7,140
9,640

9,540 .....

$4,200
3,300
2,400

1,500

Total.
$4,200
4,800
5,400

6,000

-600
6,600
0
7,140
0 7,740
0 a 340
0 8940
0.....
0

9,540,

Nota:See table 3 for description of alternative I and II.

QUESTIONS OF SENATOR CURTIS
Que.tton. You have stated that there is no needs test whatever for the 1.4 mil)lion Job slots. W'hy not?
How do you plan to keep middle and high-income persons from flooding
these opportunities, thereby completely negating the goal?
Answer. The Job component relies upon the relatively low wage offered by
the program, the existence of a waiting period and the restriction of jobs to
principal earners to ration Jobs to those most in need. There is no direct income or asset test for the following reasons:
Income and asset tests are difficult to administer. They are also likely
to discourage some needy perrQns from applying. Asset tests may build
long dependency by requiring people to deplete their savings.
Income limits can create serious equity problems among people Nvho
both need and want to work. For example, a widow with three children
receives $5000 in pension income. With an income limit of $5000 this
woman would-not be eligible for the job program and her cash assistance
payment would be limited to $200 because of the 80 percent benefit reduction rate on unearned income. Total income for this family would
thus be $5200. Another widow and her family, however, does not have a
pension. Consequently she would be eligible for a $5500 subsidized job
and $1450 in cash assistance payments for a total income of $60. By
virtue of the fact that a pension was provided to the first family, the inome limit has made the family substantially worse off than the latter
family. This would be highly unfair.
Another family with $5001 in earnings from one parent would not be
eligible for the job program. However, a similar family with $4999 in
earnings from one parent could also obtain a $5500 subsidized Job for the
spouse, thus "leapfrogging" this family substantially above the income
position of the former.
An income test is also easily circumvented since families can readily
adjust their incomes to fall on the "right" side of the notch. The result is
an unanticipated increase in demand for the program which in turn
means that many of the most needy will not be served.
Income or asset tests are not the most efficient Ways to target Jobs to
those most in need. It is far more efficient to put features in a Jobs program that make It self-rationing.
The Jobs component of welfare reform has been structured so not to.
compete in terms of wages and other factors with most existing jobs in
the regular economy. People who hold most full-time Jobs in our economy
will not be attracted to these welfare reform Jobs. As a result, the Jobs,
unlike cash assistance, will ration themselves to the needy.
A participant in the program has to make certain sacrifices to accept
a welfare reform job. Such a person jhas to undergo an Intensive, unpaid,

five-week job search period. Leisure time and time to-spend on family
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responsibilities are teduced. In addition, there Is the knowledge that
these welfare reform jobs are short-term, rather than permanent, .obs.
The principal earner rule, together with the relatively low wage and
other Job features is the surest, fairest way to target jobs on the neediest.
If the beat earner in the family wants to work at the minimum wage and
cannot find a better job in the regular economy, the family is sure to be
In need.
Queatior. Mr. Secretary, have you run any econometric studies of the effect of
the President's program on the gross national product and the ability of the economy to sustain it? On the effect on inflation? On Job creation in the private
sector. If not, why not? If so, would you share with us the results?
Answer. While we have made numerous econometric simulations of various
aspects of the President's program as part of the planning process, a macroeconometric simulation of the impact on GNP and job creation in the private
sector would not be an appropriate analysis. The welfare reform proposals
of the President seek structural changes in the economy, that is changes in
the parameters of the current behavioral functions. Macroecenometric models,
of course, assume fixed parameters and this is why such an analysis would he
Inappropriate. However, as I have said, numerous microeconometric simulations have been made to estimate the impact of the proposal on specific economic variables and we would be happy to share those with you. For example,
in estimating the number of jobs participants, we have examined how the level
of unemployment influences the_ number of full-time equivalent jobs. This was
done by applying the microeconomic simulation to data on 1974 and 1975,
years with 5.6 percent and 8.5 percent unemployment rates.
It is clear that the Program for Better Jobs and Income is sustainable. The
sded costs of PBJI in 1982 will be less than one-half of one percent of GVP.
The economy's performance on inflation could improve as a result of PBJI.
The reason is that it will be easier to achieve our employment goals with a
Minimum stimulus to inflation. PBJI will permit a channeling of demand for
labor on the slack sectors of the labor market: that is those sectors with the
hlwest wage rates and-the highest rates of unemployment. This will minimize
the added pressure on wages per increase in employment. Job creation in the
private sector should not decline because of PBJI. In fact, the private sector
should be able to improve its ability to employ low Income workers. Given the
combination of work experience and training, PBTI participants will become
more employable in the eyes of private firms. In this way, PBJI could expand
the supply of workers and, in turn, raise the level of private employment.
Quest"o,. Mr. Secretary-Just how do you plan to enforce Job search requiremerits?
Answer. Participants will be required to appear frequently at the Employ.
meant Service during the job search period. They will be provided with counseling, work orientation, testing, resume development and other supportive
services. Special job referrals will be developed for each client. In addition,
participants wil undertake monitored self-search activities using automated
Job matching services where available.
If they refuse to comply with job search requirements, subsidized job eli.
gibles who are expected to work will not be eligible for either subsidized job
placements or for higher level cash assistance benefits. Childless persons will
lose all entitlement to cah assistance benefits If they fall to comply.
Question. Mr. Secretary, your Initial release talks about a whole host of the
things that the 1.4 million persons will be doing, Including "75,000 cultural" jobs.
What in the world are these?

Answer. Since the time of the Initial release, we have had the opportunity

to do further research In this area and have pared down the slot estimate to
50,000. At present, there-are about 10,000 slots, nationwide, in arts and cultural projects under CETA Title VI, not counting the previously existing or

sFstainment slots in Titles II and VI- These Jobs and the ones we are proposing under welfare reform would encompass a varAety of situatio,
in-luding:
Constructing sets for local theatrical productions 8s in Highpoint,
North Carolina;
Supporting artiso4o-residenc In schools or loduutrial workabop an In
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Rochester, New York and Seattle, Washington;
Renovating and maintaining historical buildings, as in the State of
Georgia;
Supporting local danco and theatrical groups in outreach programs for
performances in poor communities and neighborhoods as in the State of
Florida.
Work would range from minor maintenance and clerical positions to cataloguers and outreach workers. Practically all of these jobs would be at or
near tlemintm-nm wage.
Question. Is it also correct that, as a recent article in scientific American Indicated, the Department of Labor has a survey of "potential" labor force participants who said they "want a Job now"? How many so responded? If all of them
who so responded were to surface and be guaranteed a job, wouldn't at least &
million, and not 3 million, PS]E jobs be required?
Answer. The Department of Labor does not have quarterly information
about those not in the labor force who say yes when asked, "Do you want a
Job now?" The number saying they do want a job now has ranged from about
5 to 5.8 million over the last two years. The existence of these potential labor
force participants would not require any increase in the number of job slots
under the Program for Better Jobs and Income (PBJI). The primary reasons are :
(a) PBJI would provide jobs only to principle earners in families with
children; most of the potential labor force participants are not in that
category;
(b) Many of the potential labor force participants are already expected to.
take some of the 1.4 million jobs provided under PBJI; the model used In
estimating the demand for slots took account of the increase in labor force
participation that P13.11 would stimulate; and
(o) It is unrealistic to expect most of the remaining potential participant
will actually accept a job offered under PBJI; less than 20 percent of the
group saying they wanted a job were not in the labor force because they were
discouraged by lack of J)s; the rext failed to look for work for other reasons; and it is unlikely that many will join the labor force Just because
of PBJI.
For these and other reasons, Us Administration believes that 1.4 million
full-time equivalent job and training slots will be adequate to insure employ.
ment for all willing principal earners in families with children. The 3 million
figure sometimes associated with PBJI refers to the number of people whoparticipate in PBJI's jobs compopent sometime during the year. The' number
of full-year PSE slots will be well under 8 million because the average duration inhAbe progrna-will be oWy-about 6 months.
westion. Mr. Secretary, it is my understanding that lowering the current unemployment rate by three percent would require funding and creating about threemillion PSE slots, not 1.4 million. In that correct?
Answer. The Administration's plan for lowering unemployment rates to 4
Percent relies almost exclusively on expansion of the private sector. However,
we recognize that macroeconomic policy measures to stimulate private unem.
ployment cannot by themselves permit us to reach 4 percent without excessive
inflation. This is one reason that we turn to selective employment programs
to play an important role in overall employment policy. As part of our full
employment effort, we plan that the number of PSE Jobs for adults in 1982
would be about 1.5 million. In addition, Job programs for youth would add
another .2-3 million full-time equivalent slots. The number of PSE Jobs would
only exceed these figures if the private sector does not respond and the aggregate unemployment rate well exceeds 5 percent Even then, the number of jobs
required to meet the demand by participants in PBJI would not substantially
exceed our estimates since only about 100,000 jobs are estimated to be re-quired for each one percentage point increase in the unemployment rate.
Qestiof. What minimum wage did you base your cost estimates upon?
Answer. The cost estimates use the 1978 minimum wage rate of $2.65 perhour since all cost estimates are in 1978 dollars.
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Question. How do you plan to relate the other titles of CETA, sueh as Title I,
to the new jobs title?
Answer. The jobs component will provide a flexible mix of Jobs, work experience and training, with the particular mix determined by local governments.
CETA will continue to provide training and other human development servIces to those in need of such services who are not eligible or required to participate in the jobs component.
The proposed CETA reauthorization bill (S. 2570) contains a new Title II
which authorizes both training and work opportunities for the economically
dIsad antaged-essentially the same as the existing Title I of CETA.
Ind'vlduals eligible for jobs under the jobs component of the welfare reform b!ll will, to the extent practical, be referred to work and training activities which also involve eligible persons under other CETA programs. Thus,
participants under the jobs component of the welfare reform bill will not be
separated from persons whose work or training activity is funded from an-other title of CUTA.
Question. Mr. Secretary, I note that under the President's plan we are extending
a guaranteed annual income to singles, and childless couples, and yet they are
not even eligible for the 1.4 million Job slots. Aren't we running the substantial danger that we will be creating new generations of single individuals,
and couples, who will find it much easier to flock to the seacoasts and ski
slopes and live off the working men and women of America?
Just how do you plan to prevent that?
Answer. The may reason for not extending job eligibility to single persons
and childless couples is, of course, cost. Since such persons are eligible for
relatively small cash assistance benefits ina most areas, and have relatively
high rate of unemployment, the costs of providing them with even miniinum
wage jobs is relatively high compared to that for primary earners In families
with children. It is estimated that extending subsidized Job eligibility to
childless persons would Increase the demand for slots by over 3 million or
222 percent.
Childless persons receiving cash assistance will, however, be subject to a
work requirement as under current Food Stamp law. They will also be eligible
for the intensive job search assistance component of the job program. To the
extent that the subsidized job program enables some primary earners previ.
ously employed in relatively low paying jobs to improve their employment,
this will have the effect of creating additional Job openings for childless
persons.
Question.. Does HEW and/or DOL have any current outstanding contracts
with Mathematica?
Answer. Outstanding DOL contracts with Mathematics Policy Research,
Inc. are identified below:
Contract title

Purpose

ETA/OPER .................

Supported Work Evaluation ($750,000)....- To evaluate the supported work demonstratlon program.
Evaluation of Economic Impact of Job Corps To determ Inoe
mployme nt effects followProlram on Participants ($950000).
Ingcmpletion of Job Corps experience.
ETA/ONP ----------------- Technical Services to DOL-CWBH Work To assist the development of State longituGroup ($77,000).
dinal Ut fties.
ASPER............. Simulation of Costs of Employment Re- To estimate the costs and caslods of vsrlleted Welfare Reform Alternatives
ous welfare reform alternatives
($140,000.
ILAB ...................... Survey of Trade Adjustment Assistance To determine Impact of TA program on
Recipients ($33,000).
recipients.
.
.
Follow-up Study of UI Exhantoes To determine the longer term effects of
($4S0,00).
SSB/SUA programs on recipients.
ETA ----------------------

With regard to the identification of HEW-Mathematics contracts, we understand that a similar request for such information was made to HEW by
Senator Curtis and that HEW will supply that information for the record.
Therefore, we assume that DOL need not supply duplicate information on
the IEW-MPR contracts.
Question. Mr. Secretary-How many referrals do you estimate will descend
upon the system?
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Answer. We anticipate that about 5.3 million welfare reform participants will
participants will receive Job search assistance each year when welfare
rtOrm is fully implemented. This total will be broken down in the following
way:
Million

Families with children -------------------Childless couples) ------------------------.
Single individuals)
-

$3.5
1.8

Total participants ------------------------

5.3

Of the 3.5 million participants from families with children, about 3 million
will receive not only Job search assistance but will participate in a special
liublic job during some part of the year. It is anticipated that the remaining
500.000 participants from families with children will receive Job search assistance and will be placed ini a regular job, either public or private.
The expected ES workload of 5.3 million welfare reform participants resulting from welfare reform will not represent a net addition to the current
ES workload. In FY 1976, the ES served 15.1 million new applicants and
renewals. Of this total, about 4.3 million were economically disadvantaged.
Tihus, the net addition to the ES workload is likely to be about 1.1 million
(5.3 million minus 4.3 million) of primarily economically disadvantaged individuals. This represents an increase of about 7 percent compared to the FY
1976 base'of 15 million. It is expected that ES staff resources will be increased
,by more than 7 percent to accommodate this increased workload.
Question. A question for Jodie Allen-What is your current position? And
your former position? Were you formerly at HEW as well?
answer. Jodie T. Allen is Special Assistant to the Secretary of Labor for
Welfare Reform. In this position' she assists the Secretary and is the lead
person in the Department of Labor for the entire welfare reform effort.
Ms. Allen comes to the Department of Labor from Mathematica Policy Research, Inc. where she served as Senior Vice President and Director of the
Washington Office from December 1973 until her DOL appointment. The research program which she developed and directed focused on the costs and
,distributional effects of the various government transfer programs including
both welfare and social insurance programs, and on the design of controlled
field experiments to measure the impact of such programs.,*,'
Prior to her position with Mathematica, Ms. Allen served as Assistant Vice
President and Senior Researcher from August 1970 to Decembir 1973 with
the Urban Institute. At the Institute she directed studies of the design of
employment alternatives to direct welfare programs, developed methods to estimnate the costs and caseloads of income maintenance alternatives and analyzed administrative and technical- aspects of current aAd proposed social
programs.
From June 1967 through August 1970 Ms. Allen served as Chief, Research
and Policy Coordination, FAP and program analysis officer in the Department
of IIEW, Office of the Secretary, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Policy,
and Evaluation. She was responsible for policy issue development and coordimnation and development of supportive research programs for the Administraflon's welfare reform effort including development and direction of HEW's
income maintenance experiments.
. Ms. Allen has also held positions with the Brooklgs Institution, Research
Analysis Corporation, National Planning Association, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Department of Defense and the Executive Office of the President.
Question. Tell me of your success in placing food stamp recipients in Jobs. How
will the job registration and placement system under the Presldent's plan differ
from that in place now for food stamps?
Answer. During FY 1977, the Employment Service provided services to
1.461.000 Food Stamp recelpents. Nine percent of the applicants placed In Jobs
during the 1977 fiscal year were Food Stamp recelpents.
The current registration procedure is carried out through the State agen•cles of the U.S. Employment Service. Those Food Stamp recipients to whom
mandatory registration applies register for work at the local office of the
Employment Service and are required to accept einp oyment at not less than
the minimum wage. Registration for the WIN program is considered sufficient
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to fulfill the conditions of the work registration requirement. Ul registrants.
are also exempt Failure to comply with these requirements without good
cause can result In loss of benefits for the whole family.
Under the President's proposal, a specified job search period would exist
(5 weeks). During that time, the ES would supervise the Individual's job
search efforts and provide assistance in job-seeking techniques during that
period. During the 5-week period, the individual would be receiving lower-tier
benefits. An eligible parent would be expected to take private sector employment if a job is found, however, if he or she refuses such employment -the
family would still continue to receive lower-tier benefits, in contrast with the
Food Stamp program where benefits are cut off altogether.
Que*ton. What is the total cost of a CETA job? Not Just salary but including
all administrative expenses, local and Federal?
Answer. Program costs per manyear for CETA public service Jobs (Titles
II and VI combined) are shown In the following table.

Amount

Percent

igeTraaisg'orlcs------------51
Admlaisatolo-------------------312

1
1
4

Total ........................

7, 91

Fiscal year 1977

Fiscal year 1976

Fiscal year 1975

W

Amount

Percent

Amount

9
9................-"--:.--..
12
10
42
so0
292
4
5o8
7,371

1o

C421

Percent
12
6
too

Source: ETA data.

Administrative costs, which have been very low, rose slightly In FY 1977
because some equipment purchases were allowed and are included in that
category. Total Title II and VI manyears costs are estimated to run about
$8,900 in FY 1978. These cost figures do not Inchlde the Federal (DOL) cost
of administering the program, which is estimated at less than one percent.
They also do not include State and local outlays to supplement CKTA funds
for jobs that exceed the $10,000 ceiling. We hare no information on the number of such jobs.
Qveemes How do you plan to resolve union disputes over the types of jobs and
classifications established by prime sponsors?
Answer. We fully expect CETA sponsors to consult extensively with the
appropriate employee unions before Special Public Jobs are created and to
take their views into account. One of the mechanisms In place under current
CETA regulations is the local planning council which frequently Includes
union representation. This group reviews and approves the prime sponsor's
plan,' including the descriptions of job classifications, rates of pay and similar
information. Most disputes should be settled at this point but In the event
they are not, a mechanism for handling formal appeals of the prime sponsor's plans Is in the regulations for CETA in the event that someone wishes
to lodge a formal complaint.
Qseetion. What will happen to the 725,000 public service employees now enrolled
in Title VI?
Answer. The Administration's proposed legislation to extend the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act authorizes the apropriation of such
sums as may be necessary for Fiscal Years 1979 through 1982. The Administration's budget for Fiscal Year 1979 requests sufficient funds to sustain the
existing level of 725,000 public service Jobs through Fiscal Year 1979.
With respect to Fiscal Years 1980 through 1982, the proposed CETA reau.
tborization legislation provides levels of funding for public service jobs under
Title VI to be based on a sliding scale depending upon the national unemploymat rate. Whatever that rate may be, there would be available a base of $1
billon, which would support approximately 100,000 jobs. However, those funds
eslaM be used only in local areas of substantial unemployment having at least
4A Vreent unemployment. 1V' the national unemployment rate for a calendar
quarter Is above 4.76 perosl, fonds will be made available to support an additIOmal 100,000 Jobs, aHoeatA1 Maong all areas of the Nation according to
1Oi mmuuplorment with addonal increments of 100,000 Jobs for each half
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percentage point by which the national unemployment rate exceeds 4.75
percent.
It should be noted that the CETA reauthorization legislation proposes to
limit participation in a public service Job to 78 weeks, except that public
service job holders who have already participated for 26 weeks as of October
1, 1978 (i.e., current public service jobholders), would be permited only 52
more weeks In such public service employment, unless extended by the Seeretary of Labor because of extraordinary circumstances.

APPENDIX C
QUESriONS SUBMITr

#

BY SENATOR CURTIS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF-AGRICULTURE

Question. I understand the Department of Agriculture favors cash out of food
stamps. How do you square that with your responsibility as a Department of Agriculture official (and your background) to protect and enhance recipients' nutrition and, as well, to assist the farmers of this nation? Are you saying food
stamps have not had a nutritional impact?
Answer. The Department of Agriculture supports the Administration's welfare reform proposal, which consolidates a number of current programs including food stamps. Analysis by the Economic Research Service show that
aggregate food purchases would not decline under this proposal, and therefore
that there would not be an adverse impact on farm income. In addition, a
series of studies indicate that most low income families would continue to
spend as much on food as they now do.
This does not at all mean that food stamps have not had a nutritional im.
pactLThe food stamp program makes an important nutritional contribution.
But when food stamps and other current assistance programs are replaced by
a new program that provides an increase in purchasing power to the low income population in general through increased cash and job aid, we do not
believe nutrition or farm income will suffer.
Question. What were your estimates for increased participation in food stamps
when the purchase requirement was eliminated? What do you see as our experience In this, from now through 1982?
Answer. We estimate that approximately 900,000 households or around
three million persons will join the Food Stamp Program as a result of the
elimination of. the purchase requirement.
It is difficult to predict the behavior of these households as distinct from
all households on the Program. It does appear, however, that there would be
more "working poor" households in this group than there are on the Program
now. For this reason, they would be more dependent on economic conditions,
and the participation estimate resulting from the elimination of the purchase
requirement could go up or down depending on the economy in the next few
years.
Question. A question for Mr. Greenstein-Sir. Greenstein, what is your current
position? Your former position? In that latter capacity, didn't you lobby
against Job search amendments and other food stamp reform that I and other
Members of the Senate and House outlined in the 94th Congress? How much
In Federal funds did the Community Nutrition Institute receive over the last
three years? Does not the United States Code specifically proscribe in whole
or in part, -lobbying with Federal funds?
Answer. Currently I am Special Assistant to Secretary Bergland. Untir
February 1977, I was Associate Editor of the Community Nutrition Institute
Weekly Report. The Community Nutrition Institute is a private, nonprofit
organization located in Washington, D.C.
During the 94th Congress, I advised some Members and Committee staff
upon their request on a number of food stamp issues. I also prepared materials concerning some amendments. I did not, however, work against the in.
troduction of a Job search requirement into the Food Stamp Act. In fact, thebill passed on the Senate floor in 1976, which I supported, contained job search
provisions added In Committee by Senator Talmadge. On the House side, thebill offered by Chairman Foley, which I supported, contained virtually the
same Job search provisions.
(8
(389)
-
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I do not have access to the books of the Community Nutrition Institute, Hild
cannot tell you the exact amount of Federal funds they received during
1974-1976. 1 would estimate that these funds amounted to several hundred
thousand dollars. I would like to point out, however, that the weekly news.
letter, on which I worked, was entirely free of Federal funds, and that Federal funds did not go to support any work I did on Capitol 1ill1. The weekly
newsletter was supported by subscriptions, not Federal grants. The Federal
funds supported other activities of CNI such as training of persons managing
elderly feeding sites under Title VII of the Older Americans Act or of persons
directing Community Food and Nutrition Program grants awarded by the
Community Services Administration.
Question. To what extent are you requiring Job search of food stamp registrants?
Answer. The Food Stamp Act of 1964 does not contain a job search provi.
slon. The Food Stamp Act of 1977 does require job search. We are presently
working on regulations to implement the Job search requirements of the
new law.
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Question. How successful have the Department of TAbor and state employment
agencies been in placing food stamp registrants in Jobs? By specific numbers and
percentages of recipients? Isn't it just paper registration, by and large.
Answer. The Department of Labor has developed some figures on work
registration activities of State Employment Services Agencies. The following
figures are for the second quarter of fiscal year 1977:
Activity
2d quarter
Applicants available to ES -------------- 2,152,653
Individuals placed in Jobs -------------112,003
Individuals referred to Jobs ------------255,918
Individuals enrolled In training ---------12,463
Individuals counseled ------------------54,607
These figures indicate that more than Just paper registration Is involved.

APPENDIX D
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE REVISE COSTESTMATE

ISTRATION'S WELFARE REFORM PROPOSALS

n

OF ADMIN-

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,
U.S. CONGRESS,
JWa8hington,

Hon. JAMES C. CORMAN,

D.C., January 24, 1978.

Chairman, Welfare Reform Subcommittee, U.S. House of Representa-

tives, Was.hington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The enclosed document contains a revised
cost estimate of the Administration's welfare reform proposal (H.R.
9030) and a comparison of the Congressional Budget Office's estimate
with that printed in "The Budget of the United States, 1979." CBO
has revised the cost estimate of H.R. 9030 that was provided to the
Welfare Reform Subcommittee on November 29, 1977, to reflect
improved estimating techniques. Also reflected is a communication
from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare informing
us that the bill, as drafted, did not accurately take into account the
Administration's intent in several sections.
In response to your request of December 20, 1977, the second section of the enclosed document provides a preliminary cost estimate of
the actions taken by the Welfare Reform Subcommittee as of December 16, 1977. We have estimated both the cost of the Subcommittee's
decisions as a group and the costs of the Subcommittee's decisions
one by one. The costs of the individual changes do not total the cost
of the Subcommittee's decisions altogether because of the complex
interactions among the various provisions.
In response to your request of January 24, 1978, we have also provided estimates of the fiscal year 1982 costs of the Subcommittee's
decisions expressed inl978 dollars. While these estimates adjust for
the inflation that would occur between fiscal years 1978 and 1982,
they do not take into account probable demographic and economic
changes. They are not, therefore, estimates of the costs of implementing the Subcommittee's proposal in fiscal year 1978, but rather are
deflated estimates of fiscal year 1982 costs.
I hope this material proves useful to the Subcommittee. CBO will
be happy to provide any additional assistance that will help the Subcommittee in its work on this important issue.
Best wishes,
Sincerely,
ROBERT A. LEVINE
(For Alice M. Rivlin, Director).
(391)
28-353-78----13
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CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE REVISED COST ESTIMATE OF
H.R. 9030 AND PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE OF THE WELFARE
REFORM SUBCOMMITTEE'S DECISIONS AS OF DECEMBER 16, 1977
This paper contains a revised cost estimate of the Administration's
welfare reform proposal (H.R. 9030) and a comparison of the Congressional Budget Office's (CBO) estimate with the estimate printed in
The Budget of the United States, 1979 (page 198). CBO has revised
the cost estimate of H.R. 9030 that was provided to the Welfare

Reform Subcommittee on November 29, 1977 to reflect improved
estimating techniques and a communication from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare informing CBO that the bill,
as drafted, did not accurately reflect the Administration's intent
in several sections.
In response to Chairman Corman's request of December 20, 1977,
the second section of this paper provides a preliminary cost estimate
of the actions taken by the Welfare Reform Subcommittee as of
December 16, 1977. CBO has estimated both the cost of the Subcommittee's decisions taken collectively and the costs of the Subcommittee's decisions taken individually. The costs of the individual
decisions do not sum to the cost of the Subcommittee's decisions
taken collectively because of the complex interactions among the
various provisions.
In response to Chairman Corman's request of January 24, 1978
the final section of this aperr provides preliminary estimates of the
fiscal year 1982 costs of the Subcommittee's decisions expressed in
terms of 1978 dollars. While these estimates adjust for the inflation
that would occur between fiscal years 1978 and 1982, they do not
take into account probable demographic and economic changes.
They should not, therefore, be interpreted as estimates of the costs
of implementing the Subcommittees proposal in fiscal year 1978,
but rather as deflated estimates of the fiscal year 1982 costs assuming
implementation in fiscal year 1981.
REVISED COST ESTIMATE OF H.R. 9030
The Administration's

Welfare

Reform Proposal

(H.R. 9030)

would cost all levels of government $50.87 billion in fiscal year
1982, the first fuli fiscal year during which all components of the

plan would be in operation. (See Table 1.) The cost to the federal

government would be $42.25 billion, while state and local governments

would spend $8.63 billion. The net cost of H.R. 9030, which is the
difference between the total cost of the proposal and the offsets
attributable to discontinuing the programs replaced by H.R. 9030 and
the impact of the proposal on the costs of related programs and
revenue sources, would be $13.94 billion. Net federal costs would rise
by $17.36 billion while state and local governments would experience a
decline in net spending of $3.42 billion.
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TABLE 1.-COSTS OF ADMINISTRATION'S WELFARE REFORM
PROPOSAL BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR
1982
[Billions of dollars]

Federal

State and
local

Total

Total costs .......................... $42.25
Total offsets ......................... 24.89
Net costs ......................
17.36

$8.63
12.05
(3.42)

$50.87
36.93
13.94

H.R. 9030

Note: Figures may not add to totals due to rounding.

The revised estimate of the net cost for all levels of government is
$4.16 billion higher than the estimate provided to the Welfare Reform
Subcommittee on November 29, 1977. CBO's estimate of the total cost
before cffsets of the proposal has not changed significantly; it has increased by $1.43 billicn. However, the cost of several of the components of total costs have changed significantly from the preliminary
estimate. For example, the cost of the basic cash assistance component
has increased by $1A5 billion, the cost of the public service employment component has decreased by $1.09 billion and the overhead cost
for the public service employment component has decreased by $1.57
billion. It should be noted that the federal tax reimbursement costs
provided by Section 2104 of H.R. 9030 are included in total costs,
while in CBO's preliminary estimate they were carried as an offset. A
detailed breakdcwn of the components of total costs is provided in
Table A which is placed at the end of this paper.
CBO's estimate of the offsets has been lowered by $2.69 billion.
This primarily reflects a lower estimate of the offsets attributable to
the increased federal and state tax revenues generated by the proposal.
A detailed breakdown of the offsets is provided in Table B which is
located at the end of this paper.
The revised estimates are based on the same economic and programmatic assumptions as were those estimates provided to the Subcommittee on November 29, 1977. The assumed fiscal year 1982 unemployment rate underlying these estimates is 4.5 percent and states are assumed to supplement the program's basic benefits for single parent
families with children and for the aged, blind and disabled to the
Point where they equal the combined benefits expected in 1982 from
od stamps and AFDC and SSI.
The Budget of the United States, 1979 provides the Administration's estimates of the total gross federal costs of H.R. 9030 in fiscal
ear 1982. These estimates and those of CBO are presented in Table 2.
he Administration's estimates of the gross federal cost of the program
is $3.5 billion less than that of CBO while its estimate of the offsets is
$5.1 billion higher than that of CBO. Therefore, CBO's estimate of
the net cost of the proposal is $8.6 billion higher than that of the Administration.
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TABLE 2.-COMPARISON OF ADMINISTRATION AND CBO ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL COSTS FOR H.R. 9030 IN FISCAL YEAR 1982
(Billions of dollars]
Administration

Gross costs:

Cash assistance,_ .............. "$26.0

Jobs ............
. ....
Earned income tax creditI ......

9.9
3.0

CBO

$28.1

11.5
2.6

Difference

$2.1

1.6
(.4)

Total gross costs ..............

38.8 -

42.3

24.9

(5.1)

Net cost ....................

8.8

17.4

8.6

Offsets ..............................

30.0

3.5

I "Budget of the United States Government, 1979," Jan. 23, 1978, p. 198.
'The administration's estimate of the earned income tax credit (EITC) assumes
lmp:Rmentation of the new provisions beginning with calendar year 1982. This
estimate also assumes that some accrued tax liability under the provision will
not appear as disbursements until fiscal year 1983. The CBO estimate assumes
the EITC Is in effect for the full fiscal year 1982 with all accrued liability being
disbursed in that year.
Note: Figures may not add to totals due to rounding.

The estimates of the gross costs differ for several reasons. The most
important of these are the use of different economic assumptions,
different data bases, different demographic assumptions, different
techniques for calculating the cost attributable to Puerto Rico, and
different assumptions regarding the structure of the federal income
tax system in 1982. The CBO and the Administration differ with respect to the offset estimates mainly because of differences in what is
included as an offset. Offsets attributable to the discontinuation of the
CETA public service jobs program, reduced fraud in medicaid, the
proposed crude oil equalization tax refund, and reduced payments for
extended unemployment insurance are included in the Administration's estimate but not in that of CBO. On the other hand, OBO has
included but the Administration has not, offsets derived from eliminating the existing emergency assistance program, reduced costs of child
nutrition programs, increased federal income tax revenues, increased
state income and sales tax revenues and increased costs for medicaid
eligibility determination.
BUDGET IMPACT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S DECISIONS

The Subcommittee's decisions taken collectively would result in a
total cost to all levels of government of $58.49 billion in fiscal year
1982. After subtracting the offsets the net costs to all levels of government would be $17.86 billion which is $3.92 billion over those estimated by CBO for H.R. 9030. (See Table 3.) The net cost to the
federal government would be $21.05 which is $3.69 billion higher than
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those of It.R. 9030. The fiscal relief offered by the Subcommittee's
proposal to state and local governments would be $3.20 billion which
is $224 million less than that provided by It.R. 9030. These cost
figures assume the elimination of the current food stamp program and
the same jobs program as included in H.R. 9030.
Table C which is placed at the end of this paper, provides a detailed breakdoon of the total cost of the Subcommittee's welfare reform proposal. Total federal cash assistance would cost $24.17 billion,
an increase of $2.4 billion over the Administration's proposal. Three
factors account for most of this increase: (1) the indexation of the
basic federal guarantees after the year of implementation, (2) increased
eligibility and participation resulting from substitution of the onemonth for the six-month retrospective accounting system, and (3)
a reduction in work effort brought about by a combination of factors
including increased basic benefits, increased supplementation of certain categories of recipients and the grandfathering of general assistance recipients.

TABLE 3.-COST OF SUBCOMMITTEE'S WELFARE REFORM
PROPOSAL BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1982
[Billions of dollars]
Federal

State and
local

Total

H.R. 9030 plus subcommittee decisions:
Total cost ....................... $48.90
Total offsets ....................
27.85

$9.59
12.79

$58.49
40.63

Netcost .......................

21.05

(3.20)

17.86

Difference in subcommittee decisions from H.R. 9030:
Total cost .......................
Total offsets .....................

6.65
2.96

.96
.74

7.62
3.70

Net cost .......................

3.69

'.22

3.92

Represents a decrease in fiscal relief to states and local governments.
Note: Figures may not add to totals due to rounding.

The Subcommittee's decisions would cause total supplementation
costs to increase by $3.7 billion. The federal share of the supplements
would increase by about $1 billion. Increased supplementation costs
result from the decisions of the Subcommittee to: (1) permit federal
sharing of state supplementation of single individuals and childless
couples, (2) raise the supplementation levels eligible for federal cost
sharing for all families, and (3) raise the marginal tax rates on supplemented benefit levels which would lead to reduced work effort.
State grandfathering costs under the Subcommittee's proposal
would be $3.35 billion. This increase of over $300 million from those
of H.R. 9030 would result because of the decision to include state
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grandfathering costs for general assistance recipients in the holdharmless calculations. With increased state supplementation, higher
grandfathering costs and hold-harmless payments for increased medicaid expenditures, federal hold-harmless costs would rise to $4.1 billion
or by $3.0 billion over H.R. 9030.
Under the Subcommittee's proposal an estimated 34.3 million
persons would receive cash assistance benefits sometime during
fiscal year 1982, an increase of 7.6 million persons over H.R. 9030.
Increased participation in the cash assistance program will increase
administrative costs by about $850 million.
The Subcommittee's earned income tax credit (EITC) proposal
would cost $1.37 billion or approximately $1.3 billion lower than
those estimated for H.R. 9030. The Subcommittee's EITC would
concentrate benefits on lower income families; about $900 million
would go to families below the positive tax entry point while the tax
liability of families above the tax entry point would be reduced by
$500 million. Approximately 5.3 million filing units would receive
some benefits from the Subcommittee's EITC proposal.
Because of increased benefit payments, the relative attractiveness
of the public service job component of H.R. 9030 declines. Approximately 1.169 million full time job and training slots would be demanded in fiscal year 1982 because of the Subcommittee's cash assistance decisions. This represents a decline of about 23,000 slots from
H.R. 9030. The costs of the public service job program would be
$11.73 billion, a decline of about $360 million from the costs of H.R.
9030.
Total offsets under the Subcommittee's proposal would be $40.63
billion in fiscal year 1982, an increase of about $3.7 billion over those
of H.R. 9030. Some $3 billion of the increase in offsets represents
the higher federal and state tax revenues stemming from the Subcommittee's decision to tax cash assistance benefits. The Subcommittee's decision not to count the entire cash assistance benefit in calculating benefits in other means tested programs would result in a
reduction of about $460 million in the offsets estimated under H.R.
9030. Table D which is at the end of this paper provides a detailed
breakdown of these offsets.
COST OF THE INDIVIDUAL SUBCOMMITTEE DECISIONS

This section presents the net costs or savings attributable to the
vnajor decisions of the Subcommittee assuming each were adopted
individually while leaving all other aspects of H.R. 9030 as proposed
by the Administration. These costs are shown in Table 4. Because
of the interaction between the various components of the Subcommittee's welfare reform proposal, the sum of the costs of the Subcommittee's decisions taken individually does not equal the estimate of the
cost of the Subcommittee's decisions taken collectively. For identification purposes each decision is labeled with the number under which
it appears in the Subcommittee's December 19, 1977 release, "Summary of Decisions as of December 16, 1977".
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TABLE 4.--NET COSTS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S CHANGES
TO H.R. 9030 BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1982
[Billions of dollars]
Reform option

Federal

State and
local

Total

Net cost of H.R. 9030 ............. $17.360 ($3.420) $13.940
Change from H.R. 9030:
Net cost of subcommittee's
decisions collectively .......
3.915
.224
3.691
Net costs of marginal
changes:'
Stepparent's income ......
.203
.051
.254
Exclude single individuals
under age of 25 .........
(1.729)
(.Q21) (1.750)
Benefit payments to residents of public institutions .........
.010
.001
.011
Foster care provisions .....
.267
.220
.487
Limit on family size .......
.061
.083
(.022)
Indexation of asic benefit schedule .............
3.108
3.231
.123
$800 reduction ............
.290
.035
.325
Supplementation provisions:
With single individuals and childless
couples .............
.278
1.262
.984
Without single individuals and childless couples.........
.238
.183
.055
Monthly accounting syste m.....................
2.400
.230
2.630
Earnings deduction for
aged, blind, and disab led ....................
(.010)
.101
.091
Child and student earnings..
.247
.023
.270
Disregard of food stamp
bonus in -means-tested
.414
program s................
.414
........
(.115)
(.306)
Asset test .................
(.191)
Grandfathering of general
assistance recipients ....
.795
1.302
.507
Emergency needs block
grant ....................
.202
.092
.294
Substantial gainful activity .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ... . .. .. .
.050
.010
.060
Medicaid hold-harmless..
(.140)......
.140
Earned income tax credit..
1.160
.012
(1.148)
2.526)
Tax cash assistance .......
(.459) (2.985)
I The sum of marginal changes will not add to the net change of the subcom.
mittee bill.
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Stepparents' Income.-1II, 1.(b)] The Subcommittee decided that the
income of stepparents who are not legally responsible for stepchildren
in a household would not be imputed to the child in the computation of
his benefit. Under the Administration's proposal no differentiation is
made between natural- and step-parent's incomes in the computation
of the filing unit's benefit. The Subcommittee's decision would essentially result in stepchildren becoming independent filing units if the
natural parent had no income.
This provision would raise federal costs by $203 million and state
costs by $51 million. This cost is based on the Administration's estimate that there were 360,000 AFDC children living with stepparents
in 1975. It was assumed that there would be no change in the number of
affected stepchildren between 1975 and fiscal year 1982.
Exclude Single Indiviiduals Under Age 25.-[lf,1.(d)] The Subcommittee decided to require that single individuals under age 25, who
have no children or are not blind or disabled, must file for cash assistance with their. families. Under the Administration's bill such individuals over the age of 18 may apply for benefits on their own.
Compared to H.R. 9030, excluding single individuals from applying for
cash assistance on their own would lower federal costs by $1.72 9 billion
and reduce state costs by about $21 million.
As a result of this provision 1.558 million fewer persons would participate in the cash assistance program; under 11.R. 9030 these
individuals would receive an average benefit of $987 a year in 1982.
Processing fewer cash assistance applicants would reduce federal administrative costs by $142 million. State savings resulting from the
exclusion of young single individuals from the basic cash assistance
program would amount to about $159 million but would be offset by
about $81 million of additional grandfathering expenditures for those
individuals who would have received benefits from the current welfare
programs; by $12 million of additional administrative expenses
associated with this grandfathering; and by a loss of $46 million in
federal hold-harmless payments. Grandfathering costs are transitional and therefore states would realize greater savings in subsequent
years as the caseload turned over.
Benefit Payments to Residents of Public Institutions.-[II,2.(a)] The
Subcommittee decided to allow the payment of benefits to aged, blind
and disabled persons residing in public group homes with less than
16 beds. This provisionrouldresuit in additional federal expenditures
of $10 million and an added state expenditure of $1 million in 1982.
CBO's estimate is based on the estimate of the Administration for
fiscal year 1978. The Administration's estimate was inflated to fiscal
year 1982 under the basic indexation scheme of H.R. 9030.
Foster Care Provisions.--jII,2.(b)] The Subcommittee decided to
retain the present provisions in the AFDC program that provide
federal matching funds for foster care children. Under the Administration's proposal, the AFDC program including the AFDC foster
care services provided under Title IV-B would be eliminated. A child
living with an unrelated individual could file for and receive the maximum amount payable for a child-$600 in 1978. In 1977, 110,600 foster
children received payments averaging nearly $300 per month through
the AFDC program. If these payments increased by the expected rate
of inflation, the total cost of the AFDC foster care program would
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reach about $503 million in fiscal year 1982. In addition, it is estimated
that, Section 501 of H.R. 7200, which extends federal payments to
children voluntarily placed in foster care, would add $20 million.
Together, without any reform, the AFDC foster care program including administrative costs would cost the federal government $314
mi lion and state and local govermnents $261 million.
Although foster children would receive the bamic federal benefit
under H.R. 9030, the Subcommittee's decision would raise the net
federal costs by $267 million and the net state costs by $220 million.
Limit on Family Size.-[I,2.(c)] The Subcommittee decided not to
limit the number of individuals in a filing unit for whom benefits
could be paid. Under H.R. 9030, filing units of seven individuals or
more would be eligible for the same amount of cash assistance. Assuming that additional filing unit members would receive $600 each (i.e.,
the benefit paid to each child in H.R. 9030 in 1978 dollars), removing
the limit on the size of the filing unit would raise H.R. 9030 costs at
the federal level by $83 million but reduce state costs by $22 million.
The reduction in state costs is primarily due to a decline in grandfathering expenditures for units with more than seven members.
The modest increase in costs resulting from this provision reflects
Bureau of the Census projections of a continued decline in average
family size. Approximately 172,000 filing units (less than half a
percent of all units) would have eight or more members. Of that total,
39 percent would participate under the Administration's plan; an
additional 4 percent would participate as a result of the Subcommittee's decision to lift the family size restriction on benefits.
Indexation of Basic Benefit Schedue.-[III, 2.(b)] The Subcommittee
decided to index cash assistance benefit levels according to the Consumer Price Index from now until the year of implementation and on
an annual basis thereafter. Under H.R. 9030, benefit schedules would
be indexed only to the year of implementation with no automatic
indexing for subsequent years. The basic cost estimate of H.R. 9030
for fiscal year 1982 assumes the plan would be implemented in the
spring of 1981 so that benefit schedules are not adjusted from 1981
to 1982. The Subcommittee's decision to index benefits would raise
the federal costs of H.R. 9030 by $3.108 billion and state costs by
$123 million in fiscal year 1982.
The higher federal benefit levels that result from the Subcommittee's indexing decision would induce approximately 1.7 million
additional filing units to participate in the federal cash assistance
program. Total cash assistance costs would rise by $2.947 billion
because of increases in both benefit payments ($2.826 billion) and
administrative costs associated with the new participants ($121 million). Moreover, because of the overlap between the higher cash
assistance breakevens and the tax system in fiscal year 1982, the cost
of the feature that reimburses cash assistance recipients for potential
federal income taxes incurred would rise by $336 million; $322 million
of the additional costs would be federal, while the rest would be
borne by states.
$800 Reduction.-[III,2.(d)] The Subcommittee would not reduce
cash assistance benefits for eligible units residing together. However,
where an eligible unit not containing the household head shares a
household with an ineligible unit the cash benefit would be reduced by
$800 unless the eligible unit pays a portion of the rent or a pro rata
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share of the costs of maintaining the household. II.R. 9030 would
reduce benefits by $800 if an eligible unit not containing a household
head shares a household with a related unit regardless of eligibility
but would not reduce the benefit if the other unit were not related.
In cases where both units would be eligible, related, and jointly own or
ease the household, each would have their cash assistance benefit
reduced by $400.
.
Because of inadequate data CBO has adopted the Administration's
estimate for this provision. Adjusted for inflation to fiscal year 1982,
this provision would raise H.R. 9030's federal costs by $290 million and
state costs by $35 million. CBO hopes to be able to provide an independent estimate of this provision in the near future.
Supplementation Proi'isions.-[IV, 2. and 3.] The Subcommittee
decided to make several changes in the state supplementation provisions of H.R. 9030 which are considered here collectively. The Subcommittee would raise the state supplemental benefits eligible for
federal matching up to current cash assistance plus food stamp benefit
levels or the poverty level, which ever is higher, for all categories of
recipients including int act families expected to work, single individuals,
and childless couples. Under H.R. 9030, the federal government. would
pay a portion of state supplements up to 112.32 percent of the basic
federal benefit for intact families with a member expected to work and
nothing thereafter. For a family of four whose primary earner was
unable to find a job after the eight week job search, this benefit level
would be equal to about 75 percent of the poverty threshold. For
non-ABD single individuals and childless couples the federal government would pay no portion of state supplements. The Subcommittee
also decided to restrict the combined benefit reduction rate applied to
state supplement programs to 70 percent for all categories of recipient.
Under H.R. 9030 states would not be allowed to raise the benefit
reduction rate for single individuals, childless couples, intact families
and single parent families expected to work above 52 percent.
If states provide the maximum matching supplements to all categories of recipients, these changes in the state supplementation provisions of H.R. 9030 would raise costs by $1.262 billion; $984 million
would be federal and $278 million state. Costs would rise both because
additional recipients would be made eligible by higher benefit levels
and because there would be added financial disincentive to work for
some categories of recipients not previously supplemented (i.e., single
people, childless couples, and some intact families) and for recipients
who would face a higher benefit reduction rate (i.e., 70 percent as
opposed to 52 percent). State costs would initially rise by some $627
million. This would be partially offset by $370 million in additional
federal hold-harmless payments to states. In addition to these holdharmless payments, federal costs would increase by $132 million in
basic cash assistance and $467 million in the federal share of state
supplements.
Muchresult
of thefrom
increase
in costs at
both
the federal
and
would
supplement
the provision
that
state levels would
the benefits of single individuals and childless couples. This provision
accounts for $801 million of the additional federal costs and $223
million of the additional state costs.
Montly Accounting Sy8tem.-[V,l.] The Subcommittee decided to
establish a one-month retrospective accounting system in place of the
six-month retrospective accounting system in A.R. 9030. CBO has
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adopted the same basic procedures as the Administration to estimate
the impact. of this provision on costs and caseloads. These procedures
are being reviewed and may be revised after further discussion with
Administration officials.
A one-month retrospective account system would cause federal
costs to increase by $2.4 billion and state costs to increase by $230
million. Under the Subcommittee's provision basic federal cash assistance benefits would increase by about $1.3 billion and the state share
of the basic federal benefit -ould increase by $104 million. Total
state supplementation payments would increase by $500 million, $170
million paid for by the federal government and the remainder by the
states. Because of increased state spending, federal hold-harmless
payments to the states would increase by $190 million. An estimated
34.3 million persons would participate sometime during the year as
compared to 26.7 million under H.R. 9030. This additional participation would result in an increase in federal administrative costs of
approximately $668 million.
Earning8 Deduction for Aged, Blind and Disabled.-[VII,l .(d)] The
Subcommittee decided to allow an earnings deduction in calculating
cash assistance benefits for the aged, blind, and disabled of $65 a
month plus 50 percent of remaining monthly earnings. Under H.R.
9030 such individuals would not have such a deduction and earnings
would reduce benefits at the 50 percent rate from the first dollar on.
The Subcommittee's disregard would raise H.R. 9030's federal cost
by $101 million and lower state costs by about $10 million. The state
savings would be attributable to the lower grandfathering costs
associated with an expansion of cash assistance expenditures.
Child and Student Earnings.-IVII,2.] For determining a filing unit's
benefits the Subcommittee decided to disregard the earnings of
children under the age of 14 and of students between 14 and 18. It
also decided to disregard earnings of full or part-time students between the ages of 18 and 25 if the earnings were applied to the earner's
educational expenses. Under H.R. 9030 all such earned income would
be counted in determining the filing unit's benefits. Data available
to CBO are inadequate to estimate the cost of this provision, especially the part relating the earnings of students between the ages of
18 and 25 to their educational expenditures. Therefore, CBO has
adopted the Administration's estimate of this provision. Inflated to
fiscal year 1982, the additional federal costs would be $247 million
and the additional state costs would be $23 million.
Disregard of Food Stamp Bonus in Means-tested Program&e.-VII,4.]
The Subcommittee decided to disregard for purposes of calculating a
unit's other federal means-tested benefits an unspecified percentage of
a filing unit's additional welfare income that would result from eliminating the federal food stamp program. Under H.R. 9030 the entire
amount of the increase in welfare income could be counted in determining a unit's benefits in other federal means-tested programs.
Under the Administration's proposal housing assistance and child
nutrition benefits would be reduced by approximately $780 million as
a result of increased cash payments. If 35 percent of the increase in
cash assistance income were diisregarded by the Subcommittee's provision, then the costs of federal housing assistance and child nutrition
benefits would rise by $414 million over H.R. 9030, representing the
net cost of this provision. Thirty-five percent is an estimate of the
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proportion of total welfare transfers received by food stamp households in 1976 accounted for by bonus food stamp transfers. There
would be no additional state costs associated with this provision.
Asset Test.-[VII,5.] The Subcommittee decided to adopt the asset
test and asset definitions of the current SSI program for determining
cash assistance eligibility. Under this provision, single individuals
with countable assets in excess of $1,500 and larger filing units with
countable assets in excess of $2,250 would not qualify for the cash
assistance program. Under H.R. 9030 the asset limit is $5,000 and 15
percent of the value of these assets would be imputed annually to
income for the purpose of calculating benefits. The Subcommittee's
more restrictive asset limit would result in a $191 million reduction
in federal costs and $115 million savings to the states.
Grandfathering of General Assistance Recipients.-[VIII,2.(b) The
Subcommittee decided to include in the state hold-harmless calculation the cost of grandfathering those receiving general assistance,
AFDC and 851. The hold-harmless provision in the Administration's
bill covers AFDC and SSI grandfathering only. If all states grandfathered current recipients up to pre-reform cash assistance and food
stamps benefit levels federal costs would rise by $795 million under
the Subcommittee's grandfathering provision and state costs would
rise by $507 million.
This provision would add two million recipients of grandfathering
payments at a cost of $681 million in benefits and $187 million in
administrative expenditures. Based on the projected hold-harmless
positions of states in fiscal year 1982, about 60 percent of these new
grandfathering expenditures would be borne by the federal government through hold-harmless payments to states. Work disincentives
produced by additional cash assistance would lead to a $186 million
increase in the basic federal cash assistance program and a $229 million
reduction in federal and state tax revenues. While the costs of grandfathering would be considerable in fiscal year 1982, these costs are
transitional and would decline with caseload turnover in subsequent
years.
Emergency Needs Block Grant.-[X] The Subcommittee decided to
increase the federal authorization ceiling for the Emergency Needs
block grant program frcm $630 million as called for in H.R. 9030 to
approximately $832 million (based upon 1981 as the year of implementation). Indexing the $630 million to the year of implementation,
as specified by the Subcommittee's decision, accounts for $110 million
cf the increased federal costs. In addition, states would be permitted
to receive additional monies, matched at a 50 percent rate by the
federal government, for emergency assistance costs. Under this provision the additional grant could not exceed 25 percent of the basic
$740 million Emergency Needs block grant. Thus federal and state
costs could increase by a maximum of $92 million each, under the
assumption of full authorization of appropriations for this provision.
Overall, federal costs for the Emergency Needs block grant would
increase by $202 million, and state costs by $92 million. This estimate
could represent an overestimate of the potential authorization if other
components of the Subcommittee's proposal, such as the change to a
one-month retrospective accounting system, were adopted.
Substantial Gainful Activity Test.-[ XI,1.1 The Subcommittee decided
to change the disability test for establishing a recipient's ability to
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engage in "substantial gainful activity". The Administration's proposal would use the current SSI regulations, which specify that a
disabled individual can maintain disability status until monthly
earnings exceed $200. The Subcommittee raised this earnings test to
$480 a month. CBO has adopted the Administration's 1978 estimate
of the cost of this provision and adjusted it to fiscal year 1982 by the
estimated rate of inflation on the assumption that if the basic benefits
of recipients were indexed for inflation the earnings test would also be
indexed. In fiscal year 1982, this provision would result in increased
federal costs of $50 million and increased state costs of $10 million.
Medicaid ltold-Harmless.-[XIIII The Subcommittee decided to
hold states harmless for increased administrative costs associated with
the medicaid program. The basic proposal does not include these
expenditures in the hold-harmless calculation. If states continue to
provide medicaid under current eligibility rules, medicaid administrative expenditures would rise to reflect the fact that medicaid eligibility
determination costs for AFDC and SSI recipients which currently are
borne largely by the AFDC and SSI programs would have to be picked
up by the medicaid program when AFDC and SSI are discontinued. It
is estimated that the state share of this added administrative cost
would be $240 million in fiscal year 1982. Approximately $140 million
in increased federal hold-harmless payments would be required as a
result of this provision. The entire increase in state expenditures would
not be held harmless since some states, even with these additional
expenditures, would receive the minimum guaranteed fiscal relief and
hence would not be eligible for hold-harmless payments.
Earned Income Tax &edit.-X1V] The Subcommittee decided to
modify the existing Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) to provide
families with children a credit of 12 percent of earnings up to levels
equal to the maximum payment amount in the federal cash assistance
proo-ram (e.g. $4,200 for a family of four). The credit would be reduced
at the rate of 6 percent of income thereafter. Under H.R. 9030, the
EITC would be 10 percent of earnings up to $4,000 and 5 percent for
earnings between $4,000 and approximately the breakeven point in
the cash assistance program (e.g. $9,100 for a family of four). Beyond
that income level the credit would be reduced at the rate of 10 percent.
In addition, the Subcommittee decided to adjust annually, accord
to the Consumer Price Index, the income at which the credit is phased
out. IH.R. 9030 would make such an adjustment only to the year in
which the EITC reform would be implemented.
The Subcommittee's EITC would reduce federal costs by $1.160
billion from those implied by I.R. 9030 and raise state expenditures
bv about $12 million. While the Subcommittee's credit would provide
about $1.2 billion less in the way of benefits, it would target a greater
proportion of its benefits on families below the breakeven level in the
cash assistance progam. About 59 percent of the Subcommittee's
EITC benefits would go to such families while 42 percent of the
benefits under H.R. 9030 would go to such families.
Tax Cash A8sistance.-[XV.1] The Subcommittee decided to include
cash assistance payments as income subject to federal taxes. Such
benefits would not be counted for tax purposes in H.R. 9030. Subject,ing cash assistance payments and the federal tax reimbursement
(Section 2104 of H.R. 9030) to federal and state taxes would lower the
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net cost of H.R. 9030 by $2.985 billion; $2.526 billion would be federal
and $459 million would be state.
Federal personal income tax revenues would increase by $2.454
billion. State income taxes would increase by $439 million if the Subcommittee's provision were applied by states. These additional tax
revenues would be supplemented slightly by a $206 million decrease
in public service employment costs. However, cash assistance costs
would rise by $194 million because cash assistance recipients would
work less because of the reduced financial incentive to work.
Impat of the Subcommittee's Decision8 in liecal Year 1978 Dollars.All of the estimates presented in this paper, thus far, have been
expressed in fiscal year 1982 dollars, the assumed first full year of
the proposal's implementation. The Administration has released its
estimates of the fiscal year 1978 costs of the Subcommittee's decisions
assuming implementation of the proposal in fiscal year 1978. In order
to facilitate a crude comparison of CBO's and thie Administration's
estimated costs, Table 5 presents the CBO's fiscal year 1982 estimates
deflated to fiscal year 1978 dollars. It should be noted that while
these figures make a rough adjustment to deduct the impact of the
inflation that wouhl occur between fiscal years 1978 and 1982, they
implicitly assume that the economic and demographic conditions of
fiscal year 1982 would apply to fiscal year 1978. These estimates cannot
therefore be interpreted as estimates of the cost of implementing the
Subcommittee's proposal in fiscal year 1978.
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TABLE 5.-NET COSTS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S CHANGES TO
H.R. 9030 BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1982
DEFLATED TO FISCAL YEAR 1978 DOLLARS
(Billions of dollars]
Reform option

Federal

State and
local

Total

Net cost of H.R. 9030 ............. $13.940 ($2.746) $11.941
Changes from H.R. 9030:
Net cost of subcommittee decisions collectively..........
2.969
.177
3.140
Net costs of marginal change: 1
Stepparent's income ......
.163
.041
.203
Exclude single individuals
under age of 25 .......... (1.388) (.017) (1.405)
Benefit payments to residents of public institutio ns....................
.001
.008
.009
Foster care provisions.....
.214
.177
.391
Limit on family size....
.067
.018
.049
Indexation of basic benefit schedule .............
2.496
.099
2.595
$800 reduction ............
.233
.028
.261
Supplementation provisions:
With single individuals and childless
.790
couples .............
.223
1.013
Without single individuals and child.
less couples ........
.044
.147
.191
Monthly accounting syste m.....................
1.927
.185
2.112
Earnings deduction for
aged, blind, and disabled ..................
.081
(.008)
.089
Child and student earnings ... .................
.018
.198
.217
Disregard of food stamp
bonus in means-tested
.332
......
.332
program s ...............
Asset test ................
(.153)
(.092)
(.246)
Grandfathering of general
assistance recipients....
.638
1.046
.407
Emergency needs block
grant ....................
.162
.074
.236
Substantial gainful activity .......................
.040
.060
.046
Medicaid hold-harmless...
.112
( .112)... . . .
Earned income tax credit. . (.932)
.028)
(.369) (2.397)
Tax cash assistance .......
• °

.9)(922J

IThe sum of marginal changes will not add to the net change of the subcommittee

bill.
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In fiscal year 1978 dollars, the Subcommittee's decisions would
result in a $2.97 billion increase in federal costs over H.R. 9030 and
$177 million increase in state and local government costs. The marginal
impact of the Subcommittee's decision taken individually are shown
in 1978 dollars, and range from a savings of nearly $2.40 billion from
the provision which would tax cash assistance benefits to a cost of
$2.60 billion associated with the decision to index annually the basic
benefit schedule according to changes in the Consumer Price Index.
EFFECTS OF THE INDEXATION OF THE BASIC BENEFIT SCHEDULE

Much of the net cost differences between H.R. 9030 and the Subcommittee's proposal is attributable to the Subcommittee's decision to
index the basic benefit schedule by the Consumer Price Index after the
date of implementation. It.R. 9030 calls for indexation up to the
date of implementation. CBO's cost estimate for fiscal year 1982
assumes there would be no indexation of the benefit schedules from
fiscal year 1981 to 1982. There has been some confusion regarding
this point. Representatives of the Administration have stated that
it is the Administration's intent to prevent real benefits from being
erroded away by inflation. 1. this is the case and the benefits in
H.R. 9030 were indexed to the Consumer Price Index as called for
in the Subcommittee's proposal, the net cost of H.R. 9030 in fiscal
year 1982 would be $17.17 billion; $20.47 billion of federal net costs
and $3.30 billion of state fiscal relief (see Table 6). On this basis,
the net cost of the Subcommittee's decisions taken collectively would
be $17.85 billion, or a $680 million increase over H.R. 9030. Federal
costs would increase by $580 million and state costs would increase
by $100 million.

TABLE 6.-COMPARISON OF THE NET COSTS OF H.R. 9030
(WITH FULL INDEXATION OF BENEFITS) AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE CHANGES TO H.R. 9030 BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1982
[Billions of dollars]
Reform option

Federal

Net cost of H.R. 9030 indexed ...... $20.47
Net cost of subcommittee decisions
taken collectively ................. 21.05
Change from H.R. 9030 indexed .......................

.58

State and
local

Total

($3.30)

$17.17

(3.20)

17.85

0

.10

.68

I Assumes benefit levels will be adjusted according to the Consumer Price Index
as specified in the Subcommittee provisions [111,2.(b)]. The administration's bill
would not have automatically indexed benefits after initial implementation In
the spring of 1981.

The previous sections of this paper have not included cost estimates
for several of the Subcommittee's decisions. Establishing ten preschool education pilot projects IXV,2.1 carries an authorization ceiling
of $126,666 for fiscal years 1979 through 1981. No cost impact is
therefore assumed in fiscal year 1982. Data limitations make it im-
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possible to assess the cost impacts of the following Subcommittee
decisions:
Cash assistance work requirement provisions [VI, L.(c) and
2. (a), (b)]; and
Cash assistance administrative provisions [IX!,
The cost estimates of the Subcommittee decisions to date provided
in this paper should be regarded as approximations because of the
limitation in the estimating procedures and data bases. Moreover,
decisions which are yet to be made regarding elements of the plan such
as the scope of the jobs program may have significant cost implications.

TABLE A.-GROSS COSTS OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S WELFARE
REFORM PROPOSAL BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL
YEAR 1982
(Billions of dollars]

Program costs I

Federal

State and
local

Total

Benefits:
Basic cash assistance ........... $19.74
$2.03 $21.77
State supplementation: I
Matching supplements......
2.04
3.67
5.70
Grandfathering supplements ...............................
3.04
3.04
Hold-harmless payments....
1.08
(1.08) .......
Emergency needs block grant 3.
.63 ..........
.63
Earned income tax credit .......
2.63
..........
2.63
4
8 .47
.58
9 .0 5
Public service employment ....
Federal tax reimbursement 1....
.89
.06
.95
Other 6 ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.32 ..........
1.32
Subtotal .......................
Administrative/overhead:
Cash assistance .................
Public service employment .....
Public service overhead .........

36.80

Subtotal ......................
Total costs ....................

5.45
42.25

8.30

45.09

2.41
.33
.50 ..........
2.54 ..........

2.74
.50
2.54

.33
8.63

5.78
50.87

All estimates Include 50 States, District of Columbia, and Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico. Figures may not add to totals due to rounding.
2State supplementation estimates assume that each State will supplement the
basic Federal benefit up to a level equivalent to the basic AFDC or SSI payment
standard plus food stamp benefits in effect in that State immediately preceding
the implementation of the new cash assistance program and that States will grandfather current SSI recipients and 75 percent of current AFDC recipients.
I Under H.R. 9030 the $630,000,000 authorized for the emergency needs block
grant program is not adjusted for inflation. If an Inflation adjustment were made to
the year 1982 the grant would be $710,000,000 under CBO economic assumptions.
Estimate includes an adjustment for incapacity.
* As provided In sec. 2104 of H.R. 9030.
* Includes estimates for institutionalized, foster care, and SSI Federal hold.
harmless provisions based on proportional adjustment from the HEW Sept. 26,
1977, estimates.
Note: Figures may not add to totals due to rounding.
28-353--78------14
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TABLE B.-DIRECT AND INDIRECT COST OFFSETS OF THE AD.
MINISTRATION'S WELFARE REFORM PROPOSAL IN FISCAL
YEAR 1982
"Billions of dollars

Program offsets

Federal

Direct cost savings: I
$8.93
AFD C...........................
SSI . . .. ... .... .. . ... . . .... .. .. ..
6.09
Food stam ps ................... * 6.69

State and
local

Total

General assistance .............

* .04

$7.58 $16.50
2.50
8.59
.34
7.03
1.40
1.40
.04
.08
.56
.05
.53

Direct subtotal ...............

22.79

11.91

34.69

.06 ..........
.72 ..........

.06
.72
.44
(.49)

-

Emergency assistance ..........
.56
Earned income tax credit ....... *
* .48
Work incentive program ........
Indirect cost savings (or increases):
Related programs:
Child nutrition ............
Housing assistance ........
Unemployment insurance...
Medicaid ....................
Indirect subtotal ..........

." .... ......
(.25)
(.24)

.97

(.24)

.73

Increased (or decreased) revenues:
Increased Federal and State
income taxes revenues....
Increased Social Security
taxe s......................
Sales tax revenues ..........

.65

.17

.82

.21

Revenue subtotal .........

1.13

.21

.48
.21
1.51

Total offsets' ..............

24,89

12.05

36.93

.48

1Based on CBO 5-yr current policy projections; "Five-Year Projections: Fiscal
Years 1979-84" except the AFDC, SSI, and earned income tax credit estimates
which were generated by the basic methodology used to cost out the welfare reform
plan. Different methodologies underly the current policy projections which Indicate lower AFDC costs and higher SSI costs for 1982. However, in the aggregate the
Federal cost estimated under the different methodologies differ by less than 5
percent.
S The administration's estimate of offsets includes savings from the discontinua.
tion of several activities such as unemployment insurance extended benefits
program and CETA, title VI-and the initiation of several new policies including
fraud and abuse sanctions and the wellhead tax. The CBO current policy projections based upon a 4.5-percent unemployment rate for fiscal year 1982 include no
expenditures for these activities and, therefore, no potential for cost offsets.
Note: Figures may not add to totals due to rounding.
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TABLE C.-COSTS OF SUBCOMMITTEE'S WELFARE REFORM
PROPOSAL BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1982 "2
[Billions of dollars]
H.R. 9030 plus subcommittee provisions

Federal

State and
local

Total

Benefits:
Basic cash assistance ........... $21.97 $2.20 $24.17
State supplementation:
Matching supplements......
3.05
6.33
9.38
Grandfathering
supplem ents .......................
Hold-harmless
payments ....
3.35
3.35
3.96
(3.96).
....92
Emergency needs block grant...
.83
.09
Earned income tax credit .......
1.37 ..........
1.37
Public service employment .....
.56
8.21
8.77
Federal tax reimbursement .....
1.19
.20
1.39
Other:
Stepparent income ..........
.20
.05
.25
Benefits to public institutio ns ......................
.0 1 ..........
.01
Adjustment of $800 head
bonus .....................
.29
.04
.33
Foster care ...................
.27
.22
.49
Children's earning .........
.01
.13
.12
Substantial gainful activity..
.05
.06
.01
Other .......................
1.32 ..........
1.32
Subtotal .................. * 42.84
Administrative/overhead:
Cash assistance ...........
*
Public service employment....
Public service overhead ........
Subtotal ...................... *
Total costs ...................

9.10

51.94

3.09
.49
.50 ..........
2.46 ..........

3.59
.50
2.46

6.06

.49

6.55

48.90

9.59

58.49

I Estimates reflect actions taken by the Subcommittee as of Dec. 16, 1977.
Figures may not add to totals because of rounding.
All estimates include 50 States, District of Columbia, and Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico.
3The estimated cost of excluding children's earnings and student's earnings in
the absence of the exclusion of single Individuals under 25 was approximately
$240,000,000. In the presence of the single individuals under 25 provision the
estimate was reduced by one-half.
4 Includes estimates for basic H.R. 9030 provisions for institutional and SSI
Federal hold-harmless provisions based on proportional adjustment from the
HEW Sept. 26, 1977 estimates.
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Federal

Program offsets

State and
local

Total

Direct cost savings: I
$7.58 $16.50
AFDC ............................ $8.93
8.59
2.50
6.09
SS I..............................
.34
7.03
6.69
Food stamps ....................
1.40
1.40
General assistance ........................
.04
.08
.04
Emergency assistance ..........
.56
.56 .
Earned income tax credit .......
.53
.05
.48
Work incentive program.........
Direct subtotal ................
Indirect cost savings (or increases):
Related programs:
Child nutrition ..............
Housing assistance .........
Unemployment insurance...
M edicaid

....................

Indirect subtotal ..........
Increased (or decreased) revenues:
Increased Federal and State income tax revenues ..........
Increased Social Security taxes.
Sales tax revenues ..............
Revenue subtotal .............
Total offsets ...................

22.79

11.91

34.69

.05 ..........

.05

.52 ...........
(.10)
(.39)
.45
(.10)

52
(.49),
.35

.27 ..........

4.20
.41

.80

.....

QI Og •

1z

.27

5.00

.41
1

4.61

.98

5.59

27.85

12.79

40.63

I Based on CBO 5-yr current policy projections; "Five-Year Projections: Fiscal'
Years 1979-84" except the AFDC, SSI and earned income tax credit estimates.
which were generated by the basic methodologies under the current policy projec.
tions which indicate lower AFDC costs and higher SSI costs for 1982. However, in
the aggregate the Federal cost estimated under the different methodologies differ
by less than 5 percent.
Estimated offset include Increased Federal hold-harmless expenditures of
approximately $140,000,000.
Note: Figures may not add to totals due to rounding.
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APPENDIX E
ExcERPTs FROM TIlE SUMMARY REPORTS OF TIE RURAL, GARY, NEW
JERSEY, AND SEATrLE AND DENVER INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENTS
EXCERPT FROM TIlE SUMMARY REPOnT-RURAL INCOME
MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENT
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The Rural Income Maintenance Experiment was Initiated in 1968 with a
planning grant from the Ford Foundation. The study was carried out by the
Office for Economic Opportunity through a grant to the Institute for Research
on Poverty, University of Wisconsin-Madison. The Director of the study was
Lee Bawden. In August 1973, the study was transferred from OEO to the
Office of Income Security Policy Research in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, DHEW.
The contents of the complete Final Report of the Rural Income Maintemnce Experiment are listed In Appendix A of this summary. Individual chapters of the Final Report are available at reproduction cost from the Poverty
Institute. The Poverty Insticute is also prepared to provide, at reproduction
cost, abstracts of the experimental data in the form of computer tapes for
use by other researchers. Requests for specific chapters of the Final Report
or for data abstracts should be addressed to the Publications Department, Institute for Research on Poverty, Social Science Building, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706. Technical inquiries concerning the Summary Report, and requests for additional copies, should be addressed to Florence Setzer and Mary Esposito, respectively, at the Office of Income Security
Policy Research, DHEW.
This summary Report was written by Florence Setzer, Lee Bawden, Will1am Harrar, and Stuart Kerachsky. It draws heavily on the papers listed in
Appendix A.
SUMMARY

In the debate over alternatives to the current welfare system the effect of
income maintenance programs on the work effort of low income people, particularly those who work and have family responsibilities, has proved a recurrent and politically significant question. Income support programs coverimg the so-called working poor have considerable appeal on equity grounds,
but intuitive expectations and economic theory lead us to expect that they
will cause recipients to decrease their work effort. To find out whether such
a disincentive effect occurs, and the size of the effect, major social experirients have been conducted by the Office of Economic Opportunity and the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
In the recently-completed New Jersey Graduated Work Incentive Experiment the work reduction for married men as a result of income maintenance
payments of a type that might be enacted proved to be less than 10 percent.
The reduction resulted solely from fewer hours worked; no evidence appeared
of husbands quitting entirely to live on the experimental payments. The-percentage of wives in the labor force fell sharply as a result of experimental
payments, but since wives worked very few hours to begin with the effect on
total family labor supply was small The experiment appeared to have little
effect on the attitudes and nonwork behavior of recipients.

(411)
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The New ,Jersey Experiment dealt exclusively with urban families, and researchers doubted that the results, or the administrative techniques, could
be applied to the rural poor. The poor appear to face very different labor
market opportunities in rural areas than in urban areas, particularly since
many are self-employed farmers, and attitudes towat. work may differ between rural and urban settings. Many additional problems arise in the treatiment of self-employment income and highly seasonal income in rural areas
which do not often occur in urban low-income populations.
Since the results of the urban-based experiments might fail to apply to
rural areas, and since an accurate estimate of incentive effects was necessary
for estimates of program costs, the Rural Income Maintenance Experiment
was carried out to measure labor supply responses and other effects of a
negative income tax in rural areas. The results of this experiment are reported here.
The effects of the Rural Experiment, like those of other income maintenance experiments, were measured by comparing the behavior of members of
an experimental group, who received cash payments according to one of several benefit formulas, with that of members of a control group who received
no benefits. Thus what are described as changes in behavior as a result of
the experiment are differences in behavior between the experimental group and
the control group rather than changes over time in the behavior of the experimentals. A statistical technique was used which allowed the researchers
to hold constant the effects of other characteristics such as the age or education of respondents and thus to Isolate the effect of the experimental treatment.
treatment.
The benefit formulas had a structure which appears in many current transfer programs and in many proposals for reform. They consisted of a basic
benefit, a minimum level of income guaranteed to families with no other Income; and an implicit tax rate, the rate at which the benefit was reduced as
other income Increased. Five different experimental treatments were used
with basic benefit levels of from 50 to 100 percent of poverty level income
and implicit tax rates ranging from 30 to 70 percent. Most of the results presented here are overall differences in response between controls and experlmentals in all plans.
The experiment was carried out in two locations, one in Iowa and one in
North Carolina. Families were selected randomly from within the experimental sites and, If eligible, were randomly assigned to a control group or to
one of the five experimental treatments. Eligibility required a family Income
at the beginning of the experiment of less than one and one-half times the
official poverty line. Of 809 original families, 729 remained in the program
for the entire three years of the experiment.
Work and income responses to the experiment were examined separately
for rural families whose income derived primarily from wages and for those
whose main source of income was self-employed farming. On the basis of
analyses which indicated significantly different response patterns by site and
race, North Carolina whites, North Carolina blacks, and Iowa families (all
white) were analyzed separately. In addition, effects of the experiment onattitudes and on nonwork behavior such as family stability, various forms of
consumption, and school performance of children were examined for the
whole group.

Income and work response of wage earners
Experimental effects on several measures of income and work effort were
examined for families whose main source of Income was wages. The labor
supply responses are shown in Table 1. The first three columns show responses for each of the geographic and racial groups; the fourth column
shows an aggregate response weighted to represent the low-income rural nonfarm population of the eight Midwestern and Southern states which the experimental sites were chosen to represent. Responses are calculated on the
basis of an average plan having a 45 percent Implicit tax rate and an 80
percent basic benefit level.
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OF FAMILIES OFRURAL WAGEEARNERS
TABLE 1.-EXPERIMENTAL LABOR SUPPLY RESPONSE

Controltexperimental differential
1
aspercent of control mean
North Carolina

All family members: Total hours worked for wages per quarter.
Husbands:
Total hours worked for wages per quarter -----------------Percent employed during quarter -----------------------Wives:
Total hours worked for wales per quarter ----------------Percent employed duringquater -------------------Dependents: Total Mrs worked for wage per quarter ----------

8-State'

Blacks

Whites

Iowa

-10

-18

-5

-13

-8
-1

+3
-1
-23
-28
-66

-1

-i

-31
-- 25
--16

-22
-38
-27

0

aggregate

-27
-28
-46

Responses standardized to a45-percent tax/SO-percent basic benefit plan.
The experimental sites were chosen to represent the low-income rural population of 8 Midwestern andSouthern
States. See p.37 for weighting procedure used to derive this estimate.

For all family members combined, hours worked for wages were lower for
experimental group members than for controls by a weighted average of 13
percent after holding constant nonexperimental differences. The differential was statistically significant for two of the three groups. The experiment
had a similar negative effect on total family income and number of earners
per family.
Labor supply responses varied greatly among family members. Hours
worked by husbands moved in differing directions among the groups but oni
average remained essentially unchanged. No statistically significant evidence
tippeared in any of the groups of husbands withdrawing from the labor force
in response to the experimental payments. For wives, large negative experi-mental effects, averaging 27 percent, appeared for hours worked, but they
were statistically significant only for North Carolina blacks. Statistically significant negative effects on employment, averaging 28 percent, occurred for
every group of wives. Among children effect was that for North Carolina
wives, which resulted from a large increase in wage work by the control
group which was not matched by the experimental group. Because of the
small sample sizes the results for wives must be treated with caution.
Total earnings and total hours worked, including both farm and wage
work for operators and wage work for wives, fell for experimental farm families relative to controls in North Carolina but not in Iowa. But the relative
decline In hours in North Carolina occurred mostly because of the estimated
decline in the wage work of wives.
Efficiency of farm operations, measured by the amount of output produced
with a given amount of inputs, declined for experimental farms relative to
controls. In North Carolina efficiency decreased as implicit tax rates rose.
Total output declined by a small amount on experimental farms relative to
controls in both North Carolina and Iowa.
The decline in output appears inconsistent with the increase in farm hours.
One plausible explanation is that the experiment provided an incentive either
to defer sales of output until after the end of the experiment, or to engage in
investment activities which have a payoff in the long run but not during the
three years of the experiment. Alternatively, the implicit tax on money income might have encouraged a shift from production in the market to production for consumption at home, or to less productive activities which were
more enjoyable, either of which would appear as a decline In measured efficiency. The experiment may also have caused a shift in methods of production, possibly to more risky techniques, which might have required higher
labor inputs, at least during the transition period.

Other reaponse to the experiment
In addition to labor supply and income responses, the study examined the
effects of experimental payments on nutrition; various forms of consumption;
health and health care; geographic mobility; debt and asset holding; psychological well-being; marital dissolution and family interaction; and attitudes.
delinquency, and school performance of children. Significant experimental
effects were found in only a few cases, possibly because of the short duration
of the experiment.
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Increases in consumption of several kinds occurred as a result of the experiment. Interestingly, nutrition improved significantly as a result of the
experiment among North Carolina families but not in Iowa, in part because
ihe level of nutrition was initially much higher In Iowa. The probability of
buying a house was slightly greater for experimentals than for controls, with
most of the effect occurring in North Carolina, and houses were bought about
three years earlier in the life cycle by experimentals than by controls. No
difference was found in the price of homes bought. Expenditures on health
care were unaffected by the experiment, and changes in health showed no
consistent pattern.
The study examined purchases of durable goods and cars and acquisition of
debt. The increase in consumption from an additional dollar of income support payments was compared with the increase resulting from a dollar increase in the head's earned income. For durable goods, the increased consumption out of experimental payments was about the same as that out of head's
earned income for whites, but was about double for blacks. For whites, almost
no increased expenditure on cars occurred, but for blacks the increase was
about the same as that from earned income. Little change occurred in store
debt as a result of the experiment, but loan debt increased greatly, especially
for blacks. Even so, debts appeared to remain within families' abilities to
pay. The difference by race in increases in these assets and debts as a result
of the experiment may be explained by the black families' lower initial holdings of them.
Experimental payments appeared not to Increase the probability of leaving
a job but did increase the amount of unemployment experienced by experimental group members. Members of the experimental group appeared more
likely to change residence than control group members.
The experiment had very little effect on any of several measures of psychological well-being. Slight evidence appeared, however, that the level of the
basic benefit, regardless of payments actually received, was positively related
to psychological well-being, presumably through providing a greater sense of
security to participants.
The experimental program appeared to have no important effect on the
quality of family relationships. It had no effect on the number of marital dissolutions or on satisfaction with marriage or parent-child relationships as
reported by wives and teen-agers. Division of labor in the household may have
been affected slightly.
The aspirations, school attitudes, and school behavior of teen-agers were
not affected by the experiment. Neither was self-reported delinquent behavior
by teen-agers, nor their attitudes toward delinquency.
School performance did improve for grade school children in North Carolina, both black and white, as a result of the experiment. Children in grades
2 through 8 in the experimental group performed significantly better than
the control group in attendance, comportment, academic grades, and standardtzed test scores. Similar improvements did not occur, however, for North
Carolina children in grades 9 through 12 or for Iowa children. The lack of
effect for Iowa children may be explained by the fact that they experienced
richer home environments and performed better prior to the experiment than
North Carolina children.
Administration of a negative income tax program in rural areas
The experiment provided experience with the problems of administering an
Income-conditioned cash'transfer program in a rural area. These included the
treatment of income and assets for self-employed farmers and questions of
comprehension of the program and accuracy of reporting by poorly-educated
participants.
The experiment established rules for the definition of self-employment and
developed a method of calculating income for the purposes of a cash transfer
program which differed from the IRS rules in disallowing accelerated depreciation and the investment tax credit, adding the value of rent-free housing
to income, and imputing to income a percentage of assets above a given level.
A one-month accounting period with a twelve-month carryover provision was
developed to deal with the seasonal variability of farm income. Experience
in administering the program led to additional recommendations to require
the accrual method of accounting rather than the cash method and to treat
both realized and unrealized capital gains as Income.
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Participants' understanding of the experimental riles proved very poor.
Only about half of the families understood the basic benefit level, implicit
tax rate, and breakeven level they faced, and the understanding of these program charactristics did not Improve over time despite careful instruction of
participants.
Benefits were calculated on the basis of family size, tissets, and income as
reported by the families. Data on family size, wage income, and transfer
income were reported with acceptable accuracy, but assets and farm income
were seriously underreported. On the basis of these results, in fact, underreporting by farmers could be expected to affect program costs far more than
any likely response in their labor supply.

Summary of responses
Many of the results of the Rural Income Maintenance Experiment resemble
closely the results of the New Jersey Experiment. In wage earners' families,
income of experimentals declined relative to that of controls somewhat more
than in New Jersey, but still by a modest amount. In the Rural Experiment
husbands' hours did not decline consistently as a result of the experiment,
and those declines that were found tended to be even smaller, on average,
than in New Jersey. As in New Jersey, husbands did not withdraw from the
labor force, but the percentage of wives working fell considerably. A new
result of the Rural Experiment was that wage work of dependents also fell.
But since wives and dependens worked only a small number of hours initially
the effect on total family work effort was small. As in New Jersey, the experiment had very little effect on various psychological and social variables.
The Rural Experiment provided considerable new information about the
work response of farm families. Hours of wage work by experimental farm
families declined relative to controls only for one group, and this differential
appears to have been caused by large increases in hours by control wives.
Hours worked in farming in North Carolina increased while profits and efficiency declined. The latter result may be explained by the incentive to shift
work effort away from tasks yielding money income and toward investment
or production of directly-consumable commodities.
Other interesting new results were the relative improvements in nutrition
and in school performance of grade school children among North Carolina
experimental families. A positive experimental effect also occurred for many
forms of consumption, including purchase of cars, durable goods, and houses,
and acquisition of loan debt.
The results of the experiment suggest, as did the New Jersey Experiment,
that a universal income-conditioned cash assistance program would cause only
a modest decline in the labor supply of families of wage workers. Husbands
who worked primarily for wages would decrease their hours of work slightly
or not at all and would not leave the labor fcrce. Wives would be less likely to
work than in the absence of payments, but the effect on the families' hours
of work would be small since wives' hours of wage %ark in low-income families tend to be few. The desirability of wives' working less depends on one's
view of the value of wives' time devoted to work in the market rather than
work at home.
An income maintenance program would be unlikely to affect most social or
psychological variables. It would be likely to have a positive effect on the
school performance of elementary school children and on various forms of
consumption, including adequacy of nutrition, at least in families where these
variables are at low levels Initially.
The results of the experiment also indicate that special care must be taken
in defining administrative and reporting procedures for self-employed farmers
in order to avoid serious problems of underreporting and misreporting of income and assets. Problems associated with accurate measurement of farm
income and assets may be of greater importance among this population than
any likely labor supply response.
EXERT FROM THE GARY INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENT
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Gary Income Maintenance Experiment was one of a coordinated series
of experiments supported by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the Office of Economic Opportunity to test Jhe work incentive
effects and other consequences of alternative income support plans. The experiments were conducted with different population groups in different parts
of the country. The income support plans tested in Gary were similar in
structure to those of existing welfare and transfer programs, except that the
benefit formulas were simplified and eligibility was universal, depending only
on family income and family size, and the presence of a dependent child.
Benefits were determind by the support level, that is, the basic benefit pro.
vided to a family with no other -source of income, and an implicit tax or
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benefit reduction rate, that is, the rate at which the benefit is reduced as
other sources of income increase. Some benefits were paid to all families with
come below a brcakeven level, with the largest benefits going to those families with the lowest incomes. Thus, under such a plan the size of the benefit
decreases as family income rises, but total family income always increases as
earnings from work increase.
Four different income support plans, combining two Implicit tax rats and
two support levels, were tested in Gary. The tax rates were 40 and 60 percent,
and the support levels were equal to the poverty level and about three-fourths
of the poverty level annual income for each family size. In 1972, for example,
when the official poverty threshold for a four-person-nonfarm family was
$4,275, the two Gary support levels were $4,300 and 8,300 for that family
size. Benefit schedules were adjusted every six months to compensate for
increases in the cost of living.
The income maintenance experiments were experiments in the sense that
otherwise similar families were randomly assigned either to an experimental
(payments-eligible) or control group. By comparing the behavior of the experimental and control families, it is possible to determine statistically the
effects of the income support plans, because the only Important difference
between the two groups was the randomly assigned experimental status.
The experimental group families were eligible for the income support payments for three years. All participating families filed monthly reports of Income and family composition changes, and were interviewed before the experiment, about three times a year during the expriment, and after the experiment. Selected families were eligible for child care subsidies at various subsidy rates, and for experimental information-referral services.
Characteristicsof the participating families
Each of the experiments studied the responses of different population
groups. The Gary experiment focused on black families in an urban environment. Eligibility was also limited to families with at least one child under
age 18. Of the 1,799 families who enrolled (voluntarily), 57 percent were
assigned eligibility for experimental income support payments, while the remainder were control subjects. Almost 60 percent of the participating families
were female-headed families (families without a male head of household
present).
The families with a male head of household present (almost all of which
were intact husband-wife families) usually had low incomes but generally
were not extremely poor. The husbands were typically full-time workers who
were able to earn enough to keep their families out of poverty--only 10 percent of these families bad incomes below the poverty line. The wives, on the
other hand, typically did not work outside the home-only 18 percent were
employed at the start of the experiment. In the relatively few families where
both the husband and the wife were employed, the wife's earnings usually
raised family income so high that the family no longer qualified for the receipt of income support payments.
The husband-wife families studied In Gary would not be considered typical
welfare families because of their attachment to the labor force and their
income levels, and because public assistance payments were not generally
available to husband-wife families in Indiana. But under the income support
plans tested in Gary, many of these famiiles were eligible to receive modest
income supplements. The analysis of the Gary experiment can therefore provide Insight into the consequences of extending an income supplement program to working, but low-income, families.
The families with female heads of household were generally much poorer
than the husband-wife families studied. Over 80 percent were receiving welfare benefits from the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program immediately prior to the experiment. About three-fourths of the families that switched from AFDC to the experiment had incomes below the poverty line. The female heads on AFDC at enrollment were very dependent on
welfare; 86 percent of their monthly Income came from public transfers, with
AFDC grants alone accounting for slightly more than half of their incomes.
As with the wives studied, only 13 percent of the AFDC female heads were
employed.
The female-headed families not on AFDC prior to the experiment were
somewhat better off; only 88 percent had incomes below the poverty level.
Approximately 60 percent of the income of the non-AFDC female-headed faro-
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illes came from earnings (40 percent of the female heads in these families
were employed). while most of the rest of their income came from Food
Stamps, Social Security, and other transfer programs.
The income support plans tested in Gary were considerably more generous
than AFDC. Average experimental payments to female-headed families by
the end of the second year of the experiment were $258 a month, as compared to $159 for AFDC payments. Thus, the Gary experiment can provide
information about the effects of increasing the generosity of welfare paynients to female-headed families and extending eligibility for income support
to female heads who do not currently receive AFDC.
The research reported here is based on limited data from the first two years
of the experiment. Because the analysis exploited only a small portion of
the available data, these initial findings are still tentative. Once all of the
data have been analyzed, the tentative conclusions summarized here may be
revised. Nonetheless, several conclusions emerge from the data with strong
statistical support.
Initial findings on work effort respOnse
The initial analysis focused on the work effort of household heads who
were of working age and capable of working. The work effort response at the
end of the first and second years of the experiment was estimated using multiple regression analysis, a statistical technique that took into account the
effects of major differences among families likely to Influence work effort
(e.g., age and education of household heads, family size, and labor market
conditions). The available data have been subjected to numerous alternative
specifications to test the sensitivity of the work effort response. While these
sensitivity tests do not exhaust all possibilities, the narrow range of the re-sponse estimates do provide support for the tentative conclusions summarized
here.
The initial analysis detected little difference In the work effort response
among alternative income support plans. That is, the various support levels
and implicit tax rates tested in Gary did not appear to result in greatly
varying levels of work effort. Thus, the initial findings summarized in the
following pages compare individuals eligible for the experimental support
payments-regardless of the specific plan-with individuals who were control subjects.
The initial findings indicate that the experiment had a modest disincentive
effect on the work effort of household heads by the end of the second year
(see Table 1). In intact families, husbands reduced their total hours worked
by an average of 7 percent, and wives reduced their hours of work by 17
percent. These estimates are quite similar to those of the work effort response
of husbands and wives in the New Jersey and Rural experiments. Female
heads who switched from AFDC to the NIT reduced their hours of work by
5 percent. However, because both AFDC female heads and wives worked few
hours prior to the experIment--about 6 hours a week on the average-their
reductions in work effort had only a small impact on total family labor sur,ply and earnings. Our findings indicated that female heads not ori AFDC at
enrollment actually increased their hours of work slightly relative to controls, but we have little confidence in this result.
TABLE I.-SUMMARY OF INITIAL FINDINGS ON WORK EFFORT FROM THE GARY INCOME MAINTENANCE
EXPERIMENT: HOURS WORKED AT THE END OF THE 2D YEAR
Effect of the
experiment
on total Mien-hour,
hours worked
worked by
per week control group
Husbands ........................................................
Wives -----------------------------------------------------------Female heads:
On AFDC prior to the experiment ...............................
Not on AFDC prior to the experilmenL ............................

-

Work effort
response as
a percentage
of control
group mean

2.5
-1.0

36.0
5.7

-7
-17

-. 3
3

6.5
14.7

-5
+2

Note: These estimates of the work effort response were obtained using a statistical technique (regression analysis)
that controlled for family composition, other family Income, earnings of other family memboerl,
tge Individual's age,
education, omal wage rate, and preespemiment work effort and AFDC status, end the unemploymet rate and season
it the tme of the Interview.
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The tcork effort response of husband-wife fanflies
A major focus of public debate over welfare reform has been the potential
disincentive effects of extending coverage to all husband-wife families, or of
increasing existing welfare benefits for these families. Currently only about
half of the states provide benefits (under AFDC-UF) to intact, husband-wife
families where the husband is unemployed.' The income support plans tested
in the income maintenance experiments generally provide higher payments
than existing AFDC benefits, and cover more husband-wife families than
AFDC.
The work effort response of intact families to the support plans tested in
Gary was centered among the husbands, who reduced their total hours worked
by 2.5 hours a week in response to the experiment. This disincentive was
largely the result of the complete withdrawal of a few individuals from the
labor force rather than of small reductions in work effort by most of the
husbands. Those who were not well established in the labor market prior to
the experiment were most likely to withdraw from the labor force.
The wives responded to the experiment by reducing their total hours
worked by one hour a week. This decline in work effort consisted of both a
disincentive effort on employment of a few wives and an across-the-board
reduction in hours worked by those who continued to work. However, many
of the wives who stopped working remained in the labor force since they continued to look for work. In general, the estimates of the work effort response
of wives are statistically insignificant, partly due to the small number of
working wives in our sample.
Earlier income maintenance experiments focusing on intact families were
conducted in cities in New Jersey and Pennsylvania and rural areas of Iowa
and North Carolina. These experiments tested income support plans with
benefit levels set between 50 and 125 percent of the poverty line and tax rates
of between 30 and 70 percent. However, most of the participating families
were assigned to income support levels between 75 and 100 percent of the
poverty level and tax (benefit reduction) rates around 50 percent, as in Gary.
It is useful to compare the findings from these experiments which tested similar income support plans on different population groups.
For husbands, the estimated average experimental response of total hours
worked from the completed experiments falls in the range between -1 and
-7 percent (see Table 2). The average response of black husbands in Gary
appears to have been about the same magnitude as the response of white
husbands in cities in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The Gary response was
centered in a reduction in employment among a few husbands, while the response in the other experiments was characterized by a marginal reduction
in hours worked by many husbands. One reason for this may be that, in the
highly institutionalized labor market in Gary, husbands may not be able to
make small adjustments to their work effort. The only way to reduce work
effort may be to quit work altogether.
TABLE 2.-COMPARISON OF FINDINGS ON WORK EFFORT FROM THREE INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENTS
iPercentae changes in hours worked

New Jersey experiment ---------------------------------------------------------Rural experiment --------------------------------------------------------------Gary experiment ----------------------------------------------------------------

Husbands

Wives

-6
-1
-7

-31
-27
-17

Note: These estimates are weighted averages of the response in hours worked of different population groups. Because
there were some technical problems inestimating the response of black and Spanish speaking groups, the estmates from
the New Jersey experiment reported here are for whites only. Recent reanalysis of the New Jersey data for husbands provides evidence that the magnitude of the response for these groups Is similar to the response of whites (see Kerachiky
end Mallar 1976). More detailed response estimates are presented In table 12on p.64.

The results from the three experiments for wives indicate a large disincentive effect in percentage terms (the estimates range from -17 to -31 percent), although the response is more modest in absolute terms; the range of
I However, eligibility for AFDC-UF benefits depends not only on income, but also

on attachment to the labor force or on previous employment. All states provide benefits under AFDC to intact families where one of the parents is incapacitated.
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response for wives was between I and 5 hours a week. Black wives in Gary
and in the New Jersey sites appear to have reduced their work effort less
than the other wives studied in the experiments.
Thus, the evidence from quite different population groups suggests that the
reduction in work effort by prime-age husbands in response to an Income
support plan with a support level of about 85 percent of the poverty level and
a tax (benefit reduction) rate of around 50 percent would not be large. The
work effort response of wives to such a plan would be larger in percentage
terms, but would not be large in terms of actual hours. Further analysis of
data from the Gary and Seattle-Denver experiments will examine the generalizability of these findings and the impact of alternative income support
plans.
The Work Effort Response of Female Heads
Switching female heads from AFDC to the experimental support plans resuited in only a modest reduction in work effort, .3 hours worked per week
on the average (about 5 percent), despite the relative generosity of the experimental payments. The response consisted primarily of a few female heads
who stopped working rather than an across-the-board reduction in hours
worked. The modest disincentive effect-somewhat smaller than the negative
experimental response of husbands in the sample-may reflect the work disincentive effects of the AFDC program, which enables mothers to reduce their
work effort in order to care for their children. Switching from AFDC to a
more adequate income support program may not lead ta large reductions in
work effort because many female heads may have already reduced their hours
of work under AFDC. In any case, these estimates suggest that increasing
the support levels of the AFDC program along the lines of the income support
plans tested in Gary would result in a decline In the work effort of female
heads by only a modest amount.
Female heads who were not on AFDC prior to the experiment appear to
have increased their work effort slightly, by about .3 hours a week, in response to the experiment. However, the estimated responses for the group of
female heads who were not on AFDC prior to the experiment are statistically
insignificant and unstable over time. The sample size of this group is quite
small and may not be large enough to permit us to estimate the effect of the
experiment on their work effort with confidence.
Other initial 4ndings
While work effort was the central focus of the initial analysis, it was not
the only response of interest. Studies were also conducted on experimental
responses in four other areas: the effects of income maintenance on family
consumption; the demand for housing; the demand for social services; and
the choices teenagers make among school, work and leisure. In addition, other
studies investigated the utilization of the experiment's subsidized child care
and social services information-referral programs, and the degree of participants' understanding of the rules of the experiment and the mechanics of the
income support plans.
The effect of the experiment on family consumption was investigated by
comparing differences between the experimental and control groups in debt,
monthly purchases, and the acquisition of durable goods between mid-experinient and the period prior to enrollment. This preliminary analysis suggests
that experimental families tended to use their additional income to increase
their expenditures on clothing, medicine, and automobile repairs (but not to
purchase automobiles), and to reduce their medical debt. In addition, fami.
lies eligible for experimental payments spent 78 percent more on home production appliances and 64 percent more on furniture than control families.
Initial examination of the housing consumption patterns of a subsample of
families indicates that the experimental payments did not appear to induce
families to move to different housing. On the other hand, among those families that did move during the experiment, public housing residents in the
experimental group were about 50 percent more likely to move to private
dwellings than similar control families, and experimental families were twice
as likely to purchase homes. Thus, the experimental payments appear not to
have influenced the decision of families to move but, among those families
who would have moved anyway, the payments influenced their choice of
residence.
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Experimental families used social agencies less extensively than did the
control families. Controlling for other factors, families eligible for experimental payments reduced their use of social service agencies about 13 percent.
Thus, the evidence from the Gary experiment suggests that a universal Income support program, available to more families and with higher benefits
than AFDC in Indiana,- may--reduce the demand for social services to some
extent.
The experimental payments appear to have had a positive effect on school
attendance among male teenagers, who tended to reduce their labor force participation and continue their high school education. On the other hand, the
experimental income support plans appear to have had no effect on high
school continuation for female teenagers and no effect on college attendance
by either sex. Of course, black female teenagers are already much more likely
to finish high school than black males, so there exists less opportunity for a
positive experimental response among females.
Child care subsidies were available to selected experimental participants
at varying subsidy rates-100, 80, 60, and 35 percent. For most of these families, the availability of the subsidies was contingent on working (or engaging
in a work-related activity). The number of families who used the child care
program was much smaller than originally anticipated; less than 5 percent
of eligible families used the program during the second year. The rate of
utilization generally declined as the subsidy decreased, and utilization was
higher among families with preschool children; for families with preschool
children the rate of use in the 80 and 100 percent subsidy plans with a work
requirement was 15 percent. These initial findings suggest that utilization of
a child care subsidy program will depend on the rate of subsidy, and that
utilization will be concentrated among families with preschool children.
The Gary experiment attempted to test the usefulness of "access workers"
who provided information and referral services to a subgroup of the study
sample. However, utilization of the access workers was much lower than expected and declined to an almost negligible level from the beginning of the
program to the end of the first year of the study. About 25 percent of the
eligible families contacted the access workers.
Household heads were highly knowledgeable about the rules that governed
a family's eligibility for continued participation in the experiment. However,
as had been anticipated, they were considerably less knowledgeable about the
mechanics of the income support plans. These results are similar to findings
from the New Jersey and Rural experiments.
FUTURE RESEARCH

Research on the Gary experiment is continuing at Mathematica Policy Research, Inc., under a contract with the U.S. Department of Health, Education.
and Welfare. In addition, the findings from another major income maintenance experiment in Seattle and Denver are forthcoming. Other researchers
will also analyze data from all four experiments as these data are released
for public use. The additional research in progress should provide further
evidence of the generalizability of previous experimental findings on the effects of Income support programs on work effort and family consumption.
Moreover, the ongoing research will also improve our understanding of the
effect of the income support plans tested on a whole range of other outcomes.
including the school performance of children, the incidence of low birth
weight (an objective measure of the effect of the experiment on the health
status of infants), family stability, and other aspects of the quality of life.
ExcERPT

FROM TnE NEW JERSEY GRADUATED WORK INCENTIVE EXPERIMENT

The Graduated Work Incentive Experiment was initiated in 1967 by the
Office of Economic Opportunity, through a contract with the Institute for
Research on Poverty, University of Wisconsin-Madison. Field operations were
conducted by Mathematica, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey. Research Director
for the study is Professor Harold Watts. University of Wisconsin; Director
for Operations is David Kershaw, Mathematica. The Technical Papers on
which this Report is based were edited by Professor Watts and Professor
Albert Rees, Princeton University. A companion volume describing the surveys, operations, and administration of the experiment was edited by Ker.
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shaw and Jerilyn Fair, Mathematics. In August, 1973, the study was transferred from OEO to the Office of Income Security Policy Research in the
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, DHEW. Inquiries pertaining to this Summary Report should be directed to this Department; inquiries pertaining to the experiment itself and the technical analysis
should be directed to the Institute for Research on Poverty.
FOREWORD

For nearly ten years there has been debate and controversy over the effects
of extending cash assistance to the "working poor"-intact families with
children headed by able-bodied, non-aged males who are currently ineligible
for most public assistance programs. Central to this debate has been the queetion of the labor supply response of such families. Would the receipt of assistance payments cause them to work less or, in some cases, quit work altogether? Clearly, any substantial reductions in labor supply would not only
increase the cost of assistance to the working poor, but would also tend to
undermine the anti-poverty objectives of assistance by weakening labor market ties and reducing earned income.
It was primarily to address this question that the Office of Economic Opportunity initiated the Graduated Work Incentive Experiment In 1967. This
study was a carefully controlled, scientific field test of the effects on recipient
families of eight different "negative income tax" or benefit formulas. A negative income tax plan can be characterized by a "basic benefit," the amount
paid to a family that has no other source of income, and an "implicit tax
rate," the rate at which benefits are reduced as family income rises. The
present cash welfare system and many non-cash assistance programs-e.g.,
food stamps and public housing-have the general benefit structure of a negative income tax; but they also include administration restrictions and eligibility requirements which are not necessarily present in a general negative
income tax plan. The experimental-plans included a broad range of levels of
both basic benefits (ranging from 50 percent to 125 percent of the poverty
line) and implicit tax rates (ranging from 30 percent to 70 percent).
Over 1,350 randomly selected low-income families in five New Jersey and
Pennsylvania cities were enrolled in the experimental plans and a control
group. The control group received no transfer payments; they were included
to allow comparisons which would isolate the effects of the various payment
plans. Each family remained in the experiment for three years. Intensive interviews were conducted every three months to measure a variety of family
attributes, including labor supply and other behavioral responses. The first
comprehensive analysis of this wealth of data has now been completed by
the Institute for Research on Poverty of the University of Wisconsin and
Mathematics, Inc., who conducted the study. This report summarizes the
major findings of that analysis for the 693 husband-wife families who were
present throughout the experiment.
The analyses reported here, like the experiment itself, are complex and
multi-faceted. A wide variety of response measures were analyzed for a num.
ber of different groups of participants. For example, in the area of labor supply alone, four basic response variables were analyzed for husbands, wives,
and the family as a whole, within each of three major ethnic groups. Moreover, the analytical models employed highly sophisticated statistical techniques. Inevitably, the specific quantitative estimates of labor supply vary
somewhat from one response measure to another, from one group of participants to another, and from one analytical model to another. The analysis of
these data is an ongoing process; further work is already underway at the
Poverty Institute and it is our hope that other researchers will take full
advantage of this unique data base. It is also our hope that the completed
analyses, available in the form of a large set of detailed Technical Papers,
will be carefully and critically scutinized by other scholars, and we are taking steps to facilitate such a review.
Despite the complexity of the analyses and the diversity of the results, the
broad outlines of the central labor supply results, and their importance for
public policy, are now apparent. It seems unlikely that further research on
this data will significantly alter the general characteristics of these results
although some caveats are discussed below.
The most striking feature of the findings Is that the observed changes In
labor supply In response to the experimental payments were generally quite
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small. For most groups of participants, the various measures of labor supply
showed reductions relative to the control group of less than 10 percent; many
of the differentials were much smaller, and often were not statistically different from zero. Indeed, for black-families statistically significant reductions
in labor supply were virtually never found, and in a number of cases a statistically significant increase in work effort was observed. Only for wives
were large percentage reductions in labor supply observed with any consistency and, again, these responses were largely confined to non-blacks. Even
these responses were quite small in absolute terms; they were large only relative to the initially small amounts of labor supplied by wives. Because the
labor supply of wives was small even in the absence of assistance, and because the vast majority of husbands in the experiment were employed, these
reductions in wives' labor supply had only small effects on overall family
labor supply and earnings. It is worth noting that over the course of the
experiment, correcting for inflation, the average payment to continuous famitlies actually declined.
It is also worth noting the fo. ti taken by those labor supply reductions
which were observed, especially for husbands. It seems clear that these reductions wete not the consequence of a small number of participants withdrawing from the labor force entirely to live on assistance payments. Approximately 95 percent of all husbands, in both the treatment and control groups,
were in the labor force during any survey week throughout the experiment.
There was not significant reduction in either labor force partilicpation or employment rates for either white or black husbands, although whites did reduce
slightly the number of hours worked per week. Only for Spanish-speaking
husbands was there a statistically significant reduction in labor force participation, and it was small. The overall reduction in labor supply among the
Spanish-speaking was largely accounted for by somewhat higher unemployment rates among those in the labor force.
A large number of behavioral responses to the experimental negative tax
plans outside the labor supply area have also been analyzed. These are not
discussed in detail in this report, although abstracts of the Technical Papers
dealing with these topics are presented in an appendix. In general, few significant responses were found in these other areas. Cash assistance at the
levels involved in this study do not appear to have a systematic effect on the
recipients' health, self-esteem, social integration, or perceived quality of life,
among many other variables. Nor does it appear to adversely affect family
composition, marital stability, or fertility rates. Perhaps these findings are
not surprising, in view of the relatively modest amounts of the experimental
benefits. Monthly payments averaged about $100 across all plans. Even in a
plan with a basic benefit equal to the poverty line, average monthly benefits
were only $125. This is because earnings of families in the experiment averaged about $450 per month. What we can say with certainty is that these
benefits repretiented a net increase in family income, allowing these families
greater command over material goods and services, and enhancing their economic well-being. The anti-poverty effectiveness of the payments was not
seriously vitiated by offsetting reductions in earnings due to reduced work
effort.
There are a number of caveats and qualifications which must be observed
in assessing the results of this study, and a good deal of further research can
be profitably pursued with these data. The temporary nature of the experiment may have had some effect on the responses observed that is different
than one would expect under a permanent national program. Moreover, as
with any study of a panel of families over time, there are problems of missna
data and drop-outs. In addition, the existence of relatively generous AFDCUP and General Assistance programs in the experimental sites greatly complicates the interpretation of the results. These and other problems of analysis and interpretation have been investigated in some detail by researchers
at the Institute for Research on Poverty, and are the subject of continuing
research. Their resolution will undoubtedly affect many of the specific findings of the study; however, the Poverty Institute's investigations suggest that
the overall results of the study are valid.
Thus, they would appear to have important implications for public policy.
They clearly Indicate that a negative tax type plan with a basic benefit as
high as the official poverty line will not trigger large-scale reductions in work
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effort among male heads of families. Indeed, there Is no evidence here that
even a small proportion of male heads would drop out of the labor force completely In response to such a plan; small labor supply reductions are likely
to be evenly spread over large numbers of workers. Without a mandatory
work requirement the male heads of families maintained high levels of labor
force participation under all of the experimental plans.
It .does seem likely, on the basis of these results, that a national Incomeconditioned cash assistance plan would result in a rather substantial (percentage) reduction in the labor supply of the 15-20 percent of low-income
wives who are employed. Whether this Is viewed as an undesirable outcome
depends on one's social values. On the one hand, it is true that a second paycheck can be the route out of poverty for many low-income families. On the
other hand, there may be important costs to low-income families, their children, and society as a whole, when these'women work outside the home due
to economic necessity. In any event, the income security provided by such
Income supplementation enhances the freedom of Individual women to choose
their own balance between work inside or outside the home.
Even the small increases in unemployment rates among some male heads
observed in the experiment are not an unambiguously undesirable outcome.
There is some evidence that, especially for younger workers, these reflect
longer periods of search between Jobs, resulting In better Jobs and higher
wage rates. Thus, these supply responses should not be viewed as negatively
as we would unemployment caused by insufficient demand.
Since benefits depend on family earnings and income, the cost of any given
plan will be sensitive to family labor supply responses, and particularly, earnings. Total earnings of these families tend to be dominated by those of the
head, since wives tend to work few hours at low wages. Thus, the experimental results indicate that only small changes in family earnings, with only
minor cost implications, should be expected in response to a negative income
tax type plan. Offsetting these would be the potential for substantially reducing income poverty, increasing the command of the poor over material goods
and services, and enhancing their freedom to choose among economic options.
WILLIAM A. MORRILL,
Assfstant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, DHEW.
EXCERPT FROM THE SEATTLE-DENVER INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENT
MID-EXPERIMENTAL LABOR SUPPLY RESULTS AND A GENERALIZATION TO THE

NATIONAl POPULATION

(Conducted by Stanford Research Institute and Mathematic Policy Research
for the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, December 1977)
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SUMMARY

In the long-running debate over welfare policy, the effect of welfare programs on the work effort of recipients has been a central issue. Both economic
theory and common sense suggest that cash payments based on income provide incentives to decrease work effort, but until recently little Informatiot
has existed concerning the probable size of the effect. The disincentive to
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work is potentially a serious problem for several reasons. A decline in work
will reduce both the national output and the income of low-income families,
and will increase the cost of assistance programs; in addition, a policy that
reduces the work attachment of the low-income population will run counter
to strongly-held ethical beliefs and the goal of enabling recipients to become
self-sufficient.
To provide information about the work incentive effects of income-conditioned cash transfers, the former Office of Economic Opportunity and the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare conducted a series of four
social experiments. The last of these experiments, the Seattle-Denver Income
Maintenance Experiment, has provided information about work effort responses that facilitates generalization to the national population and to a
variety of possible programs.
The results from this experiment have now been used, as described in this
report, to simulate the costs, distribution of benefits to different types of
families and work incentive effects resulting from various programs, Including
the Carter Administration's proposed Program for Better Jobs and Income.
A number of different cash assistance programs--none with any jobs provision-were simulated to clarify the implications of choices among various
benefit levels and benefit reduction rates. These simulations provided information useful in the development of the cash component of the Carter welfare reform proposal. In addition, the results of the Seattle-Denver Experiment were used in simulations of the-Program for Better Jobs and Income to
project the number of jobs needed for the program, and the costs and work
incentive effects of combining a Jobs program with a cash assistance
program.
Eatimatee of work tnttve effects
The Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance Experiment, conducted
Stanford Research Institute and Mathematica Policy Research, began in by
1970 and
will continue through 1978. It Is the most comprehensive of the income
maintenance experiments, covering nearly 5000 one- and two-parent black, white,
and Hispanic-American families. The families were assigned either to one of
several experimental groups receiving cash assistance payments or to a control group of families which received no experimental payments but continued
to receive whatever benefits they were eligible for under current governmental
programs. Comparison of the hours of work of experimental families with
those of control group families during the course
the experiment enabled
economists to measure the work disincentives of of
cash programs on the experimental group.
The programs studied In the experiment have a structure similar to that
of most existing income-conditioned transfer programs, such as AFDC
and
881. They consist of a basic benefit, the amount of money a family receives
when it has no other income; and a benefit reduction rate, the amount by
which a family's benefit is reduced as its income from other sources increases.
Programs of this form can be expected to reduce the incentives to work both
because income received through such programs reduces the need to work and
because benefits are reduced as earnings rise, thereby diminishing the reward
from work. Under a 50 percent benefit reduction rate, for example, a recipient
who earns $8.00 an hour will lose $1.50 in benefits for each hour of work, so
that the net increase In income will be only $1.60 an hour.
Preliminary results based on the first two and one-half years of data closely
resemble the results of earlier income maintenance experiments.
Under varl.
ous alternative cash assistance programs that contained no work requirement
and were not combined with any provision for job search assistance, training,
or public service employment, husbands in the experimental group worked
only slightly less---6 percent fewer hours--than husbands in the control group.
For wives and female family heads, the percentage decline in work effort was
greater-17 percent and 12 percent, respectively-as compared with the relevant control group. But since most wives in low-income families and female
family heads work relatively few hours, the absolute decline in their hours
of work was small. These declines in hours of paid work were undoubtedly
compensated in part by other useful activities, such as search for better jobs
or work in the home.
In addition to comparing the experimental group with the
group.
the Seattle-Denver researchers developed a method to measure control
bow the work
Incentives that individuals face under the existing welfare system
would be
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changed by introduction of a new program. It was found that individuals
would adjust their work-effort in response to changes in the amount of transfer payments they receive or in the size of the benefit reduction rate they
face. Results implied, for example, that for a family with current income of
$4000, a program that would increase the amount of their income by $1000
over their current total income, including cash assistance, would cause the
husband to reduce his hours of work by a little less than an hour a week.
If the new program also Increased the benefit reduction rate the husband
faced so that his returns from an hour of work were reduced by $1.00, he
would reduce his average hours of work a week by an additional one and
one half hours. Thus, such a program would cause him to reduce his work
effort by a total of around two and one half hours a week. In the same situ.
-ation, wives would work a total of five and a half hours less, and female
heads would work almost four hours per week less.
Simulations of cash programs

Estimates of work incentive effects from the Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance Experiment were used to conduct simulations of several income-conditioned cash assistance programs with no Jobs component. These simulations
were designed to permit direct comparisons of cash programs and to clarify
the policy Implications of different benefit levels and benefit reduction rates.
Estimates were computed of costs, caseloads, and benefits received by various
types of families under each of the simulated programs. The simulations were
carried out by Mathematica Policy Research, using the Micro-Analysis of
Transfers to Households (MATH) model and data from the March 1975 Current Population Survey.
The simulated programs had basic benefit levels of 50, 75, and 100 percent
of the poverty line and benefit reduction rates of 50 and 70 percent. It was
assumed that the simulated programs would replace the existing Food Stamp
and Aid to Families with Dependent Children programs. All eligible families
were assumed to participate.
These simulated cash programs differ greatly from the Program for Better
Jobs and Income, and were not design--d for comparison with that program.
The results of these cash program simulations, however, provided considerable information about the policy implications of different benefit levels and
benefit reduction rates, Information that was useful In designing the Administration's welfare reform proposal.
The simulations indicate that in response to the relatively simple cash assistance programs described above, husband-wife families receiving benefits
would reduce their hours of work between 13 and 20 percent, with the low
end of this range associated with simulated programs with a 50 percent
benefit reduction rate. The reduction in work effort would increase as the
benefit reduction rates increased. While the percentage reduction for wives
would be larger than that for husbands, their absolute decline in hours would
be smaller because of the large number of wives who work few hours or not
at all. The change in hours in single-parent families would be smaller than
In husband-wife families-ranging from an increase of 1 percent to a decline
of 16 percent-because most female heads receive transfer payments under
the existing welfare system and have already adjusted their work effort to
them. In fact, several of the simulated programs would decrease transfer
benefits currently received by many female-headed families, thereby Increas
Ing the houts that such families work.
Even though the change in hours of work may be moderate, such changes
in work effort were found to have important implications for program costs.
For example, the simulations predicted that under a program with a basic
benefit level of 75 percent of the poverty line and a benefit reduction rate of
50 percent, the reduction in work effort of husbands, wives, and female family
heads receiving cash assistance would increase net program costs by 25 percent. In computing net costs, the costs of present AFDC and Food Stamp
Programs, which are assumed to be abolished, were subtracted from total
costs of the simulated programs.
Net program costs, numbers of families who would receive benefits, and
costs attributable to program-induced changes in working hours are all sensitive to both program benefit levels and benefit reduction rates, as shown in
Table 1. For example, a relatively generous program, with benefit levels set
at the poverty line and a benefit reduction rate of 50 percent, would have
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many more participants and higher program costs than a program that set
benefit levels at 75 percent of the poverty line and benefit reduction rates at
70 percent. Total net costs attributable to reductions in work effort would t'e
higher for such a program than for less generous, less costly programs, but
the proportion of net cost caused by reduced work would be much lower. This
is because the reduction in work effort per family is less under the plan with
the lower benefit reduction rate and because the higher benefit reduction rate
plan Includes relatively more low-income families whose work effort response
is greater.
TABLE I.-NET PROGRAM COSTS AND NUMBERS OFPARTICIPATING FAMILIES FORALTERNATIVE CASH ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS: FAMILIES RECEIVING TRANSFER PAYMENTS ORTAX RELIEF

Basic benefit as percent of poverty line

Net program
costs
(billions)

Net program costs due to
changes inwork effort
Amount
(billions)
Percent

50-percent benefit reduction rate:
so
--------------------------------------------- $2.54
0.53
75 ------------------.---- _-----------------7.44
1.88
100
-_-------------.------------------------27.61
4.58
70-percent benefit reduction rate:
- 3.66
.41
so------------------------------------------75
---------------------....................... 2.36
1.36
100 ...........................................
12.20
3.07

Participating
families
(millions)

4.4

17
25

9.7
17.9
1.5
5.1
8.0

Percentage not computed when base Isnegative.

As can be seen from Table 1, total net program costs were found to vary
from a saving of $3.66 billion to a net cost of $27.61 billion. Savings occurred
under the less generous simulated programs because benefits were smaller for
many families than payments they currently receive under the AFDC and
Food Stamp programs.' The fraction of net program costs resulting from decreases in work effort ranged from 58 percent of one of the less expensive
programs to only 17 percent of the most generous program. The number of
families covered ranged from 1.5 million to almost 18 million, with all but the
two extreme plans falling between 4 and 10 million. Most of the difference
lay in the number of husband-wife families covered; the number of femaleheaded families varied relatively little, since a large fraction of these families had such low incomes that they were covered under every program.
Program costs were shown to increase as the basic benefit level increases,
an effect which occurred both because more families became eligible and becouse benefits per family rose. However, costs decreased as the benefit reduction rate rose because benefits decreased for most families, especially- higherincome ones, and fewer families were eligible. A high benefit reduction rate
program would pay a relatively large share of Its benefits to families with
very low incomes, as compared with a low benefit reduction rate program.
The percentage of net cost due to decreases in work effort, however, was
higher in the high benefit reduction rate programs. This occurred both be.
cause the reward to work was lower and because only relatively low income
families, whose work responses to changes in Income are large, were eligible
for benefits.
The way in which a cash assistance program Is integrated with the Income
tax system was also found to have major implications for program costs,
work effort, and the distribution of program benefits among the nation's families. Both the experimental programs and the simulated cash -programs fully
reimbursed taxes that were owed by persons eligible for transfer payments.
i addition, taxes were partially reimbursed to families who were at income
levels that were above those at which they qualified for a transfer payment,
although the percentage of taxes that were reimbursed gradually fell as income Increased, eventually falling to zero. This procedure was necessary to
. Net program costs were also calculated under a "hold-harmless" provision for
AF
participants which ensured that their benefits inder the simulated programs

were at least as high as their current AFDC benefits. Although this resulted In only
negligible Increases in costa for the more generous of the simulated programs, net
costs of the less generous programs increased by several billion dollars.
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keep after-tax income from suddenly falling with an additional dollar of earnhigs. Two alternative reimbursement plans were simulated-one in which the
rate of reimbursement fell relatively rapidly as earnings increased, and one in
which the reimbursement rate decreased relatively gradually. Although the
percentage of cost due to reductions in work effort was slightly greater under
the first plan than the second, the cost of the tax relief was almost twice as
high under the latter plan, and the number of families receiving tax relief
was two and one-half times higher.
Simulations of the administration's welfare reform program
The costs and work incentive effects of the Administration's Program for
Better Jobs and Income were also simulated on the basis of the results of the
Seattle-Denver Experiment. This welfare reform proposal includes both an
income-conditioned cash assistance component which would replace the AFDC
(and WIN), SS1, and Food Stamp programs, and various employment aids
including a major public service jobs component. The program would provide
a basic federal benefit floor for all persons and would encourage work by
establishing different benefit structures for recipients who are expected to
work and those who are not. States that presently pay benefits in excess of
the proposed federal basic benefit would be encouraged to supplement these
benefits by Federal subsidization of state payments that are fully consistent
with the Federal incentive structure.'
The simulations estimated costs and caseloads for the Program for Better
Jobs and Income and compared the work effort effects of adding public service
Jobs to a cash assistance component. Simulation results indicate
Overall, the results of the simulations presented here make clear that while
workers-particularly secondary earners--do respond to monetary incentives,
cash assistance programs would not cause a massive withdrawal of workers
from the labor force, as many have feared. When combined with jobs, as in
the case of Administration's welfare reform proposal, they would result in
increased work effort. Any reduction in work effort caused by cash assistance
would be more than offset by the increased employment opportunities provided by public service jobs. The stimulation results also suggest that changes
i the basic benefit and benefit reduction rate of a cash assistance program
may not only have major effects on costs and on work effort, but on the distribution of benefits among families of different types as well. They also show
that the method of integration of the cash assistance program with the tax
system can have major effects on costs and number of recipients and must
be planned with care.
2A description of the Administration's proposal is contained in Section IV of this

report.
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STAFF DATA AND MATERIALS ON PUBLIC WELFARE
PROGRAMS
Introduction
In 1977, thej administration developed and sent to the Congress
a legislative proposal for restructuring the major public assistance
programs. This proposal was introduced in the Senate by Senator
Moynihan as S. 2084. Public hearings have been scheduled for April
and May 1978 by the Public Assistance Subcommittee of the Committee on Finance on S. 2084 and related proposals. This document
was prepared to make available certain data related to major public
welfare programs as they are now in existence. Also included is a comparison of the provisions of S. 2084 with three proposals which have
been advanced as alternative plans for major restructuring of the
welfare system. These are: (1) H.R. 10950, the proposal developed by
the ad hoc welfare reform subcommittee created by the House of
Representatives and introduced by Mr. Corman; (2) H.R. 10711, an
alternative proposal developed by Mr. Ullman, Chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee; antl (3) S. 2777, an alternative proposal introduced by Senators Baker, Bellmon, Ribicoff,
Danforth, Hatfield of Oregon, Stevens, and Young. The document
also includes a brief description of the major features of H.R. 7200, a
bill already reported by the Committee on Finance. While H.R. 7200
does not undertake a major restructuring of the welfare system, it
would make a number of amendments to the existing programs. For
the sake of completeness, information is included on H.R. 7200.
I. General Information on Welfare Programs
The term "welfare programs" is not an easily definable concept. Frequently, however, the term is used to designate those programs which
provide significant support on an income-tested basis to a fairly broad
segment of the low-income population. This definition would exclude
programs aimed at a particular segment of the population such as
veterans' pensions although the veterans' pension programs clearly
would fit within other reasonable definitions of welfaree programs..
Similarly, the above definition excludes the general social security
programs, which are not operated on an income-tested basis, although
there is an obvious interrelationship between the social security and
the welfare programs. For example, the amount paid in social security
benefits to dependent children exceeds the Federal share of payments
under aid to families with dependent children. Similarly, the cost of
the Supplemental Security Income program for the aged, blind, and
disabled is significantly related to the social security program. Over
half of all SSI recipients (and 70 percent of aged recipients) also get
social security benefits. In previous years, using a much broader definition of wel are programs, the committee identified over 100 different
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programs which could be so classified. Tables 1 and 2 show the change
over the past several years in cost and caseload of selected programs
which fit within the more narrow definition described above.
One common measure of the success or failure of the welfare s stem
is the extent to which it removes people from poverty. In order to
apply this measure, there has been developed an official standard of
what constitutes the amount of income below which one is said to be
poor. Table 3 gives the estimated 1977 poverty levels for families of
different types and sizes. Table 4 shows the number and percent of
people in poverty from 1959 to 1976. The official poverty levels are
based upon a methodology adopted several years ago and are updated
from year to year by applying the changes in the Consumer Price
Index to the prior poverty levels. Since earnings levels over a period
of years tend to rise more than price levels, the percentage of people
in poverty could be expected to decline from year to year (except
during recessionary periods) if the income of those in the poverty
population reflects about the same rate of growth as the income of
the population generally.
The usual measure of the size of the poverty population (as in table
4) takes into account only money income and not income in kind.
Similarly, the usual measure of the poverty population does not show
how many would be poor if they did not receive the benefits provided
by income support programs. Table 5 shows how the number of poor
families varies when different criteria of this type are applied.
Much of the interest in welfare programs centers on the assistance
provided to families with children. Table 6 shows the family status of
children in the population.

TABLE 1.-NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS-SELECTED WELFARE
PROGRAMS, DECEMBER 1973-OCTOBER 1977
[in millions]
December
1973

1974

1975

0

1976

October
1977

Aid to families with dependent children (AFDC). 10.8 11.0 11.4 11.2 10.8
(Families)....
(3.2) (3.3) (3.6) (3.6) (3.5)
Supplemental security income (SSI) .............. 13.2
4.0
4.3
4.2
4.2
Food stamps .............. 12.7 17.3 19.0 17.4 15.9
Medicaid 2 ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.8 20.8 22.1 21.6 21.3
General assistance ........
.7
.9
.10
.9
.8
Earned income tax credit'.
(Fam ilies') ............................... (6.3) (6.6) (6.6)
'State-administered programs of old age assistance, aid to the blind, and aid to
the permanently and totally disabled were in effect In fiscal year 1973.
2 Annual number of medicaid recipients for fiscal years. "Medicaid recipients"
indicates individuals who had at least some of their health bills paid by the program.
'Not in effect before 1975 tax year.
Estimated.
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TABLE 5.-FAMILIES BY TYPE BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL UNDER ALTERNATIVE
INCOME DEFINITIONS: FISCAL YEAR 1976"

Families in poverty

Pretax/
pretransfer
income

A.Single-person
families:
Number In
thousands ....... 10,306
Percent of singleperson families
47.8
B. Multiple-pirson
families:
Number In
thousands ....... 11,130
Percent of
multiple-person
families .........
19.2

Pretax/
postsocial
Insurdance
income

6,131
28.4
6,323
10.9

Pretax/
Pretax/postpost. In-kind transfer
Money
Income I
transTer
I
II
Income

Post-tax/posttotal transfer
Income I
I

II

5,396 5,002 3,537 5,130

3,659

25.0

23.8

17.0

5,320 3,977 2,904 4,035

2,938

9.2

23.2

6.9

16.4

5.0

7.0

5.1

'Col. I excludes medicare and medicaid benefits received by families participating In
those programs; col. I Includes medicare and medicaid benefits.
*Note; Table shows how the number of poor families varies according to how family Income
is defined. The number (and percentage) declines as additional types of income transfer
payments and In-kind benefits are Included as part of family Income. The rime example
of social insurance income is Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability insurance (OASDI) benefits.
The major other money transfer Income is from AFOC and SSI benefits. The major In-kind
Income Is composed of food stamps, medicaid and medicare.
Source: Congressional Budget Office.
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II. Aid to Families With Dependent Children
The program of aid to families with dependent children (AFDC)
provides Federal matching for State programs of cash assistance to
needy families with children in which at least one parent is deceased,
disabled, or absent from the home. States, at their option, may also
provide benefits for families in which dependency arises from the
father's unemployment. Twenty-six States plus Guam and the
District of Columbia have elected to provide benefits to families with
unemployed fathers. (See table 8.)
The amount of Federal matching for AFDC benefits varies from
State to State under formulas providing higher percentages in States
with lower per capita income. About a dozen States with the highest
income receive the minimum Federal matching of 50 percent; Mississippi receives the highest matching of all States-about 83 percent.
For all States, the percentage of benefits paid for by the -Federal
Government is about 54 percent. In 1976, local governments contributed about 9 percent of the cost of AFDC benefits.
In recent years the AFDC caseload has been relatively stable. In
December of 1973 there were 10.8 million AFDC recipients. Two
years late the number had increased to 11.4 million. By October of
1977, however, the number had declined again to 10.8 million. The
cost of AFDC payments in constant dollars, in contrast to current
dollars, has also been stable. In 1973 the cost of payments in 1973
dollars was $3.9 billion, increasing to an estimated $6.1 billion in 1979
dollars. In constant (1969) dollars, however, payment costs for 1979
are estimated to be the same as in 1973-$3.2 billion.
The AFDC caseload is largely concentrated in a few States. California and New York alone account for nearly one-quarter (24 percent) of the national caseload. These two States, plus Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, make up nearly half (48 percent) of
the national total. Expenditures for benefits are similarly concentrated.
In 1976, recipients in New York and California received nearly onethird (31 percent) of all AFDC benefits paid in the United States.
Recipients in these two States, plus the four listed above, received
57 percent of the benefits paid to all recipients in the United States in
1976.
The makeup of the AFDC population has underg,-ne some important
changes in recent years. Average family size has dropped from four
persons per AFDC family in 1969 to 3.2 persons in 1975. The percentage of families in which the father is absent has continued to increase,
from 77 percent in 1969 to 83 percent in 1975. The percentage of
mothers who are employed either part or full time increased between
1969 and 1973, but since that time has remained constant at about 16
percent. Thepercentage of mothers in full time employment, however,
scontinuedto increase, to 10 percent in 1975. In 1969 only 53 percent of AFDC families participated in the food stamp or commodity
food programs. In 1975, 75 percent were participating, and this percentage is expected to increase substantially as the result-of the elimination of the purchase requirement under the 1977 food stamp reform
legislation.
The length of time families are remaining on the AFDC rolls has
increased substantially in the last few years. In 1973 the median
number of months a family had been receiving AFDC was 24. Only
two years later, in 1975, the median time on the rolls was 31 months.
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In 1971 only 32 percent of the families had been receiving AFDC for
more than 3 years (since the most recent case opening), but by 1975,
45 percent of families had been on the rolls for more than 3 years.
The racial composition of the caseload has shown little change. In
1969, 49 percent of the families were white. In 1975, 50 percent were
white. There has also been little change in the percentage of AFDC
households which include nonrecipient members (stepfathers, older
children, or other nonlegally responsible individuals). The percentage of such households is 35 percent.
Since the implementation of quality control measures in 1973, the
amount of AFDC money which has been spent in error has decreased
significantly, from 16.5 percent in April-September 1973 to 8.6 percent in January-June 1977. The percentage of payments made in
error varies greatly among the States. In the January-June 1977
period California made only 3.5 percent of its payments in error (with
only 1 percent being paid to ineligible families), while Illinois made
erroneous payments amounting to 18.6 percent of all payments.
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TABLE 13.-AFDC CHARACTERISTICS, 1969-75

May 1969

family size (perAverage
sons) ......................

4.0

3.6

3.2

-20

77.1
1 27.9

280.5
231.5

283.3
2 31.0

(6)

Incidence of fathers (per-

cent):
Absent ....................
Not married to the mother.
Incidence of working mothers (percent):
With full-time jobs ........
With part-time jobs .......
Actively seeking work, or

in school or training.....
Median number of months
. . . . .. . .

on AFDC 3.. . . . . .
Race (percent):
White .....................

Black ......................

January
1973 May 1975

Percentage
change
of
199
from
1975

7.5
5.8

9.8
6.3

10.4

5.7

6

39

-2

9.2

11.5

12.2

32

23

24

31

35

49.2

46.9

50.2

46.2

45.8

44.3

Incidence of households
(percent):
14.6
13.6
12.8
Living in public housing...
Participating in food
stamp or donated-food
68.4
75.1
52.9
program ..........
Including nonrecipient
34.8
34.9
33,1
members ................
Average family AFDC grant.. $170.90 $188.90 $211.28
Average grant per recipient. $43.10 $53.43 $64.78

14
42
5
24
50

'Calculated on the basis of total number of families.
'Calculated on the basis of total number of children; on the basis of total number
of families, the January 1973 percentages would be 83.0 where the father was
absent and 34.7 where the father was not married to the mother.
'Since most recent enrollment.
'Excludes Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
'As of 1971. Item not available for 1969.
* Percentages not on a comparable basis.
Source: Congressional Research Service, based on AFDC recipient characteristic
studies, conducted by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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TABLE 14.-AFDC CHILDREN BY REASON FOR ELIGIBILITY,
1975
Number

Category

Total ............................
Deprived of support of the child's
mother ..............................
Deprived of support of the child's
father because he is:
Deceased .........................
Incapacitated .....................
Unemployed ......................
Absent from home and:
Inarmed forces ...............
Divorced ......................
Separated ...............
Not married to mother .......
Other ..........................

8,120,732

Percent

100.0

132,402

1.6

303,715
623,315
298,924

3.7
7.7
3.7

24,103
1,572,986
2,323,100
2,520,279
321,908

.3
19.4
28.6
31.0
4.0

Source: AFDC recipient characteristic study, 1975, conducted by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

TABLE 15.-LENGTH OF TIME ON AFDC ROLLS SINCE MOST

RECENT CASE OPENING
Percent of families

No more than1 year ..........................
2 years .........................
3 years .........................
5 years .........................
10 years .........................

1971

1973

1975

35.2
56.0
68.2
81.9
93.5

30.2
49.3
64.7
81.6
94.4

27.7
43.4
55.0
73.8
93.1

Source: Based on AFDC recipient characteristic study, for years 1971, 1973,
and 1975, conducted by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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TABLE 16.--MAXIMUM POTENTIAL COMBINED CASH AND FOOD STAMP BENE.
FITS (ANNUAL)-AFDC FAMILY OF FOUR PERSONS, JULY 1977
(AFDC benefit levels as of July 1977]
Combined maximum Potential AFDC maximum pobenefits (AFDC and food
tentlal benefits per
stamps per year)
year

Total

Paid by
Pethe
Federal
United
share
States (percent)

Total

I

Paid by
the
United
States'

Annual
food
stamp
bonus$

Alabama ................ $3,828 $3,402
Alaska .................. 6,840 4,392
Arizona .................
4,248
3,203
Arkansas ................ 4,164 3,597
California ............... 6,132 3,594

89 $1,776 $1,350 $2,052
64 4,800
2,352 2,040
75 2,376
1,331
1,872
86 2,268
1,701
1,896
59
5,076 2,538
1,056

Colorado ................
Connecticut .............
Delaware ................
District of Columbia .....
Florida ..................

5,081
6t324
4,992
5,220
4,188

3,475
3,648
3,270
3,336
3,202

68 ' 3,570
58
5,352
66 3,444
64 3,768
76
2,292

1,964 41,511
2,676
972
1,722
1,548
1,884
1,452
1,306
1,896

Georgia .................
Hawaii ..................
Idaho ...................
Illinois ..................
Indiana .................

3,768
7.848
5,472
5,244
4,884

3,328
4,650
3,408
3,342
3,482

88
59
62
64
71

1,692
6,396
4,128
3,804
3,300

1,252
3,198
2,064
1,902
1,898

2,076
1,452
1,344
1,440
1,584

Iowa ....................
Kansas ..................
Kentucky ...............
Louisiana ...............
Maine ...................

5,676
5,640
4,548
3,960
5,220

3,816
3,631
3,730
3,409
4,127

67
4,428
64 4,368
82
2,820
86
1,968
79 '3,768

2,568
2,359
2,002
1,417
2,675

1,248
1,272
1,728
1,992
1,452

Maryland ...............
Massachusetts ..........
Michigan ................
Minnesota ..............
Mississippi .............

4,716
5,808
6,516
5,976
2,808

3,192
3,498
3,702
3,891
2,686

68
60
57
65
96

3,048
4,620
5,628
4,848
720

1,524
2,310
2,814
2,763
598

1,668
1,188
888
1,128
2,088

Missouri ................
Montana ................
Nebraska ...............
Nevada ..................

4,572
4,968
5,688
4,788

3,463
3,707
3,734
3,210

76
2,844
75
3,408
66 '4,440
67
3,156

1,735
2,147
2,486
1,578

1,728
1,560
1,248
1,632

New Hampshire .........
New Jersey ..............
New Mexico .............
New York ................
New York City .........

5,484 3,823
5,568
3,432
4,428
3,715
7,308
3,930
(6,576) (3,720)

4,152
2,491
4,272 2,136
2,640
1,927
6,756 3,378
(5,712) (2,856)

1,332
1,296
1,788
552

See foe
ooe

at " of table.

70
62
84
54
57

(864)
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TABLE 16.-MAXIMUM POTENTIAL COMBINED CASH AND FOOD STAMP BENE.
FITS (ANNUAL)-AFDC FAMILY OF FOUR PERSONS, JULY 1977--Continued
[AFDC benefit levels as of July 1977]
Combined maximum potential AFDC maximum po.
benefits (AFDC and food
tential benefIts per
stamps per year)
year
Paid by
Paid by
the Federal
the
United
share
United
Total
States (percent)
Total I States'

Annua,
food
stamp
bonus

North Carolina ..........
4,260
North Dakota............
5,688
Ohio .....................
4,824
Oklahoma ...............- 5,004
Oregon ..................
6,276

3,492
4,267
3,350
3,860
4,111

82
75
69
77
66

2,400
4,440
3,204
3,468
5,280

1,632
3,019
1,730
2,324
3,115

1,860
1,248
1,620
1,536
996

Pennsylvania ............
Rhode Island ............
South Carolina ..........
South Dakota ...........
Tennessee ..............

5,712
5,760
3,492
5,376
3,744

3,698
3,806
3,169
4,057
3,295

65
66
91
75
88

4,476
'4,544
1,404
3,996
1,668

2,462
2,590
1,081
2,677
1,219

1,236
'1,216
2,088
1,380
2,076

Texas ...................
Utah ....................
Vermont .................
Virginia .................
Washington .............

3,756
5,532
5,976
5,196
6,072

3,302
4,265
4,518
3,629
3,776

88
77
76
70
62

1,680
4,224
4,860
3,732
4,992

1,226
2,957
3,402
2,165
2,696

2,076
1,308
1,116
1,4641,080

West Virginia ............
Wisconsin ...............
Wyoming ................
Guam ...................
Puerto Rico .............
Virgin Islands ...........

4,668
6,288
4,848
5,916
2,820
4,620

3,831
4,166
3,584
4,116
2,478
3,624

82
66
74
70
89
78

2,988
5,304
3,240
3,600
684
1,992

2,151
3,182
1,976
1,800
342
996

1,680
984
1,608
2,316
2,136
2,628

3,768 ..........

1,452

Median State ......

5,220 ....................

'Largest amount paid In highest-benefit area of State for a family with no countable
Income. In some cases, this amount is paid only if the family's shelter costs equal a maxi.
mum allowance.
a Federal share Is based on percentages of fiscal year 1976 benefits paid by the United
States.
aCalculated on the basis of the monthly food stamp allotment for a household of 4 persons
for January-June 1978 and.under terms of the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977, which
then was not yet implemented. Food stamp calculations assume maximum deductions
($135 monthly per household) allowed by the new law. If only the standard $60 deduction
were taken (and no dependent care and/or excess shelter allowance assumed). Food stamp
bonus would drop by about $23 monthly ($276 yearly).
' Annual benefits take account of seasonal variation.
AEffective as of September 1977.
Source of AFDC data, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (26 States)
supplemented
by telephone survey by the Congressional Research Service. Table prepared
by CIRS.
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TABLE 17.-GROWTH IN AFDC PAYMENTS IN CONSTPNT
DOLLARS
[in thousands)
AFDC payment
costs

Fiscal
year CPI

Constant dollars

Fiscal year:
1969 ............
1970 ............
1971 ............
1972 ............
1973 ............
1974 .........

1,704,099,000
2,163,438,000
3,018,589,000
3,611,938,000
3,865,109,000
4,008,539,000

100.0
105.9
111.4
115.4
120.4
130.8

1,704,099,000
2,042,907,000
2,709,685,000
3,129,929,000
3,220,924,000
3,064,632,000

1975 ............
1976 ............
1977 .........

4,587,871,000
5,262,339,000
5,577,145,000

145.3
155.6
167.3

3,157,516,000
3,381,966,000
3,333,619,000

19781 ...........
1979 '...........

5,798,000,000

177.3
188.1

3,270,164,000
3,223,817,000

6,064,000,000

1

IEstimated.
Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, fiscal year 1979 budget
justification material.
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III. Child Support
The child support enforcement program, enacted near the close of
the 94th Congress as title IV-D of the Social Security Act, mandates
an aggressively administered program at both the Federal and State
levels. The program provides for child support services, including
support collection and establishment of paternity, for both AFDC and
non-AFDC families. It leaves basic responsibility for these activities
with the States, but provides for an active role on the part of the
Federal Government in monitoring and evaluating State programs, in
providing technical assistance and, in certain instances, in undertaking to give direct assistance to the States in locating absent parents
and obtaining support payments from them. There is also provision
for financial penalties to be imposed on States which, as the result of a
Federal audit, are shown not to have an effective child support
program.
'o assist and oversee the operation of the State program, the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is required to establish
a separate organizational unit under the direct control of an individual
who has been designated by, and re orts directly to, the Secretary. In
the most recent reorganization of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, this responsibility was placed with the Commissioner on Social Security. The Office of Child Support Enforcement
reviews and approves State plans, evaluates and audits im lementation
in each State, and provides technical assistance to the States. There
is also a legislatively mandated parent locator service within the child
support oIfice.

The implementation of the child support program since 1975 has
been highly successful in many Sta es. Overall, in 1977 States reported
collecting a total of $818 million in child support payments, with about
half that amount being collected in support of AFDC families, and
half for non-AFDC families. The cost of collecting these payments
was $259 million, 75 percent of which was paid by the Federal Government. Between 1976 and 1977 child support collections for both AFDC
and non-AFDC families increased by 35 percent. For AFDC families
only, the increase was 46 percent.
The number of AFDC families being served by the child support
program has been increasing steadily. This increase is-anticipated to
continue. A total of 600,000 AFDC families, or 20 percent of all AFDC
families, had collections made in their behalf in 1977. It is estimated
that the number will increase to 930,000 families, or 35 percent of all
families, in 1981.
State success in operating the child support program has been
uneven. In 1977, Michigan, for example, collected about $4.70 for
each dollar it spent in administering the program. Florida, at the other
extreme, actually spent slightly more, $3.4 million for administration,
than it collected. In the Nation as a whole, $3.16 was collected for
each dollar spent.
States have also varied in the emphasis in their programs. Data
show that some States are having relatively greater success in their
collections for non-AFDC families than they are having for AFDC
families. California collected $77.8 million in behalf of non;AFDO
families in 1977, and $63.4 million for AFDC families. Massachusetts,
on the other hand, reported no collections at all for non-AFDC familie and more than $24 million for families who are receiving
AFD5C.
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TABLE 19.--CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTIONS: NUMBER AND PERCENT OF
AFDC FAMILIES SERVED

Percent of AFDC
families with
absent parents
for whom collec.
tions are made...
Number of AFDC
families for
whom collections are made...

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

20

23

26

30

35

600,000

690,000

760,000

830,000

930,000

Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

TABLE 20.-CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT, FISCAL YEAR
1977-RANKING OF STATES BY AMOUNT OF SUPPORT
COLLECTED (AFDC) AND BY RATIO OF COLLECTIONS TO
EXPENDITURES
Ranking of State
AFDC collections
(millions)

By amounts
collected

By ratio of
collections
to expenditures

Alabama ......................
Alaska ..........................
Arizona .........................
Arkansas .......................
California ......................

$0.2
2
1
8
63.4

48
49
51
38
2

52
47
51
35
32

Colorado ......................
Connecticut ...................
Delaware ......................
District of Columbia ...........
Florida ........................

3.5
8.2
1.2
.6
2.8

19
12
32
43
23

29
18
22
42
38

Georgia .......................
Guam ..........................
Hawaii ........................
Idaho .........................
Illinois ........................

3.3
01
1.1
1.6
7.8

21
52
34
30
14

15
50
27
13
23

Indiana ........................
Iowa...........................
Kansas ........................
Kentucky ...................
.

7.8
7.4
3.4
.6

13
15
20
42

11
4
10
46

Louisiana .....................

2.7

26

41
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TABLE 20.-CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT,

FISCAL YEAR

1977-RANKING OF STATES BY AMOUNT OF SUPPORT
COLLECTED (AFDC) AND BY RATIO OF COLLECTIONS TO
EXPEN DITURES-Continred
Ranking of State
By amounts
collected

By ratio of
collections
to expenditures

2.7
7.4

25
16

6
20

64.4
11.3

1
10
41

5
24
33

46
29
6
36
3
27
-37
7
31
11
5
53
22
44
40
28

49
2
30
40
31
36
14
7
43
26
21
53
3
37
39
16

AFDC collections
(millions)

Maine ......................... .
Maryland ......................
Massachusetts ................

Michigan ......................
Minnesota .....................
Mississippi .....................
Missouri-.....
Montana.................. _
Nebraska ....................

24.3

0

6
.4

1.1

Nevada .........................
New Hampshire ...............
New Jersey ....................
New Mexico ....................
New York ......................
North Carolina ................
North Dakota .................
Ohio ...........................
Oklahoma .....................
Oregon ........................
Pennsylvania ..................
Puerto Rico .....................
Rhode Island ..................
South Carolina .................
South Dakota ...................
Tennessee ....................

3
1.9
19.9
9
44.0
2.7
. .9
19.3
1.2
8.9
24.3
01
3.1
5
7
2.2

Texas ..........................

4.5

Utah ...........................
Verm ont .......................
Virgin Islands .................
Virginia .....................
Washington ...................
West Virginia ...................
Wisconsin .....................
Wyom ing .......................

2.8
1.0
.1
5.4
15.6
7
19.4
3

4

54
45
33

18

24
35
50
17
9
39
8
47

1

54
34
28

44

19
17
48
25
12
45
9
8

Source: Based on data prepared by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
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TABLE 21.-CHILD SUPPORT PROGRAM-TOTAL NUMBER OF
PARENTS LOCATED, BY STATE, FISCAL YEARS 1976 AND 1977

Totals ...................

19761

1977

181,504

341,111

Alabam a...............
Alaska ..................
Arizona .................
Arkansas ...............
California ..............

3,01
840

Colorado ...............
Connecticut ............
Delaware ............
District of Columbia ....
Florida .................

2,753
3,410
468
146

11,149

(2)

Georg.ia ................
Haw aii .................
Idaho ...................
Illino is .................
Indiana .................
Iow a....................
Kansas .................
Kentucky ...............
Louisiana ..............
Maine ..................

Montana ...........
Nebraska...........
Nevada .............
New Hampshire....
S.. ee

ad

tboe.

...........

4,831
2j475
265
1,139

20,997

10,875
1,586
2,419
6,785

15,673
3,376
1,153
8,132
5,070
2,162

565

1,015

2,369
2,334

(2)

Maryland ...............
Massachusetts .........
Michigan ...............
Minnesota ..............
Mississippi .............
Missouri............

31,953

15,752

(2)

21,278
1,886
19,530
4,276
217

3p&k

°.oo....

...................
...................
.........

'

1,781
4,978
3,552

°..o......

'719
0

(2)

1,202
1,654
475

0

0
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TABLE 21.-CHILD SUPPORT PROGRAM-TOTAL NUMBER OF
PARENTS LOCATED, BY STATE, FISCAL YEARS 1976 AND
1977-Continued
19761

New Jersey ............................
New Mexico ............................
New York ..............................
North Carolina ........................
North Dakota ..........................
Ohio ............... ....................
Oklahoma .........
Oregon ............
...
...
..
.......
Pennsylvania...... ....................
Rhode Island ...... ............ ...........

52,31
7,952
107
8,836
381062

South Carolina.... ....................
South Dakota ......
..........
Tennessee .........
....
.........
Texas ..............
Utah ...............
Verm ont ...............................
Virginia ................................
Washington ............................
West Virginia ..........................
Wisconsin .............................
Puerto
Rico
..... ;.- . . . . . . .....
g in
..............................
Virgin
Islands
.........................
I Some States reported only 11 mo.
'Information not available.
'Estimated.
Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

54

1977

3,346
2,292
49,004
11,333
743
32p488
1,417
21,846

6 3
549
31
291

2,760

292
278
8,047

877
3,374
11,226
0
10,463

867
0
65

2,245
2,500
516

2,541
4,697
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TABLE 22.-CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT-TOTAL'NUMBER
OF CASES IN WHICH A SUPPORT OBLIGATION WAS ESTABLISHED, BY STATE, FISCAL YEARS 1976 AND 1977

Total ............................
Alabama ............................

19761

1977

75,008

83,073

(2

6,869

Alaska ................................
Arizona ................................
Arkansas ..............................
California .............................

1,0
1,0
252
()

154
444
3,936
13,125

Colorado ..............................
Connecticut. .- *-..................
Delaware ...........
. ....
District of Columbia............
......
Florida ................................

1,308
7,804

6,034
14,293

123
3,881

8,568

3,820
255
676
10,001

9,097
632
46 1
11,012

(

2,135
1,763
1,095
3526

Georgia ...............................
Haw aii ................................
Idaho ..................................
Illinois .................................
Indiana ................................

Iow a...................................
Kansas .......................
Kentucky ..............................
Louisiana .............................
Maine .................................
Maryland ..............................

1.()

()

2)

4,849
2
2
(2)

1*.

1,863

(2)

(2)

7,026

(2)

6,208

Missouri ..............................
Montana ..............................
Nebraska ..............................

(9

(2)

New Hampshire .......................

(')

Massachusetts ........................
Michigan ..............................

Minnesota .............................
Mississippi ............................

N evada ................................
S.. fwbto

at awd It"b.

12,048

(

3,872
4,103
96

103
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TABLE 22.-CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT-TOTAL NUMBER
OF CASES IN WHICH A SUPPORT OBLIGATION WAS ESTABLISHED, BY STATE, FISCAL YEARS 1976 AND 1977-Con.
19761

*

New Jersey .......
New Mexico ......
New York .........
North Carolina...
North Dakota.....

3,6U

15

1977

2,812
894
13,556
- 6,696
381

Ohio...................................
Oklahom a.............................
Oregon ................................
Pennsylvania ..........................
Rhode Island ..........................

5,239

14,937
281
309

South Carolina ........................
South Dakota ..........................
Tennessee ............................
Texas .................................
Uta h ..................................

2
4,278
124
8,580

892
4,001
1,059
2,486
3,966

Verm ont ...............................
Virg in ia.................. .............
Washington ...........................
West Virginia ..........................
Wisconsin ..............................

445
6,163

(2)

Wyom ing ..............................
Puerto Rico ...........................
Virgin Islands .........................
'Some States reported only 11 mo.
=Information not received/not available.
Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

23-35

0 - 78 - 18

436

0

794
2,329
10,201
0
9,144
475
288
184
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TABLE 23.-CHILD SUPPORT PROGRAM-TOTAL NUMBER OF
CASES IN WHICH PATERNITY WAS ESTABLISHED, BY STATE,
FISCAL YEARS 1976 AND 1977

Total .............................
Alabama ..............................
Alaska .................................
Arizona ................................
Arkansas ..............................
California .............................

19761

1977

14,706

68,263

()

C'

3,00
194
(')

Colorado ..............................

(2)

4,465
20
2,443
1,031
4,137
787

Connecticut ...........................
Delaware
of..............................
Columbia ...................
District
Florida ................................

1,357

1,559

6

4,000

Georgia ................................
Hawaii .................................
Idaho ..................................

(2
95
67
1,753
(1)

Illinois ................................. .-

Indiana ................................

Iow a...................................
Kansas ................................
Kentucky ..............................
Louisiana ..............................
Maine .................................

(2

1,014
2

(9

Maryland ..............................
Massachusetts ........................
Michigan ..............................
Minnesota .............................
Mississippi ............................
Missouri ..............................
Montana ..............................
Nebraska ............................
Nevada
....................
New Hampshire .......................
So@footnote at end of toble.

(9

1,50

.

-(1
(')

5,674
263
112

2,624

546

84 1
369
310
560
12
3 756
414
2,551
15240
70
(2

42
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TABLE 23.-CHILD SUPPORT PROGRAM-TOTAL NUMBER OF
CASES IN WHICH PATERNITY WAS ESTABLISHED, BY STATE,
FISCAL YEARS 1976 AND 1977-Continued
19761

New Jersey ........
New Mexico .......

1,8

2)

New York ..........
North Carolina ....
North Dakota ......

9

Ohio ...............
Oklahoma .........
Oregon ...........
Pennsylvania......
Rhode Island......
South Carolina....
South Dakota ......
Tennessee........
Texas .............
Utah ..............
Vermont ..........
Virginia ...........
Washington .......
West Virginia......
Wisconsin .........
Wyoming ..........
Puerto Rico .......
Virgin Islands ....

......

1,248

o..,........

....

,......,..°..°..

...

o....o...oo..°.

3,280
67
6,295
5,247
120
5,203
69
2,067

(2)
,....,............o..
,.......°°.......°
,.. ,I

o...

.

. .

. .

.

.

. .

Io,

....

.

.. . . .

.

.

., ..

. .

.

.

.

. .,

°. .

. .

.

.

9
33
111
157

.

.

.

. .

...........

.~o .

613
143

373

162
78

38
98
79
1,170
433
0
4,606

8
0
0

20
-6
8

°o..,.o..°..

.........
.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.
,.

o..

o....o..........

Some States reported only 11 mo.
Information not received/not available.
Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
I
2

1977
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IV. Work Incentive (WIN) Program
The work incentive (WIN) program was originally enacted by
Congress in 1967 with the purpose of reducing welfare dependency
through the provision of manpower training and job replacement
services. In 1971 the Congress adopted amendments aimed at strengthening the administrative framework of the program and at placing
greater emphasis on immediate employment instead of institutional
training, thus specifically directing the program to assist individuals
in the transition from welfare to work. In the same year, Congress
also provided for a tax credit to employers who hire WIN participants,
equal to 20 percent of the wages paid for a maximum of 12 months'
employment.
The 1971 amendments required that all persons at least 16 years
of age and receiving AFDC benefits must register for WIN, unless
legally exempt by reason of health, disability, needed in the home,
advanced age, student status, or geographic location. Registrants
selected for participation in WIN must accept available jobs, training,
or needed services to prepare them for employment. Refusal to do so
without good cause will result in termination of their AFDC payments.
Since these amendments were enacted, there has been a significant
increase in the number of persons placed in employment with resultant
savings in AFDC funding.
Spending for the WIprogram has remained level in recent years,
at about $350 million. Public Law 95-30, enacted last year, authorized
additional funding of $435 million for manpower and supportive
services in each of fiscal years 1978 and 1979. However, this additional
money was not included in the appropriation for the program in 1978,
and has not been requested by the administration for 1979. On April
3 the Senate passed S. 2779, as reported by the Committee on Finance,
authorizing new funding of $235 million in 1979, and up to $1.5
billion annually for years after 1979.
The administration estimates that in fiscal year 1978 about $352
million will be spent for WIN, including $234 million for training and
employment services, and $118 million for supportive services,
including $49 million for child care.
In fiscal year 1973, according to Labor Department statistics, 34,000
families in which a family member was a WIN participant went off
welfare and an additional 31,000 families received a reduced AFDC
grant because of the salaries earned by WIN participants who became employed. In fiscal year 1976, 87,000 such families went off
welfare, and 95,000 received a reduced AFDC grant because of the
salaries earned by WIN participants. These figures represent a substantial increase over fiscal year 1973. In fiscal year 1977, there were
136,000 such families who went off welfare, and an additional 135,000
families who remained welfare recipients, but whose AFDC payments
were reduced due to their additional income.
Program statistics show that about 73 percent of those in WIN are
female, and 71 percent are age 22 to 44 years. Nearly 60 percent have
completed less than 12 years of school. About 18 percent are participating on a voluntary basis.
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TABLE 25.-WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM: AMOUNTS FOR
TRAINING AND INCENTIVES ACTIVITIES AND WIN SOCIAL
SERVICES
State

Fiscal year 1977

Fiscal year 1978

Alabam a ......................
Alaska .........................
Arizona ........................
Arkansas ......................
California .....................

$3,403,862
1,051,006
2,719,518
2,565,669
50,340,713

$3,287,484
1,088,495
3,053,486
2,313,521
43,234,508

Colorado ....
.........
Connecticut ...................
Delaware ................
District of Columbia......
Florida ........................

6,271,970
3,440,589
686,082
4,298,305

7,299,165
4,381,546
1,064,145
3,542,251
6,817,211

Georgia .......................
Guam .........................
Hawaii .........................
Idaho..........................
Illin ois........................

6,895,697
251,184
1,536,501
1,526,906
17,240,100

9,199,454
264,411
1,302,216
1,723,882

Indiana ...
............
Iowa...
.............
Kansas ...............
Kentucky ...................
Louisiana ................

6,541,591

3,659,694

3,284,976
2,791,285

3,000,902
3,150,095

18,377,094

4,977,262
3,218,696
3,031,603
3,874,062

2,775,524

Maine .........................
Maryland ......................
Massachusetts ................
Michigan ......................
Minnesota .....................

1,422,742
7,321,880
8,174,662
21,431,665

2,129,939
8,145,328
10,498,814
24,573,147,

Mississippi............
Missouri ......................
Montana ......................
Nebraska ......................
Nevada ........................

2,928,754
6,256,101
1,937,313

3,647,417
6,993,171
1,851,789
1,368,082
1,084,369

6,887,706

1,519,968

796,686

6,557,075

9
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TABLE 25.-WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM: AMOUNTS FOR
TRAINING AND INCENTIVES ACTIVITIES AND WIN SOCIAL
SERViCES-Continued
State

New Hampshire ...............
New Jersey ....................
New Mexico ...................
New York ......................
North Carolina ................

Fiscal year 1977

712,792
13,346,611
1,738,633
31,176,908

Fiscal year 1978

4,040,190

1,060,913
10,485,028
2,180,266
28,559,158
3,384,983

North Dakota ..................
Ohio ...........................
Oklahom a .....................
Oregon ........................
Pennsylvania ..................

1,003,479
15,290,761
2,811,815
8,883,958
11,042,832

971,797
22,149,809
2,372,501
9,200,288
16,866,350

Puerto Rico ...................
Rhode Island ..................
South Carolina ................
South Dakota ..................
Tennessee ....................

2,294,746
2,713,053

2,425,535

3,050,085
1,087,430

2,069,822
3,365,716

2,602,400
1,821,166
3,757,305

Texas .........................
Uta h ..........................
Verm ont .......................
Virginia .......................
Virgin Islands .................
Washington ...................

9,540,211
4,836,295

9,838,379

3,058,677
270,866

3,959,260
206,260

10,673,715
6,820,433
10,320,148

468,762

10,056,957
5,984,999
13,007,073
621,082

334,961,209

351,995,000

West Virginia .................
Wisconsin .....................
Wyom ing ......................

Total ....................
Source: Department of Labor.

2,721,129

5,068,591

2,027,773
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TABLE 26.-COMPARISON OF WIN CHARACTERISTICS, FISCAL
--- YEARS, 1975-77
Fiscal year1975

Sex:
Male .................................. 24.7
Fem ale ................................ 75.3
Age:
21 years and under........ ...... 18.7
22 to 44 years ......................... 73.0
45 years and over ....................... 8.3
Race:
White .........................
...... 53.9
Black ................................... 42.4
Other ..................................
3.7
Spanish speaking .........................
9.8
Years of school completed:
Under 8 years .........................
9.3
8to 11 years ........................... 49.6
12 years ............................ 33.5
Over 12 years ..........................
7.6
Mandatory ....................................
Voluntary ......................................
Source: Department of Labor.

1976

1977

27.1
72.9

27.4
72.6

17.4
69.7
12.9

15.8
71.4
12.8

55.8
38.6
5.6
11.6

57.0
40.1
2.9
11.1

11.0
49.1
32.9
7.0
79.7
20.3

10.5
48.7
33.0
7.8
82.1
17.9
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V. Supplemental Security Income
The supplemental security income (SSI) program is a federally
administered income support program for the aged, blind, and disabled.
The program was enacted in 1972 and became effective on January 1,
1974, replacing the former State-administered programs of aid to the
aged., blind, and disabled.
The SSI program guarantees needy aged, blind, and disabled persons a minimum monthly income of $177.80 for a single individual or
$266.70 for a married couple. These are the basic Federal guarantee
levels. In many States, however, higher levels prevail as a result of
State action to supplement the basic Federal support levels. States
may elect to administer their supplementary payments as a separate
program or to contract for Federal administration so that the monthly
payment of Federal and State benefits combined is included in a single
check issued by the Federal Treasury.
The amount actually payable to a given recipient is determined by
subtracting from the overall income support level the amount of
income the individual has from other sources. In making this computation, some types of income are not counted. For example, there
is excluded the first $20 of monthly income from any source (such as
from social security benefits) and certain proportions of income from
wages. As a result, the total income of an individual who has some
other source of income will always be somewhat higher than the total
income of an individual who is entirely dependent upon SSI benefits.
In calendar year 1977, the SSI program paid $4.7 billion in Federal
benefits and another $1.5 billion in federally administered State supplementary benefits.
The total number of individuals receiving SSI has remained relatively stable over the last three years. In January 1975 there were
about 4.0 million aged, blind and disabled recipients receiving federally
administered benefits. In January 1978 the number was 4.2 million.
Within this total, however, there has been a steady and important
change in the composition of the SSI rolls. Since the program was first
implemented until the present time there has been a 66 percent increase in the number of individuals receiving SSI Zh the basis of disability. The number receiving assistance on the basis of age has increased only 10 percent. Since December 1975 the number of aged
recipients has actually declined slightly, from 2.3 million to 2.1 million.
This gradual transformation of the SSI program from one primarily
for the aged to one primarily serving the disabled is illustrated most
dramatically by statistics showing new awards. In 1977 there were about
190,000 individuals who were initially awarded SSI on the basis of
age. The number awarded SSI on the basis of disability was 362,000.
The composition of the SSI rolls also varies greatly from State to
State, with some States serving predominantly the aged, and others
the disabled. Massachusetts, for example, has about 74,000 aged
individuals receiving SSI, and 51,000 who are disabled. Louisiana
similarly has more aged recipients than it has disabled-about
80,000 aged individual compared with 66,000 disabled. In contrast,
New York has 226,000 disbled recipients, compared with 154,000
aged recipients. California has 352,000 disabled recipients, and
326,000 aged recipients.
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TABLE 28.-SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME FOR THE AGED, BLIND, AND
DISABLED: AMOUNT OF TOTAL PAYMENTS, FEDERAL SSI PAYMENTS, AND
STATE SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS, 1974-78
[In thousands]

Period

Total

Federal SSI

State supplementation
Federally
State
Total administered administered

1974 ........... $5,245,719 $3,833,161 $1,412,558 $1,263,652
1975 ........... 5,878,224
4,313,538 1,564,686
1,402,534
1976 ........... 6,068,079 4,512,061
1,556,018 1,388,154

1977 ...........
January 1978..

1Partly estimated.

6,380,672

538,626

4,744,711
399,753

1,635,961
138,873

1,459,368
124,198

$148,906
162,152
167,864

1 176,593

'14,675
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TABLE 29.-SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME FOR THE
AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED: NUMBER OF PERSONS RECEIVING FEDERALLY ADMINISTERED PAYMENTS, BY REASON
FOR ELIGIBILITY AND STATE, JANUARY 1978
Total

State

TotalI ....

. . . . . . . 4,249,970

Alabama I.............
Alaska '...............
' '**
Arizona 2.................

141,372
...

3,143

28,761

Aged

Blind

Disabled

2,052,175 77,398 2,120,397
89,027
1,295
12,876

1,918
68
499

Arkansas ..............
California .............

84,781
695,661

Colorado I.............
Connecticut 2..........

33,648
22,651

16,639
8,196

349
295

16,660
14,160

-Florida............ 165,022

88,415

2,562

74,045

160,758
10,001

82,070
5,268

2,964
133

75,724
4,600

127,567
41,038

40,923
18,039

1,655
1,077

84,989
21,922

Iowa ...................
Kansas ................

27,096
22,376

13,304
10,152

1,119
339

12,673
11,885

Louisiana ..............
Maine .................
Maryland ..............
Massachusetts ........
Michigan ..............
Minnesota I...........
Mississippi ............

148,521
22,915

Missouri I.............
Montana ..............

Delaware ..............
District of Columbia...

Georgia ...............
Hawaii ................
Idaho 2 ................

Illinois 2 ....
Indiana I...

. . .. . . .. . . .
. . .. . . .. . ..

Kentucky 2...............

Nebraska ' ............

Nevada ................
New Hampshire ......

7,146
14,731

7,851

1h-missit

oftle.

2,912
4,526

3,243

193
199

99

32,225
352,361
4,041
10,006

4,509

96,015

49,784

2,025

44,206

48,164
130,313
117,423
35,605
118,746

17,560
74,407
44,558
15,742
71,481

539
4,702
1,637
656
1,887

30,065
51,204
71,228
19,207
45,378

92,346
7,568

51,329
2,951

1,627
139

39,390
4,478

6,078
5,491

3,474
2,532-

361
147

2,243
2,812

14,396

New Jersey.........
80,783
New Mexico I... .. . . . . . . 25,899
New York .............. 384,120
North Carolina I....... 145,076
North Dakota ' ........
7,311
3

50,934 1,622
326,119 17,181

50,427
1,780
15,386

79,993
11,466

6,808

34,254
11,443
153,941
71,604
4,088

2,203
277

236

1,009
411
3,964
3,469
70

66,325
11,172

7,352

45,520
14,045
226,215
70,003
3,153
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TABLE 20.-SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME FOR THE AGED,
BLIND, AND DISABLED: NUMBER OF PERSONS RECEIVING
FEDERALLY ADMINISTERED PAYMENTS, BY REASON FOR
ELIGIBILITY AND STATE, JANUARY 1978-Continued
Blind

Disabled

44,081

2,318

79,248

6,489

173

8,903

Total

Aged

Ohio ...................

125,647

Rhode Island ..........

15,565

State

Oklahoma I................
Oregon 2....................
Pennsylvania ..........

76,951
23,582
168,045

South Carolina 2........... 83,381
South Dakota .........
8,513
Tennessee ............ 135,102
Texas' ................ 274,220
Utah 2........................

8,413

Vermont ...............
Virginia I..............
Washington ...........
West Virginia I........
Wisconsin .............

8,977
79,496
49,301
42,950
67,208

Wyoming 2'............ 2,209
Unknown..............
37

43,041
8,644
66,068

--

1,084
549
3,885

32,826
14,389
98,092

42,555
4,565
70,308
168,862

1,887
132
1,816
4,086

38,939
3,816
62,978
101,272

4,071
39,326
18,197
17,081
33,581

120
1,447
522
635
930

4,786
38,723
30,582
25,234
32,697

1,054
32
13 .........

1,123
24

2,886

151

5,376

1Includes persons with Federal SSI payments and/or federally administered
State supplementation, unless otherwise indicated.
I Data for Federal SSI payments only. State has State-administered supplementation.
I Data for Federal SSl payments only; State supplementary payments not made.
Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
TABLE 30.-SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME FOR THE
AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED: NUMBER OF PERSONS INITIALLY AWARDED FEDERALLY ADMINISTERED PAYMENTS,
BY REASON FOR ELIGIBILITY 1974-77
Period

19741 .................
1975 ..................
1976 ..................
1977 .................

Total

Aged

Blind

Disabled

890,768
702,147
542,355
557,570

498,555
259,823
171,798
189,750

5,206
5,834
4,735
5,753

387,007
436,490
365,822
362,067

1Reflects data for May-December.
Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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TABLE 31.-MAXIMUM POTENTIAL CASH AND FOOD STAMP
BENEFITS PER SSI RECIPIENT
[*==If blind

t=if disabled)
Maximum
SSI monthly- Bonus food
benefit
stamp
(July 1977monthly
June 1978)1 entitlement'

Annual total

$40
12
40
40

$2,614
4,392
2,614
2,614

Alabama ...................... $177.80
Alaska ......................... '354.00
177.80
Arizona ........................
177.80
Arkansas ......................
California .....................
Colorado..:.-.

.......

Connecticut ...................
Delaware .....
...........
District of Columbia .........
Florida ........................

296.00

(4)

3,552

*344.00 ............

*4,128

215.00

28

2,916

2,614

266.00
177.80
177.80
177.80

13
40
40
40

3,348
2,614
2,614
2,614

Hawaii ........................
Idaho ...................
Illinois ........................
Indiana ........................

177.80

193.00
231.00
185.00
177.80

40

53
24
37
40

2,952
3,060
2,664
2,614

Iowa ...........................
Kansas ........................
Kentucky ......................
Louisiana .....................
Maine .........................

177.80
177.80
177.80
177.80
177.80

40
40
40
40
37

2,614
2,614
2,614
2,614
2,698

177.80
40
(')
296.53
*321.92 ............
t285.12
32
202.10
Michigan ......................
30
Minnesota ..................... '211.00
177.80
40
Mississippi ....................

2,614
3,558
*3,863
t3,421
2,809
2,892
2,614

New Hampshire ...............

177.80
177.80
'268.00
217.85
*280.35
t177.80
180.00

40
40
13
28
*10
t40
39

2,614
2,614
3,372
2,950
3,484
2,614
2,628

New Jersey ....................
New Mexico ...................

200,00
177.80

33
40

2,796
2,614

Georgia .......................

Maryland ......................
Massachusetts................

Missouri ......................
Montana ......................
Nebraska ......................
Nevada ........................

--So1uh-tms

a d b"he
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TABLE 31.-MAXIMUM POTENTIAL CASH AND FOOD STAMP
BENEFITS PER SSI RECIPIENT-Continued
[*=If blind

t=f disabled]
Maximum
SSI monthly Bonus food
benefit
stamp
monthly
(July 1977June 1978)1- entitlement 2

Annual total

New York ............... $238.65
177.80
North Carolina ................
177.80
North Dakota ..................
177.80
Ohio ...........................
214.80
Oklahoma .....................
189.80
Oregon ........................
t214.80
210.20
Pennsylvania .................
209.24
Rhode Island ..................

$21
40
40

$3,116
2,614
2,614

40
28
36
*28
30
30

2,614
2,914
2,710
*2,914
2,882
2,871

South Carolina ................
South Dakota ..................
Tennessee ....................
Texas .........................
Utah ...........................

177.80
177,80
177.80
177.80
177.80

40
40
40
40
40

2,614
2,614
2,614
2,614
2,614

Vermont .......................
Virginia .......................
Washington ...................
West Virginia ..................
Wisconsin .....................
Wyoming ......................

8210.00
177.80
3218.25
177.80
254.00
197.80

30
40
28
40
17
34

2,880
2,614
2,955
2,614
3,252
2,770

The amount shown Is the maximum amount payable to an Individual In combined Federal SSI payments and State supplementary payments for basic needs.
In some cases, additional amounts are pyable by the State for special needs.
Individuals who were on the State rolls In December 1973 may also in some instances receive additional amounts under the mandatory supplementation grandfather clause. The Federal component of the payment is $177.80.
$Calculated on the basis of January-June 1978 food stamps allotments $52
monthly in continental United States, $72 InAlaska, $70 In Hawaii). Assumes that
the SSI benefit is the recipient's only Income. However, 60 percent of SSI recipients
have outside Income. SSI benefits are reduced by $1 for each dollar of outside
income, except that the first $20 pr month of unearned Income does not reduce
the SSI grant (A more liberal exclusion applies to earned Income.) If the recipient
has unearned Income, his total income could exceed the SSl maximum benefit
level by $20 and would thereby reduce the food stamp benefit.
Also assumes maximum allowable deductions of $135 per month-$60 flat
deduction and $75 for excess shelter and/or dependent care costs. (The shelter
deduction applies only to costs that exceed 50 percent of Income remaining after
other deductions.) If only the standard $60 deduction were assumed, food stamp
benefits would drop by $23 monthly.
3 Maximum payment may be less depending upon actual shelter costs or area
of State.
4 SSI recipients In California and Massachusetts are not eligible for food stamps.
These States provide Increased cash benefits In lieu of food stamps.
Source: Table prepared by the Congressional Research Service.
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TABLE 32.-MAXIMUM POTENTIAL CASH AND FOOD STAMP
BENEFITS PER SSI COUPLE
[*=If blind

t=lf blind or disabled

Alabama ......................
Alaska ........................

Arizona ........................

Arkansas ......................
.............
California

t=lf disabled]

Maximum
SSI monthly Bonus food
benefit
stamp
monthly
(July 1977June 1978)' entitlement 2

Annual total

$302.00
*270.00
1519.00

$46
*56
19

$4,176
*3,912
6,456

266.70

57

266.70
557.00

57

(4)

-

3,884

3,884'
6,684

*663.00 ............

*7,956

430.00
t390.00
326.90
Connecticut ...................
266.70
Delaware ......................
District of Columbia....... .. 266.70
266.70
Florida ........................

12
t20
39
57
57
57

5,304
t4,920
4,391
3,884
3,884
3,884

266.70
290.90
302.00
266,.70
266.70
266.70
*310.70
266.70
266.70
266.70
281.70

57
82
46
57
57
57
*44
57
57
57
52

3,884
4,475
4,176
3,884
3,884
3,884
*4,256
3,884
3,884
3,884
4,002

Colorado ......................

Georgia .......................
Hawaii ........................
Idaho ..........................
Illinois
.........
Indiana........
Iowa
...................
Kansas ........................
Kentucky ......................
Louisiana .....................
Maine .........................
Maryland ......................

Massachusetts ................

Michigan ......................
Minnesota .....................
Mississippi ....................
.......
Missouri ........
Montana ......................
Nebraska ......................
Nevada ........................
New Hampshire ...............
S" khe etot d

bho.

266.70
57
(4)
451.50
*643.84 ............
t434.38 ............
46
303.10
44
1311.00
57
266.70
266.70
266.70
1361.00
343.76
*560.70
t 266.70
266.70

57
57
29
34
*0
t 57
57

3,884
5,418
*7,726
15,213
4,189
4,260
3,884
3,884
3,884
4*680
4,533
*6728
t 3,884
3,884
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TABLE 32.-MAXIMUM POTENTIAL CASH AND FOOD STAMP
BENEFITS PER SSI COUPLE-Continued
(*=If blind

t=lf blind or disabled

t=lf disabled)

Maximum
SSI monthly Bonus food
benefit
stamp
(July 1977monthly
June 1978)1 entitlement 2

New Jersey ....................
New Mexico ...................
New York ......................
North Carolina ................
North Dakota ..................

Annual total

$277.00
266.70
342.64
266.70
266.70

$54
57
34
57
57

$3,972
3,884
4,520
3,884
3,884

266.70
335.70
276.70
*307.70
Pennsylvania ..................
315.40
Rhode Island ............. 326.02
South Carolina ................
266.70

57
36
54
*45
42
39
57

3,844
4,460
3,968
*4,272
4,284
4,380
3,884

57
57
57

3,884
3,884
3,884

Ohio ...........................
Oklahoma .....................
Oregon ........................

South Dakota-''

.......

Tennessee .................
Texas .........................
Utah ..........................

266.70

266.70
266.70
266.70

Vermont ....................... 8330.00
Virginia .......................
266.70
Washington ................... '311.10
West Virginia ..................
266.70
Wisconsin .....................
385.90
Wyoming ......................
306.70

57

38
57
44
57
21
45

3,884

4,416
3,884
4,261
3,884
4,883
4,220

The amount shown is the maximum amount payable to a couple in combined
Federal SSI payments and State supplementary payments for basic needs. In some
cases, additional amounts are payable by the State for special needs. Individuals
who were on the State rolls in December 1973 may also in some Instances receive
additional amounts under the mandatory supplementation grandfather clause.
The Federal component of the payment Is $266.70.
2Calculated on the basis of the food stamp allotments for the first half of 1978
($96 for 2 persons in the continental United States, $134 in Alaska, and $128 in
Hawaii). Assumes that SSI benefit is the recipient's only income. However, 60
percent of SSI recipients have outside income, SSI benefits are reduced by $1 for
each dollar of outside income, except that the first $20 per month of unearned
income does not reduce the SSI grant. (A more liberal exclusion applies to earned
income). If the recipient has unearned income, his total income could exceed SSl
maximum benefit level by $20 and could thereby reduce the food stamp benefit.
Also assumes maximum allowable deductions of $135 per month-60 flat
deduction and $75 for excess shelter and/or dep.,ndent care costs. (The shelter
deduction applies only to costs that exceed 50 percent of income left after other
deductions.) If only the $60 standard deduction were assumed, the food stamp
bonus would drop by $23 monthly. .
I Maximum payment may be less depending upon actual shelter costs or area
of State.

4SSl recipients in California and Massachusetts are not eligible for food stamps.
These States have chosen to provide cash In lieu of food stamps.
Source: Table prepared by the Congressional Research Service.
28-353 0 - 78 - 19
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TABLE 33.-SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME-SUMMARY OF
ERROR RATES
JanuaryJune
1975

Payment error rate (incorrect payments as a percentage of all payments):
Overpayments
.......

October
Aril1976March September
1977
1977

5.2

2.8
3.5

2.7

11.5

6.3

5.2

Dollar values of payment error rate
(in millions):
Total payments ................. $2,800 $3,000
Excess payments ................
190
300

$3,100

Payments to ineligibles

.......

Total I..........................

6.3

2.5

160

Inaccurate cases as a percentage of
all cases:
Overpayments ...................

Payments to ineligibles .........
Underpayments .................

11.0
7.7
5.7

5.9
4.9
4.1

Total ............... ..........

24.4

14.9

5.2
3.9
4.3

13.4

'Underpayments are not included in the payment error rate because they represent money not paid. Payment error rates refer only to dollars misspent through
payments to ineligibles and overpayments to elfgibles as a percent of total payments. SSA data show an underpayment rate of 1.6 percent, or an estimated $50.5
million, in the April-September 1977 period.
Staff note: Error rates shown above are based on sample surveys conducted by
the administration. The amount of incorrect payments shown by these surveys is
understated because of certain tolerances incorporated in the surveys and because
the surveys do not attempt to measure errors resulting from incorrect disability
findings.
Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

VI. Social Services
In addition to providing Federal funding for cash public assistance
to certain categories of needy individuals, the welfare titles of the
Social Security Act have provided funding for a variety of social
services programs. Originally, the costs of social services were considered a part of the administrative costs of operating cash public
assistance programs, but subsequent amendments provided separate
recognition of social services programs, expanded their availability to
persons not receiving cash assistance, permitted funding of services
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provided by other than the welfare agency itself (including services by
non-public agencies), and increased the Federal rate of matching to
75 percent (90 percent in the case of family planning services).
Prior to fiscal year 1973, Federal matching for social services, like
Federal matching for welfare payments, was mandatory and openended. Every dollar a State spent for social services was matched by
three Federal dollars. In 1971 and 1972 particularly, States made use
of these provisions to increase at a rapid rate the amount of Federal
money going into social services programs.
In 1972, the Congress established a $2.5 billion annual ceiling on the
amount of Federal funding for social services programs effective for
fiscal year 1973 and subsequent fiscal years. Under this overall national ceiling, each State has a ceiling established which is based on its
population relative to the population of the entire Nation.
In 1974, Congress substantially revised the statutes governing the
social services programs. The 1974 legislation transferred the provisions governing social services programs from the cash public assistance
titles of the Social Security Act to a new separate services title (title
XX). The Federal matching percentage for services remained at 75
percent under the new title XX program and the overall ceiling of
$2.5 billion allocated among the States on a population basis was not
changed.
Both the 94th and 95th Congresses acted to increase the amount of
money available under title XX, to be used by the States to assist
them in meeting the child care standards mandated by title XX.
Legislation enacted by the Conge provided a temporary increase
ding, amounting to $200 million for each of fiscal years 1977 and
in
1978.
HEW estimates that in 1978, 41 States will be spending all or nearly
all of the funds allotted to them under the $2.5 billion ceiling. Fortynine States are expected to use all or nearly all of their title XX funds
in 1979. A substantial number of States are spending more than
their allotments on services which would qualify for title XX funding,
and are paying for them out of State and local funds.
Individuals and families may qualify for Federally-matched social
services only if they meet certain income requirements. States may
not provide services other than protective services, family planning
services, and information and referral services to families With incomes above 115 percent of the State median income. This ranges from
a low of $15,496 for a family of four in Mississippi, to a high of $32,857
in Alaska in 1979.
States use their title-XX money in very different ways, depending
on their own State-determined needs. On a national basis, the service
for which the largest amount of money is being spent is child day
care. HEW estimates for 1979 indicate that about 22 percent of all
Federal social services funds will be spent for child day care. Homemaker/chore services are expected to account for slightly more than
11 percent of all funds in 1979, and education, training and employment services are estimated to account for an additional 10 percent.
Protective services and child foster care together will account for
another 18 percent of total spending.
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TABLE 34.-CEILING ON FEDERAL FUNDING OF TITLE XX
SOCIAL SERVICES EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEAR 1978
[in thousands)

Basic ceiling

Additional
amount under
Public Law
95-171

Alabama ..............................
Alaska .................................
Arizona ................................
Arkansas ..............................
California .............................

$42,500
4,250
26,000
24,750
248,500

$3,400
340
2,080
1,980
19,880

Colorado ..............................
Connecticut ...........................

29,500
36,250

2,360
2,900

District of Columbia ...................
Florida ................................

8,500
98,000

680
7,840

Georgia ...............................
Hawaii .................................
Idaho ...................................
Illinois ................................
Indiana ................................

57,750
10,250
9,750
130,750
62,250

4,620
820
780
10,460
4,980

Iowa ...................................
Kansas ........................
Kentucky .................
Louisiana ............................
Maine .................................

33,750
26,500
39,750
44,750
12,500

2,700
2,120
3,180
3,580
1,000

Maryland ..............................
48,000
Massachusetts ........................
68,250
Michigan ..............................
107,500
Minnesota ............................
46,000
Mississippi ..........................
27,500
Missouri ...............................
55,750
Montana ........................ 8750

3,840
5,460
8,600
3,680
2,200
4,460
700

Delaware ..............................

6,750

540

a
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TABLE 34.-CEILING ON FEDERAL FUNDING OF TITLE XX
SOCILA SERVICES EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEAR 1978--Con.
[In thousands]

*

Basic ceiling

Additional
amount under
Public Law
94-401

Nebraska .................
Nevada ...................
New Hampshire ..........
New Jersey ...............
New Mexico ..............

$18250
7,000
9,500
85,750
13,500

$1,460
560
760
6,860
1,080

New York ...........
North Carolina .....
North Dakota .......
Ohio ................
Oklahoma ..........

212,500
64,000
7,500
126,250
31,750

17,000
5,120
600
10,100
2,540

Oregon .............
Pennsylvania.......
Rhode Island.......
South Carolina.....
South Dakota.......

26,750
138,750
10,750
33,000
8,000

11,100
860
2,640
640

Tennessee ....... .....................
Texas ............ .....................
Utah ............. .....................
Vermont
.......... .....................
Virginia ........
.....................

143,500
14,250
5,500
58,250

49,250

3,940
11,480
1,140
440
4,660

Washington.
West Virginia.....

41,500
--21,250

54,000

4,500

3,320
1,700
4,320
360

2,500,000

200,000

Wisconsin ........

Wyoming .........

....... i...
...........
.

.° ,

.

. .

.

.

. ., • . .

.

,.. .

.

,

. .

Tota l ............................

Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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TABLE 35.-TITLE XX SERVICES: ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF
FEDERAL FUNDING BY TYPE OF SERVICES AND NUMBER OF
RECIPIENTS, FISCAL 1979
(In thousands]
Number of
recipients

Type of service

Amount

Percent

(') $2,C50,000

100.0

649
411

580,350
302,100

21.9
11.4

723
327
642
804
123
312
(1)

272,950
262,350
222,600
185,500
127r200
95,400
63,600
537,950

10.3
9.9
8.4
7.0
4.8
3.6
2.4
20.3

Total ........................
Child day care .....................
Homemaker/chore ................
Education, training and employment ..................
'***511
Protective services ................
Child foster care ..................
Counseling ........................
Health-related services ...........
Residential care ...................
Family planning ...................
Other ..............................

Federal funding

I Number of recipients is not additive as recipients may receive more than I
type of service.
: Not estimated.
Source: Fiscal 1979 budget estimates, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

TABLE 36.-NUMBER OF STATES USING LESS THAN FULL
AVAILABLE TITLE XX FUNDING UNDER $2.5 BILLION CEILING,
1975-79
[Number of States]

Fiscal year

1975 ........
1976 ........
19771 .......

19781.......

1979 '.......

80 to 90 Less thin
98 to 100 90 to 98
percent of percent of percent of 80 percent
ceiling of calling
ceiling
ceiling

12
18

5
7

5
9

29
17

6

4

19

14

9

48

1

1

35

6

9

1

Federal coht

(000)

$1,962,581
2,130,380
2,259,726

2,382,604

2,450,000

1Estimated.

Source: Fiscal 1979 budget estimates, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

f,
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TABLE 37.-FEDERAL INCOME LIMITS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR
SOCIAL SERVICES (FISCAL 1979-FAMILY OF 4)'
Maximum Income level for
services
If no fee is
charged ' (80
percent of
median
Income)

I1a fee Is
charged (115
percent of
median
Income)

Alabam a ..............................
Alaska .................................
Arizona ................................
Arkansas ..............................
California .............................

$12,277
(3)17,315
13,705
10,943
15,145

$17,648
32,857
19,701
15,731
21,771

Colorado ..............................
Connecticut ...........................
Delaware ..............................
District of Columbia ...................

14,595
15,031
13,487
13,761

20,981
21607
19,388
19,781

Florida ................................

13,022

18,720

Georgia ...............................
Hawaii ................................
Idaho ..................................
Illinois ................................
Indiana ................................

12,693
16,090
12,786
15,469
13,863

18,159
23,130
18,379
22,236
19,928

Iowa ... ...............................

13,535

Kentucky ..............................
Louisiana
-.
Maine ...............

13,472

11,971
12,283
11,543

19,457
19,336

Maryland ..............................
Massachusetts ......................
Michigan ............. ...............
Minnesota ............................
Mississippi ............
.....

15,465
14,274
14,858
14,376
10,780

22,231
20,518
21,358
20,666
15,496

Missouri ...............................
Montana ..............................
Nebraska ..............................
Nevada .............................
New Hampshire .....................

12,942
12,418
12,164
14,632
13,550

18,604
17,850
17,486
21,034
19,478

Kansas ................................

S" fhetnw st *N! b"b

17,209
17,657
16,593
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TABLE 37.-FEDERAL INCOME LIMITS ON ELIGIBILITY FOR
SOCIAL SERVICES (FISCAL 1979-FAMILY OF 4)'-Continued
Mak1mum Income level for
services
If no fee Is
charged ' (80
percent of
median
Lincome)

If a fee is
charged (115
percent of
median
Income)

New Jersey ............................
New Mexico ...........................
New York ..............................
North Carolina ........................
North Dakota ..........................

$15,892
12,403
13,750
12,171
12,375

$22,845
17,830
19,780
17,496
17,789

Ohio ...................................
Oklahoma .............................
Oregon ................................
Pennsylvania ..........................
Rhode Island ..........................

14,012
12,497
14,209
13,643
13,593

20,142
17,964
20,425
19,612
19,540

South Carolina ........................
South Dakota ..........................
Tennessee ............................
Texas ..................................
Utah ..................................

12,333
10,947
11,887
13,936
13,325

17,728
15,737
17,088
20,033
19,154

Vermont ...............................
Virginia ................................
Washington ...........................
West Virginia ..........................
Wisconsin .............................
Wyoming ..............................

12,418
14,364
14,687
12,451
14,338
14,605

17,851
20,648
21,113
17,899
20,611
20,994

I The median income levels are adjusted each year by HEW using data supplied

by the Census Bureau.
I States may Impose fees subject to HEW regulation but need not. About half the
States do so.
9 10D percent of national median income. The income limit for services without a
fee is 100 percent of the national median income where that amount is lower than
80 percent of State median income. (80 percent of Alaska State median income is
$18,285.
Souice: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

4
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VII. Food Stamp and General Assistance Programs
The largest part of public welfare program expenditures derives
from the assistance titles of the Social Security Act. There are, however, other significant programs which have to be considered in any
discussion of major welfare restructuring. Two such programs are the
Food Siamp program operated by the Department of Agriculture with
full Federal funding of the benefit costs, and the various general
assistance programs which are operated by State and local governments without any Federal participation. As table 2 shows, the Food
Stamp program has grown from a $2.2 billion program in fiscal year
1973 to a $5.8 billion program in fiscal year 1978. Table 38 shows
the State-by-State recipients and expenditures under general assistance
programs to the extent. that information on these programs is reported.
Tables 39 and 40 provide information on the Food Stamp program as
of October 1977.
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TABLE 38.-GENERAL ASSISTANCE: RECIPIENTS OF CASH PAYMENTS AND AMOUNT OF PAYMENTS, BY STATE, SEPTEMBER
1977
[Includes nonmedical vendor payments)

State

Cases

Total (42 States) ........

649,275

Alabam a...................
Arizona ......................
California ...................
Colorado ....................
Connecticut .................

35
2,503
42,136

Delaw are ....................

1,338
5,847
1,595
55
8,164

District of Columbia .........
Georgia.....................
Guam...................
Haw aii ......................

415
14,152

Recipients

813,247 $99,538,190

35

2,503
44,812

863

38,944
1,803,160

1,898
6,122
2,862

931,840

15,709

2,167,077

81,175
5,734
2,959
8,037
19,520

9,349,546

3,149,598
7,825,555

57

69,936
5,535

Massachusetts ..............
Michigan ....................
Minnesota ...................
Mississippi ..................
Missourt .....................

20,798
42,790
12,470
1,134
5,187

22,844

612

1,067
2,997
41,289
270
186,971

Montana ....................
New Hampshire .............
New Jersey ..................
New Mexico .................
N ew York ....................

1,561

28,068
256

144,508

437
245,284
5,970,509

22,078

Illin ois ......................
Kansas ......................
Louisiana ...................
Main e .......................
Maryland ....................

2,855
2,964
18,322

Total amount
for month

52,843
14,963
1,365
5,708

73,434

96,992

4,574

734,693
170,255
180,494

2,084,233
1,486,965
17,391

352,628

35,390
181,360
4,333,725
23,622

28,405,119

4
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TABLE 38.-GENERAL ASSISTANCE: RECIPIENTS OF CASH PAYMENTS AND AMOUNT OF PAYMENTS, BY STATE, SEPTEMBER
1977-Continued
[Includes nonmedical vendor payments)
Cases

Recipients

Total amount
for month

2,207
92

4,687
190

$91,253
6,068

State

North Carolina ..............
North Dakota ................

Ohio I............................

40,975

48,232

3,685,076

Pennsylvania .............
Puerto Rico .................
Rhode Island ................
South Carolina ..............
South Dakota ................
Utah ........................
Virgin Islands ...............
Virginia .....................
Washington .................
West Virginia ................

135,896
241
3,510
906
395
1,456
284
7,404
9,332
2,735

161,291
241
5,550
990
1,020
1,919
351
10,811
10,548
7,060

21,738,129
3,541
559,140
50,329
16,301
246,191
18,081
847,163
1,328,806
98,167

Wisconsin ................
Wyoming ....................

5,492
290

7,399
688

656,555
16,406

Oklahoma .................
Oregon ......................

300
4,524

707
6,882

9,315
504,844

I Estimated data.
Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

TABLE 39.-FOOD STAMP PROGRAM DATA, OCTOBER 1977
[in thousands)

Participants:
Tota l ...............................................
Public assistance recipients. ..

..........

15,925
7,671

Public assistance as percent of total......
Total value of food stamps ............................. 668,11
Bonus value of food stamps ............................ 403,112
Source: Department of Agriculture, preliminary report.
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TABLE 40.-NUMBER OF FOOD STAMP PARTICIPANTS, BY
STATE, OCTOBER 1977
[In thousands)
Assistance
recipients

Nonreclplents of assistance

Total

Alabama ......................
Alaska .........................
Arizona ........................
Arkansas ......................
California .....................

86
3
28
51
886

214
6
91
143
369

300
9
119
194
1,255

Colorado ......................
Connecticut ...................
Delaware ......................
District of Columbia ...........
Florida ........................

59
96
21
71
162

75
71
7
20
534

134
167
28
91
696

Georgia .......................
Hawaii ........................
Idaho ..........................
Illinois ........................
Indiana ........................

115
76
13
636
93

296
48
15
231
78

412
124
27
867
171

Iowa ...........................
Kansas ........................
Kentucky ......................
Louisiana .....................
Maine .........................

64
39
100
150
33

34
19
248
246
56

98
58
348
396
89

Maryland ......................
Massachusetts ................
Michigan ......................
Minnesota .....................
Mississippi ....................

169
342
435
81
75

73
249
125
68
231

242
590
560
148
306

Missouri ......................
Montana ......................

100
9

95
14

195
23

Nevada ........................
New Hampshire ...............

5
18

11
20

16
38

Nebraska ......................

18

18

36
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TABLE 40.-NUMBER OF FOOD STAMP PARTICIPANTS, BY
STATE, OCTOBER 1977-Continued
[in thousands]
Assistance
recipients

Nonrecip.
lents of as.
sistance

New Jersey ....................
New Mexico ...................
New York ......................
North Carolina ................
North Dakota ..................

334
36
1,044
97
4

147
67
392
287
9

480
103
1,437
384
14

Ohio ...........................
Oklahoma .....................
Oregon ........................
Pennsylvania ..................
Rhode Island ..................

458
49
77
603
48

257
93
60
219
25

715
142
136
822
73

South Carolina ................
South Dakota ..................
Tennessee ....................
Texas .........................
Utah ..........................

67
8
86
205
25

183
14
284
550
8

250
22
370
755
32

Vermont .......................
Virginia .......................
Washington ...................
West Virginia ..................
Wisconsin .....................
Wyoming ......................
Guam .........................
Puerto Rico ...................
Virgin Islands .................

16
94
115
64
106
3
3
92
2

21
110
77
159
53
4
19
1,487
24

36
205
192
224
159
7
22
1,579
26

Source: Department of Agriculture, preliminary report.
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VIH. Summary of H.R. 7200 Provisions
On November 1, 1977, the Finance Committee reported to the
Senate the bill H.R. 7200 which was pending on the Senate Calendar
at the time this document was prepared. The committee's version of
H.R. 7200 does not involve a comprehensive restructuring of the
welfare system but it does provide amendments to several of te present welfare programs.
Fiscal relief for State and local welfare cot&.-H.R. 7200, as
reported, would have made available up to $1 billion in fiscal relief for
State and local welfare costs. The first installment for fiscal 1978
would have totaled $500 million, distributed among the States in
proportion to their December, 1976, AFDC costs. The second installment would be equal to the first but would be available only to the

extent that States showed progress towards reaching a 4 percent AFDC

payment error rate.

Subsequent to the reporting of H.R. 7200, the Senate approved
legislation providing a reduced level of fiscal relief ($374 million) for
fiscal 1978, and half of this amount ($187 million) was agreed to by
the House and enacted into law. Table 41 shows how this $187 million
already enacted for fiscal 1978 is distributed among the States. Table
42 shows how the fiscal relief funds in H.R. 7200 for fiscal 1979 would
be distributed, on the basis of State progress through June, 1977, in
reducing error rates. (The actual distribution would-be based on error
rates in the first 6 months of 1978.)
Adoptioms, foster care, and child wdfare service.-H.R. 7200 would
establish a new program of Federal matching for adoption subsidies
for low and middle income families. The subsidies would apply to
children adopted prior to fiscal 1983 who cannot be pls ed without
subsidies and who would otherwise be recipients of aid to families with
dependent children. The bill also modifies the child welfare services
program in several respects, including the addition of a provision permitting up to half of any new appropriations for the program to be
earmarked for State tracking and information systems individual case
review systems, services to reunite families or place children in adoption, and procedures to protect the rights of natural parents, children
and foster parents. Under present law, Federal matching under AFDC
is permitted for certain children who are in foster care. H.R. 7200
would broaden the scope of this AFDC foster care provision to include
foster care in public institutions (provided they serve no more than 25
children). The bill would also place a ceiling on Federal matching for
foster care, beginning with fiscal 1978, set at 20 percent above the
1977 level with a 10 percent annual increase thereafter through 1982.
(Amo'unts not used within the ceiling could be transferred to the
State's child welfare services program.)
Social ervice.-H.R. 7200 would extend a number of provisions
related to child care and certain other services under titfe XX. It
would make permanent the existing temporary increase in the annual
Federal funding ceiling from $2.5 billion to $2.7 billion.
Aid to farie. with dend children.-H.R. 7200 includes a number of provisions intended to improve the operations of the AFDC
program. A few of the provisions in the bill have already been enacted
as part of Public Law 95-216. These enacted provisions relate to
fiscal incentives for reducing errors, authorization of certain State
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demonstration projects, and access by AFDC agencies to social security and unemployment wage records. Additional provisions in H.R.
7200 would improve quality control and management information
activities, encourage the use of recipient identification cards and
increased anti-fraud activities, strengthen the work incentive program and permit States to utilize community work and training
programs. H.R. 7200 also permits States to compute AFDC benefits
in a way which takes into account the presence in the household of
ineligible persons. Another provision of H.R. 7200 would modify the
provision under which certain amounts of earned income are disregarded in computing benefit eligibility. Under present law, an amount
of earnings equal to child care costs and other work expenses is disregarded. In addition, $30 per month plus % of earnings in excess of
$30 are disregarded. Under the bill there would be no separate work
expense disregard except for child care costs; for earnings in excess of
the child care deduction, $60 per month ($30 for part-time workers)
plus %of the next $300 and %of any additional earnings would be
disregarded.
Child support enjorcement.-H.R. 7200 also has several provisions
related to the child support enforcement program including continuation of Federal matching for child support assistance to non-welfare
families, clarification of certain reporting and matching procedures,
and authorization for matching child support costs of certain court
personnel.
Supplernerdal security income provision&.-H.R. 7200 includes numerous modifications to the supplemental security income program (SSI).
Included among these are a change in the treatment of in-kind income,
simplification of the mandatory state supplementation provisions, the
elimination of certain windfall benefits where people receive both social
security and SSI benefits, the establishment of a new emergency aid
program for the aged, blind and disabled, and several other provisions.
General provliona.-H. R. 7200 also includes significant increases in
Federal funding for welfare programs in the territories, provisions designed to deter immigration of those who intend to become dependent
on welfare programs, and certain provisions related to collection and
compilation of welfare data.
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TABLE 41.-DISTRIBUTION OF FISCAL RELIEF FOR WELFARE
COSTS UNDER PUBLIC LAW 95-216
State

Amount
(thousands)

Total ..........................................

$187,000

Alabam a ............................................
Alaska ...............................................
Arizona ..............................................
Arkansas ............................................
California ...........................................

2,180
370
1,307
1,361
25,245

Colorado ............................................
Connecticut .........................................
Delaware ............................................

1,770
2,469
523

Florida ..............................................

3,951

Georgia .............................................
Haw aii ..............................................
Idaho ................................................
Illinois ..............................................
Indiana ..............................................

2,938
1,138
512
11,6 19
3,037

Iow a.................................................
Kansas ..............................................
Kentucky ............................................
Louisiana
.................................
Maine ..................... .........................

1,948
1,498
2,845
2996
980

District of Columbia .................................

Maryland .................... .......................
Massachusetts ......................................
Michigan ............................................
Minnesota ...........................................
Mississippi ..........................................

1,205

3,269
1,172
10,521
3,221
1,636

0
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TABLE 41.-DISTRIBUTION OF FISCAL RELIEF FOR WELFARE
COSTS UNDER PUBLIC LAW 95-216-Continued
State

Amount
(thousands)

Missouri ............................................
Montana ............................................
Nebraska ...........................................
Nevada ..............................................
New Hampshire .....................................

$3,130
446
822
311
489

New Jersey ..........................................
New Mexico .........................................
New York ............................................
North Carolina ......................................
North Dakota ........................................

6,951
922
26,460
3,503
329

Ohio .................................................
Oklahom a ...........................................
Oregion .............................................
Pennsylvania ........................................
Rhode Island ........................................

7,802
1,727
2,219
11,241
905

South Carolina ......................................
South Dakota ........................................
Tennessee ..........................................
Texas ...............................................
Utah ................................................

1,666
456
2,475
5,8 15
864

Verm ont .............................................
Virginia .............................................
Washington .........................................
West Virginia ........................................
Wisconsin ...........................................

48 3
3,174
2,727
1,335
4,286

Wyom ing ............................................
Guam ...............................................
Puerto Rico .........................................
Virgin Islands .......................................

218
47
450
33

28-353 0 - 7B- 20

TABLE 42.-FISCAL RELIEF FOR STATE AND LOCAL WELFARE COSTS UNDER H.R. 7200
..
.. [Dolgars in thousanasl

Percentage
distribution

State
-

A IMD

la .................

I

Error ratb In cash payments (percent)
Maximum ..
possible State
JulyJanuaryJanuaryfiscal relief. December.
June
June:
payment
1974
1975
1977

Percent
progress
toward
4-percent
error rate

Share of
October
1978
already
achievw-a

1%

L.'

11.2
17.5
5.3
9.2

9.4
18.0
6.7
8.4

0).4
6u.b
:4,b9
16.7 .........50.7 ....... 2
10.9
50.7
1,772
9.1
100.0
67,501
.3.5

4,734
6,603
1,398
3,222
10,565

10.5
8.7
16.1
17.0
16.2

10.0
9.1
18.3
18.6
12.7

4.8
6.3
10.0
17.9
7.1

7,855
126
3,043
1,368
31,068

18.4
11.4

18.3
..... 13.4
....
6.0
19.0

Alaska ...................
Arizona ..................
Arkansas .................
California ................
Colorado .................
Connecticut ..............
Delaware .................
District of Columbia .....
Florida ...................

.2
.7
.7
:13.5

989
3,494
3,663
67,501

1.0

Georgia ..................
Guam ....................
Hawaii ...................
Idaho ... ... ............
Illinois ...................

1.6

1.3
.3

.6

2.1

.3
6.2

Ii.'

4.9

23.8

°°.

10.5
11.4
'3.9
18.6

.

.

....

87.7

4,151

54.9
58.0

3,625
811
154

4.8
74.6
....

7,880

54.9
4,309
........
21.3
647
100.0
1,368
26.3
8,159
.

-9

....

,

;j

Indiana ......
n .......
Iowa .....................
Kansas ...................
Kenikyky .................
Louisiana ..........
Maine ....................
Maryland ............
Massachusetts ...........
Michigan .................
Minnesota ................
Mississippi ..............
Misso kri .................
Montana
Nebraska.................
.........
...
Nevada ..............

New Hampshire......
New Jersey ..............
New Mexico ..............
New York ................
North Carolina ...........
North Dakota ............
Ohio .....................
Oklahoma ................
Oregon ...................
Pennsylvania ............

1.6
.1

8,119
5,209
4,005

1.5
1.6

7,607

.5

2,622
8,742

.8

1.8
3.8

8,011

19,176

5.6
1.7

28,132

.9

4,374
8,369

1.7
.2
.4
.2

.3

3.7
.5
14.2
1.9

.2
4.2
.9

1.2
6.0

8,613
1,194

2,197
831
1,307
18,585
2,464
70,750

9,366

880

20,861
4,618
5,932
30,055

6.7
11.9
15.5
9.3

4.5
12.0
13.8
11.1

7.4

1.8
7.9
7.7
7.3
7.9

100.0
51.3
67.8
53.5
52.4

8,119
2,670
2,716
4,071
4,201

11.7
20.1
17.9
14.7
11.8

16.4
17.7
19.8
13.7
7.9

10.7
12.8
12.8
9.6
5.8

46.0
45.3
44.3
47.7
76.9

3,964
8,496
13,409

5.3
13.7
14.4
16.6
.4

5.3
11.2

9.2

21.7

24.1

12.2

8.2

,..°.

8.7
.5

100.0

15.3

6.7

86.6

6.7

6.3
21.7
11.9

6.0
1.54

2.0
15.9

.8
17.7
3.5

3.5
8.3
13.6

........

9.5
13.4
4.8
.5

7.9

8.1

13.3

7.1
4.1
10.6
5.9
.9

6,625

...

o°......

43.3
46.9

93.6

2,357
44,369

95.6

62.7
76.0
100.0
51.8

6.3
10.3

46.5
34.4

3,624
560
2,056
831
1,131
4,868

26.2

10.6

4.1

1,205

7,113

...

880
10,811
2,759
.......

10,339

'

0'
C
0'

TABLE 42.-FISCAL RELIEF FOR STATE AND LOCAL WELFARE COSTS UNDER H.R. 7200--Continued
[Dollars in thousands]

State

Percentage
distribution

JulyDecember
1974

JanuaryJune
1975

JanuaryJune
1977

1,202
2,420
4,455
1,220
6,617

16.2
9.8
12.5
5.7
12.7

12.6
7.9
9.9
9.9
2.5

9.3
5.8
7.9
5.3
7.3

56.6
69.0
54.1
78.0
62.0

680
1,669
2,411
951
4,107

6.0
2.0
8.2
6.6
7.6

46.0
10.0
19.2
84.8
28.0

7,144
2,310
248
,74
2,376

7.1 ..........
66.7
4.5
86.0
4.7
53.2
7.7

.,380
9,856
310

Error rate in cash payments (percent)

Puerto Rico ...............
Rhode Island .............
South Carolina ............
South Dakota .............
Tennessee ..............

2
5
9
2
1.3

Texas ....................
Utah ......................
Vermont ..................
Virgin Islands ............
Virginia ..................

3.1
5
3
(
1.

15,548
2,310
1,291
87
8,486

7.7
8.4
7.9
12.8
9.0

5.1
10.6
9.2
21.1
7.5

Washington ..............
West Virginia .............
Wisconsin ................
Wyoming ..................

1.5
7
2.3
1

7,292
3,570
11,461
583

6.4
5.5
7.7
11.9

5.5
4.5
9.0
9.0

Total ...............
Less than 0.05 percent.

100.0

-

Share of
October
1978
already
achieved

Percent
progress
toward
4-percent
error rate

Maximum
possible State
fiscal relief
payment

500,000 ..............................................

278,427
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IX. Comparison of Welfare Reform Bills
The administration's welfare reform proposal, S. 2084-the Better
Jobs and Income Act, was introduced by Senator Moynihan, chairman of the Public Assistance Subcommittee, on September 12, 1977.
Congressman Corman, chairman of the Subcommittee on Public
Assistance and Unemployment Compensation of the House Ways
and Means Committee introduced the bill on behalf of the administration as H.R. 9030. The House bill was referred to a special Welfare
Reform Subcommittee, and that subcommittee completed markup
and reported a clean bill, H.R. 10950, on February 15.
Both the administration's proposal and the subcommittee bill provide for a major restructuring of three welfare programs: Supplemental security income, aid to families with dependent children, and
food stamps. Individuals and families who are in need would receive
cash payments under a new title XXI of the Social Security Act,
instead of under three separate programs, as they do at the present
time. In addition, the work incentive (WIN) program would be
repealed and a new major jobs program would be created under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.
The differences between the major provisions of these two bills are
shown in the cqmparison which follows. In addition, the comparison
shows the major provisions of tw' other bills which have recently been
introduced and wi.;ch would make significant changes in present
programs. S. 2777, the Job Opportunities and Family Security Act
of 1978, was introduced by Senator Baker (with Senators Bellmon,
Danforth, Ribicoff, Mark Hatfield, Stevens, and Young as cosponsors) on March 22. This bill would retain the current programs, but
would amend them in major ways, including establishing a minimum payment for recipients of the AFDC program, and providing
for an AFDC program for unemployed parents in all States. The food
stamp program would be retained as the basic source of federally
funded benefits for persons who are not eligible for cash assistance,
including single individuals and couples without children. H.R. 10711,
the Welfare Reform Act of 1977, intrcuced by Congressman Ullman
on February 2, is &tso included in the comparison. It, too, would
retain the basic current programs, but would provide for increased
coordination of eligibility requirements between AFDC and the food
stamp program, in addition to mandating a minimum Federal floor
for AC
payments, and amending the program of AFDC for unemployed parents to establish a new Federal payment for eligible families in every State. Both S. 2777 and H.R. 10711 would retain and
expand the WIN program above current levels.
Cost estimates prepared by the Congressional Budget Office show
that H.R. 9030, as proposed by the administration, would have a cost
to the Federal Government of $17.36 billion above current program
costs in fiscal year 1982, the first full year the new program would be
in effect. CBO'estimates that the bill as amended by the subcommittee
in H.R. 10950 would cost an additional $2.86 billion above the administration's bill, or $20.22 billion more than present law. Cost estimates for S. 2777 and H.R. 10711 have not yet been completed by
CBO.
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ELIGIBILITY FOR ASSISTANCE-SUMMARY
S. 2@4--(Moynihan)
In general, all individuals and
families who meet the basic reqcuirements may receive cash assistance under the new Federal
"Better Jobs and Income Program," which replaces the existing AFDO, SSI, and food stamp
programs. Persons potentially
eligible are single individuals
and childless couples; 1- and
2-parent families with children;
aged, blind and disabled individuals and couples and their children; and children living in special circumstances, such as foster
care. The benefit for which a unit
is eligible depends upon the composition of the unit, with, for exam le, higher amounts payable
in half of the aged, blind and
disabled. (A table showing how
the benefit for each unit is determined is presented on p. 128.)

H. 19WA-(Cormsa)
Generally the same as S. 2084.

a
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ELIGIBILITY FOR ASSISTANCE-SUMMARY
&~277T-(Baher)

H.R. 10OI-(Ulman)

Retains the existing S81 program for aged, blind and dis-

Retains the existing SSI program for aged, blind and disabled individuals and couples

abled individuals and couples,

but gradually reduces the age at
which persons may quali f on
the basis of age, beginningin
1980, so that in 1982 and years
thereafter, the age limit will be
62.
Retains the food stamp program for needy households.
Retains and amends the AFDC
program for families with children deprived of support due to
the death, incapacity, or absence
from the home .of a parent. The
program of AFDC for children
with unemployed fathers, which
is now optional with the States,
is amended and made mandatory
so that children of unemployed
-parents in all States are eligible
for assistance. AFDC becomes
"Aid for Family Security."

Retains and amends the food
stamp program for needy households.
Retains and amends the AFDC
program for families with children deprived of support due to
the death, incapacity, or absence
from the home of a parent. The
program of AFDC for children
with umemployed fathers, which
is now optional with the States, is
amended to provide a program
of temporary Federal cash assistance for children of unemployed
parents in all States.
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BENEFITS (ANNUAL)
S.

4-(Moyalhaa)

H.R. 10950--(Corman)

iBM
Aoiw BLIDAN
(Ab3D)IDADIABD
New Federal cash program
provides benefit of $2,500 for an
individual, $3,750 for a couple
(1978 dollars).

Same as S. 2084.

If a State chooses to supplement this-payment, it receives 25
percet Federal matching for
benefits which do not exceed 51.2
percent of the Federal benefit
($3,780 for an individual, $5,670
for a couple).

If a State chooses to supplement this payment, it receives 25
percent Federal matching for
benefits which do not exceed current benefit levels (including the
Federal SSI payment, any State
supplement, and the value of
food stamps), or the poverty
level, whichever is higher.

Food stamp program is repealed.

Persons who are eligible for
benefits are ineligible or food
stamps.

(ABD's receiving benefits under the present SSI program in
the month prior to implementation would be eligible for the
higher of the Federal portion of
their SSI benefits payable in that
month, or the Federal benefits
under this program.)

Same as S. 2084.
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BENEFITS (ANNUAL)
S. 2777-(Baker)

Retains SSI program which

H.R. 10711-(Ullman)

Same as S. 2777.

currently provides a Federal
benefit of $2,136 for an individual, $3,200 for a couple.
Retains new food stamp law
which, combined with SSI, provides a Federal benefit of $2,334
to $2,614 for an individual, and
$3,612 to $3.884 for a couple
(amount depends on the shelter
deduction which the recipient is
eligible to take in the food stamp
program).

Provides for increasing the
Federal SSI amounts by $180 per
year for an individual, $360 per
year for a couple (beginning in
1980), and making SSI recipients ineligible for food stamps.

Allows States to supplement
the Federal SSI benefit at 100
percent State cost.. With supplementation, the current range of
total benefit payments plus food
stamps is from $2,334 to $4,368
for an individual, and from
$3,584 to $7,956 for a couple.

Allows same State supplementation as S. 2777 (current law).

States have the option of providing higher cash benefits in
lieu of food stamps.
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BENEFITS (ANNUAL)-Continued
S. 2084-(Moynihan)

H.R. 1096-(Cormsz)

SINOLF>PARExT FAMILY
(4 PERzsN)

New Federal cash progm
provides a -benefitof $4,200 (1978
dollars) for single-parent families if the parent is not expected
to work.
If a State chooses to supplement this payment, it receives 75
percent Federal matching for
benefits which do not exe 12.32
percent of the Federal benefit
($4,717), and 25 percent matching for additional benefits which
do not exceed 51.2 percent of the
Federal benefit ($6,350).
Parents in single-parent fami-

$

Same as S. 2084.
If a State chooses to supplement this payment, it receives 75
percent Federal matching for
benefits which do not exceed
12.32 percent of the Federal benefit ($4,717), and 25 percent
matching for additional benefits
up to current benefit levels
(AFDC plus food stanps), or the
poverty level, whichever is

higher.

Same as S. 2084.

lies are expected to work if there

is no child under age 14. These
families receive a reduced benefit, as do two-parent families (below). Single-parent families with
a child 7-13 receive a reduced
benefit only if the parent is
offered-and refuses-a job during the child's school hours.
Food stamp program is repealed.

Persons eligible for cash assistance are ineligible for food
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BENEFITS (ANNUAL)--Continued
S. 27 7-(Baker)

HR. 10711-(Ulman)

Retains AFDC and food stamp
programs; States continue to set
AFDC benefit levels, but are required to provide benefits (cash
plus food stamps) equaling 55
percent of the poverty level in
1981, 60 percent in 192, and 65
percent in 1985 (60 percent of the
1977 poverty level equals about
$3,700; 60 percent of the estimated 1982 poverty level is about
$4,600; current AFDC plus food
stamp benefits range from $2,808
to $7,303).

Retains AFDC and food stamp
programs; sets 1978 benefit in
each State at the higher of current levels or $4,200 (in cash plus
food stamps) ; new F!e
dral benefit requirements provide for uniform cash AFDC payment without regard to family size, but
with food stamp benefits adjusted
to reflect family size; at the
$4,200 minimum benefit level a
family would receive $2,550 in
cash, $1,650 in food stamps.
States may supplement the
basic benefit but there is no Federal matching of State supplementary payments.
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BENEFITS (ANNUAL)-Continued
S. 2084-(Moynihan)

H.R. 10950-(Corman)

Two-PARENT FAMILY
(4 PERSONS)

4

Unless excluded because of incapacity or some other specified
condition, one parent in a twoparent family is subject to the
work requirement. Families subject to the work requirement receive a reduced benefit-$2,300.
If, after an 8-week job search
period, however, the parent has
not been placed in a job, the
family receives the full benefit-$4,200.

Same as S. 2084, except changes
the job search period from 8 to
5 weeks and provides that during
this period the family will receive
full benefits if the 'Secretary of
Labor determines that, because of
substantial unemployment in the
areas, there is no reasonable prospect for the parent to obtain a
job.

If a State chooses to suppleinent this payment, it receives 75
percent Federal matching for
benefits which do not exceed 12.32
percent of the Federal benefit
($2.583 if the family receives a
reduced Federal benefit, $4,717
if it receives a full benefit).

If a State chooses to supplement this payment, it receives 75
percent Federal matching for
benefits which do not exceed 12.32
percent of the Federal benefit (as
under S. 2084), but may also receive 25 percent Federal matching for benefits above this amount
(up to current benefit levels or
the poverty level), subject to the
constraint that it must apply the
same percentage increase to the
reduced benefit that it applies to
the full benefit.

Food stamp program is repealed.

Persons eligible for cash assistance are ineligible for food
stamps.
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BENEFITS (ANNUAL)-Continued
S. 2777-(Baker)

Present AFDC-unemployed
father program is amended to
provide cash assistance to unemployed parents in all States at
the same benefit level as for
single-parent families; however,
the family loses eligibility for
any paynient if its earned income
for 2 months exceeds 130 times
the Federal minimum wage ($4,134 at $2.65 per hour), without
regard to the earned income disregard provisions.
Retains present food stamp
program.

-

H.IL 10711-(Ullman)

Present

AFDC-unemployed

father program is replaced by a
new program providing temporary Federal cash assistance to
families with unemployed parents in all States; benefit is $2,400 (1978 dollars) plus $1,680
available under the food stamp
program.
States may supplement the
basic Federal payment (within
$1,800 limit) but there is no Federal matching of State supplementary payments.
Federal payments are available to a family no more than 17
weeks a year; State is responsible
for making cash payments to eligible families for an additional
35 weeks if there is no available
job.
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BENEFITS (ANNUAL)-Continued
S. 20N-(MoynUlha)

HJL 10960-(Cortuan)

INDWIUALB AND CHiWI~ue

Counrzs (woN-Ammr,
Dismum)

BL=,

New Federal cash program
provides benefit of $1,100 for an
individual, $2,20 for a couple.
If a State chooses to supplement this payment, it receives 75
percent Federal matching for
benefits which do not exceed 12.32
percent of the Federal benefit
($1,236 for an individual, $2,471
or a couple).

Same as S. 2084.
If a State chooses to supplement this payment, it receives 75
percent Federal matching for
benefits which do not exceed
12.32 percent of the Federal ben.
efit (as under S. 2084), but may
also receive 25 preent matching
for additional benefits which do
not exceed current general assistance benefit levels, or the
amount equal to the same per.
centage increase over the basic
benefit that is provided for single.
parent families with children,
whichever is higher.
Persons eligible for cash assistance are ineligible for food
stamps.
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BENEFITS (ANNUAL)-Continued
S. I777-(Baker)

HL 10711-(Ulman)

Retains food stamp program;
current benefit value is $624 for
an individual, $1,152 for a
couple.

Same as S. 2777.

There is no provision which
would affect the option which
States and localities now have to
establish their own general assistance programs (with no Federal matching).

Same as S. 2777.
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ADJUSTMENT OF BENEFIT LEVELS
S. 2084-(Moynihan)

H.R. 10950-(Corman)

Upon implementation, benefit
leveIs will be adjusted to reflect
changes in the Consumer Price
Index from 1978 to the date of
implementation. Thereafter, the
benefits remain unchanged unless
modified by subsequent legislation.

Same as S. 2084 except that
after implementation benefit
levels would be automatically adjusted each year as the CPI rises.

Payments to a unit are increased to reimburse it for taxes
paid on earned income by $.20
for each $1 of taxable income
until the family's earned income
is high enough so that it no
longer is eligible for cash assistance. Thereafter, this grant declines by $.20 for each additional
$1 of taxable income until the
grant is phased out.

$
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ADJUSTMENT OF BENEFIT LEVELS
S. 2777-(Baker)

H.R. 10711-(Ullman)

Food stamp benefits are adjusted semiannually to reflect
changes in food prices; the
amount of the minimum cash
benefit to AFDC and AFDC-UP
families is adjusted annually to
reflect changes in the poverty
level.

In States with lower benefit
levels, cash benefits for AFDC
families other than families in
the unemployed parent program
are adjusted'upward annually to
move them toward a "target"
amount (cash plus food stamps)
of 30 percent of State median income for a family of 4. In addition, in States where benefits are
below the tart'"
amount,
AFDC benefit levels are adjusted
annually to reflect increases in
the Consumer Price Index.
Cash benefits for families receiving AFDC-UP are adjusted
annually to reflect increases in
the Consumer Price Index.

As under present law, SSI
benefits are adjusted annually to
reflect changes in the Consumer
Price Index.

28-353 0 - 78 - 21

Food
justed
changes
Same

stamp benefits are adsemiannualy to reflect
in food prices.
as S. 2777.
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SPECIAL LIMITS AND CONDITIONS RELATING TO
BENEFIT AMOUNTS
8. ""8-(Moynihan)

HA. 10W-Crman)

Benefits are not payable for
family members in excess of 7.

WORK REQUIREMENTS
S. 2IM-(Moyalhan)

HA 106$-(Ciorm)

All applicants are referred to
the Dep rtment of Labor and are
required to accept offered employment, except:
a child under 18;
a member of a hotisehold unit
who is over 17 and under 21
years of age und is enrolled in
an elementary or secondary
school;
an aged, blind or disabled individuil, or a person with a

Adds to the exceptions provided under S. 2084:
an adult member of a household which includes a child
who requires special supervision or care (because of factors
or conditions specified by the
Serttary) if the adult is the
only member of the household
who can provide the supervision or care.

temporary incapactyr
one adult member f a house-

hold that includes either a
child under the age of 7 or an
individual who is aged, blind,
or disabled or imcapacited
and in need of a caretaker at
home;
one adult member other
than the principal earner of a
household consising of two or
more adults and at least one
child;
an adult member of a household who is enrolled as a fulltime student, if his monthly
earnings equal the Federal
hourly
times
or he is
the
20 hoursminimium
per week wage
only adult ina unit with a child
over 6 and under 14 years of
age.

0
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SPECIAL LIMITS AND CONDITIONS RELATING TO
BENEFIT AMOUNTS
S. 2777-(Baker)
No family with children would
be eligible ifor cash assistance if
the monthly payment would be
less than $10.
Statics may establish up to 3
different standais of needto reflect varying costs of living
within the State.

HR. 10711-(Ullman)
No family with children would
be eligible tor cash assistance if
the monthly payment would be
less than "$10; no household
would be eligible for food stamp s
if the amount of its monthly
allotment would be less than $10.

WORK REQUIREMENTS
S. 2777-(Baker)

HR. 10711-(Ullman)

AFDC: Retains present law
which requires that all applicants are required to register for
(and participate in) the work incentive (WIN) program, and to
accept offered employment, except:
a child under 16 or attending
school full time;
a person who is ill, incapacitated or of advanced age;
a person whose presence in
the home is required because of
the illness or incapacity of
another household member;
a mother or other relative
caring for a child under age 6;
a mother or other female
caretaker of a child unless the
father or other adult male relative who is in the home and required to register refuses to do
so, or refuses WIN participation or employment;
a person so remote from a
WIN project that his effective
participation is precluded.

AFDC: Similar to present
law: requires applicants to register for and participate in WIN
if they are physically and men.
tally lit and between the ages of
16 and 60, unless they are:
a parent or other relative
caring for a child under age
6 or for an ill or incapacitated
person;
a parent or other caretaker
of a child in a family in which
there is another person subject
to the work requirement;
a student enrolled at least
half time in school or training.
or an institution of higher edu.
cation; students in institutions
of higher education must be
employed at least 20 hours a
week or in a. Federal work
study program, have weekly
earnings equal to the minimum
wage times 20 hours, be registered for work amounting to
at least 20 hours, or be the heed
of a family with dependents;
employed at least 30 hours a
week or receiving wages equal
to the minimum wage times 30.

522

90
WORK REQUIREMENTS-Continued
S. 2084-(Moynihan)

H.R. 10950-(Corman)

0
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91

WORK REQUIREMENTS-Continued
S. 2777-(Baker)

H.R. 10711-(Ulman)

Adds to these exceptions:
a person who is working or
in a college program for at
least 30 hours per week, and a
person who is in a public service job under CETA title VI.
Adds a requirement that individuals required to register for
WIN must participate in employment search programs.
Food stamps: Retains present
law; all applicants are required
to register for and accept employment, except:
a child under 18, or a student attending school at least
half time;
a person who is physically
or mentally incapacitated, or
over the age of 60;
a person caring for an incapacitated person ;
a parent hearing for a child
under 12;
a parent or other caretaker
of a child when another ablebodied parent is registered:
a person complying with
work registraton requirements under WIN or the uncompensation
employment
program;
a person employed at least
30 hours a week or having
weekly earnings equal to the
minimum wage for 30 hours
employment;
a person registered and participating in a drug or alcoholic treatment program.

Food stamps: Generally the
same as under AFDC.

524
92
PENALTIES FOR NOT MEETING THE WORK
REQUIREMENT
S 20 4-(Moyalhan)

If a person who is required to
accept offered employment refuses to do so, that person is not
counted in determining the
amount of the benefit. A family's
benefit is further reduced by the
loss of the special increment due
to each family with children. For
example, a family composed of
two adults and two children
with a $4,9M benefit would lose
$1,100 (the amount payable to an
adult), plus $800 (the increment
payable to a family with children), for a total reduction of

H.R 1MO-(Corman)

Same at S. 2084.

0
1

$1,900.

0
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93
PENALTIES FOR NOT MEETING THE WORK
REQUIREMENT

0

s. 2777-(Baker)

HI. 10711--(Ulhu)

AFDC: an individual required
to register with WIN is not
counted in determining the family's benefit if he refuses to register for or participatein the WIN
program or refuses employment,
and payments are made to a protective payee.

AFDC: if a household member
required to work refuses to comply with the work requirements,
allcash payments must be made
in the form of protective payments If no protective payee is
found the family payment is reduced $100 per month.

Food stamps: Retains present
law; the household is not eligible
for food stamps if a member who
is required to register for employment refuses a job, or refuses
to comply with reporting or in.quiry requirements.

AFDC-UP: the family loses
all cash benefits if a household
member who is required to work
refuses to comply with the work
requirements.
Food stamps: As under present law, the household is not
eligible for food stamps if a mem.
ber who is required to register
for employment refuses a job, or
refuses to comply with reporting
or inquiry requirements.
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94
EXCLUSIONS FROM INCOME
S. 204-(Moynihan)

H.R. 1096O-(ormas)

Provides for excluding-

Provides for excluding-

50 percent of monthly earnings
for the aged, blind and disabled,
single-parent families with children under 14, and single individuals and childless couples

Same as S. 2084, but also provides for excluding the first $65
of monthly earnings for the aged,
blind and disabled (as under
present SSI law).

The first $317 plus 50 percent
of monthly earnings for families
with children who receive reduced benefits (generally 2-parent families and single-parent
families with no children under
14).

Same as S. 2084.

For single-parent families:
child care costs of a child under
14, amounting to $150 per month
for 1 child, with a maximum of
$300 per month for 2 or more
children.

Same as S. 2084.

For blind recipients: workrelated expenses, and income
needed to achieve self-support.
For disabled recipients: income needed to achieve melf-support, as well as income of an individual who is severely physically disabled (with a functional
limitation requiring assistance in
order to be able to work) as is
necessary to pay the cost of attendant care.

527

1,911
EXCLUSIONS FROM INCOME
S. 27--(aker).

IKE,1O11-(Ullmaa)

Provides for excluding-

Provides for excluding-

For SSI recipients: Same as

For SSI recipients: Same as
present law and H.R. 10950.

For AFDC recipients: the first
:60 plus % of monthly earnings;
if an individual's actual work expenses exceed the $60 basic disregard, up to an additional $60 in
work expenses is disregarded
(the earned income exclusions do
not apply for purposes of determining whether a family is eligible on the basis of a parent's un-employment).

For AFDC applicants and recipients:. $30 plus .% of monthly
earnings; $30 plus 40 percent of
earnings for families receiving
AFDC on the basis of a parent s
unemployment.

present law and H.R. 10950.

For food stamp recipients: $30
plus 80 percent of earnings up to
$595 a month; 60 percent of earnings above that amount.

For food stamp recipients: retains current law-$60 plus 20
percent of earnings.
For AFDC recipients: child
care costs of $100 per month for
child, maximum -of $300 for-a.
family (or 50 percent of earn-

Same as S. 2777.

ings).

Same as H.R. 10950 (current
law).
Same as H.R. 10950 (current
law), but does not provide for exeluding the cost of attendant
care.

Same as H.R. 10950 (current

law).

Same as S. 2777.

528

EXCLUSIONS FROM INCOME-Continued
&'2W4-(Mqalhaa)

B~ lWW4C6mau)
Earnings of students under
age 18; earnings of students age
18 but under 25 to the extent th
are actually applied to
earings,
the cos of education.

Does not exclude income of a
stepparent in determaining the
family's cash assistance payment.

20 percent of nonemployment
income, defined as income other
than Federal assistance income,
including pensions, retirement or
disability benefits, veterans' or
workmens' compensation, social
security benefits unemployment
benefits, railroad retirement.

V

The income of non-legally-responsible stepparent who files an
affidavit that he is not contributing to the child's support is excluded in determining the portion of the household payment
that is attributable to the child.
Same as S. 2084.

.4
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EXCLUSIONS FROM INCOME-Continued
S.27 7--(Bhka)

HA. 10711-(Ullnm)

Earnings of AFDC children
under age 14 and of older children who are full- or part-time
students (current law).

Earnings of students under
age 18.

Allows States to provide in
their AFDC plans for pro rats
reduction in the family benefit
when a child is living in the
household of someone who is not
legally responsible for his support or who is responsible, but is
eligible for aid under another

Does not exclude income of a
stepparent in determining the
family's AFDC payment.

progisam.

$20 per month in earned or unearned-income for SSI recipients
(current law).

Same as S. 2777.

530
98
TREATMENT OF ASSETS
S. 2084-(Moynihan)

H.R. 1095 --(Corman)

Value of nonexcluded household assets cannot exceed $5,000;
equity value of business assets
(for self-empIoyment income)
cannot exceed a Init prescribed
by the Secretary of HEM.

Value of nonexcluded household resources may not exceed
$1,500 for an individual, or
$2,250 for 2 or more individuals
(current law limits for SSI recipients).

,

1.25 percent (15 percent annually) of the value of nonexcluded
nonbusiness assets in excess of
$500 and 0.83 percent (10 percent
annually) of business assets, reduced by an~y income derived
from such assets, is included in
determining the monthly income
of the household.
Not counted in determining
the assets of the household are a
home (and reasonable amount of
land) if it is the household's place
of residence5 household goods and
personal effects (including vehicles and tools or other items
necessary for employment).

Similar to S. 2084.

4
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TREATMENT OF ASSETS
S. 2777-(Baker)
Same as under H.R.
*AFDC:
10950 (current law limits for

SSI recipients).

SSI: Retains current -law
limits and rules (dollar limits are
$1,500 for an individual, $2,250
for a couple).
Food stamps: Retains current
law limits and rules (dollar limits
are $3,000 for a household of 2 or
more persons, one of whom is at
least age 60, and $1,750 for other
households).

H.R. 10711-(Ullman)
AFDC and food stamps: Generally establishes uniform limits
and rules for these two programs
(dollar limits are $3,000 for a
household of 2 or more persons,
one of whom i' at least age 60,
and $1,750 for oLher households).
SSI: Retains current law limits
and rules (dollar limits are $1,500
for an individual, $2,250 for a
couple).
Home and attached land are
not counted, as well as household
goods and personal effects.

532
100
ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
&.2W-(oYntihaa)

Lim1W-(Ceruaa)

Eligibility and payment for a
month are determined by the applicant's income for tht month
and the preceding 5 months.

Eligibility and payment for a
month are determined on the
basis of the income which the applicant actually received in that
month.

I

533
101
ACCOUNiTING AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
S. 277--(Baker)

HA. 10711-(Ulhnan)

AFDC: States have the choice
of determining eligibility and
payment on the basis of (1) income received during the 30 days
preceding application (or during
the calendar month precedi-g
the month in which application
is made), or (2) income anticipated to be received during the
calendar month in which applica,
tion is made.

AFDC: Eligibility and payment for a month are determined
on the basis of income received
during the 30 days preceding ap.
plication, or, at State option,
during the preceding calendar
month.

Food stamps: Retains current
law; eligibility and benefits are
based on current income at time
of application and prospective
income anticipated during household's period of certification.
SSI: Retains current law; eli-

gibility and payment are based

on income anticipated during the
Walendarq uarter, except thit-if
application is made in the second
or third month of a calendar
quarter, they are based on the income in each month of that
quarter.

Food stamps: Same as AFDC

(above).

SSI: Same as S. 2777 (current
law).

534
102
ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS-Continued
S. 2084--(Moynihan)

ILL 1096(Corman)

No provision for redetermination. Household is required to
file periodic reports on income,
assets, composition of household
unit and other relevant matters
as specified by the Secretary of
HEW.

No provision for redetermin"tion. Families with children,
single individuals, and childless
couples must file monthly reports
(unless excepted by the Secretary of HEW) ;aged, blind and
disabled individuals must file
periodic reports as specified by
the Secretary.

f
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103
ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS-Continued
S. 2777-(Baker)

HR. 10711-(Uilman)

Redeterminations for AFDC
recipients must be made every 6
months; as a condition of eligibility, States may require recipients to report monthly such
changes in income and circumstances as the State determines to
be necessary. Current law is retained for SSI recipients: redeterminations are made annually (except for disability factors) and recipients a.e required
to report changes in circumstances that affect benefits.

Redeterminations for AFDCUP families are made monthly.
For other AFDC families, redeterminations are made at least
every 4 months, and families
must report changes in income
and circumstances as required by
regulations of the Secretary of
HEW, after consultation with
the Secretary of Agriculture.
AFDC families receiving food
stamps must report at the same
time and on the same form as required under the food stamp law.
Current
lawredeterminations
is retained for SSI
recipients:
are
made annually (except for disability factors) and recipients
are required to report changes in
circumstances that affect benefits.
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536

TAXABILITY/RECOUPMENT OF BENEFITS
S. 2084-(Moynihan)

ILR. 10950-(Corman)

Benefits would be included in
adjusted gross income for purposes of calculating the Federal
income tax.

FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING OF BENEFITS
S. 2084--(Moynihax)

IL.

10950-(Cormn)

Aow, BLIND, AND DrsABrw
(ABD).
Basic Federal benefit: 90 percent Federal, 10 percent State.

Basic Federal benefit: Same as
S. 2084.

State supplements: 25 percent
Federal matching of benefits up
to 51.2 percent of the Federal
benefit level ($3,780 for an individual, $5,670 for a couple).

State supplements: 25 percent
Federal matching for benefits up
to current benefit levels (including the Federal 5SI payment,
any State supplement, and the
value of food stamps), or the poverty level, whichever is higher.

No Federal matching is payable for State supplements which
result in a benefit reduction rate
of more than 70 percent.

No Federal matching is payable for State supplements which
result in a benefit reduction rate
of more than 70 percent.

I
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105
TAXABILITY/RECOUPMENT OF BENEFITS
.&2777-(Raker)..

Dollar value of AFDC and
food stamp benefits would be re-

couped from thom whose ad-

justed gross income plus A.FDC
and food stamps exceeds spedfled amounts. The amount for

aM

1O711.-unan

)

Same as S. W277.

(Aso- provides: thkt unen-

ployment insumraceI benefit
would be treated as taxable income.)

a taxpayer with 4 exemptions is

$10,760.

FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING'OF BPNEIrVS
S. T777-(Baker)

Retains current law provisions; Federal Government pays
- 100 percent of Federal SSI benefits; States pay-' 100 percent of
any supplements; Federal Government pays 100 percent of
value of food stamp benefits.

HJL 107 1L'(Uftma)

2

Retains current law proyision
for payment by the Federal Government, of 100 percnt',o .the
Felqrail: 9
p t. ,of the ,

with. Stge, p.Vpsemion
bwofit,
g paU..4
.,pent

0Sta4
not
would
clients
(SSI for
costeligible
food stamps).
be
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FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING OF BENEFITS-Continued
S. 2084-(Moynihaa)

HR. 150-(Corman)

SINOLE-PARENT FAMILY
Basic Federal benefit: 90 percent Federal, 10 percent State.

Basic Federal benefit: Same as
S. 2084.

State supplements: 75 percent
Federal matching of benefits up
to 12.32 percent of the Federal
benefit ($4,717 for a family of 4),
and 25 percent matching for additional benefits up to 51.2 percent of the Federal benefit ($6,350 for a family of 4).

State supplements: 75 percent
Federal matching of benefits up
to 12.32 percent of the Federal
benefit ($4,717 for a family of
4), and 25 percent matching for
additional benefits up to current
benefit levels (AFDC plus food
stamps), or the poverty level,
whichever is higher.

Single-parent families with a
member expected to work are
treated the same as two-parent
families where a parent is subject to the work requirement.
No Federal matching is payable for State supplements which
result in a benefit reduction rate
of more than 70 percent.

Same as S. 2084.

Same as S. 2084.
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107
FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING OF BENEFITS-Continued
S. 2777-(Baker)

iA

1O711-(U~Msn)

AFDC: Current provisions for
Federal matching ranging from
50 to 83 percent of benefit costs
are adjusted in fiscal years 198082 so that by 1982 no State would
receive less than 80 percent Federal matching, or more than 90
percent.

AFDC: Federal Government
pays all benefit costs in excess of
85 percent of the State's 197V
AFDC costs; State continues topay 85 percent of its 1977 AFD0
costs, plus 50 percent of the oet
of erroneous payments.

Food stamps: Federal Government pays 100 percent of benefit costs.

Food stamps: Federal Government pays 100 percent of benefit
costs.

Federal matching is limited to
payments which, when combined
with the food stamp benefit, do
not raise family income above the
poverty level.

Federal matching is limited to
benefit amounts which do not exceed current levels (as defined in
the bill) plus prescribed annual
increases as the State moves toward its "target" benefit level

(deflpeas 30 percent of State

med ianicome for a family of 4),*'
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108
FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING OF BENEFITS-Continued
. 2M-(Moynilhn)

H.

10950-(Cormu)

Two-PART Fxmy

Basic Federal benefit: 90 percent Federal, 10 percent State.
Stte supplements: 75 percent
Federal matching of benefits up
to 12.82 percent of the Federal
benefit ($2,88 for a family .of 4
if it receives a reduced Federal
benefit $4,717 if it receives a full
No Federal mating IS payable for State supplements which
result in a benefit reduction rate
of more than 52 percent.

Basic Federal benefit: Same as

S. 2084.

State supplements: 75 percent
Federal matching of benefits up
to 12.82 percent of the Federal
benefit ($2,588 for a family of 4
if it receives a reduced Federal
benefit $4,717 if it receives a full
benefit) -and 25 percent Federal
matching for additional benefits
up3 to current benefit levels

(AFDC plus food stamps) or

the poverty level, whichever is
higher, and subject to the constraint that the State must apply
the same supplementation percentrae to th Federal benefit regardless of whether the family
receives a full benefit or,ow that
has been reduced: because of, tli

Work eqi re"

t provisoo:

No Federal mating

y

able for State supplements whli
result in a beeft reduction rate
of more than 70 percent.

541
100
FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING OF BENEFITS-Continued
S 2777-(aker)
&

HA. 1o711--(Ua)

Same as for single-parent
family.

The Federal Government pays
100 percent of the cost of cas
benefits under the new AFDCunemployed parents program;
States may supplement (within a

limit) at 100 percent State cost;

payments are available only -for
17 weeks in a year.
If no job is available, the State
must provide the same level of
benefits for an additional 85
weeks at 100 percent State cost.

542
110
FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING OF BENEFITS-Continued
H.A. 10950-(Corman)

S. 2084--(Moynihan)
INDIVIDUALS AND CHILDLESS

Countxs (xN-AGED,

BLIND,

.DISABLED)

Basic Federal benefit: 90 per-cent Federal, 10 percent State.

Basic Federal benefit: Same as
S. 2084.

State supplements: 75 percent
Federal matching for benefits up
to 12.32 percent of the Federal
benefit ($1,236 for an individual,
$2,471 for a couple).

State supplements: 75 percent
Federal matching for benefits up
to 12.32 percent of the Federal
benefit (as under S. 2084), and
25 percent matching for additional benefits up to current general assistance benefit levels, or to
an amount equal to the same per-

centage increase over the basic
benefit that is provided for families with children, whichever is
higher.
No Federal matching is payable for State supplements which
result in a. benefit reduction rate
of more than 52 percent.

No Federal matching is payable for State supplements which
result in a benefit reduction rate
of more than 70 percent.

A
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FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING OF BENEFITS-Continued
S. 2777-(Baker)

Federal Government pays 100
percent of food stamp benefits.
There is no Federal matching
of cash benefits provided under
any State or local general assistance program.

Hi. 10711-(UUmaa)

Same as S. 2777.

544
112
FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING OF BIVNEFITS-Continwd
ELIL 1M-(Cornian)
S. B4-(M UIA)
Maintenance of effort: For 8
years each State must (1) continue to spend a declining percentage of its current welfare expenditures-90 percent in the
rst year, 76 percent in the second year, and 65 percent in the
third year, or (2) in general, pay
matching supplements and
grandfather current recipients so
that current benefit levels will-be
retained and current recipients
will not lose benefits.

Generally the same as S. 2084.

Hold harmless: States are held
harmless for costs which exceed
90 percent of their current welfare expenditures in the first 2
years of the program, and 95 percent in the next 8 years. There is
no hold harmless protection after
5 years.

Generally the same as S. 2084,
but modifies and simplifies the
hold harmless provisons and
continues hold harmless protection after 5 years at 100 percent
of current State expenditures.

I
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113
FEDERAL/STATE FINANCING OF BENEFITS-Continued
s 2777-(Baker)

HA 10711-(Ulbman)

Reduces Federal matching for
States that do not prohibit local
funding of AFDC.

Prohibits States from requiring localities to finance any portion of AFDC expenses.

Reduces Federal matching for
States with high error rates.

546
114
ADMINISTRATION OF BENEFITS
S. 208--(Moyalhan)
Federal Government performs
all intake procedures, data processing, benefit computation, and
benefit payment operations;
however, States are given the
option of contracting with the
Federal Govermnent for State
performance of intake procedures.
Federal Government will only
administer payments due to persons qualifying under Federal
rules.

H.R. 10950-(Corman)
For household units including
aged, blind and disabled recipi-

ents: Federal Government administers Federal payment;
States have the option of administering supplementary payments or of contracting for Federal administration of these payments.
For all other recipients: States
have the option of (1) performing all administrative procedures,
(2) performing intake and verification procedures only, with the
Federal Government performing benefit computation and
payment procedures, or (3)
contracting with the Federal
Government for Federal administration of all procedures.
Federal Government will only
administer payments due to persons qualifying under Federal
rules.
Establishes specific limits on
the time which may elapse between application and determination of eligibility.

I
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ADMINISTRATION OF BENEFITS
S. 2777-(Baker)

As under present law, State
performs all AFDC and food
stamp administrative procedures; for SSI recipients, the
Federal Government continues
to administer the Federal payment, with States having the
option of administering their
own State supplements or of
contracting with the Federal
Government for Federal administration of State supplements.

ILR. 10711-(Ullman)

Saune as S. 2777.

Provides option to the State of
establishing an automated statewide management information
systems to assist in the administration of the AFDC program
(with Federal matching of 0
percent for developing and 75
percent for operating such systems).

Provides option to the State of
establishing an automated statewide management information
system to assist in the administration of the AFDC program
(with 75 percent Federal matching for developing and operating
the system).

Encourages State administration of AFDC by reducing the
rate of Federal matching if the
State plan provides for local administration.
Requires the Secretary of

Removes option which States
now have for local administration of the AfFDC program.

HEW, in consultation with the
Secretaries of Agriculture and
HUD to develop uniform definitions for programs based on need,
and to submit proposals to Congress for legislative changes.

Requires States to the maximum extent practicable to use a
uniform application form for
AFDC and food stamps.
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116
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
&.204-(Moynihan)

H.R. 109-(Corms)

Principal earners in two-parent families and single parents
are eligible for new CETA title
IX employment or training, provided by CETA p rime sponsors
after 5 weeks of job search. There
are no income eligibility requirements.

Same as S. 2084, but limits eligibility to parents who are eligible for cash assistance.

Du.ATioN or JOB
Person is eligible for a public
service job for 1 year, after
which he must undergo a new 8week job search period.

No person can remain in a public service employment program
for more than 18 consecutive
months.

AumozRATio
Authorizes an amount sufficient to provide 1.4 million emo- portuployment and train
nities under the new ,ETA title
IX program.

Provides entitlement to prime

sponsors of an amount sufficient
to make payments for wages and
allowances to all persons eligible
for the new CETA title IX empioyment and training opportunities--estimated at 1.1 million
slot&
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117
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
& 2777-(Bskw)

R.M 10711-(UD1*fl)
Ezimnrry

Retains requirements in present law for participation in work
incentive (WIN) employment
and training programs, adminstered ,by States. One adult in an
AFDC-UP family who has completed a 90-day job search period
is eligible for a public service job
under an amended CETA title
VI program. Remaining title VI
jobs are distributed 50 percent
to other AFDC recipients, and 50
percent to other long-term unemployed persons (after job

The parent in a two-patnt
AFDC family who has the
greater job experience or employinent potential has first priority
for participation under an expaiided State-administered work
incentive
(WIN)
program,
Other AFDC parents are also
eligible, as under present law,
Persons may be placed in public
service employment only after 16week job search.

search).

DuRATIOx O7 JoB
Jobs under the CETA progrant are limited to 12 months.

Payment to a public service
employer is 100 percent of cost of
employment in the first year, 76
percent in the second, and 50 intcent in the third (current law).

AUTHORIZATION

Authorizes $565 million for
WIN jobs and training; authorizes sufficient funds to provide
750,000 public service jobs in
fiscal years 1979 and 1980,
500,000 in fiscal years 1981 and
1982, and 375,000 thereafter,
under CETA title VI.

Authorizes up to $5.5 billion
for WIN jobs and training-.
estimated to provide 500,000 public service iobs; % of State WIN
allocation is to be spent for OJT
and PSE programs.
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118
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING-Continued
H.R. 1096t-(Corman)

S. 2084-(Moynihan)
WAGE LEVELS
Provides State or Federal minimum wage, whichevi is higher,
with wage supplements paid in
those States which pay supplements to cash assistance recipients, and up to 125 percent higher
wages payable to work leaders.

Provides State or Federal mininum wage, whichever is higher;
average annual rate not to exceed
$7,100 and average maximum not
to exceed $9,600 (in 1981), with
these amounts varied according
to an area wage adjustment
index.

f
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119
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING-Continued
S. 2777-(Baker)

HAL 10711-(Ultnian)
WAGE LEVELS

p

CETA title VI program is to
provide employment consistent
with the aim of maintaining
average wage rates for public
service employment of $7,800, adused ort a regional and area
basis.

Provides State or Federal minimum wage, whichever is higher;
up to 5 percent of amount paid
to the employer may be used to
pay higher wages to reward outstanding performance.

PRIVATE EMPLOYER SUBSIDY

Provides tax credit of $1 per
hour for 1 year to private employers who hire additional employees-eligible persons include
AFDO recipients, persons unemployed for more than 26 weeks,
and unemployed youths, all of
whom must have completed 90
day's job search; and persons terminated from CETA public service jobs wdho have completed 30
day's job search.
Provides job voucher program
amounting to $1 per hour for 1
year to private employers who
hire additional employees at the
prevailing wage; those eligible
are the same as above with the
added requirement that they must
be from households with incomes
not exceeding 70 percent of the
BLS lower living standard.
Employer cannot participate in
both tax credit and job voucher
programs.
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Expands current WIN tax
credit available to employers who
hire WIN registrants; credit is
limited to first $6,000 in wages
for any employee for 1 year.

552
120
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING-Continued
S. 20M-(Moynihan)

HJ. 1090-(Corman)

L

MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY
Provides medicaid eligibility
for individuals and families who
would have been eligible under
State plans as in effect the month
prior to the menth of implementation of the new cash program.

Same as S. 2084.

CHILD SUPPORT
S. 208.-(Moynihan)

Retains existing child support
program (title IV-D of the Social Security Act) with conforming amendments.

HAL1@95- (Corman)

,Similar. to S. 2084.

11
EARNED INCOME TAX CRED!T.(EITC)
Taxpayers that maintain a
household in the United States
and have either a dependent child
under age 19 or a disabled dependent are eligible for the

_tTC.

SaIt as S. 2084 but a. p.6vides eligibility for the EITO in
cases where a child is living with
a taxpayer who is not his parent,
but who is providing more than
half the support of the child.
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING-Continued
S. l77-(Baker)

H.R. 10711-(Uflman)
OTHER PROVISIONS
Pays the State $200 for each
AFDC recipient who is placed
by the WIN program in private
employment For at least 90 days.
The WIN training allowance
is increased from $30 per month
to $30 per week.

MEDICAID ELIGIBILITY
Retains current medicaid law
thus providing medicaid benefits
for all families eligible for
AFDC (including unemployed
parents in all States), and all SSI
recipients who meet current law
requirements.

Same as S. 2777.

CHILD SUPPORT
S. 2777-(Baker)

H.R. 10711-(Uliman)-

Retains existing child support
program (title IV-D of the So.
cial Security Act).

Retains existing child support
program (title IV-D of the Social Security Act) with conforming amendment.

EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT (EITC)
Essentially the same as H.R.
10950.

Essentially the same as H.R.
10950.
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EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT (EITC)-Continued
S. 2084-(Moynihan)

H.R. 10960-(Corman)

Amount of credit is 10 percent
of earnings up to $4,000; 5 percent of additional earnings up to
the cash assistance phaseout point
for a family of given size ($9,100
for a family of 4) ; phasing out at
10 percent of earnings above the
amounts (for a family of 4, the
maximum credit is $655 and it
would phase out at an income
level of $15,650).

Amount of credit is 12 percent
of earnings up to $3,000 for a
family of 2, $3,600 for a family
of 3, $4,200 for a family of 4,
and continuing to increase by
$600 increments for additional
members of a family; phasing out
at 6 percent of earnings above
these amounts (for a family of 4,
the maximum credit is $504; it
would phase out at an income
level of $12,600).

Credit is payable to the family
on a monthly or -other periodic
basis through the employer tax
withholding system.

Same as S. 2084.

Credit is not payable for earninf under the new CETA title
IX jobs program.

Same as S. 2084.

Earnings levels at which the
EFW-,begins'to phase 'aown are
indexed (according to the CPI)
for years up to the year of implementation.

L

.also conSame qs, S. 2Q&.
tinues indexing of ear ningp levels
for years after the year of implementation.

1
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EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT (EITC)-Continued
H. 10711-(Ullnman)
S. 2777-(Baker)
Amount of credit is 151percent
of earnings up to the poverty
line for families of varying size,
up to 7 members ($6,190 for a
family of 4 in 1977) ; phasing out
at 20 percent of earnings above
these amounts (for a family of 4,
the 1977 naximumn credit would
be $9-29; it would phase out at an
income level of $10,835).

Same as S. 2084.

Amount of credit is 20 percent
of earnings up to $5,000; phased
out between $7,500 and $15,000 at
rate of 13.3 percent; no variation
for family size; maximum credit
is $1,000 at earnings between
$5,000 and $7,500.

Same as S. 2084.

Credit is not payable for earnings from public service employment under CETA and WIN.

Same as S. 2777.

Earnings levels would change
according to changes in the poverty level.

EITC is not indexed.
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EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE
S. 2884-(Moynihan)

HAL 1W98(curaa)

Provides a program of grants
to States for assistance to meet
emergency needs (under a new
part B of title XX) For each
fiscal year, $600 million is allocated to the States on the basis
of each State's public assistance
expenditures for the first year,
gradually substituting population as a basis until the 5th year
when all amounts are allocated
on the basis of population.

Provides a program of grants
to States for assistance to meet
emergency needs (under a new
title XXI). For each fiscal year,
$600 million is allocated to the
States, 50 percent on the basis
of the State's 1977 welfare expnditures and 50 percent on the
sis of State population. &
State's allocation may be increased by up to 25 percent of its
basic grant for costs of emergency assistance in excess of the
basic grant. The additional funding must be matched by 50 percent State funds. Circumstances
under which emergency assistance is to be provided and the
persons eligible are specified in
the bill.

I
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EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE
& M.-(Baka)

Ht. 10711-(Ullnum)

Retains present law, which
provides advance payments of up
to $100 to SSI applicants with a
financial emergency; and an expedited eligibility procedure for
food stamp applicants with little
or no income.

present program
Repeals
which provides Federal matching for emergency assistance provided to families with children.
Retains current provisions for
SSI and food stamp applicants,

Replaces the current program
which provides Federal matching for emergency assistance provided to families with children,
with a new program providing
$150 million to be allocated to the
States on the basis of the State
AFDC population, and used to
meet the living expenses of needy
families or individuals not-met
by the AFDC program.

as under S. 2777.

-- 558
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
S. 2084--(Moynihan)

H.R. 1095--(Corman)

41
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
S. 2777-(Baker)

Directs the Secretary oLiIEW

(inconsultation with the Secre-

taries of Agriculture and IUD)
to establish demonstration projects to evaluate the desirability of
establishing consolidated public
assistance centers at which an
individual can make application
for any type of aid available
under any federally assisted program which is based on need.
Directs the Secretary of IEW
(in consultation with the Secretaries of Agriculture and Labor)
to estal)lish demonstration projects to evaluate the d(liability
of (1) consolidating public assistance programs to he administered by the Federal Government, or (2) allowing the States
to carry out public assistance
programs without Federal regulation, using block grants.
Authorizes
demonstrations
which involve the payment of the
value of food stamp allotments in
the form of cash to AFDC and
all other eligible recipients.

H.R. 10711-(Ulman)
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ANNUAL BENEFITS PAYABLE TO HOUSEHOLD UNITS UNDER
S. 2084 AND H.R. 10050
Amount

For each member who IsAn aged, blind or disabled adult------------------------Any other adult ............
A blind or disabled child
-----------------------------Any other child...................................
Plimthfolowing incrm ntA

$1,600
1,100
1,1 00
600

Assountt peab~
to the u*41 is

forqcd by-If the unit consists entirely ofOne adult who is aged, blind, or disabled ----------------------$900
One individual and the individual's spouse, each of whom is aged,
blind, or disabled ------------------------------------50
One adult and one or more children --------------------------, 300
Two or more adults and one or more children ------------------800

TABLE 43.-COSTS OF H.R. 10950 AND S. 2084, BY LEVEL OF
GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1982
(in billions of dollars)
S. 2084 (Moynihan)

H.R. 10950 (Corman)

State

State
Federal

and
local

Total

Federal

and
local

Total

Total cost ......... 42.25 8.63 50.87 47.21 10.29 57.50
Total offsets ....... 24.89 12.05 36.93 26.99 12.50 39.48
Net cost ...... :.. 17.36 (3.42) 13.94 20.22 (2.21) 18.02
Source: Based on Congressional Budget Office cost estimates.

If
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TABLE 44.-HEW ESTIMATE OF CASELOAD UNDER ADMINISTRATION BILL (S. 2084) AND HOUSE WELFARE REFORM
SUBCOMMITTEE BILL (H.R. 10950), 1982
(In millions)
H.R. 10950

H.R. 9030

Basic cash assistance:
Eligible units ......................
19.72
Eligible Persons .......
.*.....56.82
Participating units ............. ..
13.42
37.32
Participating persons .............

15.18
35.86
12.42
30.58

EITC:
Units eligible for basic cash
Units above cash eligibility limits.
Total units .......................
Job and training:
Full-time slots .....................
Persons participating .............

3.52
5.99

3.89
9.68

9.51

13.57

1.10
2.41

1.19
2.52
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TABLE 45.-COSTS OF HOUSE WELFARE REFORM SUBCOMMITTEE BILL (H.R. 10950) BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN
FISCAL YEAR 1982
[Billions of dollars])
H.R. 10950

Federal

Benefits:
Basic cash assistance ........... $22.23
State supplementation:
Matching supplements ......
1.71
,Grandfathering supplements .....................
Hold-harmless payments ....
3.73
Emergency needs block grant...
.83
1.62
Earned income tax credit .......
Public service employment .....
7.81
Federal tax reimbursement.
Other:
.20
Stepparent income..
Benefits to public institu-"
tion s ......................
.01
Adjustment of $800 head
bonus ......................
.29
Foster care ..................
.27
Children's earning.
.12
.05
Substantial gainful
activity.
1
' 9
Other I ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.1

State and
local

Total

$2.24

$24.74

6.71

8.42

3.55
(3.73).
.09
....5..
.55
.05

3.55

.92
1.62
8.36
.25
.01

.04
.22
.01
.01
9.7.4....

.33
.49
.13
1 .06
't9
49

9.74

49.93

2.93
.55
3.59 ..........
.50 ..........

3.48
3.59
.50

Subtotal .......................

7.02

7.57

Total costs ....................

47.21

Subtotal ...................
Administrative/overhead:
Cash assistance .................
Public service employment .....
Public service overhead .........

40.19

.55
10.29

57.50

Figures may not add to totals because of rounding. All estimates Include 50
States, District of Columbia, and Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
2 The estimated cost of excluding children's earnings and student's earnings In
the absence of the exclusion of single Individuals under 25 was approximately
$240,000,000. In the presence of the single individuals under 25 provision the

estimate was reduced by 3.

$Includes estimates for basic H.R. 9030 provisions for Institutional and SSI
Federal hold-harmless provisions based on proportional adjustment from the HEW
Sept. 26, 1977, estimates.
Source: Congressional Budget Offices
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TABLE 46.-DIRECT AND INDIRECT COST OFFSETS OF H.R.
10950 BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1982
(Billions of dollars] I
Program offsets

Federal

State and
local

Total

Direct cost savings:'
AFDC ............................ $8.93
$7.58 $16.50
SSI .............................. 6.09
2.50
8.59
Food stamps ....................
6.69
.34
7.03
General assistance ........................
1.40
1.40
Emergency assistance ..........
.04
.04
.08
Earned- income tax credit ......
. 56 ..........
.56
Work incentive program.........
.48
.05
.53
Direct subtotal ................

22.79

11.91

34.69

. 05 ..........
. 29 ..........
Unemployment insurance
.
26 ... ...
Medicaid ....................
(.25)

.05
.29

Indirect cost savings (or increases):
Related programs:
Child nutrition .............
Housing assistance .........
Indirect subtotal ..........

26

(.49)

(.24)

.11

Increased (or decreased) revenues:
Increased Federal and State
income taxes revenues........
3.53
.64
Increased social security taxes.
.32 ........
Sales tax revenues .......................
.19

4.17
. 32
.19

.35

Revenue subtotal .............

3.85

.83

4.68

Total offsets ...................

26.99

12.50

39.48

= gures may not add to totals due to rounding.
' Based on CBO 5.yr current policy projections; Five-Year Projections:Fiscal Years
1979-83 ex,;ept the AFDC, SSl and earned Income tax credit estimates which
were generated by the basic methodologies used to cost the welfare reform plan.
Different methodologies under the current policy projections which Indicate lower
ADFC costs and higher SSI costs for 1982. However, In the aggregate the Federal
cost estimated undor the different methodologies differ by less than 5 percent.
Source: Congressional Budget Office.
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TABLE 47.--COSTS OF ADMINISTRATION BILL (S. 2084) BY
LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1982
[Billions of dollars)'
Program costs

Federal

State and
local

Total

f

Benefits:
Basic cash assistance ........... $19.74
$2.03 $21.77
State supplementation: 2
Matching supplements......
2.04
3.67
5.70
Grandfathering
supplements ...............................
3.04
3.04
Hold-harmless payments ....
1.08
(1.08) .......
Emergency needs block grant
.63 ..........
. .63
Earned income tax credit... '...
2.63 ..........
2.63
Public service employment ....
8.47
.58
9.05
Federal tax reimbursement ....
i
.89
.06
.95
Other 1..........................
1.32 ..........
1.32
Subtotal ......................
Administrative/overhead:
Cash assistance .................
Public service employment .....
Public service overhead .........

8.30

45.09

2.41
.33
.50 ..........
2.54 ..........

2.74
.50
2.54

36.80

Subtotal .......................

5.45

.33

5.78

Total costs ....................

42.25

8.63

50.87

I All estimates Include 50 States, District of Columbia, and Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico. Figures may not add to totals due to rounding.
2 State supplementation estimates assume that each State will supplement the
basic Federal benefit up to a level equivalent to the basic AFDC or SSI payment
standard plus food stamp benefits In effect In that State immediately preceding
the Implementation of the hew cash assistance program and that States will grand.
father current SSI recipients and 75 percent of current AFDC recipients.
8Under H.R. 9030 the $630,000,000 authorized for the emergency needs block
rant program Is not adjusted for Inflation. If an Inflation adjustment were made
the year 1982 the grant would be $710,000,000 under CBO economic assumptions.
4 Estimate Includes an adjustment for Incapacity.
I As provided in sec. 2104 of H.R. 9030.
6Includes estimates for Institutionalized, foster care, and SSI Federal hold.
harmless provisions based on proportional adjustment from the HEW Sept. 26,

1977 estimates.
Source: Congressional Budget Of fice.

d
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TABLE 48.-DIRECT AND INDIRECT COST OFFSETS OF S. 2084
BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1982
[Billions of dollars] I'
Program offsets

Federal

State and
local

Total

Direct cost savings: 2
AFDC ............................ $8.93
$7.58 $16.50
SSI ..............................
6.09
2.50
8.59
Food stamps ....................
6.69
.34
7.03
General assistance ....................
1.40
1.40
Emergency assistance ......... . .04
.04
.08
Earned income tax credit ...... . 56 .......... .56
Work incentive program.........
.48
.05
.53
Direct subtotal ................
Indirect cost savings (or increases):
Related programs:
Child nutrition .............
Housing assistance .........
Unemployment insurance ...

Medicaid ....................
-4ndirect subtotal ..........

-

22.79

11.91

. 06 ..........
. 72 ..........
44 ..........
(.25)
(.24)

(.49)

(.24)

.73

.97

Increased (or decreased) revenues:
Increased Federal and State
income taxes revenues........ .65
.17
Increased social security taxes.
.48 ..........
Sales tax revenues .......................
.21
A-

Revenue subtotal .............
Total offsets I.................

34.69

1.13
24.89

.21
12.05

.06
.72

.44

.82
.48
.21
1.51
36.93

=Figures may not add to totals due to rounding.
Based on CBO 5-yr current policy projections; Five.Year Projections: Fiscal
Years 1979-83 except the AFDC, SSI, and earned Income tax credit estimates
which Were generated by the basic methodology used to cost out the welfare reform
plan. Different methodologies underly the current policy projections which Indicate
lower AFDC costs and higher SSI costs for 1982. However, in the aggregate the
Federal costs estimated under the different methodologies differ by less then 5
percent.
I The administration's estimate of offsets Includes savings from the discontlnuation of several activities such as unemployment Insurance extended benefits
program and CETA title VI-and the Initiation of several new policies including fraud
and abuse sanctions and the wellhead tax. The CBO current policy projections based
I

upon a 4.5-percent unemployment rate for fiscal year 1982 include no expenditures
for these activities and, therefore, no potential for cost offsets.
Source: Congressional Budget Office.
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